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Abstract

Keywords

Among various data types that can be visualized, recently
software became one of the most important candidate for
visualization. With the increasing complexity of developed software systems the need for better means to understand software are needed. Software visualization aims
to help with these problems by providing graphical presentations and thus allows discussion between developers
in the domain of these graphical representations rather
than mental concepts. In this work we presents an alternative software visualization method based on hypergraphs. We have developed a visualization system that
utilize hypergraph-based representation of software artifacts and relations between them. We present how hypergraphs can be used in all stages of the visualization
process and how they are used as the unifying data representation. Interactive 3D visualization displays directly
these hypergraph representations of software. To allow
filtering we have developed a query mechanism in which
queries are hypergraph patterns and results are also hypergraphs. This way the visualization system is build
around only one data structure.
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1.

Introduction

Software development has become very important in past
years. As more and more difficult problems should be
solved using software systems, the software programs have
become also more complex. With increased software complexity and several developers working on the same project,
the design and maintenance of complex software systems
is more difficult than ever. Techniques and tools helping
to overcome these problems, especially covering tasks like
programming, program comprehension or program modification, become very necessary. Software visualization
aspires to help in the development process. Software visualization, an interesting and large research area, aims
to help us with the intangible software making it easier
to understand. Software, opposed to other engineering
products, is untouchable. Although in past years many
software visualization systems and visual programming
languages were developed, developers still use in practice
standard integrated development environments and textual languages.
Software development is not only about writing source
code, but also involves the management of the software
development process and creating / modifying various
software artifacts during development. Currently existing
integrated development environments rarely utilize visualizations (except popular UML diagrams). With the increasing size and complexity of software products it would
be beneficial for software developers to look at software as
a knowledge repository. This way better understanding
of software could be achieved by visualizations of wellformed queries about software.

2.

Software visualization

Many information visualization techniques, which deal
with non-perceptible abstract data, have been developed
in past years and they can be classified according to following three orthogonal criteria [5]: data to be visualized, the visualization technique, interaction and distortion technique used, When looking at data types that
can by visualized, we can identify following types: multidimensional data, text and hypertext, temporal data, (geo)spatial data, hierarchies and graphs, algorithms and software.
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Among the mentioned data types, software has become
recently target to many visualization approaches. Software is very suitable for visualization due to software’s
intangibility, which is an additional complication for software engineers compared to other engineering fields.
It seems that software comprehension is easier when the
software is graphically represented. For example, controlflow diagrams are popular aids for program understanding
[16]. Graphical representations allow using, except twodimensional positioning of text, also attributes like form,
color, size, position, orientation etc.
Software visualization aims at helping with software comprehension using graphically representations. According
to a discussion mentioned by Petre et al. [17], graphical
representations may offer following advantages:
• better information content and information density
• higher level of abstraction
• providing overview (structures may become easier
recognizable)
• easier remembering
In the work by Larkin and Simon [12], which compares
differences of textual and graphical notations, the authors
state that recognition of information using graphical representation is not basically more efficient than using textual. However, e.g. in searching problems the graphical
representation may outperform textual. Larkin and Simon note that most benefits of using graphical representations can be seen in deriving additional information not
directly visible.
In the past twenty years more than hundred software visualization prototypes and systems were developed. However, only few managed it to move from research projects
to systems usable in praxis. Respondents in recent studies stated the following challenges in the field of software
maintenance, reverse engineering and re-engineering [11]:
• visualization of large datasets and dynamic aspects
• navigation between multiple views
• automatic selection of visualization techniques
• ”semantic” visualization
• integration with other tools
One of the mentioned challenges is semantic visualization.
Software visualization should allow tho explore semantic relations between software artifacts so that previously
hidden or hard to obtain information about software can
be obtained.
Although most software visualization approaches use
graph visualizations, they often do not put high emphasis on the used graph structures. However, when looking at possibilities of knowledge representations, see next
Section, that are also often based on various graph structures, introducing concepts and approaches from knowledge representation into the software visualization field
could bring new benefits. Therefore in the next section
we discus the problematics of knowledge representation.

3.

Representing knowledge

In the long history of information management systems
many data models have been developed. Before the advent of the relational model, the research also focused on
graph-based data models. Currently, graph-based data
models gain again focus of researchers, because they can
better cope with current trends and requirements in the
era of Internet. The problem the relational model faces
today is the fact that most information found on Internet
is heterogeneous and highly interconnected. Databases
based on the relational model are well suited for cases
when the problem domain can be thoroughly analyzed
and a static database schema can be created. However,
to store knowledge, that is information and their interconnections, from a domain that we can not analyze in
advance and may dynamically change in time, the relational model is not capable to handle such requirements.
Graph data models are well suited for such situation in
which interconnections between data are at least as important as data itself. Many graph data models have been
developed – a detailed overview can be found in [2]. In
summary, graph data models use various graph types and
two data models (The Hypergraph Data Model [18] and
GROOVY [14]) also use generalized graph concepts: hypergraphs or hypernodes to represent data and/or schema.
Under knowledge we often understand information placed
into a meaningful context, combined with experience, interpreted etc. Ontologies allow representing and storing
knowledge about a certain domain in a declarative way.
One of benefits of ontologies is that they can be interpreted by humans and also computers. Of course presenting ontologies in a navigable form is important and
often visualizations based on graphs are used.
The term ontology originates in the philosophy field and
is used to describe set of concepts and their interrelations in a specific domain [1]. Concepts, often termed
classes, represent real-world objects and often form a hierarchical structure. Concepts may be related to other
concepts, may play different roles in relations and can
be described by various attributes. Furthermore concepts
may point to existing instances that can be stored in computers. For modeling ontologies various approaches have
been developed [13]. Among the existing approaches the
graph-based or graph-oriented models are popular and
offer possibilities to present ontologies in graphical form
for users. Recently is has been shown that two popular
ontology storage formats (Topic maps and RDF) can be
formally defined trough hypergraphs [3, 8].
The mentioned hypergraph-based data models and ontological representations can be considered as knowledge
storages. For information retrieval often query languages
are used. Several query languages for graphs and hypergraph-based representation have been developed, e.g.
GraphQL [9] for common graphs, HQL defined for the
Hypergraph Data Model [19], or tolog [7] and TMQL [22]
query languages for ontology storages.
The need to store graphs in computers led to the development of many file-based formats. Among many existing
graph formats currently the XML-based formats GXL [21]
and GraphML [4] are very popular. Both allow to store
common graph types, but they also support hypergraphs
and hierarchic graphs with subgraphs within graphs.
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4. Goals
The aim of this thesis is to introduce approaches from
knowledge representation field into software visualization.
Our work focuses on the idea of uniform hypergraph representation of software artifacts that would allow to represent and visualize semantic relations between software
artifacts that occur at various stages of software development. Combining hypergraph representations and querying techniques with already existing information visualization techniques, we could achieve interesting results.
To achieve knowledge-based software visualization, the
following partial goals of this thesis can be specified:
• Analyze current state-of-the-art in software visualization
Research in software visualization is producing many
interesting approaches often utilizing graph visualizations. However, very few works focus on the
graph representations itself, probably missing key
features: the possibility to use graph data models
developed in the field of knowledge representation
and semantic web. Therefor a thorough analysis of
the software visualization field and important approaches of knowledge representation is to be provided.

3

data model. Afterwards we demonstrate a hypergraphbased query language and finish this section with details
about hypergraph visualization.

5.1

Hypergraphs

Common graphs, people are familiar with, usually connect
two nodes with an edge displayed as a line. Hypergraphs
are generalized graphs in which an edge can connect more
than two nodes. A graph with edges connecting nodepairs is just a special case of a hypergraph. Definition 1
formally defines a hypergraph.
Definition 1. Let V = {v1 , . . . , vn } be a finite set, whose
members are called nodes. A hypergraph on V is pair
H = (V, ), where  is a family (Ei )i∈I of subsets of V .
The members of  are called hyperedges.
The following Definitions 2, 3 illustrate the mathematical
transformation of hypergraph into a bipartite incidence
graph, using hypergraph’s incidence matrix.
Definition 2. Let H = (V, ) be a hypergraph with m =
|| edges and n = |V | nodes. The edge-node incidence
matrix of H is:
MH ∈ Mm×n ({0, 1})

• Propose a model for storing and querying hypergraph
representations of software artifacts
The aim is to develop, based on existing knowledge
representation approaches, a suitable hypergraphbased data model to represent software artifacts and
their interrelations. However, we should look at the
proposed hypergraph-based data model as a unifying data storage for software artifacts that can be
queried. Based on the hypergraph model a query
mechanism should allow to filter the visualized software artifacts and relations, thus reducing the visual
load the user experiences when dealing with visualizations of very large graphs.

Definition 3. For a hypergraph H = (V, ) with an incidence matrix MH the bipartite incidence graph

• Utilize 3D information visualization techniques
To verify possible benefits and/or bottlenecks of hypergraph-based software representations a visualization prototype is needed. 3D graph visualizations
became very popular and may provide interesting
views, but effective browsing and interaction is still
an open challenge, especially accessing the data a (hyper)graph represents.

The incidence matrix representation can be used for actual implementation, however for effective memory storage an implementation using sparse matrices is needed.
Using Definition 3 it is possible to utilize well known graph
layout algorithm to visualize hypergraphs as described in
Section 5.6.

• Develop a visualization and programming environment on top of hypergraph representations
Part of our goals is to allow to access and modify
the software artifacts that are represented by hypergraphs and not to develop a visualization system
only for gaining insight into software. Therefore the
design of our visualization method should be oriented towards a visual programming environment
that allows programming tasks.

5. Knowledge-based software visualization
In this section we discuss our approach for knowledgebased software visualization. First we formally introduce
hypergraphs that where used to develop a hypergraphbased data model. We then discuss how source code artifacts and relations for a concrete programming language
and present how they can be represented in the proposed

and defined as:
mi,j =



1 if vj ∈ Ei
0 else

BH = (NV ∪ N , E)
is defined as follows:
E = {{mi , nj } : mi ∈ N , nj ∈ Nv , and mi,j = 1}
N = {mi : Ei ∈ }
NV = {nj : vj ∈ V }

5.2

Hypergraph-based data model

Inspired by the existing approaches for representing knowledge, mentioned in Section 3, we have defined a suitable
data model based on hypergraph representations to store
knowledge about software artifacts and their interrelations.
The hypergraph-based data model is based on the following Definition of a modified, possibly oriented and ordered, hypergraph that utilizes incidences to specify how
hyperedges connect nodes. This model is an enhancement
of the hypergraph-based representation of Topic Maps introduced in [3].
Definition 4. A labeled, possibly oriented, hypergraph
is H = (V, E, I, L, λV , λE , λI , λL ) where V, E, I, L are disjoint finite sets and we call V the node set of H, E the
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hyperedge set of H, I the incidence set of H and L the
set of labels of H. The mappings λV : V → P (I) and
λE : E → P (I) satisfy the following conditions:
∀v 6= v 0 λV (v) ∩ λV (v 0 )
0

0

∀e 6= e λE (e) ∩ λE (e )

= 0 ∪v∈V λV (v) = I
= 0 ∪e∈E λE (e) = I

The map λI : I → {IN, OU T, N ON E} specifies orientation of hyperedges and map λL : N ∪ E ∪ I → L assigns
labels to hypergraph elements.
Figure 1 illustrates the model from above Definition. This
hypergraph definition allows to model complex relations
similar to Topic Maps. Based on this hypergraph definition we can define a simplified hypergraph-based data
model similar to GXL mentioned in Section 3.
Hypergraph

Attribute
+Name
+Value

Node

n

1

GraphElement

1

+Label

Hyperedge

1

0..n

Incidence
+Direction
+Order

0..n

Figure 1: Hypergraph-based data model.

This hypergraph data model does not limit incidences to
always connect one hyperedge and one node, but also
allows that a hyperedge is connected through an incidence to another hyperedge or another incidence. This
approach, as proposed in works described in Section 3,
actually allows to represent knowledge.
Allowing incidences to connect not only hyperedeges and
nodes is the key aspect in modeling heterogeneous data
and their relations. This approach allows reification of
concepts that represent objects of interest. A (hyper)graph
data model, opposed to e.g. a relation data model, does
not necessarily need to known the application area in advance, thus the structure of stored information does not
need to be know in advance and can be heterogeneous.

5.3

Identification of software artifacts and relations

There are many software artifacts that can be found on
various levels of software and software development processes. To verify our approach we have focused on software artifacts at the core of each software – artifacts found
in source code and related source code documentations.
We have focused on the programming language Lua [10],
which has academic origin, and software systems implemented in it. Lua is a simple embeddable scripting language with very clean syntax which retains high expressiveness. Lua uses only simple programming concepts
which are common among many other languages, however it provides mechanisms to extend its behavior that

may become complicated and difficult to understand for
beginners. For example Lua does not support object oriented programming but it is capable to simulate many
object oriented features found in other languages with
powerful meta-table mechanisms. Visualization of these
language specific features would certainly help with understanding. Before we can visualize software artifacts
that can be found in projects implemented in Lua, it is
necessary to identify them and to determine possible artifact relations.
Identification of software artifacts is not a straightforward
process and we have to incorporate users of Lua language
and their point of view. It is important to summarize and
categorize software artifacts that developers and source
code analysts may be interested in. Of course identifying
relations should undergo a similar process. Identifying
artifacts and relations is important for searching tasks,
because repository queering is often done by using a query
language that utilizes relations.
For defining Lua hypergraph representations we decided
to start with its documentation extracting relevant topics
and their relations. We have identified several categories
of software artifacts and their relations. The first category is the syntax level and lexical conventions that can
be derived from language syntax. Relevant artifacts in
this category are: identifiers, keywords, symbols, comments and finally Lua syntax rules. Each artifact can be
represented by a hypergraph node and therefore all artifacts are equal. Differences between them are stored as
specific relations. For example we can use is-of-type relation between type-nodes and any other nodes. There are
many other relations between artifacts and other artifact
types such as variables, values and data types.
As our system is intended for software analysis we focus
mainly on relations which emerge from syntax rules but
are not directly observable from source code. For example during functional analysis we would like to observe
function relations as mentioned in Table 1.

Table 1: Relations a function can participate in.
Relation
Description
is documented
Is documented with short
and/or long description
is nested in
Is placed in a table
is method of
Function acts as a method in
table (defines implicit self parameter)
has parameter
Function has parameter
tail calls
Function calls another function via tail call
returns
Returns some variable or expression
defines
Defines local variables or local
functions
calls
Calls function
access
Function accesses/uses global
variables or upvalues
has environment
Function has defines environment
has body
Executes statements in function’s body
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Similarly we can identify other software artifacts and their
relations, for example to understand architectural design,
we need to look at the program decomposition into Lua
modules and files. A module written in Lua is usually
defined by it’s name, consists of several functions and may
use other modules.

5.4

Representing software artifacts and relations

To illustrate the hypergraph-based representation, we can
use the software artifacts and relations extracted from
a software system in our study in Section 6
From the system’s source code we extracted the download
function software artifact that is involved in two relations:
calls and tail calls related to function calls. We can formulate following statements describing relations between
functions:
• ”Function download calls functions sys.isDir,
sys.copy, pcall ”
• ”Function download tail-calls function curlDownload and socketDownload”

The proposed hypergraph-based data model also offers
the possibility to use oriented and/or ordered incidences,
making the hyperedge with these incidences also oriented
/ ordered2 . In the above example we used only nonoriented and non-ordered incidences, thus the relations
where not oriented nor ordered. To clarify the ”orientation” of hyperedges we used only labels of incidences.
Oriented or ordered incidences can be used to enhance
the information stored in incidences (node’s role(s)). Using ordered incidences could be used to order parameters
of a function. Oriented incidences could be used when a
function returns values by function’s parameters. Such
situations are common in C programs. For example the
function from OpenGL’s API
void glGetShaderSource(GLuint shader, GLsizei bufSize, GLsizei *length, GLchar *source);
takes four parameters, but the length, source are used
as return parameters, and of course the parameters are
ordered. Figure 3 illustrates the has parameters relations
has_parameters
function

1

Illustration of these relations is shown in Figure 2.

glGetShaderSource

download

sys.isDir

calls

called
sys.copy
called

caller

5

pcall

1
parameter

shader

2
parameter

bufSize

3
parameter

length

4
parameter

source

called
download

Figure 3: Hypergraph-based data model.

tail_calls

curlDownload

called
caller

SocketDownload
called

Figure 2: Relations related to the download function.

As can be seen in Figure 2, we used incidences to clarify
roles of the functions, thus it is easily recognizable which
function calls and which functions are called. Although a
standard function call and a tail call may seem the same,
in Lua the later is internally optimized and is used in special programming cases, thus differentiating them may be
helpful. Similarly we can approach other possible software artifacts and relations. Important to note is that
nodes may play different roles in different relations. Although the functions displayed in Figure 2 play only roles
caller or called, we could easily find out by looking into
source code, that e.g. the function curlDownload calls
other functions not mentioned here. Thus the role of the
curlDownload function is called as shown in Figure 2, but
may be also caller for other functions. Differentiating
roles a node plays in different relations can be of advance
when we search for other nodes connected to a node by
hyperedges.
1

We use following graphical notation: blue spheres represent nodes, green incidences and red hyperedges.

with oriented (displayed as lines with arrows) and ordered
incidences (numbers shown inside circles)

5.5

Hypergraph-based query language

Displaying large hypergraphs might be difficult to comprehend. Therefore some filtering or querying is needed.
Inspired by the graph query languages mentioned in Section 3, we can also develop a query language for our hypergraph data model.
The proposed hypergraph query language is based on hypergraph patterns that can be represented in graphical
and textual form and we define a transformation between
these two representations. The querying itself is done by
an algorithm that receives as parameters the hypergraph
query and the queried hypergraphs and returns a hypergraph with matched hypergraph elements.
The syntax of the textual query language is based on simple hyperedge queries in form
E(I1 : N1 , . . . , In : Nn )
where E is a constrain for hyperedge label and I1 : N1 , . . . ,
In : Nn is a sequence of I : N pairs which denote con2

Oriented incidences make the hyperedge oriented. Ordering incidences orders hyperedge’s ”tentacles”.
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strains for labels of incidence-node pairs. These constrains are actually patterns that are searched in the labels of hypregraph elements. We used the ∗ symbol for
convenience as a short pattern that matches any label.
The proposed query language is based on hypergraphs,
which can be also visualized. The Figure 4 illustrates
the relation between the textual notation of the following
simple query,
calls(caller:* ; called:*)
which searches for all calls relations and receives all nodes
connected trough these relations and play roles caller or
called and its graphical hypergraph representation.
E(I 1: N1, I2: N2)

Figure 5: Example of complex query
calls(caller : *, called : *)
calls

*
caller

*
called

Figure 4: Mapping between textual and graphical
representation of a query.

The discussed simple hyperedge queries can be chained
together by an and operator to form complex hypergraph
patterns. The following snippet shows an example of
a complex textual query:
has-parameters(*:installPackage, parameter:*) and
is-documented(function:installPackage,
short-description:*) and
is-documented(of_function:installPackage,
parameter:*,
description:*)
This query defines a hypergraph pattern that searches
for a function labeled installPackage. Using the hasparameters relation it receives all parameters of this function and using the is-documented relations also function’s
short-description and description of function’s parameters. Visualization of this query is shown in Figure 5 and
the result of this query is shown in Figure 6. Details
about the results of this query and from what they were
obtained are described in Section 6.
Figures 5 and 6 show visualizations of a hypergraph query
and the corresponding result hypergraph. The Figures
were taken from an initial hypergraph query prototype
that used on 2D hypergraph visualizations. In these Figures hyperedges are displayed as red spheres, incidences
as green and nodes as yellow spheres. For the hypergraph
layout an early version of the layout Algorithm 1 was used.
Formally, the syntax of the textual representation of the
hypergraph queries can be defined by the following Parsing Expression Grammar (PEG), where terminals are dis-

Figure 6: Results of the query shown in Figure 5

played in bold, nonterminals in italic and S is the toplevel grammar rule:

S
query
body

← query (and query) ∗

← name (body (, body) ∗ )
← name : name

name ← * | pattern
pattern ← regexp

The hypergraph matching algorithm iterates over hyperedges of the query tries to match hyperedges of the queried
hypergraph by iterating over them. For every matched
hyperedge the algorithm then tries to match all incidencenode pairs of the query hyperedge with incidence-node
pairs of the queried hyperedge. If at least one incidencenode pairs is matched then the matched hyperedge to
which they belong is added to a temporal hyperedge list.
If at least one hyperedge is found then it is added to the
resulting hypergraph also with matched incidences and
nodes.
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5.6

Hypergraph visualization

Graph visualization faces several problems and various
graph visualization techniques have been developed. When
considering graph-like visualization, hypergraph visualization can be based on two approaches: (a) develop a
specialized layout algorithm specially for hypergraphs (b)
transform hypergraphs into bipartite graph. The first approach has been proposed in [15] and uses a modified
force-based layout algorithm.
We selected the transformation into bipartite graph in our
approach, because it allows us to utilize existing layout
algorithms developed for common graphs. However, our
hypergaph model uses incidences which along nodes and
hyperedges also must be considered by the hypergraph
layout algorithm. The simplest solution is to represent
hypergraph’s nodes, hyperedges and incidences as nodes
of the bipartite graph and for each hyperedge-incidencenode triple two edges (hyperedge-incidence and incidencenode) in the bipartite graph are created. This approach
however unnecessarily introduces for each incidence a node
in the bipartite graph thus increasing the number of bipartite graph nodes the layout algorithm has to process.
This can be easily solved by ignoring incidences by the layout algorithm. Position of incidences can be then easily
calculated from node’s and hyperedge’s position as center
between them. However as our hypergraph data model
allows to connect hyperedges also to incidences, so incidences can not be displayed only as lines. Also their
position might be affected by forces created by hyperedges connected to them. Therefore incidences should be
considered by the layout algorithm as nodes.
The modified Fruchterman-Reingold layout algorithm we
used in our prototype visualization system is shown in
Algorithm 1. It introduces the concept of graph center
which is calculated to easily position the layouted graph
to origin of world coordinates. The algorithm assigns random positions to nodes at start and then iteratively moves
them to new positions based on attracting and repelling
forces these nodes produce.
During visualization hypergraph elements are displayed
as colored spheres connected with lines representing hyperedges with following color mapping:
• red spheres – hyperedges
• yellow spheres – incidences
• green spheres – nodes
We can look at red spheres as centers of hyperedges. Visualization prototype can also hide incidences either to
decrease visual clutter or to weaken the number of nodes
the layout algorithm has to process.
The visualization takes place in 3D space in which the user
can interactively navigate and explore presented hypergraph representation of analyzed software projects. The
modifications we made to the algorithm allow to pause
the layout algorithm globally or for selected nodes. This
allows the user to interactively interact with the layout
algorithm and to manipulate nodes or hyperedges of interest into preferred positions, possibly making the visualization more comprehensible. The implemented graph
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layout algorithm is capable to handle thousands of hypergraph nodes at feasible comfort for the user, however for
larger hypergraphs more effective layout algorithms must
be considered.
The bipartite graph representation of a hypergraph however opens possible research questions for optimizing hypergraph layout. When considering hypergraph nodes
and hyperedges represented as two disjoint node sets of
the representing bipartite graph, we could tweak the layout algorithm to consider this fact. Recently multi-level
graph layout algorithms showed their potential in visualizing large graphs [6]. They construct a set of sub-graphs
with various graph coarsening and layout the final graph
by layouting the hierarchy of subgraphs. The two sets of
the bipartite graph could be the initial clustering for these
method and further sub-graph cluster could be created by
considering e.g. the node degree. However these are ideas
that require further research as graph layout algorithms
are not in main focus of this thesis.
Algorithm 1 Modified Fruchterman-Reingold layout algorithm [20]
Require: graph G = (V, E), world origin pS
Ensure: position pu for ∀u ∈ V
for all u ∈ V do
pu ← random()
V (u) ← 0
. reset total speed
end for
loop
pb ← 0
. reset center position
for all u ∈ V do
F (u) ← 0
. reset total force
pb ← pb + pu P
. add to center
F (u) ← F (u) + fr (duv ) . add repeling forces
end for
for all (u, v) ∈ E do
F (u) ← F (u) + fa (duv )
F (v) ← F (v) + fa (duv ) . add attractive forces
end for
pb ← pb /|V |
. set center position
for all u ∈ V do
F (u) ← F (u) + fc (dbS )
. add force between center and world origin
if |F (u)| < M IN F then
p
~ ← F (u)/|F (u)| × min{M AX F, |F (u)|} .
force vector
p
~ ← α~
p
pu ← pu + p
~ + V (u) . move according force
and actual speed
V (u) ← γ(V (u) + vecp)
. set new speed, γ < 1 stiffness
else
V (u) ← 0
. reset total speed
end if
end for
end loop

6.

Visualization of an existing software system

The software in our study is a an open-source project
called LuaDist3 , which is written in the Lua programming language and well documented. It is a small small
project containing 80kB of source code, but the project’s
3

Available at: www.luadist.org
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documentation make nearly 30% of source code. The purpose of the analyzed software is management, automatic
building and deployment of Lua modules and general libraries in an multi-platform development environment. It
consist of various modules ranging from network communication, trough dependency resolving to compilation and
installation modules.
We focused on obtaining not directly visible relations and
artifacts. Together we were searching for just eight node
types and seven different hyperedge types. For the completeness of the extracted hypergraph the above identified
artifacts types (module, function etc.) where automatically inserted into the hypergraph as nodes. Additionally
the is_of_type relation was used to connect the extracted
software artifacts to the corresponding nodes representing
the type of these nodes.

This query receives all modules together with their functions, thus obtaining information on architecture as well
information about modules’ interfaces. Figure 8 illustrates the hypergraph obtained by this query, from which
the number of modules is easily observable. From the
Figure 8 we can also visually identify modules containing
a higher number of functions (hypergraph cluster in Figure’s middle and the cluster bottom-right), thus revealing
that these two modules provide a rich API.

We were able to extract 1233 nodes and 459 hyperedges,
what are for such a small project relatively high numbers,
considering the small amount of different node and hyperedge types. Searching for other node or hyperedge types
would certainly dramatically increase the number of extracted artifacts and relations. For large-scale projects we
can expect very high numbers of artifacts and relations.
Nearly the whole extracted hypergraph is displayed in
Figure 7. The user can explore this visualization by rotating the scene and freely fly into the scene using a virtual camera, thus focusing the view towards hypergraph
parts the user is interested in. In Figure 7 we can see
three highly interconnected hyperedges in the right middle part, which where manually positioned by user further
from hypergraph center. Moving the virtual camera close
to these hyperedges reveals their labels and that they represent is_of_type relations, thus their connection to most
nodes is obvious.

Figure 8: Visualization of modules and their functions.
To obtain this information from source code the user would
have to read through the actual source code files searching for module definitions and modules’ functions – which
is difficult due to the fact, that Lua is similar to Java
in the way that Lua does not uses header files like e.g.
C++. Although a good IDE might provide a tree-view of
modules and their functions, still identifying the size of
modules (number of functions) is difficult and currently
source code metrics tools are used for this purpose.
Identifying modules and their functions can be quite easy
compared to understanding all function call relations. For
this purpose, the user can use the following query:
calls(caller:*; called:*)

Figure 7: Visualization of the whole extracted hypergraph.

The extracted hypergraph contains many nodes and relations, which make comprehending relations difficult. Therefore we can use the query language proposed in Section 5.5 to filter the hypergprah to contain only parts we
would like to observe. For example to visualize the project
decomposition into modules we can use following simple
query:
defines(module:*; function:*)

This query receives all calls relations between functions
and the results of this query are shown in Figure 9. The
Figure displays a cluster of call relations between functions, however the resulting hypergraph is not a full callgraph.
As functions are one of the most important language construct of Lua language (separation into modules is done
by splitting code into files and additionally defined by calling module function), we can filter the whole hypergraph
with the following query to obtain all functions and their
parameters:
is_of_type(object:*, type:function) and
has_parameters(function:*, parameter:*)
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Figure 9: Visualization of the function calls in LuaDist.

The query searches for all nodes that play role object
and are connected to a node labeled function playing
role type in the relation is_of_type. This ensures that
the right is_of_type relation, the one connected to a
node function, is selected among other relations with same
name. The second part of this query receives all nodes
playing role function and parameter in the relation hasparameters, thus effectively retrieving all parameters of
found functions.
The results of this query are shown in Figure 10. In figure
center the is of type relation is placed to which individual
nodes representing system’s functions are connected. The
function parameters are positioned at most outer rim of
this cluster, e.g. the top and bottom right figure part show
two functions with several parameters. This cluster can
be considered as semantically closed as it contains nodes
representing functions and their parameters connected by
relations.
Of course, the functions are not the only artifact that was
extracted. To show crossing semantic boundaries we can
use this query:
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Figure 10: All functions of the software project
obtained by a query.

lated to the installPackage nodes. The line that connects
these two cluster is actually one of hypergraph arcs of the
is-instance-of relation; the node connected to this hypergraph arc in the left bottom cluster is the installPackage
node.

7.

Towards a Visual Programming Environment

The presented visualizations in the previous section are
suitable for interactive exploring and searching tasks. However our goal is to make also the step towards a visual
programming environment in which programming tasks
can be performed. Therefor we need access to the underlying source code. For programming tasks the interface
can change individual nodes into floating billboards containing a 2D textual editor. These billboards are always
parallel to the projection plane, thus are not distorted by
perspective projection making the text they display easily
readable. The user can dynamically zoom into these billboards to modify the source code these nodes represent.

is_of_type(object:*, type:function) and
has_parameters(*:installPackage, parameter:*) and
is_documented(function:installPackage,
short_description:*) and
is_documented(of_function:installPackage,
parameter:*,
description:*)

Billboards are just another way of visualizing hypergraph
nodes and are also affected by the force directed layout algorithm, but can be attracted into specified positions. For
this purpose the user uses meta-nodes and meta-edges,
which are not part of the visualized hypergraph, to select
and move nodes of interest. This allows to force position
of e.g. documentation nodes to upper part of a window,
billboards containing development cycle information e.g.
into right window part and source code and software artifact revisions into left window part.

This query receives all functions and for one function,
installPackage, receives function’s parameters and related
documentation strings of the function and parameters.
Visualization of the result hypergraphs is shown in Figure 11. We can identify two clusters: the top right cluster represents all the functions of the system centered
around the is-instance-of relation, and the left bottom
cluster contains documentation nodes and parameters re-

From software artifacts displayed in these billboards links
to other nodes or billboards show different relations. One
of our goals is to implement a simple method for displaying contextual information around focused fragments
with dynamic weighting of spring forces, based on relation relevancy in hypergraph representation. Hyperedge
relevancy below certain threshold will not be displayed in
order to conserve screen space and reduce the complexity
of the visualized graph.
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vironments. Hypergraph representations also are capable to store heterogeneous data which make them more
flexible than common databases that need to be designed
with exact application domain knowledge. We utilized the
hypergraph data model that uses incidences that allow
to model more complex relations than common graphs.
We implemented an effective hypergraph implementation
that uses nested hash-tables to represent hypergraph’s incidence matrix. For filtering hypergraphs we introduced a
query language in which queries can be defined in textual
and also graphical form. The queries are hypergraph patterns that are searched in the queried hypergraph. The
results of queries are again hypergraphs, thus making this
approach transparent for visualization methods as it operates on one data structure.

Figure 11: All functions cluster with details about
a function.

Visualization of hypergraph representation of software artifacts is based on the well known force-based graph layout
algorithms. We utilized the mathematical transformation
of hypergraphs into bipartite graphs, thus allowing the
possible use of state-of-art graph layout algorithms. The
implemented layout algorithm is suitable only for small
graphs, however it was sufficient for experimental visualizations of an existing software system.
The proposed visual programming environment on top
of hypergraph visualizations can be considered as important as the hypergraph representations itself. Although
placing 2D windows in 3D space has been previously researched, applications in software visualization can be
considered as a new approach. Also the dynamic billboard placement caused by the connection to force-based
hypergraph layouting can be the base to future humancomputer interaction methods in 3D space.

Figure 12: Nodes containing text editors with
syntax-highlighting.

The experimental visualizations of an existing system showed, that even in small software projects the number of
software artifacts and their relations can be high. And
we only focused on source code artifacts. Applying our
hypergraph-based approach to large software projects
would be certainly challenging, especially for visualization and interaction.

The Figure 12 shows a situation, where the user displayed
several nodes as billboards containing text editor. The
first figure displays a billboard with source code of the
installPackage function and in the background three functions that this function calls are shown. The call-graph
relations are displayed as a hyperedge.
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8.

Conclusions

In this thesis we presented a method for software visualization that is based on hypergraph representations that
are used during the whole visualization process: from software representation, trough visualization to query mechanisms and visual programming. Our approach combines
knowledge-based software representation with graph visualization techniques to provide an interesting visual programming environment that features visual browsing and
querying.
The hypergraph data model was inspired by the existing approaches in knowledge representation field. Hypergraph representations of software artifacts allow to store
semantic relations, which are currently often lost in various file formats of common integrated development en-
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Abstract

1.

This contribution deals with problems related to an effort
estimation of the software projects which are connected
to the development of secured products. The aim of this
contribution is to present an option of an effective consideration of the effort which is connected with the software products development. The FPA and COCOMO II
methods for cost estimation are extended by the security
factors, which are considered depending on requested security level of the resulting software product. The FPA
method extended by security factors is called FPA&SF
(Function Analysis & Security Factors) and the extended
COCOMO II method is named as COCOMO II&SF (COCOMO II & Security Factors). An example of determination of the effort estimation by new methods FPA&SF
and COCOMO II&SF is part of this contribution. These
methods are used on an actual project and the acquired
results are compared with values which were evaluated
after a successful completion of the relevant project.

A development of software project is a complicated process which brings along considerable financial risks and
requires an in-depth planning and a great amount of responsibility during the decision making. It is necessary to
estimate the effort for project realization as accurately as
possible already in the initial phases of the development,
and determine the project cost from this value subsequently. The main goal of the estimation is the accuracy,
because based on the acquired values, the basic development plan or the price for the resulting software product, which is submitted to the customer, is determined.
There are several approaches and methods for estimating
the cost of software projects. One of the most important
ones must surely be the method of function point analysis
(FPA) and another commonly used method is COCOMO
II.
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Introduction

The system security is another very important topic connected with software development, specifically with development of information system with the usage of IT.
At present the information systems security field is constantly evolving. Information systems often store or process a very sensitive data, information and knowledge
which must be secured properly from an unwanted monitoring or attacks. A design and subsequent implementation of appropriate security mechanism must be part of
the development of such information system. The cost
for implementation of security mechanisms form a significant part of the total cost in case of some information
systems with higher security demands. The cost for ensuring the information systems security on requested level
should therefore be considered already during the phase
of project development cost estimation [1].
However, none of the available methods for cost estimation of project development considers cost connected with
ensuring the resulting software product security during
the estimation. The methodology of the FPA and COCOMO II methods extended by security factors will be
presented in the following chapters.

2.

Methods of cost estimating

There are various methods of estimating the cost of software projects development. Among the most famous and
commonly used ones belongs the model COCOMO II,
which is based on the knowledge of the developed product
size, and Function Point Analysis (FPA), which is based
on description of the final product functionality [7], [6].
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2.1

FPA

The method was invented by Allan Albrecht in 1983 and
the organization IFPUG (International Function Point
User Group) is engaged actively in further evolvement of
this method since 1986. The method leaves out the problems related to determination of expected code amount.
Function points are a normalized metrics of software project, which measure an application field and does not consider a technical field. At the same time, it measures
application functions and data, and does not evaluate the
source code [10].
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The equation for determination of influence of the general
system characteristics
V AF = (T DI ∗ 0.01) + 0.65

(1)

Where TDI is a factor of technical complexity, so called
resulting degree of influence. It concerns a calibrating
parameter of effort, which indicates an influence of all the
14 factors. Each of them is rated by a six-point scale (0
– 5) according to a relevant degree of influence (DI) on
application.
T DI =

Function points calculation process according to IFPUG
[5] consists of the following steps:

14
X

DIi

(2)

i=1

Evaluated system characteristics:
1. Identification of the subsystem boundaries
2. Identification of the data functions (internal logical
files ILF and external interface files EIF)
3. Identification of transactional functions (external inputs EI, external outputs EO and external queries
EQ)

• Data communications
• Distributed data processing
• Performance
• Heavily used configuration
• Transaction rate

4. Calculation of the Unadjusted Function Point (UAF)
Count

• On-line data entry

5. Determination of the Value Adjustment Factor
(VAF) using General System Characteristics (GSC)

• On-line update

6. Calculation of the final Function Point Count

• Complex processing

• ILF Internal Logical Files: Any potentially unrestricted data sequence generated, used or maintained
by an application can be considered as a logical file.
• EIF External Interface Files: Similar to FILE, however, the given logical file is shared by several programs. It includes each large group of user data
or leading information used in an application. This
information has to be maintained by a different application.
• EI External Inputs: These input statements concern
only user input orders, which are related to changes
in the internal data structure. They do not concern
user input orders, which are aimed only at control
of program implementation.
• EO External Outputs: The calculation scheme is
similar to that ones related to the input orders. All
unique user data or control data leaving the external frontier of the measured system count as output
orders.
• EQ External Queries: Orders in the form of enquiries are related to outputs carrying out the program implementation and do not change the internal
data structure. EQ is similar to EI and EO under
the condition that these are enquiries in the form of
question.

Depending on the environment, in which the given system is being developed, there are general system characteristics specified – the value adjustment factor (VAF) is
determined [5], [4], [6].

• End-user efficienc
• Reusability
• Installation ease
• Operational ease
• Multiple sites
• Facilitate change
An estimation of the code size and a value of total costs
for developing software project can be determined from
the calculated adjusted function points. At first, it is
necessary to specify the effort and a price of one function
point. Based on this, the total costs necessary for the
project development can be determined. Depending on
the programming language in which the software project
is carried out, the size of the source code, which corresponds to one function point, is assessed.
The estimation of code size for given programming language [5], [6]:
LOC
(3)
LOC = F P ∗
FP
The effort of new project is estimated as a share of number
of points for new project divided by number of points per
months:
FP
E = FP
(4)
M

Where FMP is an average amount of function points falling
on one person-month and it is determined from the finished projects.
An estimation of project development duration in months
can be calculated by relation [9]:
T = F P 0.4

(5)
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2.2

COCOMO II

The model was developed by Barry Boehm in 1995 as
an extension of model COCOMO 81, which had been no
longer sufficient for determination of price estimation of
newer and more demanding software projects. COCOMO
II consists of 2 models – Early Design Model (EDM) and
Post-Architecture Model (PAM) [6].
EDM is used in the initial phases of project, when only
the software architecture is being designed and detailed
information about the actual software and its overall development process are not yet available. PAM works in
more details and is used in the phase when an in-depth
specification is finished and the software is ready for its
development. The model PAM is primarily significant for
the purpose of this contribution therefore it is described
in more details [3], [2].

2.2.1

Post-Architecture Model

The model contains a file of 17 effort multipliers and file
of 5 scale factors. Multipliers have 6 possible levels of
evaluation (very low, low, normal, high, very high, and
extremely high). Every evaluation corresponds with a
positive number, which is determined by calibration from
previous projects.
Scale factors [2]:
• PREC Precedentness
• FLEX Development / Flexibility
• RESL Architecture / Risk resolution
• TEAM Team cohesion
• PMAT Process maturity
Scale factors [2]:
• RELY Required software reliability
• DATA Data base size
• CPLX Product complexity
• RUSE Required reusability
• DOCU Documentation match to life-cycle needs
• TIME Execution time constraint
• STOR Main storage constraint
• PVOL Platform volatility
• ACAP Analyst capability
• PCAP Programmer capability
• PCON Personnel continuity
• AEXP Experience with application
• PEXP Platform experience
• LTEX Language and tool experience
• TOOL Use of software tools
• SITE Multisite development
• SCED Required development schedule

The equation of effort calculation:
E = A ∗ KLOC B ∗ EM

(6)

where A is a constant, whose value is estimated around
2.94 and EM is calculated from 17 effort multipliers,
EM =

17
Y

EMi

(7)

i=1

B = 0.91 + 0.01 ∗

5
X

Wi

(8)

i=1

where Wi are scale factors with relevant degree of influence.
The equation for estimation of preliminary plan of project
development duration:
P5

SCED%
(9)
100
where T is a calendar time in months from definition of
basic project requirements to approval of all activities, C
is a constant, whose value is around 3.67, E is estimated
person-months (PM) without effort multiplier SCED, D
is a constant, whose value is around 0.28, b is calculated
according to formula stated above, SCED% is percentage
of required plan compression/expansion.
T = [C ∗ Ē (D+0.2∗0.01∗

3.

i=1

Wi )

]∗

Software Security Criteria

Common Criteria are used for evaluation of information
technologies security and are defined by an international
standard ISO/IEC 15408. The criteria specify Evaluation assurance level, which compose of special-purpose
sets and serve to an even arrangement of the individual
security requirements resulting in a balanced perspective
on the extent of confidence in the correctness of the considered product.
Security levels in accordance with the standard ISO/EIC
15408 (Criteria for evaluation of information technologies
security) [8]:
EAL1: Functionally Tested - the lowest assurances level,
where the aim is to provide a certain amount of trust
without using a more complex analysis of security risks.
The base of the assurances are a functional specification,
interface definition and processing of security documentation.
EAL2: Structurally Tested - compared to EAL1, it extends the requirements by an independend testing. At the
same time it is necessary to extend the product development by an informal architecture discription and deal with
the commonly known product security attacks. The level
provides low to medium independently verified security in
case that a complete information from the development
phase is not available.
EAL3: Methodically Tested and Checked - enables application of the maximal assurances which are based on a
proved approaches to development process without a significant increase of effort. Further, on contrary to EAL2,
a wider testing of security functions and mechanisms, development environment monitoring and ensuring the configuration administration is requested. The level is recommended as a medium level of security verified independently.
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EAL4: Methodically Designed, Tested, and Reviewed - is
based on a quality development methods which are highly
reliable, however they don’t require an extensive involvement of specific knowledge, skills or resources. An independent vulnerability analysis must prove a resistance
against attackers with low attack potential.
EAL5: Semi-Formally Designed and Tested - during development, this level requires usage of special methods
and techniques of security engineering in medium extent.
The assurances are based on an existence of formal security model which is completed by semi-formal representation of the overall design and concealed channels analysis. The resulting products can resist attacks that use the
sources with medium performance.
EAL6: Semi-Formally Verified Design and Tested - is
based on a modular and layered design. The resulting
product is highly resistant to attacks and is developed
in a strictly managed and controled environment. The
concealed channels analysis must be systematic.
EAL7: Formally Verified Design and Tested - the most
demanding level which is based on a fully formal design.
The design complexity is deliberately decreased. A full
formalization, a formal model of security policy, a formal
presentation of functional specifications and global design,
a semi-formal detailed design, and a formal and semiformal corespondence presentation are required.

4. Extension of FPA and COCOMO II methods
by security factors
The FPA method extended by security factors is further
called FPA& SF (Function Analysis& Security Factors)
and the extended COCOMO II method is further named
as COCOMO II&SF (COCOMO II& Security Factors).

4.1

V AF = (T DI ∗ 0.01) + 0.65
T DI =

15
X

DIi

(10)

including relevant levels of assurances can be found in
the chapter 3.

4.1.2 Determination of influence degree of product
security factor
A degree of influence of product security factor on the
system is determined on the basis of the individual classes
(levels of assurance evaluation), see table1. The degree of
influence was assigned to the relevant classes on the basis
of information acquired from projects finished previously.
See table 1.

4.2

COCOMO II&SF

By the extension of COCOMO II method it is understood
that there is a new 18th effort multiplier of product security - SECU added to the Post-Architecture Model (PAM)
which is specified in chapter 2.2. The effort multiplier is
included in attributes of the software product. The formula for effort calculation (E) is modified by adding the
new effort multiplier. To be more precise, the calculation
of the total effort multiplier (EM), which is now calculated by product of 18 components of effort multiplier,
will be extended:
E = A ∗ KLOC B ∗ EM
EM =

18
Y

EMi

(12)
(13)

i=1

The constant A and variable B will remain unchanged.
All the effort multipliers, including the newly added one
(SECU), have 6 possible levels of evaluation (very low,
low, normal, high, very high, and extremely high). Evaluation of degree of SECU influence is presented on Table
2.

4.2.1 Method of influence assesment
(11)

i=1

Each of the general systems characteristics factors is rated
by a six-point scale (0 - 5) according to the relevant degree
of influence (DI) on application. The added 15th factor is
rated by the same rules.

4.1.1

Table 1: Determination of influence of product
security factor
Degree of Influence Determination of influence
0
EAL1
1
EAL2, EAL3
2
EAL4
3
EAL5 (EAL4)
4
EAL6
5
EAL7 (EAL6)

FPA&SF

A 15th factor - product security factor - is added to general system characteristics which are described in chapter
2.1. By adding this factor, the formula for calculation of
value adjustment factor (VAF) is modified. To specify it
more precisely, the calibrating parameter of effort (TDI=
factor of technical complexity), which is now represented
by influence of 15 factors of general system characteristics,
is extended.

15

Method of assessing the influence of product
security factor

The assessment of product security factor influence to the
system is determined according to the level of assurances
that must be accomplished by the resulting software product. The Common Criteria, the criteria for evaluation
of information technologies security which are defined by
ISO/IEC 15408 standard, are used as criteria for assurances evaluation. A detailed description of the criteria

The assessment method of influence in COCOMO II&SF
is the same as in case of FPA&SF, i.e. depending on
security level in accordance with the standard ISO/EIC
15408 (Criteria for evaluation of information technologies
security). See chapter 4.1.

4.2.2 Determination of influence degree
A degree of influence of product security factor on the
system is determined on the basis of the individual classes
(levels of assurance evaluation). See table 3.

5.

Experimental results acquired by FPA&SF
and COCOMO II&SF methods

Project - Internet Banking:
A web application provides the clients of a bank institution a direct access to control defined products. The
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Attribut
SECU

Table 2: Degree of SECU influence evaluation
Very Low Low Normal High Very High Extremely High
0.90
0.94
1.00
1.19
1.36
1.88

Table 3: Determination of influence of SECU multiplier
Degree of Influence Determination of influence
Very Low
EAL1
Low
EAL2, EAL3
Normal
EAL4
High
EAL5 (EAL4)
Very High
EAL6
Extremely High
EAL7 (EAL6)

application provides the logged-in client with the options
to administer his account, monitor and enter the transactions, manage the payment orders, submit requests for
new products and payment card issuance, possibly request
a blocking of the account and payment card, etc. All the
active operations are confirmed by a SMS authorization.
Technical specification: The module required security on
level EAL6 according to Common Criteria (standard ISO
IEC 15408). Further, high reliability, very fast processing of inquiries, operations and batch actions, and easy
control for the end user, were required. The software was
developed in Java language and a very experienced team
of analysts and developers was participating in its development. Actual code extent: 25.995 KLOC.

5.1

F P = 1.14 ∗ 446 = 508
E=

T = 5080.4 = 12.09[M ]

5.2

T DI =

15
X

W =

5
X

Wi = 14.76

(19)

i=1

E = 2.94 ∗ 25.9951.0576 ∗ EM = 56.15[P M ]
T = [3.67 ∗ 56.150.28+0.2∗0.01∗14.76 ] ∗

(20)

SCED%
= 12.77[M ]
100
(21)

(14)

Influence of product security to the development
time

(15)

Comparison of calculated project development time and
effort, with and without consideration of product security factor, is presented below. Further, the results are

i=1

V AF = (49 ∗ 0.01) + 0.65 = 1.14

Effort and time estimation by method COCOMO
II&SF

Table 7: Estimation of Scale Factor
Characteristic Evaluation Value
PREC
High
2.48
FLEX
Normal
3.04
RESL
High
2.83
TEAM
Normal
3.29
PMAT
High
3.12

5.3
DIi = 49

(18)

Table 6: Estimation of Effort Multiplier
Characteristic Evaluation Value
RELY
Very High
1.26
DATA
High
1.14
CPLX
Normal
1.00
RUSE
Normal
1.00
DOCU
Low
0.91
SECU
Very High
1.36
TIME
Normal
1.00
STOR
Norma
1.00
PVOL
Norma
1.00
ACAP
High
0.85
PCAP
High
0.88
PCON
Very Highl
0.81
AEXP
High
0.88
PEXP
Very High
0.85
LTEX
Very High
0.84
TOOL
High
0.90
SIDE
Normal
1.00
SCED
Normal
1.00

and EM see Table 4 and Table 5.
of unadjusted function points
Avarage
Comple Total
5 * 4 + 16 * 6 =
122
2*5+
4*7=
38
2*4+
6*6=
50
2 * 10 + 9 * 15 =
162
2 * 7 + 6 * 10 =
74
UFP
446

Table 5: Estimation of EM
Characteristic
Evaluation
Data communications
4
Distributed data processing
2
Performance
3
Heavily used configuration
2
Transaction rate
3
On-line data entry
3
End-user efficiency
4
On-line update
4
Complex processing
3
Reusability
3
Installation ease
3
Operational ease
4
Multiple sites
3
Facilitate change
4
Product security
4

(17)

Used model: Post-Architecture Model Estimation total
effort multiplier and scale factor in accordance of Table 6
and Table 7.

Effort and time estimation by method FPA&SF

For estimation of UFP
Table 4: Estimation
Weigh Simple
EI
2*3+
EO
0*4+
EQ
2*3+
ILF
1*7+
EIF
0*5+

508
= 44.37[P M ]
11.45

(16)
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compared with real values that were acquired during the
project realization.
Method FPA:
F P = 1.10 ∗ 446 = 491
E=

491
= 42.88[P M ]
11.45

T = 4910.4 = 11.92[M ]

(22)
(23)
(24)

Method FPA&SF:
F P = 1.14 ∗ 446 = 508
E=

508
= 44.37[P M ]
11.45

T = 5080.4 = 12.09[M ]

(25)

T = [3.67 ∗ 41.290.28+0.2∗0.01∗14.76 ] ∗

(27)

(28)

SCED%
= 11.61[M ]
100
(29)

Method COCOMO II&SF:
E = 2.94 ∗ 25.9951.0576 ∗ EM = 56.15[P M ]
T = [3.67 ∗ 56.150.28+0.2∗0.01∗14.76 ] ∗
Real
Real
Real
Real

The designed methodology was verified experimentally on
tens of actual projects where the resulting software product required various degrees of assurance levels, or various
security levels. The calculated results were compared with
real values acquired after the project completion. There
was a calculation based on one actual project presented
in the contribution for illustration. It was proved that in
case of low security level, the difference is insignificant.
In case of software products that require assurance level
EAL5 - EAL7, the effort invested in implementation of security mechanisms is very substantial. The COCOMO II
method provides more realistic results due to more accurate calibration of evaluation of SECU attribute influence
depending on the degree of complexity.

References

(26)

Method COCOMO II:
E = 2.94 ∗ 25.9951.0576 ∗ 0.4478 = 41.29[P M ]
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(30)

SCED%
= 12.77[M ]
100
(31)

values:
development time: T = 12.65 month
development effort: E = 53.76 person-month
teme used to ensuring product: Ts = 1.23 month

6. Conclusions
The contribution covered the problems related to determination of effective effort estimation of projects for security
product development. An approach, which describes an
option of effort consideration, that forms a basic element
for cost determination related to the developed product
security on the requested security level, was designed.
A new FPA&SF method, which was created by the FPA
method extension by product security factor that forms
15th attribute of general system characteristics, was introduced. Also the COCOMO II&SF method, that is a
result of an extension of COCOMO II method by product
security factor in the form of 18th effort multiplier called
SECU, specifically in the model PAM (Post-Architecture
Model), was presented. Further, the methodology for assessment of the product security factor influence on the
system depending on assurances level that must be accomplished by the resulting software product, was presented.
The so called Common Criteria defined by the standard
ISO/IEC 15408, were used for evaluation of assurances.
For both the methods, the relation between the individual levels of assurances and the degree of product security
factor influence on the system was concluded on the basis
of previously acquired results from successfully finished
projects.
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Abstract
Abstract regular tree model checking is an infinite state
system verification method that is based on representing possibly infinite sets of states by tree automata. The
method was originally defined over deterministic tree automata, involving expensive determinisation steps many
times within a single verification run, which significantly
limits scalability of the method. To avoid determinisation,
we redesign the method on top of nondeterministic tree
automata. For this, we develop needed efficient methods
for reducing size and checking language inclusion of nondeterministic tree automata. Our experimental results
confirm that the version of abstract regular tree model
checking based on nondeterministic automata performs
much better than the original deterministic automatabased version.
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F.1.1 [Computation by Abstract Devices]: Models of
Computation—Automata; F.1.2 [Computation by Abstract Devices]: Models of Computation—Alternation
and Nondeterminism; D.2.4 [Software Engineering]:
Software/Program Verification—Model checking
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Abstract regular tree model checking (ARTMC) is a method for verifying systems with unbounded or infinite
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number of states. Such systems arise often in preactice,
for instance in various parametrised protocols or pointer
manipulating programs. The basic idea of ARTMC is
to represent possibly infinite sets of states by finite automata. In regular model checking (RMC), we start with
a finite word automaton (FA) AI representing a set of
initial configurations I of a system and iteratively apply
transition relation τ (symbolically, on the structure of the
automaton) until a fixpoint is reached, thus computing an
FA representing the set τ ∗ (AI ) of all configurations reachable from the initial configurations. Then, it is checked
whether this set satisfies the verified properties. In abstract regular model checking [8], abstraction (together
with a counterexample guided refinement) is used to accelerate the computation. Checking the fixpoint condition means to decide whether τ i (AI ) ⊆ τ i+1 (AI ), which
requires an efficient language inclusion algorithm. During the computation, the intermediate automata typically
grow quickly, therefore it is needed to reduce their size.
Tree automata (TA) are used instead of FA when configurations of the system being verified are better represented
by trees than by words, e.g., certain parametrised communication protocols, pointer programs manipulating treelike data structures etc. In that case, we speak about abstract regular tree model checking (ARTMC) [9, 3, 6, 7].
ARTMC was originally based on deterministic tree automata, involving implicit determinisation after each step.
However, this exponential step is very costly and significantly limits scalability of the method. In this work, we
aim at avoiding the determinisation step by redesigning
the method on top of nondeterministic tree automata.
To do this, we need two ingredients. Methods for reducing size of nondeterministic tree automata and efficient
methods for checking language inclusion of tree automata.
Both problems are hard. The language inclusion problem
and the minimisation problem for (nondeterministic) tree
automata are EXPTIME-complete. A classical approach
to cope with these problems is determinisation. TA can
be determinised and minimised in a canonical way. Testing language inclusion of deterministic minimal automata
is then easy. However, since even the canonical minimal
deterministic automaton can still be exponentially larger
than the original nondeterministic one, its computation
easily becomes a major bottleneck of any automata-based
method.
A reasonable and pragmatic approach to the size reduction and language inclusion problem is to consider some
relation on states of an automaton that respects language
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inclusion on states, but which can be checked efficiently,
using a polynomial algorithm. Such a relation can then be
used for approximating language inclusion between two
automata by checking whether each initial state of one
automaton is related to an initial state of other automaton. This method is sound but incomplete in the case
when the relation is a proper subset the language inclusion on states. Such a relation can be also used for reducing the size of an automaton by collapsing equivalent
states. Here, a natural trade-off between the strength of
the considered relation and the cost of its computation
arises. In the case of word automata, a relation which is
widely considered as a good trade-off in this sense is simulation preorder. It can be checked in polynomial time,
and efficient algorithms have been designed for this purpose (see, e.g., [13, 14, 19, 11]). These algorithms make
the computation of simulation preorder quite affordable
even in comparison with the one of bisimulation equivalence, which is cheaper [16, 18, 21], but which is also
stronger, and therefore leads to less significant reductions
of automata and also its capability of approximating language inclusion is limited.
As for what concerns language inclusion and universality
problem, apart from the classical determinisation-based
methods and simulation-based approximation technique,
there has recently been proposed the so called antichain
universality and inclusion testing method for FA [22]. It is
essentially an optimisation of the classical method based
on subset construction (i.e., on determinisation), it is still
of an exponential worst case complexity, but it behaves
very well in practice.
In the case of tree automata, the only methods for size
reduction that were previously studied (apart from determinisitc minimization) are based on bisimulation relations
[2, 15] and concerning language inclusion testing, the only
methods formerly available are the classical ones based on
explicit determinisation. However, these methods are not
efficient enough. The former ones are rather weak since
bisimulation relations are usually relatively sparse and the
latter ones suffer from the problem of state space explosion too often.
The lack of efficient methods for reducing size and testing language inclusion of nondeterministic tree automata
described above has significantly limited their practical
usability not only in ARTMC. There, we aimed at adapting techniques that work well for word automata to tree
automata, which in particular concerns the size reduction
methods based on simulations and the language inclusion testing algorithms based on the antichain principle
[22]. Apart from generalising existing methods from word
automata to tree automata, we introduced new types of
relations suitable for reducing the size of word as well as
tree automata.

Tree Automata Reduction Methods. Our tree automata
reduction methods are build on the notions of downward
and upward tree automata simulations (proposed first in
[4]) that are the tree automata counterparts the forward
and backward FA simulations.
We design efficient algorithms for computing tree automata simulations. A deep examination of the structure of
the TA simulations reveals that both upward and down-
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ward TA simulations can be computed by the same algorithmic pattern. More specifically, the problems of computing a TA simulation can be reduced to a problem of
computing a common FA simulation (a tree automaton is
translated into an FA and then a common FA simulation
algorithm is used).
We have identified a principle of combining upward and
downward TA simulations and forward and backward FA
simulations that yields an equivalence, called mediated
equivalence, suitable for reducing automata by collapsing their states while preserving the language. Mediated
equivalence is coarser than downward resp. forward simulation equivalence and thus gives a better reduction. The
principle of mediated minimisation of FA generalises the
principle of forward simulation minimisation. Two forward simulation equivalent states can be safely collapsed
since they have the same forward languages (symmetrically for backward simulation). In contrary, the property
that allow collapsing two mediated equivalent states p and
q is the following. Whenever there is a computation under a word u starting in an initial state that ends in a
state p, and another computation under a word v starting in a state q and ending in a final state, then there is
a computation under uv from an initial to a final state.
Therefore, collapsing the two states p, q does not introduce any new behaviour since every word accepted via
the new state was accepted also before collapsing. The
case of TA mediated equivalence can be explained analogically. It may be seen from the above that unlike simulations, mediated equivalences approximate neither forward nor backward language equivalence on states, and
similarly the tree automata mediated equivalence is not
compatible with any notion of language of a state of a tree
automaton. The combination principle allows to build a
mediated equivalence from any downward/backward relation (simulation, bisimulation or identity relation) and
any upward/forward relation (simulation, bisimulation,
identity). This yields a scale of mediated equivalences
offering a fine choice between the computation cost and
reduction power, as confirmed by our experimental results.

Language Inclusion Checking for TA. Our universality
and language inclusion algorithms for tree automata build
on the antichain based method for FA proposed first in
[22]. It is a complete method that optimises the classical subset construction based algorithms. We first briefly
review its main idea.
Consider a nondeterministic FA A. In the simpler case
of universality checking, the method is based on a search
for a nonaccepting state of the determinised version A0
of A reachable from an initial state of A0 . Such a state
is a counterexample to universality of A. When a counterexample is reached, the algorithm may terminate even
before all states of A0 are constructed. The states of A0 ,
called macro-states, have the form of subsets of the set of
states of A. The key idea is that some macro-states have a
better chance of finding a counterexample than other ones
since they have provably smaller languages (in our terminology, we say that they subsume the states with larger
languages). Therefore, one can safely continue searching
only from the generated macro-states that have minimal
languages, and simply discard any generated macro-state
that is subsumed by another one. In [22], the subsump-
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tion relation is just set inclusion, and already this simple
solution gives a fundamental speedup.

included in I on T , which we call the simulation preorder
included in I.

We adapt the FA antichain technique for tree automata.
The adaptation is quite straightforward, and similarly as
in the case of FA, it has a major impact on efficiency of
the TA language inclusion and universality tests.

Backward simulation is a dual notion to forward simulation. A backward simulation over an LTS T = (Σ, Q, δ)
is a forward simulation over the LTS T −1 = (Σ, Q, δ −1 )
where δ −1 = {(p, a, q) | (q, a, p) ∈ δ}.

Experimental Evaluation. Based on our new tree au-

Trees and Tree Automata. A ranked alphabet Σ is a set
of symbols together with a function # : Σ → N. For
a ∈ Σ, the value #(a) is called the rank of a. For any
n ≥ 0, we denote by Σn the set of all symbols of rank n
from Σ. Let  denote the empty sequence. A tree t over a
ranked alphabet Σ is a partial mapping t : N∗ → Σ that
satisfies the following conditions:

tomata reduction and language inclusion techniques, we
design a version of abstract regular tree model checking
method on top of nondeterministic automata. We have
implemented the method and compared its performance
with the original deterministic automata-based version.
The experiments show that the new version greatly outperform the original version.

Outline. In Section 2, we introduce preliminary notions
that we build on. Section 3 is devoted to methods for
reducing size of nondeterministic TA, Section 4 describes
our TA language inclusion checking algorithm, Section 5
presents the nondeterministic automata based version of
ARTMC and its experimental evaluation. Section 6 concludes the paper.
More details and full proofs of theorems and lemmas presented may be found in [4, 5, 1].

2. Preliminaries
Here we give preliminaries on relations, labelled transition
systems, finite automata, simulations, tree automata, and
regular tree model checking that we build on in this work.

Relations. Given a binary relation R ⊆ X × X on a set

X, we often use the infix notation xRy to denote that
(x, y) ∈ R. Given a subset Y of X, the relation R ∩ Y × Y
is the restriction of R to Y . For an equivalence relation
≡ on X, we use X/≡ to denote the partitioning of X
according to ≡, and we call an equivalence class of ≡ a
block. For two relations R and S, we denote R ◦ S their
composition where x(R ◦ S)y ⇐⇒ ∃z : xRzSy.

Labelled Transition Systems and Finite Automata.

• dom(t) is a finite, prefix-closed subset of N∗ , and
• for each p ∈ dom(t), #(t(p)) = n ≥ 0 iff {i | pi ∈
dom(t)} = {1, . . . , n}.
Each sequence v ∈ dom(t) is called a node of t. For a node
v, we define the ith child of p to be the node pi, and the
ith subtree of v to be the tree t0 such that t0 (v 0 ) = t(viv 0 )
for all p0 ∈ N∗ . A leaf of t is a node v which does not have
any children, i.e., there is no i ∈ N with vi ∈ dom(t). We
denote by T (Σ) the set of all trees over the alphabet Σ.
A (finite, non-deterministic, bottom-up) tree automaton
(abbreviated as TA in the following) is a quadruple A =
(Σ, Q, ∆, F ) where Q is a finite set of states, F ⊆ Q is a
set of final states, Σ is a ranked alphabet, and ∆ is a set
of transition rules. Each transition rule is a triple of the
form ((q1 , . . . , qn ), a, q) where q1 , . . . , qn , q ∈ Q, a ∈ Σ,
a
and #(a) = n. We use (q1 , . . . , qn ) −
→ q to denote that
that ((q1 , . . . , qn ), a, q) ∈ ∆. When using this notation,
states q1 , . . . , qn , q ∈ Q and symbol a ∈ Σ are often considered to be implicitly existentially quantified. In the
special case where n = 0, we speak about the so-called
a
→ q. Finally, the rank
leaf rules, which we abbreviate as −
of A denoted by r̂ is defined as the greatest n ∈ N such
a
→ q.
that (q1 , . . . , qn ) −
A run of A over a tree t ∈ T (Σ) is a mapping π :
dom(t) → Q such that, for each node p ∈ dom(t) where
q = π(p), if qi = π(pi) for 1 ≤ i ≤ n, then ∆ contains
t(p)

π

A (finite) labelled transition system (LTS) is a tuple
T = (Σ, Q, δ) where Q is a finite set of states, Σ is a finite
set of labels, and δ ⊆ Q × Σ × Q is a transition relation.
a
Given two states q, r ∈ Q, we denote by q −
→ r that
(q, a, r) ∈ δ.

a rule (q1 , . . . , qn ) −−→ q. We write t =⇒ q to denote that
π is a run of A over t such that π() = q. We use t =⇒ q
π
to denote that t =⇒ q for some run π. The language
accepted at a state q is defined by L(q) = {t S
| t =⇒ q},
while the language of A is defined by L(A) = q∈F L(q).

Forward and Backward Simulations. A (forward) simulation over an LTS T = (Σ, Q, δ) is a binary relation R
a
on Q such that for any states q, r, q 0 , if qRr and q −
→ q0 ,
a
0
0
0
0
then there is a state r with r −
→ r and q Rr .

Regular Tree Model Checking. Regular tree model che-

Any given simulation on an LTS can be closed under reflexivity, transitivity and union, and so there is a unique
maximal simulation on the given LTS, called the simulation preorder. It also holds that, for any given initial
preorder I ⊆ Q × Q, the set of simulations over T included in I is closed under union, reflexive and transitive
closure, and thus there is a unique maximal simulation

cking (RTMC) [20, 9, 4, 6] is a general and uniform framework for verifying infinite-state systems. In RTMC, configurations of a system being verified are encoded by trees,
sets of the configurations by tree automata, and transitions of the verified system by a term rewriting system
(usually given as a tree transducer or a set of tree transducers). Then, verification problems based on performing
reachability analysis correspond to computing closures of
regular languages under rewriting systems, i.e., given a
term rewriting system τ and a regular tree language I, one
needs to compute τ ∗ (I) where τ ∗ is the reflexive-transitive
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closure of τ . This computation is impossible in general.
Therefore, the main issue in RTMC is to find accurate
and powerful fixpoint acceleration techniques helping the
convergence of computing language closures. One of the
most successful acceleration techniques used in RTMC is
abstraction whose use leads to the so-called abstract regular tree model checking (ARTMC) [6], on which we concentrate in this work.

Abstract Regular Tree Model Checking. We briefly recall the basic principles of ARTMC in the way they were
introduced in [6]. Let Σ be a ranked alphabet and MΣ
the set of all tree automata over Σ. Let I ∈ MΣ be a tree
automaton describing a set of initial configurations, τ a
term rewriting system describing the behaviour of a system, and B ∈ MΣ a tree automaton describing a set of bad
configurations. The safety verification problem can now
be formulated as checking whether the following holds:
τ ∗ (L(I)) ∩ L(B) = ∅

(1)

In ARTMC, the precise set of reachable configurations
τ ∗ (L(I)) is not computed to solve Problem (1). Instead,
its overapproximation is computed by interleaving the application of τ and the union in L(I)∪τ (L(I))∪τ (τ (L(I)))
∪ . . . with an application of an abstraction function α.
The abstraction is applied on the tree automata encoding
the so-far computed sets of reachable configurations.
An abstraction function is defined as a mapping α : MΣ →
AΣ where AΣ ⊆ MΣ and ∀A ∈ MΣ : L(A) ⊆ L(α(A)). An
abstraction α0 is called a refinement of the abstraction α if
∀A ∈ MΣ : L(α0 (A)) ⊆ L(α(A)). Given a term rewriting
system τ and an abstraction α, a mapping τα : MΣ →
MΣ is defined as ∀A ∈ MΣ : τα (A) = τ̂ (α(A)) where
τ̂ (A) is the minimal deterministic automaton describing
the language τ (L(A)). An abstraction α is finitary, if the
set AΣ is finite.
For a given abstraction function α, one can compute iteratively the sequence of automata (ταi (I))i≥0 . If the abstraction α is finitary, then there exists k ≥ 0 such that
ταk+1 (I) = ταk (I). The definition of the abstraction function α implies that L(ταk (I)) ⊇ τ ∗ (L(I)).
If L(ταk (I)) ∩ L(B) = ∅, then Problem (1) has a positive
answer. If the intersection is non-empty, one must check
whether a real or a spurious counterexample has been encountered. The spurious counterexample may be caused
by the used abstraction (the counterexample is not reachable from the set of initial configurations). Assume that
L(ταk (I))∩L(B) 6= ∅, which means that there is a symbolic
path:
I, τα (I),

τα2 (I), . . . , ταn−1 (I),

ταn (I)

(2)

such that L(ταn (I)) ∩ L(B) 6= ∅.
Let Xn = L(ταn (I)) ∩ L(B). Now, for each l, 0 ≤ l < n,
Xl = L(ταl (I))∩τ −1 (Xl+1 ) is computed. Two possibilities
may occur: (a) X0 6= ∅, which means that Problem (1) has
a negative answer, and X0 ⊆ L(I) is a set of dangerous
initial configurations. (b) ∃m, 0 ≤ m < n, Xm+1 6= ∅ ∧
Xm = ∅ meaning that the abstraction function is too
rough—one needs to refine it and start the verification
process again.
In [6], two general-purpose kinds of abstractions are proposed. Both are based on automata state equivalences.
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Tree automata states are split into several equivalence
classes, and all states from one class are collapsed into
one state. An abstraction becomes finitary if the number
of equivalence classes is finite. The refinement is done
by refining the equivalence classes. Both of the proposed
abstractions allow for an automatic refinement to exclude
the encountered spurious counterexample.
The first proposed abstraction is an abstraction based on
languages of trees of a finite height. It defines two states
equivalent if their languages up to the give height n are
equivalent. There is just a finite number of languages of
height n, therefore this abstraction is finitary. A refinement is done by an increase of the height n. The second
proposed abstraction is an abstraction based on predicate
languages. Let P = {P1 , P2 , . . . , Pn } be a set of predicates. Each predicate P ∈ P is a tree language represented by a tree automaton. Let A = (Q, Σ, F, q0 , δ) be a
tree automaton. Then, two states q1 , q2 ∈ Q are equivalent if the languages L(Aq1 ) and L(Aq2 ) have a nonempty
intersection with exactly the same subset of predicates
from the set P provided that Aq1 = (Q, Σ, F, q1 , δ) and
Aq2 = (Q, Σ, F, q2 , δ). Since there is just a finite number
of subsets of P, the abstraction is finitary. A refinement is
done by adding new predicates, i.e. tree automata corresponding to the languages of all the states in the automaton of Xm+1 from the analysis of spurious counterexample
(Xm = ∅).

3. Tree Automata Reduction Methods
Our tree automata reduction methods are build on the
notions of downward and upward tree automata simulations (proposed first in [4]) that are the tree automata
counterparts the forward and backward FA simulations.
Let us fix a tree automaton A = (Σ, Q, ∆, F ). The tree
automata simulations are defined as follows.

Downward Simulation. A downward simulation D on A
a

is a binary relation on Q where if qDr and (q1 , . . . , qn ) −
→
a
q, then (r1 , . . . , rn ) −
→ r with qi Dri for each i : 1 ≤ i ≤ n.

Upward Simulation. Given a preorder D on Q, an upward simulation U induced by D is a binary relation on
Q such that if qU r, then
a

1. if (q1 , . . . , qn ) −
→ q 0 with qi = q, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, then
a
(r1 , . . . , rn ) −
→ r0 with ri = r, q 0 U r0 , and qj Drj for
each j : 1 ≤ j 6= i ≤ n;
2. q ∈ F =⇒ r ∈ F .
There is a unique maximal downward simulation D on A
which is a preorder. We call it the downward simulation
preorder on A and we call the equivalence D ∩ D−1 the
downward simulation equivalence on A. Analogically, for
a preorder D on Q, there is a unique maximal upward
simulation U induced by D which is a preorder. We call
it the upward simulation preorder on A induced by D and
we call the equivalence U ∩ U −1 the upward simulation
equivalence on A induced by D.

Mediation. Downward simulation can be shown to be
compatible with the tree language equivalence. Upward
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simulation is not compatible with the tree language equivalence. It is rather compatible with the so-called context
language equivalence, where a context of a state q is a tree
with a hole on the leaf level such that if we plug a tree
in the tree language of q into this hole, we obtain a tree
recognised by the automaton. Unlike downward simulation, upward simulation alone cannot be used for reducing
tree automata. However, we have identified a principle of
combining upward and downward TA simulations simulations that yields an equivalence, called mediated equivalence, suitable for reducing automata by collapsing their
states while preserving the language. Mediated equivalence is coarser than downward simulation equivalence
and thus gives a better reduction.
For the sake of simplicity, we will explain the combination principle on FA and forward and backward simulation, for which it is also relevant. Mediated minimisation of FA generalises the principle of forward simulation
minimisation. Two forward simulation equivalent states
can be safely collapsed since they have the same forward
languages (symmetrically for backward simulation). In
contrary, the property that allow collapsing two mediated equivalent states p and q is the following. Whenever
there is a computation under a word u starting in an initial state that ends in a state p, and another computation
under a word v starting in a state q and ending in a final
state, then there is a computation under uv from an initial to a final state. Therefore, collapsing the two states
p, q does not introduce any new behaviour since every
word accepted via the new state was accepted also before
collapsing.
The case of TA mediated equivalence can be explained
analogically. It may be seen from the above that unlike
simulations, mediated equivalences approximate neither
forward nor backward language equivalence on states, and
similarly the tree automata mediated equivalence is not
compatible with any notion of language of a state of a
tree automaton.
The combination of a downward and an upward simulation (or forward and backward simulation in the case of
FA) yielding a mediated equivalence is defined using the
following combination operator.

Combination Operator. The relation combination operator ⊕ is defined such that given two preorders D and U
over a set Q, for x, y ∈ Q, x(D ⊕ U )y iff (i) x(D ◦ U )y and
(ii) ∀z ∈ Q : yDz =⇒ x(D ◦ U )z.
Consider a reflexive and transitive downward simulation
D on A, and a reflexive and transitive upward simulation
U induced by D. We call the relation M = D ⊕ U −1 a
mediated preorder induced by D and U and ≡M = M ∩
M −1 a mediated equivalence induced by D and U .
We aim at reducing tree automata by quotienting wrt.
to mediated equivalence. Informally, quotienting wrt. an
equivalence relation means merging equivalent states of an
automaton. We define this operation formally as follows.

automaton A/≡ = (Σ, Q/≡, ∆/≡, {[q] | q ∈ F }) where
∆/≡ = {(([q1 ], . . . , [qn ]), a, [q]) | ((q1 , . . . , qn ), a, q) ∈ ∆}.
We show that quotienting A with respect to ≡M preserves
the language, as stated by the below theorem.
Theorem 1. L(A/≡M ) = L(A).

4.

Language Inclusion of Tree Automata

Let A = (Q, Σ, F, ∆) and B = (Q0 , Σ, F 0 , ∆0 ) be two tree
automata. We want to check if L(A) ⊆ L(B). The traditional approach computes the complement of B and checks
if it has an empty intersection with A. This is costly as
computing the complement necessitates determinisation.
Here we show how to check inclusion without determinisation.
The idea is to find at least one tree accepted by A and
not by B. For that, we simultaneously simulate the runs
of the two automata using pairs (p, s) with p ∈ Q and
s ⊆ Q0 where p memorises the run of A and s all the
possible runs of B. If t is a tree accepted by A and not by
B, the simultaneous run of the two automata on t reaches
the root of t at a pair of the form (p, s) with p ∈ F and
s ⊆ F 0 . Notice that s must represent all the possible runs
of B on t to make sure that no run of B can accept the
tree t. Therefore, s must be a set of states.
0

0

Formally, an antichain over Q × 2Q is a set S ⊆ Q × 2Q
such that for every (p, s), (p0 , s0 ) ∈ S, if p = p0 , then
s 6⊂ s0 . We denote by LI the set of all antichains over
0
0
Q × 2Q . Given a set S ∈ Q × 2Q , an element (p, s) ∈ S is
0
0
minimal if for every s ⊂ s, (p, s ) ∈
/ S. We denote by bSc
the set of minimal elements of S. Given two antichains
S and S 0 , we define the order vI , the least upper bound
tI , and the greatest lower bound uI as follows: S vI S 0
iff for every (p, s0 ) ∈ S 0 , there is (p, s) ∈ S s.t. s ⊆ s0 ;
S tI S 0 = b{(p, s ∪ s0 ) | (p, s) ∈ S ∧ (p, s0 ) ∈ S 0 }c; and S uI
S 0 = b{(p, s) | (p, s) ∈ S ∨ (p, s) ∈ S 0 }c. These definitions
can be extended to
d sets in the usual way leading
F arbitrary
to the operators I and I , yielding a complete lattice.

Given f ∈ Σn , n ≥ 0, we define

IPost f (p1 , s1 ), . . . , (pn , sn ) =

{(p, s) | f (p1 , . . . , pn ) →∆ p ∧ s =
0

P ost∆
f (s1 , . . . , sn )}.
0

Let S be an antichain over Q × 2Q . Then, let

IPost(S) = b{IPost f (p1 , s1 ), . . . , (pn , sn ) |

n ≥ 0, (p1 , s1 ), . . . , (pn , sn ) ∈ S, f ∈ Σn }c.

Let IPost 0 (S) = S and let


IPost i (S) = IPost IPost i−1 (S) uI S.

We can show that ∀S ∈ LI ∀i ≥ 0 : IPost i+1 (S) vI
IPost i (S), and that for every antichain S, there exists a
J such that IPost J+1 (S) = IPost J (S). Let IPost ∗ (S) =
0
IPost J (S). Note that IPost a (∅) = {(q, P ost∆
a (∅)) | a →∆
q} for a ∈ Σ0 , and IPost f (∅) = ∅ for f ∈ Σn , n ≥ 1.
Then, we can also the following two lemmas.

Quotient Tree Automata. Consider an equivalence relation ≡ on Q. We denote [q] the equivalence class of ≡
containing q. The quotient of A according to ≡ is the tree

Lemma 4.1. Let A = (Q, Σ, F, ∆), B = (Q0 , Σ, F 0 , ∆0 )
be two tree automata, and let t be a tree over Σ. Let p ∈ Q
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∗

∗

such that t →∆ p, and s = {q ∈ Q0 | t →∆0 q}. Then,
IPost ∗ (∅) vI {(p, s)}.
Lemma 4.2. Let A = (Q, Σ, F, ∆), B = (Q0 , Σ, F 0 , ∆0 )
be two tree automata, and let (p, s) ∈ IPost ∗ (∅). Then
∗
∗
there is a tree t over Σ s.t. t →∆ p and s = {q | t →∆0 q}.
Then, we can decide inclusion without determinising the
automata as follows:
Theorem 2. Let A = (Q, Σ, F, ∆), B = (Q0 , Σ, F 0 , ∆0 )
be two tree automata. Then, L(A) ⊆ L(B) iff for every
(p, s) ∈ IPost ∗ (∅), p ∈ F ⇒ s 6⊆ F 0 .
We note that this algorithm can be further improved as
presented in [1] by interconnecting the antichain principle
with a use of simulations over states of the two automata.

5. Abstract Regular Tree Model Checking with
Nondeterministic Automata
As is clear from the definition of τ̂ in Section 2, ARTMC
was originally defined for and tested on minimal deterministic tree automata (DTA). However, the various experiments done showed that the determinisation step is
a significant bottleneck. To avoid it and to implement
ARTMC using nondeterministic tree automata (TA), we
need the following operations over TA: (1) application of
the transition relation τ , (2) union, (3) abstraction and its
refinement, (4) intersection with the set of bad configurations, (5) emptiness, and (6) inclusion checking (needed
for testing if the abstract reachability computation has
reached a fixpoint). Finally, (7) a method to reduce the
size of the computed TA is also desirable—τ̂ (A) is then
redefined to be the reduced version of the TA obtained
from an application of τ on an TA A. We note that the
method would in theory work without reduction methods
too. However, often hundreds of the steps (1) to (6) are
performed within a single verification run, and most of
them increases the size of automata1 . Therefore, good
reduction techniques are in fact crucial since the size of
automata tends to explode which reduces scalability of
the method.
An implementation of Points (1), (2), (4), and (5) is easy.
Moreover, concerning Point (3), the abstraction mechanisms of [6] can be lifted to work on nondeterministic TA
in a straightforward way while preserving their guarantees
to be finitary, overapproximating, and the ability to exclude spurious counterexamples. Furthermore, Section 3
gives efficient algorithms for reducing TA based on computing suitable simulation equivalences on their states,
which covers Point (7). Hence, the last obstacle for implementing nondeterministic ARTMC was Point (6), i.e.,
the need to efficiently check inclusion on TA. We have
solved this problem by our algorithm presented in Section 4, which allowed us to implement a nondeterministic
ARTMC framework in a prototype tool and test it on
suitable examples. Below, we present the first very encouraging results that we have achieved.
1
Some abstraction methods reduce the size of automata
too, however, not sufficiently enough to outweigh the increase of size caused by the other steps.
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Experiments with Nondeterministic ARTMC.
We have implemented the version of ARTMC framework
based on nondeterministic tree automata using the Timbuk tree automata library [12] and compared it with an
ARTMC implementation based on the same library, but
using DTA. In particular, the deterministic ARTMC framework uses determinisation and minimisation after computing the effect of each forward or backward step to try
to keep the automata as small as possible and to allow
for easy fixpoint checking: The fixpoint checking on DTA
is not based on inclusion, but identity checking on the
obtained automata (due to the fact that the computed
sets are only growing and minimal DTA are canonical).
For TA, the tree automata reduction from Section 3 that
we use does not yield canonical automata, and so the
antichain-based inclusion checking is really needed.
We have applied the framework to verify several procedures manipulating dynamic tree-shaped data structures
linked by pointers. The trees being manipulated are encoded directly as the trees handled in ARTMC, each node
is labelled by the data stored in it and the pointer variables currently pointing to it. All program statements
are encoded as (possibly non-structure preserving) tree
transducers. The encoding is fully automated. The only
allowed destructive pointer updates (i.e., pointer manipulating statements changing the shape of the tree) are tree
rotations [10] and addition of new leaf nodes.
We have in particular considered verification of the depthfirst tree traversal and the standard procedures for rebalancing red-black trees after insertion or deletion of a leaf
node [10]. We have verified that the programs do not manipulate undefined and null pointers in a faulty way. For
the procedures on red-black trees, we have also verified
that their result is a red-black tree (without taking into
account the non-regular balancedness condition). In general, the set of possible input trees for the verified procedures as well as the set of correct output trees were given
as tree automata. In the case of the procedure for rebalancing red-black trees after an insertion, we have also
used a generator program preceding the tested procedure
which generates random red-black trees and a tester program which tests the output trees being correct. Here,
the set of input trees contained just an empty tree, and
the verification was reduced to checking that a predefined
error location is unreachable. The size of the programs
ranges from 10 to about 100 lines of pure pointer manipulations.
The results of our experiments on an Intel Xeon processor at 2.7GHz with 16GB of available memory are summarised in Table 1. The predicate abstraction proved to
give much better results (therefore we do not consider the
finite-height abstraction here). The abstraction was either
applied after firing each statement of the program (“full
abstraction”) or just when reaching a loop point in the
program (“restricted abstraction”). The results we have
obtained are very encouraging and show a significant improvement in the efficiency of ARTMC based on nondeterministic tree automata. Indeed, the ARTMC framework
based on deterministic tree automata has either been significantly slower in the experiments (up to 25-times) or
has completely failed (a too long running time or a lack
of memory)—the latter case being quite frequent.
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Table 1: Running times (in sec.) of det. and nondet. ARTMC applied for verification of various tree
manipulating programs (× denotes a too long run or a failure due to a lack of memory)
RB-insert
RB-delete
DFT
(null,undef)
(null,undef)
det.
nondet.
det.
nondet.
det.
nondet.
full abstr.
5.2
2.7
×
×
33
15
restricted abstr.
40
3.5
×
60
145
5.4

full abstr.
restricted abstr.

RB-delete
(RB preservation)
det.
nondet.
×
×
×
57

6. Conclusions and Future Directions
We have designed efficient methods for reducing size of
tree automata based on tree automata simulations and algorithm for checking language inclusion of tree automata.
Based on these techniques, we implemented a version of
abstract regular tree model checking method on top of
nondeterministic tree automata instead of on deterministic ones. This greatly improved efficiency and scalability
of the method as confirmed by our experimental results.
There is a number of interesting directions of further work.
The mediation principle itself can be further elaborated.
We already have some preliminary results suggesting that
it is possible to define a hierarchy of coarser and coarser
relations similar to the mediated equivalence (and suitable for quotienting automata), where a mediated relation of level i is used to induce a mediated relation of
level i + 1. We are also working towards applying our
methods in practice. We are developing an efficient BDD
based library that would provide procedures for handling
nondeterministic tree automata (in the style of [17]). This
work includes also a development of BDD versions of our
algorithms, which is itself an interesting problem. We
are also working on an ARTMC based method for verification of pointer manipulating programs that will make
use of our TA reduction and language inclusion checking
techniques.
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in Informatics and Information Technologies
Mária Bieliková

Faculty of Informatics and Information
Technologies, Slovak University of Technology,
Ilkovičova 3, 842 16 Bratislava, Slovakia
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We are pleased to present a collection of papers on various topics within the area of Informatics and Information Technologies (IIT). The whole collection has been authored by students.
We approached selected authors of papers originally presented
at the annual IIT Student Research Conference, IIT.SRC 2011
which was organized by the Slovak University of Technology
and attended by its students studying various study programmes
at its Faculty of Informatics and Information Technologies.
The IIT.SRC Conference has been organized in its present format for seven years already, building up gradually a very successful tradition. The Conference is attended by students of all
three levels of university education, i.e.
• the undergraduate ones,

• the graduate (Master) ones and

• the postgraduate (doctoral) ones.

They present results of their research as conducted within the
framework of their studies. It is organized very similarly to any
regular conference. It has its program committee, reviewers, reviewing process and accepting/rejection procedure. Perhaps the
objective is slightly different, since we aim at offering a forum
for a widest possible attendance of students, provided their papers meet at least some standard criteria of scientific merit without striving for low acceptance ratio.
This year, the IIT.SRC Conference attracted 98 research papers
from which 89 were accepted (11 bachelor, 53 master, 25 doctoral students as authors) submitted by 134 student authors, which
bears as a consequence that roughly 13% of all students are actively engaged in research to the extent they are able to write
a paper on it.
The Conference was organized in five sections:
• Web Technologies and Engineering,
• Information Processing,
• Software Engineering,

• Computer Systems, Computer Networks and Security,

• Artificial Intelligence, Computer Science, Computer Graphics and Multimedia.
Students presented their papers in poster sessions organized in
two time slots. This opened space for discussions on research
projects also among the student authors. Most of the program
committee members not only discussed with students their work
but also served as evaluators. Papers and presentations of each
section were evaluated by four members committees and best
students were awarded.

Pavol Návrat

Faculty of Informatics and Information
Technologies, Slovak University of Technology,
Ilkovičova 3, 842 16 Bratislava, Slovakia
navrat@fiit.stuba.sk

Dean’s Award
Computer Systems, Networks and Security
Filip Burda: Decreasing Packet Loss of VoIP Calls by Optimising Transport Network (supervisor: Margaréta Kotočová)
Web Technologies and Engineering
Pavol Bielik, Peter Krátky, Štefan Mitrík, Michal Tomlein: Motivating Children to Increase Physical Activity by
Means of Reward (supervisor: Michal Barla)
Information Processing
Tomáš Kramár: Detecting Search Sessions Using Document, Metadata and Implicit Feedback (supervisor: Mária
Bieliková)
Software Engineering
Ján Súkeník: Solving of Image Similarity Puzzle – Singular Value Decomposition (supervisor: Peter Lacko)
Artificial Intelligence, Computer Graphics and Multimedia
David Chalupa: Discovering the Ability of Graph Coloring Heuristics to Find Substructures in Social Networks
(supervisor: Jiří Pospíchal)
Best Paper Award
Bachelor (Bc.) Degree Program Category
Jakub Ševcech: Automatic Web Content Annotation
(supervisor: Mária Bieliková)
Master (Ing.) Degree Program Category
Andrej Fogelton: Initialization of Multiple Objects Tracking using Flocking Behavior of KLT Features (supervisor:
Matej Makula)
Doctoral (PhD.) Degree Program Category
Peter Magula: An Extension of Stateless Wireless Ad hoc
Networks Quality of Service Model (supervisor: Margaréta
Kotočová)
ACM Slovakia Chapter Prize
• Ján Zdechovan: Improving Aspect-Oriented Change Modeling with Reusable Aspect Models (supervisor: Valentino
Vranić)
• Martin Uhlík: The Similarity Detection in Slovak Texts
by Compression Method (supervisor: Daniela Chudá)
• Marián Šimko: Hybrid Approach to Automated Domain
Model Creation for Adaptive Social Learning System
(supervisor: Mária Bieliková)
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• Peter Mindek: Visual Artefacts Removal in Volumetric
Visualization (supervisor: Peter Kapec)
• Mária Pohronská: Architectures for Hardware Acceleration in Knowledge-Based Embedded Systems
(supervisor: Tibor Krajčovič)
Czechoslovakia Section of IEEE Prize
• Aurel Paulovič: Bee Nest-Site Selection Clustering
(supervisor: Pavol Návrat)
• Peter Vilhan, Peter Marko: 10 Minutes Approach for Better Network Security (supervisor: Ladislav Hudec)
• Michal Kottman: Planar Object Detection Using Local
Feature Descriptors (supervisor: Vanda Benešová)
• Martin Labaj: Recommendation and Collaboration Based
on Implicit Feedback in Web-Based Learning (supervisor:
Mária Bieliková)
• L’ubomír Lackovič: Parallel Game Tree Search Using GPU
(supervisor: Peter Lacko)
The Conference was opened by a keynote lecture given by Jiří
Wiedermann titled Singularity: the day when computers outperform human intelligence. Jiří Wiedermann is a Professor
at the Institute of Computer Science, Academy of Sciences of
the Czech Republic. His research interests include theoretical
computer science, models of sequential and parallel computational systems, neuro-computing, non-standard computing, artificial life, embodied cognition. He is also active in history and
prospects of informatics topics.
Singularity is a situation when artificial intelligence reaches the
level of the human one. Some experts estimate singularity will
occur sometime around middle of this century. From that moment on, an explosion of intelligence can be expected chiefly due
to the fact that computers (or robots) will be able to improve their
intelligence by evolution. In the lecture, some practical consequences of reaching the singularity were discussed. On the one
hand, they are as bold as difficult to imagine, on the other hand,
expectations should be tempered down by considerations related
to computational complexity.
Besides the poster sessions where 89 accepted papers were presented, there were several accompanying events organized. The
RoboCup Exhibition is organised as a part of IIT.SRC since
2005. RoboCup is an attractive project with free participation,
designed to support education and research in artificial intelligence, robotics and information technologies. Through several
years, our students achieved interesting results, which were presented during the Conference. RoboCup exhibition presented
both the way the RoboCup simulated league is played and also
the progress of current students’ research in this field. Three
years ago a new RoboCup league – three-dimensional (3D) robotic
simulation was introduced. The extension of the simulation to
the third dimension shows the continuous progress in RoboCup
and in our students’ skills.
We organized for the third time space a showcase of TP-Cup
projects. TP-Cup is a competition of master students’ teams
aimed at excellence in development information technologies
solutions within two semester long team project module. The
competition has four stages. Seven teams managed to achieve
this stage and presented their projects during IIT.SRC.
Accompanying events included the programming contest for the
fourth time in a row. The contest follows a long tradition at
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the Slovak University of Technology in Bratislava and its Faculty of Informatics and Information Technologies in organizing
programming contests, especially the ACM International Collegiate Programming Contest competitions and other similar ones.
We continued this year with FIITAPIXEL exhibition, which took
place for the first time as an IIT.SRC accompanying event last
year. FIITAPIXEL brings together both students and staff of the
Faculty as well as its potential students and alumni in an effort
to create, share and judge pictures. It is organized as an ongoing
event, where anyone can contribute pictures. The IIT.SRC FIITAPIXEL exhibition presented this year contest best pictures.
As a part of the IIT.SRC Conference we organized for the second time a tournament in one of our games with a purpose develped by our students. Games with a purpose represent a way
of harnessing the power of the human brain for producing useful artefacts or solving computational problems through computer gaming. They are interesting not only for the research
opportunity itself but also for promotion and popularization of
research. This year’s game was PexAce, a modification of the
popular Concentration game (also known as Pexeso), which acquires textual annotations for digital images.
New accompanying event was IIT.SRC Invent. IIT.SRC Invent
provides a room for presenting inventive student works of applicative nature within the topics of the conference. Within this
year’s IIT.SRC Invent, two competitions devoted to application
design were organized: Design a Mobile Application and Design an Application for a Better World.
There were given also technical presentations related to current information technologies given by the Conference sponsors.
An interesting talk on photography was given by FIITAPIXEL
expert jury chairman L’ubomír Horník.
The presented numbers regarding the Conference active students’
attendance with their research projects and acceptance ratio do
not imply the papers are of a low quality. On the contrary: not
only the overall quality of all accepted papers is very reasonable,
but there are always a significant number of papers that would
easily qualify for some recognized international conference or
even for a scientific journal. This is not just a presupposition.
Experience of several past years has been proving that indeed
our students succeed in getting their papers accepted at various
well respected, even the most prestigious international conferences such as IFIP World Computer Congress, User Modelling,
Adaptation and Personalization, IEEE/WIC/ACM Web Intelligence, IEEE Services, ACM Hypertext, etc.
These facts put the present selection for this special section into
a proper perspective. There are 25 papers included in this special section. This means that less than one third of the papers
presented at the Conference is published. To be more precise,
one should mention that there are also a few students whom we
also invited to submit their revised Conference papers but who
politely declined because they have already submitted or were in
the process of submitting their paper elsewhere. These 25 papers
give a reasonably good overview of scope and quality of the student research at Slovak University of Technology in Bratislava in
the areas of Informatics and Information Technologies. Reader
will find here papers from various fields, such as software engineering, computer engineering, information systems, artificial
intelligence, multimedia and computer graphics. We hope this
special section will encourage our students even more to work
hard in their research to achieve excellent results. We also hope
their results will be interesting to a wider community.

Decreasing Packet Loss of VoIP Calls by Optimising
Transport Network
∗

Filip Burda

Institute of Computer Systems and Networks
Faculty of Informatics and Information Technologies
Slovak University of Technology in Bratislava
Ilkovičova 3, 842 16 Bratislava, Slovakia
filip.burda@gmail.com

Abstract
Availability of IP Phones in modern VoIP environment is
lower than in traditional telephony and packet loss occurs more often. In this paper, we study packet loss
and impact on quality of the call, when using different
approaches in optimisation of transport network devices.
Packet loss is studied during convergence; during failures
and renewals of links in transport network. We compare
results from unoptimised network with our two solution
approaches. One approach provides ideal results for not
only VoIP traffic. Second solution is applicable for most
of the networks and devices and is presented as a cheap
solution. Study is done for G.711 and G.729 codecs on a
common network topology.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
K.3.1 [Computer Uses in Education]: Collaborative
learning,
Computer-assisted
instruction
(CAI);
I.2.6 [Learning]: Knowledge acquisition

Keywords
Codec, Convergence, Packet loss

1.

Introduction

IP phones and VoIP (Voice over Internet Protocol) are
slowly replacing traditional telephony. Traditional telephony is characterised by its high availability and high
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quality. Convergence of traditional telephony and IP data
networks raises new problems. In IP data networks are
voice packets regular data packets as any others and QoS
(Quality of Services) must be assured. However, packet
loss is more common in these networks and assuring high
availability should be as important goal as QoS.
In this article, we focus on different approaches of optimising IP transport network regarding to VoIP data traffic to
ensure higher availability and satisfactory quality of VoIP
calls. We introduce two different optimisation approaches
and compare them with unoptimised data network. One
approach uses the most modern techniques available in
operating systems of network devices and is applicable
for Ethernet networks. Another approach uses common
techniques widely available also in low cost network devices. Goal of these two approaches is to lower packet loss
or sustain satisfactory quality of the call during convergence in transport network. Convergence is a process and
during this process, some of the packets may be lost or
not routed optimally. Any failure or renewal of the link,
node, or change in configuration files of network devices
starts convergence. Convergence is never immediate and
takes some time. During convergence, packet loss may
occur. We study packet loss caused by convergence and
not caused by congestion in networks. However, one of
our solutions also solves this problem. Packet loss is at
50 % and 100 % level during our measurements.
The article is organised as follows: Section 2 describes the
problem in details and provides existing solutions. Section 3 presents our test-bed network topology. Section 4
implements our proposed solutions, compare, and discuss
results. Conclusion and ideas for future work are given in
Section 5.

2.

State of Art

Problem of packet loss in VoIP is well known and worldwide studied. This survey [1] describes VoIP briefly and
describes problem of the packet loss besides others. Packet
loss during a call should be under 1 - 3 %. Packet loss
can be caused by many aspects, i.e. environment (Wireless networks), congestion in transport networks, capacity
of the links, number of calls, jitter, etc. In addition, type
of codec influences packet loss. One of the solutions can
be an usage of FEC (Forward Error Correction) technique
inside or within a VoIP codec. Delay and bandwidth demands are increased. FEC can solve problem up to 50 %
packet loss, when every second voice packet is lost. When
packet n is lost, packet n + 1 can recover previous one.
Problem of packet loss can be inhibited by packet replica-
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tion or noise substitution, which can increase subjective
quality of the call for the communicating people.
Article [2] studies impact of different factors affecting
voice quality in packet networks. These factors include
delay, jitter, packet loss, etc. We will focus on packet
loss results, although other results are interesting too.
They have studied, how delay and jitter impacts packet
loss. Simulation was done on model topologies in Matlab. Codecs G.711A-law, iLBC and Speex were studied.
MOS (Mean Opinion Score) was dropped by 0.2 - 0.9 from
the 5 point scale, where higher value is better, depending on the codec. Packet loss was in range from 0 - 10
%. However, packet loss was due delay and jitter and not
due convergence. We will compare our MOS values from
convergence with these values.
Number of calls can influence packet loss. That is why it
is important to have a good network design. Article [3]
represents a case study with mathematical background.
Authors have studied impact of several network parameters on a VoIP call. To decrease packet loss, low delay
and jitter is recommended as specified in G.114 standard.
In addition, packet loss concealment should be present.
Our solution is to optimise transport network. We will
discuss our and previous mentioned solutions and results.
One of our solutions uses IP/MPLS (Multiprotocol Label
Switching) network, with MPLS VPN (Virtual Private
Network), MPLS TE (Traffic Engineering) and routing
protocol optimisation, which can relate to these studies [4,
5, 6, 7].

Figure 1: Test-bed topology.

causing packet loss and loss of availability, in SP network
only. That is why we need to optimise SP network and
do not need to optimise customer network.
Implementation is composed of three different approaches:
unoptimised network, type A optimisation and type B optimisation. We measure network convergence and packet
loss from our notebook placed in site C2-1 by using ping
to the phone in C2-2 site. We also measure packet loss on
IP phones, MOS, jitter and other network characteristics
available by pressing twice question mark button on IP
phones.

3.1 Unoptimised Network

3.

Test-bed Description

We test a common VoIP call using G.711µ-law codec and
G.729 codec without VAD (Voice Activity Detection) on
a network in Figure 1. Both codecs have sampling rate
at 20 ms. Routers in oval represent service provider (SP)
network. Routers that begin with letter ”C” are customer
routers. Call flows from C2-1 site to C2-2 site. We use
Cisco IP Phones 7940G series. As voice exchange, we
use CUCME (Cisco Unified Communication Manager Express) solution, also known as Cisco CallManager Express.
This voice exchange can register IP phones only one hop
away. That means that IP phones must be on the same
subnet as voice exchange. Voice exchange is implemented
as part of IOS (Internetwork Operating System), which
is operating system of Cisco devices. We can use any
other voice exchange solution and it makes no difference.
We use Cisco 2800 series routers and Cisco 3560 series
switches capable of Power over Ethernet (PoE). PoE is
used for powering phones.
SP network is configured as IP/MPLS with IS-IS (Intermediate System to Intermediate System) routing protocol
and BGP (Border Gateway Protocol) protocol. Customer
C2 has two sites - C2-1 and C2-2. They are interconnected
via MPLS VPN technology, which is peer-to-peer type of
VPN. Customer uses RIPv2 (Routing Information Protocol) as interior routing protocol. Both networks have
IPv4 addresses. Customer configuration can be replaced
by any other technologies and protocols and it makes no
difference in measurements and results.
Customer sites are configured with basic configuration
and SP network has basic configuration. We optimise
SP network only. We make failures and renewals of links,

In unoptimised network, we configure SP network with
basic configuration steps. IS-IS is used as an interior
routing protocol for IP protocol, LDP (Label Distribution Protocol) protocol is used for MPLS label exchange,
BGP routing protocol is used for MPLS VPN information
exchange, RSVP (ReSource reserVation Protocol) is used
for resource reservation and also MPLS VPN. All of these
are configured with least configuration steps possible.

3.2 Type A Optimisation
In type A optimisation, we optimise IS-IS and LDP protocols, configure MPLS TE tunnels for VoIP and other
data traffic and we disable every unneeded negotiation
protocol and enable interface dampening, which protects
interface during interface flapping.
Protocol IS-IS has optimised hello mechanism, SPF, PRC
and LSP generate timers. IS-IS has enabled ISPF, disabled hello padding, all interfaces are level 1 circuit type
and metric type is set to wide. Interfaces are password
protected. LDP has enabled loop-detection, graceful-restart and session protection. Targeted hellos are enabled
and limited to three hops, timers are optimised and neighbours are password protected. IGP and LDP synchronisation are enabled in both directions and delayed. In
addition, IS-IS hello mechanism can be replaced by BFD
(Bidirectional Forwarding Detection). However, during
our tests we shut down links administratively, so we skip
detection phase - first phase of convergence. There is one
TE tunnel for VoIP marked packets and one tunnel for
other traffic. VoIP TE tunnel has higher priority and reserved bandwidth for VoIP calls. Bandwidth reservation
is variable and automatically adjusted by auto bandwidth
collection.
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MPLS TE optimisation, i.e. SRLG (Shared Risk Link
Group), Fast-reroute, etc. cannot be used, because we
use Ethernet interfaces. These features should greatly
speed up convergence.

3.3 Type B Optimisation
In type B, we configure two static routes with equal metrics to the destination for VoIP traffic. Traffic is load
shared 1:1 over both static routes and we use per-packet
sharing as load balancing algorithm. This ensures that
one packet is sent via one path and second packet via second path. Static paths on router PE2 are PE2 → PE1 →
P7 → PE6 and PE2 → PE3 → P8 → PE6 and vice versa
on router PE6. This choice is made only because we want
to have same network diameter and the same delay. Idea
for this type of optimisation is based on [7].

4.

Implementation

For all three configured networks, we use G.711µ-law and
G.729 codec. Default MOS value for G.711 is 4.5 and
for G.729 it is 3.9. IP phones are registered to their voice
exchange and call can successfully flow from one customer
site to another. Failures and renewals happen on link
between PE2 and PE1 routers by logical shutdown, thus
excluding detection phase of convergence. Best path from
C2-1 to C2-2 is always via routers PE2 → PE1 → P7 →
PE6.
When having unoptimised SP network and failure occurs
on the PE2 - PE1 link, network convergence is in range
from 5.6 seconds to 6.1 seconds. Lower values are for networks without congestion and higher values are for congested networks. Congestion is gradually up to 100 %
saturation of links. Minimal network convergence must
be 5.5 seconds, which is the default SPF timer in IS-IS
protocol. SPF timer delays computation phase, which
is third phase of convergence. Second phase - propagation is based on the network diameter and RTT between
network devices. Last phase of convergence - updating
routing tables is almost immediate, because we have very
small routing tables. Renewal of the fallen link makes
few packets lost, in range of 0 - 2 packets. There is 100
% packet loss during the whole convergence. Change in
codec makes no difference.

dropped, because every second packet is lost, but you lose
only 20 ms of speech every second time, which is harder
to notice for a user. Packet replication substitutes lost
packet. G.729 codec uses compression and voice resample
is dependent on the previous packet. That is why G.729
codec has by default wider dejitter buffers.
Problem with this optimisation type is that voice packets
must be load balanced 1:1. If another traffic flows concurrently via the same static routes with these settings, it
may happen that all voice packets flow via the fallen path.
Second problem is, when there are two or more calls. It
may happen that half of the calls go via the fallen path for
the whole convergence. Enhancing type B by IP SLA and
Object Tracking, as described in [7], can shorten convergence. Appropriate QoS mechanism can overcome problem, when having more than one call. Another solution is
to create pair of two static routes to every destination IP
phone, thus having 2 * n static routes, where n is number
of phones in foreign site. This enhancement makes overall solution worse scalable, but we can easily overcome
described problems.
Results are provided in next two tables. In Table 1, we
present results from all three types of network implementation for failure of the link and Table 2 is dedicated to
renewal of the fallen link. Results are an average from
tens and hundreds of measurements. Delay between two
packets is 20 ms. When comparing to other works described in Section 2, MOS was lowered more than in [2]
for G.711, but we had 50 % packet loss instead of 10 %
packet loss. Behaviour for codec G.711 was the same as
described in [1, 2]. Packet replication or noise substitution took effect for G.711 and provided sufficient quality
for end users. However, codec G.729 was not able to replicate previous lost packets and call quality was poor.

5.

Conclusion and Future Work

Type A optimisation makes failures much shorter. Network convergence is less than 150 ms. However, there are
9 - 11 lost voice packets, which represent 180 - 230 ms convergence. Renewal of the fallen link makes no packet loss.
There is 100 % packet loss during the whole convergence.
Change in codec makes no difference.

In this paper, we have compared influence of convergence
on VoIP traffic and proposed two approaches for increasing the availability. Type A has very short convergence
times. There are 10 lost voice packets in average during
link failures. If detection phase takes effect, there is no
more than eight more lost packets (max. 160 ms). Renewal of the fallen link makes almost no packet loss for
any data traffic. Type B approach has much more longer
convergence, but only with 50 % packet loss. This packet
loss impacts quality of voice in G.711 codec, but speech is
still understandable. However, state is only temporarily
until convergence ends. After convergence, MOS reaches
previous higher values. G.729 codec and any other codec
using compression or is dependent on previous voice packets are not satisfactory for this solution.

Type B optimisation has failures in seconds. During the
convergence, there is 50 % packet loss; every other packet
is lost. However, when using G.711 codec, call is still
understandable. MOS score lowers and personŠs voice
sounds a little bit unnatural, more robotic or metal sound,
but every word is clearly understandable. Speech rate or
intelligibility does not make difference. When using G.729
codec, speech is not understandable at all and user experience is the same as in 100 % packet loss. Results apply for
both failure and renewal of the link. Behaviour is based
on the natural of codec. G.711 samples speech as is. If a
voice chunk is lost and following is received, it does not
influent resampling process on the end device. Quality is

Type A solution is an ideal solution not only for voice
traffic, but for any data traffic, i.e. IPTV, VoD, radio
stream or FTP transfer. All of these applications and
even more were tested with the similar results. Appropriate QoS configuration assures both availability and quality for voice calls. Disadvantage is that this solution is
expensive. Expensive hardware and higher versions of
IOS must be used. In addition, the newest IOS version is
needed. Optimisation is very difficult from the administrator perspective. Not implementing the whole list can
lead to much worse convergence values, i.e. not using
IGP - LDP synchronisation makes renewal of the fallen
link longer by 2 - 3 seconds.
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Table 1: Comparison of evaluated network parameters during failure of the link regarding to VoIP.
Network type
Unoptimised
Type A
Type B
Codec
G.711 G.729 G.711 G.729 G.711
G.729
Network convergence [s]
5.82
0.182
Seconds
Packet loss
247.6
9.06
50 % packet loss during convergence
MOS during convergence
1
1
3.5
1.2
Table 2: Comparison of evaluated network parameters during renewal of the fallen link regarding to
VoIP.
Network type
Unoptimised
Type A
Type B
Codec
G.711 G.729 G.711 G.729 G.711 G.729
Network convergence [s]
0.01
0
0.01
Packet loss
0.09
0
0.09
MOS during convergence
4.5
3.9
4.5
3.9
4.5
3.9

Type B solution uses only basic 1:1 load sharing, perpacket sharing algorithm for load balancing and static
routing. Many of the network devices can satisfy these
three demands. G.711 codec or similar must be used
and there is 50 % packet loss for the whole convergence,
which can take seconds or even more. When having an
opportunity to speed up the process by using e.g. Object
Tracking, or IP SLA tracking system, convergence can be
shortened. Creation of pairs of static routes can overcome problem with inadequate packet sharing. At this
point, we can propose a new algorithm, which will combine per-packet sharing algorithm with per-flow sharing,
thus ensuring that one pair of static routes or MPLS TE
tunnels will load balance packets evenly.
We personally recommend type A approach, but if network devices are not capable of every optimisation options
and protocols, type B approach can be used. Type A cannot have load sharing as is presented in type B, because
configuration of MPLS TE with MPLS QoS does not allow it. This article [8] tries to overcome this problem. We
will further analyse other voice codecs in our optimised
networks, i.e. iLBC and Speex. We want to work further on type A solution and find out anything else, which
can even more speed up convergence and lead to less lost
packets or to find out new approach, where low packet
loss from type A and redundancy and load sharing from
type B will be present.
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Abstract
In this paper we introduce improvements of bee hive metaphor model for web search. We identified critical areas in
this model and designed several methods to improve behavior in web search. Then we compared experimentally
these new methods with existing solutions and original
model. Performed experiments demonstrate that both
behavior of the bee hive and results of web search have
been improved.
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1.

Introduction

Information and number of web pages on the Internet is
growing faster every day. It is important for users, that information search returns relevant information, which are
up to date.
User’s need for actual and relevant information is mostly
provided by few popular search engines. All of these
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search engines do not search directly on the web in realtime, but work with large database, in which all indexed
information about individual web pages are stored. This
web search, although very popular nowadays, has some
minor drawbacks. This includes smaller actuality of indexed web pages or too many irrelevant results. To avoid
these problems, we need to make searching more real-time
and precise.
By using real-time search engine we should be able to get
more recent and actual results. Real-time search engine
based on static search engines would be unable to use, because of enormous amount of time spent on downloading
web pages. It is important for real-time search engine to
use some kind of heuristics that assure to limit downloading web pages as much as possible, but with sufficient results. This can be achieved by using focused web crawler.
Focused web crawlers ensure that not all web pages are
downloaded, but only on most perspective paths.
In following section we describe related work that deal
with different focused web crawlers and online web search
engines. Later we describe important features of basic bee
hive metaphor model and some existing improvements. In
section 4 we introduce new improvements of this model,
followed by performed experiments and achieved results.
At the end is conclusion, evaluation and future work.

2.

Related Work

Main difference between static and online search is that
in online search all documents are downloaded during the
search, usually after entering the query by user. Crawling
through web pages takes most of running time. Therefore
online search engines try to download as little web pages
as possible. Most common way of limiting crawled pages
is using focused web crawler. Focused web crawlers are
crawlers that do not download all found web pages, but its
target is only relevant pages to defined topic or entered
query. They ensure that only perspective sources with
high probability to be relevant are downloaded. This behavior shortens time of downloading web pages, which is
suitable for real-time web search engines.
Some focused web crawlers are inspired by behavior seen
in nature. The idea of designing algorithms inspired by
nature is not new. Early attempts include fish search [1]
or shark search [3]. In these models individual agents represent fish, which reproduce in area with high density of
food. If the area, in which the agent is located, is poor for
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food, this agent dies. Difference between fish and shark
search is in evaluation of page relevance. Fish search uses
binary, shark search is using continuous evaluation. More
complex models are Focused Ant Crawling Algorithm [2]
or bee hive search [6]. Focused Ant Crawling Algorithm
is algorithm for hypertext graph crawling, which significantly limits amount of downloaded web pages. Model of
bee hive search is described in the next section.
Infospider [5] is multi-agent system used for online search.
When agent moves from document to document, it
chooses link to follow. They are able to adapt to changing environment using neural network and evolution of
agents.

3.

Bee hive metaphor and Bee Hive at Work
model

This article focuses on improving existing model, called
Bee Hive at Work (BH@W), which was presented in [6].
This model was used for web search.
A bee hive in this model consists of three main areas:
dispatch room, dancing room and auditorium. Dispatch
room serves as repository of all known sources (that have
been found and visited by bees) and assign random source
to each bee flying out. Dancing room and auditorium are
used for communication between bees which communicate
via waggle dance.
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Other modification introduced energy concept [4] instead
of distance quality component in quality computation.
The bee is searching for new source until it has enough
energy. When the bee is out of energy it has to return to
the hive and follow a bee from the dancing room.
To avoid problem with convergence to local maximum,
desirability [8] was added to the model. Desirability is
new property of source, similar to quality. It describes
how desired is source by bees. The higher is desirability,
the more bees will exploit this source.

4.

Model improvements

In previous sections we described behavior of basic BH@W
model and several improvements and modifications of this
model. We created basic model and used this model for
several tests, both change quality test, described in [9]
and real-time web search on web. During these tests we
discovered two important areas of model that are responsible for main functionality of model. If these areas are
not designed properly, model is not working as a real bee
hive in nature. These two areas are (a) getting trapped
in local maximum and (b) dispatch room strategy.
Both areas were studied and several methods to each issue
were proposed. We experimentally compared these methods with each other and methods introduced in section
3.1.

4.1 Getting trapped in local maximum
At the beginning all bees are in the dispatching room.
Each bee chooses random source from initial sources and
visits this source. After visiting chosen source, each bee
evaluates this source and depending on its quality chooses
to keep this source or abandon it. When source is abandoned, bee flies to auditorium. If bee chooses to keep the
source, it has two choices: (a) return to hive and perform
waggle dance for this source or (b) continue exploitation
from the source.
This model is used for web search, sources are meant as
web pages. Quality of web pages presents relevance to
user’s query. Quality calculation is based on simple concept: it is divided into three components (distance quality, header quality and count quality). Each component
can reach maximum value according to parameter. Sum
of these parameters is equal 1, which is maximum overall quality. In web search exploitation of source means
following random link from given web page.

3.1 Existing improvements
Several improvements were proposed for model described
in section 3. Some improvements were designed to improve results of web search and behavior and others were
used to minimize identified problems.
Problem with low promotion of new sources was solved by
introducing bee scouts [7]. Foraging bees are split into two
categories depending on their success in following dancing
bee – scouts and recruits. Because scouts did not find a
dancing bee to follow, they search for new sources. On the
other hand recruits follow other bees from dancing room.
Change is in behavior outside the hive, when scouts automatically dance for found source, unlike recruits, which
uses quality of source as probability of dancing and promoting this source to other bees.

When using bee hive model for web search, most of bees
often promote one or only small number of sources. Main
reason for this behavior is, that in web search experiment
there are too many sources when compared to limited experiment. While in limited experiment we had tens or
hundreds of resources, there are thousands or even millions of different sources in web search. Most of these
sources have zero quality, because they are not relevant
to user’s query. Important note is that solution space
is unknown, i.e. bees do not have access to all possible sources at the beginning of the experiment. Usually
they start with some known sources (explicitly entered
by user before start of experiment) from which they continue searching. If bee hive finds a source with very good
quality (but not the best one), most of bees will promote
this source among other bees and in response more bees
will exploit food from this source. The more bees exploit a high quality source, the more bees will promote
this source by waggle dance. This will cause very strong
promotion of this source, which is local maximum. Result of this promotion may be inability of finding other
high-quality sources that are more distant from primary
sources or other high-quality sources.
It is necessary to modify this model to be more flexible
and more adaptive to possible changes, which can occur
during experiments. We proposed several improvements
to each mentioned issue and compared them with other
methods:
1. Adding inaccuracy to the model 2. Progressive exploitation of sources 3. Adding desirability of sources
to the model 4. Quadratic decreasing of desirability of
sources
First method was introduced in [5]. It contained two new
parameters, information noise and error of quality evalu-
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ation. Adding of these parameters has positive effects on
dynamics and speed of finding new sources, because bees
fly to random sources more often.
Second method is inspired by collecting food in nature.
Each source contains only limited amount of food. By
each visit of a bee this amount decline. The less food a
source contains, the less qualitative is. The food replenishes periodically in time.
Third method was introduced in [8]. Desirability indicates
how much the source is demanded for bees. The more bees
collect food from a source, the less is this source desirable.
Quadratic decreasing is improved desirability calculation
mentioned in previous method. Decreasing of desirability
was linear, which was not proper for sources which were
promoted by only a few of bees. Quadratic decreasing of
desirability is more suitable, where size of the reduction
is higher when more bees are promoting one source.

4.2 Dispatch room strategy
Problems associated with dispatch room strategy have
various forms. These problems are also associated with
source quality calculation. If starting source has zero
quality and quality of sources is rated only by occurrences
of query in content of web page, then model will find no
new sources. The reason is that bees have no motivation
to exploit or promote zero quality sources, because bees
will never fly to new sources from zero quality sources.
Two solutions to this problem are possible: (a) changing source rating strategy or (b) changing dispatch room
strategy.
We changed rating of sources compared to original model.
New quality calculation contains three quality components: URL quality, headers quality and count quality.
Compared to old model, only difference is replacing distance quality for URL quality. Distance quality was not
used, because the distance of source from starting page
has no impact on actual quality of this source.
Problems caused by adding or removing distance quality
are associated with behavior of dispatch room. It is common that solving one problem will cause problem in other
part. By behavior of dispatch room is meant strategy of
adding sources to dispatch room and strategy of selecting
source by a bee. Five methods were proposed solutions
to dispatch room strategy problems:
1. Adding all discovered sources to dispatch room
2. Adding only high-quality sources into dispatch room
3. Leaving sources with low quality
4. Dispatch room sources weighting
5. Energy concept
First method changes way of adding of sources to dispatch room. Instead of adding only visited sources, all
discovered sources are added to dispatch room. In this
case web search continues, even if starting sources have
zero quality.

To avoid overload of dispatch room with zero quality
sources or poor quality sources, second method was presented. It ensures, that only sources referenced by other
high quality sources (selected by threshold quality) are
added to dispatch room.
Other method to avoid source overload in dispatch room
is leaving sources. It is unlikely, that if several levels of
followed sources have poor quality (lower than threshold),
they will link to high quality source. Therefore we can
stop search on such source and redirect effort of bees to
more promising areas.
Fourth method is changing way of selecting source from
dispatch room. In basic model was selecting purely random, we introduce weighting sources inside dispatch room.
The higher quality has a source, the greater is the chance
of selecting it by a bee.c Fifth method was introduced
in [4] and is similar to third method. Every bee has initial energy needed for searching of new sources and spends
this energy on flying to new sources. If all energy is spent,
bee must return to the bee hive (abandon current source).

5.

Experiments

We designed two types of experiments to compare newly
introduced methods with basic model and other improvements described in section 4: (a) simulated web search
and (b) real-time web search. Each experiment was designed for one problem area.

5.1 Simulated web search
First experiment was designed to simulate information
search on the Internet. Experiment is inspired by the one
performed in [9]. There were only 2 sources in original
experiment, with different qualities and in the half of experiment source qualities were switched. Aim of this experiment was to find out, whether the bee hive can determine best source after the change. Compared to original
experiment, we added many zero quality sources to simulate irrelevant sources during web search. The change
of qualities simulates behavior in web search, when a bee
finds better source and other bees should adapt to this
change.
The solution space in this experiment contains 100 sources,
from which first four sources had following qualities: 80%,
60%, 40%, 20%; and the rest (96) are sources with zero
quality. In the half of experiment (500 iterations), quality
of one source with zero quality is changed to best – 85%.
We expect that newly introduced methods will be able to
recognize highest quality source after the change among
all sources. Also, response to change should be more
quickly and more dynamic than basic model or models
with other improvements. Expected behavior is that in
every time the source with highest quality is most promoted in the dancing room. According to the experiment,
in the first half of experiment 80% source will be most promoted and after the change1 , most promoted source will
be the new best source – 85% source.
We also added model with combination of two methods
to the comparison: adding inaccuracy to the model and
quadratic decreasing of desirability of sources. These two
1

Order of downloading the best source
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Figure 2: Dancing process of model with combined methods.

ual methods most effective was quadratic decreasing of
sources.

5.2 Real-time web search
Figure 1: Dancing process of basic model and
model with added desirability of sources.

methods do not have opposite effect, so effect to improvements of results should be even better.

5.1.1 Results
In this experiment we observe behavior of bees after change
of the best source. Optimal behavior of bees in this experiment is: (a) correct and fast respond to change of
best source, (b) sufficient promotion for less qualitative
sources and (c) amount of dancing bees is proportional to
quality of sources.
In the Figure 1 we can see dancing process of two models:
basic model on the left and model with added desirability
of sources on the right. Basic model was unable to identify best source after the change. The only source that
is promoted in the dancing room by bees is 80% source.
Even after the change bees will not promote the best 85%
source. Promotion of sources with lower quality was insufficient.
When desirability was added to the source, behavior of
bees was more similar to expected behavior. More sources
were promoted during whole experiment and the model
did respond to change. The speed of response was not as
fast as expected and promotion of the 80% source at the
end of the experiment is poor. It seems this model can
promote only one, although the highest quality source.
In the Figure 2 we can see dancing process of model with
two combined methods. Model was able to recognize new
best source after change and bees were strongly promoting
also second best source. Promotion of all non-zero quality
sources was strongest among all models. Every source
with non-zero quality was promoted at least by one bee.
According to results of experiments the best behavior is
achieved by combination method of adding inaccuracy
and quadratic decreasing desirability of sources. All three
conditions of optimal behavior mentioned earlier were met
by using model with combination method. From individ-

Second experiment was designed for monitoring behavior
during real-time search on the Internet.
Solution space is unknown, because sources are pages on
the web and are downloaded during the experiment. For
simplification the domain was limited in this experiment
to only one domain – http://www.sme.sk (Slovak news
portal). Maximum limit of downloaded web pages was
2000. Such limitations are appropriate, because the main
aim is to find relevant web pages as soon as possible, with
downloading minimum web pages.
Starting web page was http://www.sme.sk; entered query
was ”Island”. The search was made in time of natural
disaster on Iceland, when a volcano erupted and whole
Europe was affected by this disaster. Starting page contained entered query. Since the topic of search was very
popular in the time of experiment, many pages were relevant to query.
We expect that changing dispatch room strategy will cause
improvements of the results, both quality of retrieved web
pages and behavior of bees in promotion of sources. It is
necessary for successful search that the starting source
has non zero quality. In other case we need to change
behavior of methods, which will stop searching.
For better results we added a combination method to
this experiment: adding only high-quality sources into
dispatch room and dispatch room sources weighting.

5.2.1

Results

In this experiment we observe dancing for the high quality sources and quality (relevance) of found web pages.
Optimal behavior is dancing proportionally to quality of
sources and especially ability to adapt to change of source
quality. Most important in evaluation is quality of found
sources.
Table 1 illustrates time consumption and memory usage
during experiments. First two models were both time
and memory less demanding, because of less downloaded
pages. Most demanding was method adding all sources do
dispatch room, mostly because of large number of sources
in dispatch room. Method leaving low quality sources did
not find the best source.
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Method
Basic model
Weighting
All sources
HQ sources
Leaving LQ
Combination

Table 1: Time consumption and memory usage in real-time web search.
Duration (s) Downloaded pages Discovered pages Iteration 2
Order3
Last source
228
328
10418
22
53
1000
318
332
10712
51
175
1000
2038
2000
35027
2
58
101
1509
2000
33165
22
680
128
1225
2000
34428
N/A (77) N/A (1402)
114
1551
2000
33932
91
1015
216

Method
Basic model
Weighting
All sources
HQ sources
Leaving LQ
Combination

Table 2: Results of real-time web search.
Retrieved relevant (RI) Retrieved (I) Precision Recall
11
14
78.6%
15.3%
10
12
83.3%
13.9%
9
13
69.2%
12.5%
26
33
78.8%
36.1%
7
10
70.0%
9.7%
47
51
92.2%
65.3%

In Table 2 is presented comparison of efficiency and success rate of all methods. Total amount of downloaded
pages was 6909 (D). All pages with quality more than
50% were identified as relevant (I). Relevance of documents was inspected manually.
Results show that most successful method was combination of methods adding only high quality sources to dispatch room and weighting sources in dispatch room. Most
of relevant sources were found and the best web pages
were retrieved by using combined method.

6.

Conclusions and future work

Main limitation of online search is long response time. It
is caused by the time spent on downloading web pages,
which takes up to 95% of searching time. Presented model
can be used as search engine on fast changing one-domain
web portals, such as news portals. Retrieved results are
very actual and the response time is not a big issue. The
biggest difference between this model and static search
engines is when using for full internet search. In this case
long response time makes presented model very slow.
In this work we present several improvements of Bee Hive
at Work model. We performed and described experiments
that show improvements in behavior of bees when dancing
and also better results in real-time web search. Model
using presented methods achieve better results than basic
model or models with existing improvements.
There are many options for future research. One way
is to limit downloaded web pages even more and to retrieve relevant documents in such short time that model
can compete with static search engines. Other option for
research is finding application of this model, where long

F1
0.26
0.24
0.21
0.50
0.17
0.76

Average quality
62.31%
59.77%
60.24%
71.13%
55.52%
70.53%

4

5

response time is not critical issue. Different way of further research is improving behavior of bees, especially by
dancing.
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Abstract

1.

There is a growing demand to interact with computers in a
more natural way. For example using hand gestures to interact with certain type of applications would be more efficient than old-fashioned mouse and keyboard. To achieve
this we need to be able to efficiently track human hand
in real-time. We focused on Flocks of Features algorithm
introduced by Mathias Kölsch and Matthew Turk, which
can track human hand continuously during various movements and pose variations. It uses Lucas-Kanade tracker
for features located on a human hand. This algorithm
can handle tracking of fast movements of non-rigid highly
articulated objects such as hands. We propose modifications to this algorithm which mostly correspond to the
preprocessing of the input frame by using histogram back
projection of the skin color. This modification according to our testing provides more reliable feature tracking
which results in better hand tracking efficiency.

In the last few years, there is a desire to control computers in a more interactive way than using just mouse
and keyboard. One of the pioneers of the new way of interaction was Nintendo WII,1 which uses infrared LEDs
and infrared camera with a proximity sensor. This device is used in a game console offering a totally new way
of game experiencing. For example, you can play tennis
by holding WII remote controller in your hand instead of
your tennis racket and play a match against your friend
at the other side of the world or computer. But what
about using these kinds of interactions without using any
accessories, just own hands? We assume that in several
cases using hands to interact with the computer would
be much more efficient than the old-fashioned mouse and
keyboard.
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I.5.3 [Clustering]: Density Based, Flock Behavioral Model; I.4.6 [Segmentation]: Histogram Matching, Adaptive
Histogram

Keywords
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Introduction

In order to deal with highly articulated objects, such as
hands, effectively in the most common situations with arbitrary background, several requirements need to be accomplished: background invariant, without gloves or any
other markers, light invariant, ability to track both hands
of the user in real-time, hand shape (pose) invariant, hand
size invariant. There is a variety of hand trakcing algorithms. We focused on Flocks of Features (FoF), because
as one of a few it can handle the majority of the given
requirements.
The original FoF algorithm is described in Section 2. Section 3 presents the modifications to this algorithm to overcome some of its difficulties. Testing results are described
in Section 4 and the conclusion with future work is proposed in the last section.

2.

Flocks of Features

Mathias Kölsch and Matthew Turk presented Flocks of
Features in paper Fast 2D hand tracking with flocks of
features and multi-cue integration [?]. This algorithm
can track the human hand without any artificial artifacts
such as gloves. It is robust to various light conditions and
furthermore a non-stationary camera can be used. The
tracker’s core idea is motivated by the seemingly chaotic
flight behavior of a flock of birds [?] such as pigeons. The
minimum and maximum safe distance during the flight
are defined. Features of the hand are also very close together like birds in a cloud (Figure ??). These features
are represented by good-features-to-track [?] and tracked
by Lucas-Kanade tracker (often called KLT tracker after
1

http://www.nintendo.com/wii
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Kanade Lucas and Tomasi). The minimum distance between any two features and the maximum distance from
the center (median) are defined. The median position of
features is computed and the search using optical flow
can be provided only up to the maximum distance from
this position. Very good results are achieved during rapid
movements and with continuous pose changing of the human hand. An overview of the entire algorithm is listed
in Listing ??.

Listing 1: Flocks of features algorithm [?].
input :
bnd_box - rectangular area containing hand
mindist - minimum pixel distance between features
n - number of features to track
winsize - size of feature search windows
initialization :
learn color histogram
find n * k good - features - to - track with mindist
rank them based on color and fixed hand mask
pick the n highest - ranked features
// k =3 was used
tracking :
update KLT feature locations with image pyramids
compute median feature
for each feature
if less than mindist from any other feature
or outside bnd_box , centered at median
or low match correlation
then relocate feature onto good color spot that
meets the flocking conditions
output :
median - the average feature location

2.1 Lucas-Kanade Tracker
Lucas-Kanade tracking algorithm calculates a brightness
gradient (sobel operator) along at least two directions for
a promising feature candidate to be tracked over time [?,
?]. In combination with image pyramids (a series of progressively smaller-resolution interpolations of the original
image), a feature’s image area can be matched efficiently
to the most similar area within a search window in the
following video frame. If the feature match correlation
between two consecutive frames is below a threshold, the
feature is considered “lost”. A hand detection method
supplies both a rectangular bounding box and a probability distribution to initialize tracking.

Individual features can latch onto arbitrary artifacts of
the object being tracked, such as fingers of a hand. Their
movement is independent along with the artifact, without disturbing other features. Too dense concentrations
of the features that would ignore other object’s parts are
avoided due to the minimum distance constraint. But
stray features that are too far from the object of interest are brought back into the flock with the maximum
distance constraint. To get more stable results, about
15% of the furthest features from median computation
have to be removed. The speed of pyramid-based KLT [?,
?] feature tracking allows to overcome the computational
limitations of the model-based tracking approaches while
achieving real-time performance.

2.2 Color Classification
During calibration process, a hand color is observed and
the normalized-RGB histogram is calculated. Using this
technique exclusively is not a very good solution because
it can detect objects with similar color histograms such
as wooden objects or other parts of the human body. The
color information is used as a probability map. At tracker
initialization time, the KLT features are placed preferably
onto locations with high skin color probability. New location of a relocated feature is chosen with high color probability (more than 50%). Changing light condition can
cause bad tracking performance, but only in case of relocated features because most of the features will continue
to follow gray-level artifacts. This method combines cues
from feature movement based on gray-level image texture
with cues from texture-less skin color probability. It depends on the algorithm parameters how often features are
relocated and on the importance of the color modality.
This algorithm was used to interact with a wearable computer [?]. A webcam was placed at the head mounted
display, so the hand size was approximately constant. It
can be used to track both hands [?] or even other objects,
where the skin color is replaced by a given sample. The
problem is that it is not size invariant due to the constant
threshold for the maximum distance from the center of
the flock.

3.

Modifications

The original FoF uses gray-level image as the input for
KLT features tracking. Due to this procedure we found
the FoF algorithm to be vulnerable to the edges occurring in the background. During movements over strong
edges, a lot of KLT features can be relocated into incorrect positions. This leads to incorrect median relocation
and eventually tracking failure (Figure ??).

Figure 1: Snapshots of sequences with hand motions; the cloud of little dots are features and the
big dot is their median [?].
The probability mask states for every pixel in the bounding box the likelihood whether it belongs to the hand.
Features are selected within the bounding box according
to their ranking and observing a pair wise minimum distance. These features are being ranked according to the
combined probability of their locations and color. Highly
ranked features are tracked individually per frames. Their
new locations become the area with the highest match
correlation between the two frame’s areas.

Figure 2: FoF algorithm is vulnerable to edges
occurring in the background due to bad KLT features relocation.
Histogram is calculated from a region containing hand
during the initialization procedure. We process the his-
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togram to eliminate noise. There is an assumption, that
the skin color takes the majority of the given region and
the histogram is processed (normalized and tresholded)
and cropped to contain the biggest gaussian data only
(which represents the skin color in our case). We create a probability map by applying back projection from
the given histogram during tracking on every frame. One
slight difference is use of the HSV color model instead
of the normalized-RGB, because it is more common in
these kinds of applications while talking about histogram
matching. The HSV color model and the normalizedRGB have similar characteristics in terms of luminance
invariance.

3.1 Image Processing
We realize that if we use the probability map instead of
the original image, we will get rid of the edges occuring
in the background because they are not skin colored and
they do not appear in the back projection image. The idea
to run FoF on this probability map (Figure ?? middle) has
been proved to be a step forward, but as we can see, there
is a lot of noise in the back projection image. To reduce
this noise, the morfological operation open is used.

Figure 3: Result of the histogram back projection
with noise and after open operation (Interesting
part of the images).
Because of this modification we do not need to rank features anymore and we can be almost sure that every feature will be located somewhere in the skin region. It is
very common, that the luminance can change a lot in a
sequence of frames. We achieved partial luminance invariance due to the HSV color model, but this is not sufficient.
Artificial light can be turn on or off and the light from the
sun can also vary according to the weather conditions.
Our modification mostly relies on proper skin color probability map. The color appearance over the hand changes
a lot also due to the forwards and backwards hand movements as shown on Figure ??. Because of this inaccuracy
the KLT tracker loses more features and tracking can fail
easily due to a lack of them.
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Figure 5: Flowchart of the histogram adaptation.

skin color is segmented properly, we do weighted merging
of the initial and the actual histogram (Figure ??).
The resulted histogram contains the initial one with the
weight of 70 percent, because during the initialization process; the region, the histogram is calculated from, represents the skin color. Due to this, the incorrect median
relocation will not suppress the histogram to converge
to something other than to the skin color significantly.
The actual histogram is being calculated from the region
around the median of the hand. The problem is that the
median does not represent the center of the hand precisely
and we need to eliminate the background colors and some
noise as well as in the initial histogram. Before we merge
the histograms it is necessary to normalize them, because
the regions they are calculated from differ in size and the
values do not correspond to the probability distributions
correctly.
The important question is when to run the histogram
adaptation. As we mentioned above, the skin color segmentation fails due to varying luminance conditions. We
realized that we can use the channel Value from the HSV
color model to find out the average value of luminance
around the median location. We assumed that the median is somewhere in the hand region. We compute this
average value every seventh frame and compare it to the
previous one. If the difference is sufficient, the histogram
adaptation is proceeded. The problem is that the results
of image segmentation based on this adaptation are very
good and the KLT tracker fails more often due to lack
of features located on the hand. To eliminate this behavior we destroyed the three biggest values in the skin
color histogram to create “white color” inside the hand
region to create more features for the KLT tracker. The
other operation is creating bigger differences between the
histogram bins to create more valuable features for KLT
tracking. This is done by normalizing the histogram to
lower maximum value e.g. 20 and then multiplying every
bin value with other 20 (Figure ??).

Figure 4: Example of inaccurate back projection
due to the luminance variation of the skin.

3.2 Adaptive Histogram
In order to solve this issue we decided to recalculate the
histogram during the tracking. To make sure that the

Figure 6: Sample of inaccurate back projection
with the initial histogram, merged histograms and
modificated resulted histogram.
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This principle of histogram adaptation works precisely,
when the median is correctly detected in a hand region.
The skin color detection in the histogram is based on the
assumption that the region is bounded with zeros after
applying a threshold to eliminate noise. The problem occures when the median is located near the hand border
(or at fingers) and the skin color does not correspond to
the majority of the area around the median. In such cases
the segmentation is degraded and the tracker can fail. We
partially avoid this behavior by controlling the region in
the histogram where to look for the biggest gaussian color
distribution. We noticed from testing that the skin color
distribution takes place between the lower saturation values.

We present a sequence of images with tracking results
(Figure ??). We considered tracking to be lost when the
median does not correspond to the hand movements anymore. Our modification can also fail like the original one
(Figure ??), mostly because of rapid movements of the
hand over face or other skin colored objects. An ordinary
webcam is able to achieve 30 frames per second, but this
is not enough for rapid movements. The reason for the
KLT tracking failure in this case is the optimization to
look for a new location of a given feature in range of 7
pixels (the bigger the range is, the more time it takes to
compute). That is the reason why it considers other skin
colored parts as hand and the median is disrupted.

Using the modified histogram a lot of good-features-totrack (Figure ?? left) are created, but the open operation
decreases their number (Figure ?? right). Because of this
we do not process the back projection image anymore
and the remaining noise is eliminated by the flocking behavioral model, more precisely by the maximum distance
parameter. One of the side effects of the precise skin color
segmentation is the higher tracking disturbance by other
skin colored objects like head or the other hand.

Figure 8: Example of hand tracking.

Figure 7: Difference between the quality of the
original and processed image (open operator) on
good featrues to track.
Figure 9:
ments.
Listing 2: Modificated Flocks of Features.
input :
mindist - minimum pixel distance between features
max_distance - maximum distance used for flocking
behavioral model
initialization :
observe color histogram from hand region
find all good - features - to - track with mindist in a
hand region on back projection image
tracking :
for all features run tracking on back projection
image // about 200 features
for each tracked feature
if more than mindist from any other feature
and closer than max_distance from median
then
copy it to temp array
if the array is bigger than max features // max was
about 70
then
use only first max features
if the luminace changed significantly
then
recalculate the histogram
output :
compute the median from the features in the temp
array

4.

Tracking failure due to rapid move-

Comparison

For testing purposes we created a dataset of different
videos (Table ??) containing rapid and some other movements on purpose with the aim to disturb the tracker.
Each pair of video consists of a person wearing a sweater
(a labeled videos) and a T-shirt (b labeled videos). We
do testing of the original Flocks of Features, the modification using preprocessed image and the modification
using preprocessed image with adaptive histogram. All
algorithms did not use any method for new features detection during tracking. Testing does not perform exact
results, because of the manual hand region selection (initialization). When the tracking failure occured, manual
reinitialization needed to be performed.
The results are presented on Figure ??, where the values for each video represent the number of tracking failures during the video sequence (higher value represents
worse tracking results). We can see that the values of
the original algorithm are much higher than the values of
our modifications. To sum up the original Flocks of Features failed during the testing 124 times, the modification
without adaptive histogram 58 times and with adaptive
histogram 52 times. From these numbers we can say that
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Figure 10: Testing results (higher value represents worse tracking results – number of failures).
Number
1
2
3
4
5
6

Condition
rapid movements of the hand
size of the hand is changing a lot
arbitrary movements
arbitrary movements
moving background
outside lightening conditions

Table 1: Explanation of listed videos

the modifications performs approximately 2 times better
results than the original algorithm. All testing videos
and the documented video results of every testing can be
found on my personal website2 .

Conclusions and Future Work
We proposed two modifications, which according to our
testing achieve better results. Processing the image by
histogram matching makes the Lucas-Kanade tracker working more reliable and thanks to this, the hand tracking
performance has increased. But as a disadvatange of this
modification we considered the importance of the skin
color segmentation. To achieve bigger luminance invariance, an adaptive histogram was introduced. Histogram
adaptation performs better skin color segmentation most
of the time, but there are still some situations of false positive cases when the adaptation causes tracking failure.
Flocks of features can fail due to movements in front of
other skin colored objects like a head. This could be
solved by obtaining the depth information of the object.
Microsoft has introduced a new version of their game console XBOX 360 which uses Kinect. Kinect is a webcam
extended with an infrared light camera and an infrared
light projector. This projector illuminates the scene with
infrared light and special infrared light camera is able
to compute the depth information from the image. This
hardware could provide proper depth information without
computing severity issue like it has been so far by using
two and more cameras.
2

henryi.yweb.sk
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Abstract
Today almost everything can be found on the Web. The
problem is that information is dispersed across many different sources. Search engines help in finding required
information. However, they fail to present relationships.
The next step therefore is to automatically integrate relevant information from various sources and present them
to the user in a unified manner. In this paper we present
our contribution to integration of news articles into groups
referring about the same fact. We integrate from various
web portals. This can be used for creation of personalized news portal which will keep the user up-to-date about
current affairs.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.3.1 [Information Storage and Retrieval]: Content
Analysis and Indexing); H.3.3 [Information Storage
and Retrieval]: Information Search and Retrieval

Keywords
information integration, clustering, keywords extraction,
text processing, news articles, events

1.

Introduction

The Web is a huge information base containing a large
portion of human knowledge. This information can be
found in various documents which are usually published as
web pages. People often rely on this base when searching
for the answers to their information needs or questions.
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One difficulty with finding the right information is that
there is no web page containing all of the information,
not event about one particular theme or topic. Users
therefore need to use search engines to locate the right
documents which may contain the information they are
looking for. However, the answer to a question a user
has can be composed of many small pieces of information
which are scattered across a lot of web pages.
Search engines are effective in locating the documents
which contain the keywords from the query. It is then up
to the user to manually look through these documents,
find relevant pieces of information and join them together
in order to get a broader view of the problem. Search engines fail in finding relationships among information entities contained in the documents. They are unable to
integrate the information and present a compilation of
results to the user; they only sort the documents according to their relevancy against the query. This issue can
be addressed with automatic information integration over
various sources [9].
Faceted browsing [11] can help to solve this issue of getting an overview of a certain domain. However, the user
still needs to formulate the initial query. There are times
and domains where this is difficult, or event impossible, to
accomplish. Take for example actual world events. The
user cannot be aware that there is something happening in
the other part of the world right now, and that he should
search for more information about it. News portals add
hundreds of new articles every day. It is therefore difficult to stay informed about important issues. Integration
of information from various news portals and presenting
them to the user as a compilation of main events can help
solve this problem [10].
In this paper we present our contribution to integration
of news articles according to the event they inform about.
We group articles from various sources, i.e. various news
portals. Our goal is to group articles which are written on
the basis of the same event happening at a precise time of
the day (e.g. a particular concert or a political meeting),
not a broader topic which can be actual for more days
or weeks (e.g. music or some politician in general). This
task is often done manually by various subjects as news
monitoring service.
We present attributes of articles based on which this integration can be done automatically. This can be used
to create a news portal automatically aggregating and
presenting articles from various websites. It would give
the user greater overview of the current affairs and the way
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various journalists refer about it. We also discuss possible extension of the principles applied in the news articles integration to the general information integration on
the Web.
The rest of this paper is organized as it follows. In section
2 we present relevant work done in the area of information
integration with the focus on news articles. In section 3 we
propose a method for news articles integration. Section
4 contains experiments we conducted and their results.
Finally, section 5 concludes the paper with discussion and
proposals for future work.

2.

Related Work

More and more popular form of integrating data from different sources on the Web is creating mashups. A mashup
is a combination of things that were initially not meant to
cooperate in order to achieve a new goal [1]. A common
example of a mashup is to display additional information
on the map background (e.g. the location of restaurants
or bus stops). Many web portals and services provide
APIs which allow users to incorporate their functionality to new applications. Using these APIs we can put
more services together to create a new service (a mashup).
Users do mashups mainly for aggregating data from more
sources, creating alternative user interface for a web application, personalizing certain website or monitoring of
certain data source in order to detect changes in it [12].
A use case scenario involving integration of information on
the Web is proposed in [2]. The authors describe a blog
containing movie reviews. In this scenario each review
is automatically enhanced with information from other
sources like pictures from movie’s official website, biographies of the actors and director from an encyclopaedia or
schedules of local cinemas playing the movie. For this
to accomplish we need well annotated data sources which
provide computer access to their data. One of the biggest
challenges is to persuade the owners of websites to include
more semantics in them by wider adoption of standards
like RSS and RDF.
Some work focusing on integration of data in the domain
domain of news articles has been done recently. In [5]
various clustering algorithms are evaluated using different
similarity measures on the data set containing thousands
of news articles. According to the results the most suitable algorithm for articles clustering is k-means with cosine similarity measure. However, it is not clear whether
the articles in one cluster are about one broader topic with
each serving for further reading. In this case the articles
from one cluster would be suitable for recommendations
to the users who read at least one article from the cluster
and want to know more on that topic. On the other hand,
if the articles in one cluster are more lookalike and they
describe the same affair using different words, reading of
one of the articles is sufficient.
Recommendation of news based on comparison of their
content was done in [8]. Authors introduce a feature vector describing each article. This vector contains for example keywords extracted from the title and from the body
of the article, article’s readability index or names and
places mentioned. Using this vector and cosine similarity
measure articles from one news provider were clustered in
order to recommend articles for further reading. Articles
in one cluster shared a broader topic (or cause). Their
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representation of article might also be used for our purpose, but the grouping algorithm would have to compare
the selected features differently.
Another approach to grouping of similar articles is to use
a tree structure [13]. Articles are represented as leaves of
a tree. Similar articles share a common parent node which
summarizes their features, mainly keywords. Again, similarity of two articles is considered as a proposal for further
reading, articles are related by one broader topic. This
approach can be used in real time similarity computation
as every newly created article can be inserted to a proper
subtree. This action then triggers further computation
and possible tree rearrangement. The tree structure is
useful also for recommendation of articles from one category.
A method for topic analysis and detection of categories
of news articles is presented in [6]. It can work on-line as
soon as new article is published. The method is based on
extraction of noun phrases and can work without any document corpus. In order to extract noun phrases, morphological analysis identifying word stems and part of speech
tagging is done. One article can be assigned to more than
one category, the relevancy against each category may differ. The authors tested their method on 800 English and
Japanese articles with results of precision and recall over
90 %. Again, this method can be used for recommending articles from the same category, as a way of further
reading proposal.
The most similar work to ours is the Europe Media Monitor project [3, 10]. It is a European Union project in
which about 100,000 articles from about 2,000 sources are
processed every day. The articles are written in approximately 50 different languages. Gathering of the articles
is done via RSS as well as via automatic text extraction
from HTML documents. Data is then used by various
news and trends monitoring services like NewsBrief1 .
NewsBrief is a service which focuses on detecting breaking news and short-term trends. It clusters articles based
on the event which they refer to. One cluster shares
a common title and lists hyperlinks to articles from various sources related to the event described in the title.
The title for the whole cluster is taken from the most representative article, which is the cluster’s medoid. Every
10 minutes this service retrieves the latest articles from 4
hour window and clusters them. At first, every article is
considered to be a cluster. Then the most similar clusters
are iteratively joined together until certain threshold is
reached. For representing the article the word count vector is used together with cosine similarity as the similarity
measure. However, sometimes this service puts unrelated
articles in the same group. Therefore we see a possibility
for improvement in completing this task.

3.

Grouping of News Articles

Clustering can be considered as a form of information integration. It is also a common approach when grouping
news articles. It takes various entities of the same type
and tries to partition them to predefined number of clusters. Clustering algorithms use various vector representations of articles. In the first step, randomly chosen items
are set as centres of the new clusters. Then each item is
1

http://www.newsbrief.eu/
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put to the most appropriate cluster based on some similarity metrics. There are many similarity metrics, e.g. cosine
similarity, Jaccard index, Pearson correlation coefficient,
etc. The next step in the clustering algorithm is to compute new centres of clusters and rearrange the items in
clusters. This process repeats until the point in which
the change between two consecutive iterations is below
a certain limit.

Metall meta WS

URL

OpenCalais
Metall readability WS
Google
Translate

tagthe.net

OR

KW

text

delicious

KW

KW

Using clustering is not usable in order to group articles in
a way we described. One problem is that we need to have
all the articles available at once and we need to know
the number of clusters we want to produce (or we can
gradually try different numbers and evaluate each result
produced). This is not the case of news articles, which
are published in different times from different sources. In
the ideal case we acquire the article as soon as it is published and decide, whether we already have an article (or
a group of articles) referring to the same affair or event.
If so, we should add the article to the existing group, otherwise a new group should be created. In this situation
we do not know the number of groups we need.
Another particularity in our scenario is that we consider
only a small fraction of articles for comparison. Usually,
an event happens some time during the day and news articles are published within a day or two from the event.
Our feature space is therefore not very large and we can
consider more elements from the article in the computation.

3.1 Grouping Algorithm
We group articles from various Slovak news portals in order to get groups of the articles referring about the same
affair published within one day. It is a kind of press
overview. Each of the portals provides the RSS feature for
accessing newly published articles. We subscribe to this
RSS channel and periodically download newly created articles. As soon we get a new article we try to put it into
a group to other articles which refer to the same event.
We distinguish the articles according to their URL, which
is unique.
In order to compare the articles we compute the similarity of their notable features. The more features two
articles share the more likely they refer about the same
event. We experimentally set a threshold for the number
of features two articles have to share in order to put them
in the same group. Different feature types can also have
different weights.
In our method we take keywords extracted from each article as features describing it. For this purpose we use
a web service which is a part of the Metall2 project developed at our faculty [4]. This web service takes a URL
of a document or its plain text as the input and returns
a set of extracted keywords (which could also be tags or
named entities) in English language.
At first, the text from the main content of the given webpage is extracted. This is done to cut off the menu bar and
other parts of the web page which do not contain words
related to the main content. Then the plain text is translated from the source language to English using Google
2

http://peweproxy.fiit.stuba.sk/metall/

output

Figure 1: Web service from Metall project for keywords extraction.

Translate3 web service. This step is necessary because
the web services for keywords extraction that we use work
only with English language. Afterwards, the translated
text serves as an input for various web services like OpenCalais4 , tagthe.net5 or delicious6 . These services return
keywords or tags which they extracted from the text. The
keywords returned are already lemmatized and stemmed
so we do not need to do any further processing. The
scheme of the Metall web service is depicted in Figure 1.
We do not consider any relationships among extracted
keywords, or their relationships to other concepts. The
keywords extracted using these services usually contain
few named entities (these define what the article is about)
and some verbs referring to the named entities (these define the actions connected to named entities). In most
cases this is a good representation of an article. One
problem can occur when there are different events containing the same entity in one day (e.g. the president is
mentioned in two different contexts). In this case the keywords could indicate that the articles are about the same
event, although they are not. Possible solution would be
to consider also time when the article was published.
When we have the representation of a newly published
article we can put it into a suitable group. This is done
according to Algorithm 1. We compare the keywords of
the newly created article with the keywords of every article which is already in some group and we compute the intersection of these two sets. Then we compute the degree
of analogy S of article a against article b according to
Equation 1:
S=

|kw(a) ∩ kw(b)|
|kw(a)|

(1)

where kw(x) is the set of keywords extracted from the article x. We use only the number of keywords of the article
a in the denominator because we compute how one article resembles another one, not their mutual similarity
(in both directions). This is important because we can
have two articles which cover the same event to different degree. Consider that the first article informs about
the event in detail, while the second article is brief. The
similarity of the second article against the first will be
high, but the similarity of the first article against the second will be lower because it contains more information.
3

http://translate.google.com/
http://www.opencalais.com/
5
http://tagthe.net/
6
http://www.delicious.com/
4
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Algorithm 1 Put new article n into suitable group
1: article = empty group
2: for all grouped article a do
3:
compute number k of identical keywords of n and
a
4:
resemblance = k / number of keywords of n
5:
if resemblance > max then
6:
max = resemblance
7:
article = a
8:
end if
9: end for
10: put article n into group of article

In the setup phase we give the maximum resemblance
a certain threshold value. This is the lowest number of
equal keywords in order to consider two articles being
about the same affair. If we do not find any suitable
group for an article we consider it to be the first article
referring about a new event (about which no news has
been published yet). We then put this article into a new
group. This algorithm is repeated whenever a new article from any monitored source is published. We can see
that the number of comparisons increases with increasing
number of articles in our dataset. We expect to maintain
articles from 1 day window in the production mode.
Each article is put into exactly one group. It is not desirable to have more groups associated with an article as
the group defines the resemblance of articles. If there are
two suitable groups for one article these should be joined
together.
News articles do not always have to inform about an
event. They can contain some analysis or opinion of
the journalists. These articles would not have counterparts on other news portals as they are unique from their.
They form single element groups.

4.

Experiments

In the algorithm for grouping of news articles described
in the previous section we used the threshold of keywords
overlap in order to determine whether two articles refer about the same event. This threshold is the minimal amount of keywords which have to be the same for
both articles in order to put them to the same group. In
the setup phase of the experiments we manually downloaded and grouped articles from three Slovak news portals. Then we extracted keywords from articles in each
group and observed their properties. We found out that
articles belonging to the same group had at least 60 % of
the keywords in common. On the contrary, articles from
any two different groups had at most 20 % of the keywords in common. Based on these empirical findings we
expected the ideal threshold value to be 40 %, i.e. two
articles have to share at least 40 % of their keywords in
order to refer about the same event. We experimented
with three different values of the threshold and confirmed
that 40 % gave the best results.
As a baseline for our experiments we chose the NewsBrief service which clusters news articles from 4 hour window. It works with articles in many languages, however,
we were interested only in slovak news articles. From
the NewsBrief website we downloaded clusters of Slovak
news containing links to articles. Then we took all links
from all clusters, sorted them randomly and used them as
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an input for our method of grouping articles. We iterated
through the whole collection and grouped articles according to algorithm described in previous section. Although
we had all articles at once, we processed them as they
would be written in different times (first article processed
while iterating through the collection was considered to be
written sooner than the second article, and so on). This
was done to simulate the real conditions in which articles
are be published in different times and processed as soon
as they are downloaded.
We downloaded 106 articles which were split by NewsBrief
into 24 groups. The smallest group contained only 2 articles; the largest group contained 17 articles. We manually evaluated the quality of the grouping, i.e. we checked
if the groups contained articles referring about the same
event. The largest group was not constructed correctly
because it contained articles about 8 completely different
events. The largest group which was correct contained
7 articles. There were also some smaller groups which
contained an article not related to other articles in that
group. Because the baseline used was not 100 % correct
we also compared the results of our method with a dataset
created by manually correcting errors in the baseline.
We used these 106 articles as an input to our system.
The results for 3 different values of threshold are summarized in Table 1. The row with groups according to
baseline states the number of groups which were constructed equally by our method and by NewsBrief service.
The best value of this indicator was achieved when using
30 % threshold.
Articles in wrong groups row states the number of articles
which were put into a group to which they evidently did
not belong (all groups were also manually evaluated by
the human expert). Some groups which we got as a result
of our grouping method contained more articles about 2
different events. These groups could be further divided if
higher threshold is used. Actually, when using 50 % as
a threshold there were no groups which could be further
divided. On the other hand, some articles about the same
event were dispersed into few groups. This happened because the threshold was set too strict and only very similar
articles were put together. The resulting groups can be
joined together. Using 40 % threshold was a good compromise between too many and too few groups.
As we already mentioned, the clusters of articles according to the baseline were not perfect. There were articles
which were in wrong groups. Our method has put some of
these articles into correct groups (the best result achieved
with 40 % threshold but the differences are low). Some
groups in in the baseline incorrectly contained more articles about various events. Using our method we successfully divided these groups and put the articles into new
ones. We achieved the best results of this indicator when
using 40 % threshold.
As we can see from the overall results the optimal value
of the threshold for the proposed method is close to 40 %.
When using the value of 30 % we got the most groups according to the baseline, but we also put many articles into
incorrect groups. When using 50 % value of the threshold we got a lot of small groups which could be joined
together. This value turned out to be too strict.
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Table 1: Results of articles grouping.
30 % threshold 40 % threshold
Total groups
34
46
Groups according to baseline
19
10
Articles in wrong groups
11
4
Groups which could be divided
4
1
Groups which could be joined
6
18
Articles moved to good group
3
4
New correct groups made from wrong
4
12

5.

Conclusion and Future Work

We have presented a contribution to grouping of news articles according to event they inform about. We found out
that keywords representing the article are a good property which can be used to do this. Their proper extraction is therefore crucial for the whole process. We can
also use term frequencies together with various similarity
measures. Additional metadata can refine the results and
help deal with ambiguities. Such metadata can be for example time when the article was written. We assume that
articles referring to the same event are written in short
time one after another. Other metadata can be the category of the article as many news portals put articles into
common categories like economics, science or sport.
The approach presented in this article can be generalized
to finding relationships among other types of information
entities (i.e. web objects). The key is a good representation of an object, which means good attribute and feature
detection. Most of the objects are of textual representation; therefore we can use keyword extraction as described
in this paper.
In the future work we would like to use this method on
a personalized news portal. It will serve as an overview of
the actual events. Groups of articles will be presented to
the user who can then select the source of the article. This
will give the reader an overview of what is happenning
right now.
The portal will provide the user with the news as soon
as they are published. Today, when the reader reads
news only through one favourite portal, he has to wait
until the journalists of this portal publish an article about
the actual event. Other portal might have published some
information sooner and using our solution the reader will
be informed faster.
We also plan to incorporate other techniques such as automatic articles categorisation. Thus, the groups of articles
will be presented in thematic categories. The news portal
will include social personalization and adaptation techniques in order to provide users with news articles suiting
their interests. For this purpose we plan to utilize implicit interest indicators in order to evaluate interests of
the user, as we described in [7].
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Abstract

Keywords

This paper describes our work on identifying communities of individuals based on their interests while browsing
the web. A user can belong to several communities at
a time, where each community represents parts of his interests. We assume that recommendations coming from
such communities are more accurate than from communities based on a whole user profile. We describe how to
record and identify particular interests for each user. Interests evolve from analysis of the resources that the user
has viewed in the past and are defined as cluster of keywords. Based on the time period we model short term
and long term interests. The novel approach is to create
virtual communities based on these interests, both short
and long. To evaluate our approach we built articles recommender for a news portal. As recommender systems
are tailored to the specific domain, we also adapted our
approach slightly to better fit the news portal domain,
which is highly dynamic and with frequent changes. We
consider these time-dependent changes by weighting the
influence of volatile communities on recommendations.
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1.

Introduction

One of the drawbacks of today’s community-based collaborative recommender systems is that they group users
based only on their aggregated similarity. Only those
users are assigned to a community, whose profiles match
completely the profile of the community. This prevents
them from using the wisdom of the crowd coming from
users that match only parts of their interests. This negative impact was also described in former research papers [4, 9, 3, 1]. We assume that recommendations coming
from communities that address this issue can significantly
improve the quality of recommendations. The demand
for accurate recommender systems is very actual. Not
only that users prefer personalized portals over non personalized ones, but internet companies can also raise their
profits by having users spend more time on their web page
thanks to the recommender and personalisation features.
In our work we address the negative impact of aggregated
similarity on user grouping by proposing a method consisting of two main steps:
1. Collect and detect users interests
2. Create relatedness graph between interests and detect virtual communities
Our target is to find communities that are defined by one
particular interest. This community should include all
users that share this interest. Depending on how many
interests we have discovered in his profile, he can belong
to several communities. Interests are derived from the
analysis of the domains corpus and are expressed as sets
of words that have dense relatedness interconnection between each other. Next we cluster the interest based on
our similarity metric and so detect communities.
We evaluated the whole approach on a news recommender
system by recommending articles based on communities
detected with our approach. We also performed an experiment to confirm our interest comparing strategy and
compared it to the approach described in [7].
The paper is structured as follows in second chapter we
provide an overview of existing article community-based
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2. Extract keywords from these articles.

recommenders and we mention algorithms to detect virtual communities. We take a close look on how to detect
and maintain user interest based on his actions in the
third chapter. In fourth chapter we describe how to form
communities based on detected interests and in the fifth
chapter we describe the interest comparing strategy. In
the last chapter we present our actual results.

2.

4. Find virtual communities based on the keyword relatedness graph.

Related work

The area of recommending to communities is widely covered in research papers and there are also many portals
that adopt the gained knowledge. We focused on existing solutions of recommender systems for communities on
news portals. One of the most common is Google News1 ,
which groups users according to their geographical position, the context of their visit [4]. They include several
news portals but do not analyse the content of the news
articles.
Grouping of strongly related articles based on content
or user behaviour analysis can serve for storytelling and
breaking news detection, which can also lead to improvements of recommendation quality and better prediction
of user behaviour [10].
Mobile devices seem to be a suitable platform for recommendations, as they deal well with personification of
user accesses and context gathering problems. Authors
in [12] recommend relevant articles by means of a personalized news selection on a mobile device. Their approach
is based on extracting different topics in form of keyword
sets from an article.
In the work described in [6] the authors model a document as a graph of semantic relationships between terms
of that document. On that graph they applied the algorithms to detect virtual groups. A detected group is a
specific group of words considered to characterize a particular topic from the document. Their semantic relatedness measure between two words is derived from their
co-occurrence in articles of Wikipedia, also referred as the
Wikipedia-based semantic relatedness [6].
There are lots of described and tested algorithms in the
field of virtual communities detection, each targeting a
certain domain or graph structure. See [5] for a good
overview over state-of-art algorithms. In our work we
cannot strictly decide which algorithm to use, because
this domain is not fully researched from this perspective.
That is why we decided to apply several of them and join
their results using appropriate weighting mechanism.

3.

3. Create keyword relatedness graph by connecting the
keywords based on their relatedness
(i.e. semantic relatedness)

Identifying user interests

An interest of a user is deducted from the articles he has
accessed before. Based on the time interval and frequency
of accesses we can deduce long term interests from short
term interests. Long term interests are such short term
interests which are repeatedly detected over time. We assume that keywords extracted from accessed articles determine users interests. Similar assumption can be found
in [12] and [6]. Our interest extraction process can be
summarized in these steps:

Detected keyword groups are the base of user interests.
With a similar approach on all articles we can detect interests in the whole corpus. We refer to users interests
as local interests and to interests detected in corpus as
global interests. Local interests have lesser cardinality
than global interests and they are subsets of global interests. As a keyword relatedness, to which we refer in
step three, we can use the word relatedness from dictionaries or thesauri such as WordNet2 , which was successfully applied in [9], or the relatedness gained trough latent
analysis, which was successfully applied in [6] and [8]. In
our experiment we propose to use the Latent Dirichlet
Allocation - LDA on the domain content and derive the
semantic relatedness from its results. This makes the detected groups latent as the relatedness is depended on the
LDA analysis and is influenced by the analysed content.
The detection of interests is repeated in subsequent time
intervals in order to keep pace with the dynamic of a news
portal. The results obtained from previous iterations of
the detection are considered in the actual interval with a
certain factor. Interests that appear for one user in many
recent intervals are regarded as long term interests and
only recently discovered interests are considered as short
term interests. To prevent overfitting and overspecialisation [1] we reduce the influence of past accessed articles.
The older results gain less weight, which means that if
an interest is not periodically strengthened it will fade
out. On the other hand, by considering older results we
reduce the influence of new and strong interests that can
be, however, only temporal.
To capture user activities we use the overlay user model,
which was proved to be suitable for user modeling in an
open corpus domain [2]. Our corpus consists of keywords,
which were extracted from all articles. This corpus is
constantly extended as new articles are added. The user
model is keyword-based, it lays over the keyword corpus.
A user model contains words, which were extracted from
articles he has accessed before.

4.

• local interest to local interest
• local interest to global interest

1. Capture all articles accessed by a user.
1

Google news: http://news.google.com/

Detecting communities

A community includes users who have one particular interest in common. To find neighbours for one of users
interests we compare it to all other identified interests.
An interest is a set of words with dense semantic relatedness connections. To compare it with other interests we
compare all these sets. The neighbours are then all interests that match to a certain threshold. We define two
strategies for interest comparison:

2

http://wordnet.princeton.edu/
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The first approach detects all users that have a similar interest to the selected user interest and therefore it is more
specific for one user, compared to the second approach
which groups interests relevant to a specific global interest. The community size is cut-off by a threshold or top
N rule. First method is similar to finding communities
with activation spread [5]. Second approach groups users
according to global interests. A global interest is static
and all users need to have a certain matching threshold
to be considered as members of a community determined
by this interest. Such communities would not vary based
on one user. We can also refer to it as clustering based
on common properties.
A certain boost to both approaches is to consider the
article category specified by the news editor (i.e. Sport,
Politics) from which the keyword was extracted.
To ensure the uniform cardinalities of discovered communities we split big communities to smaller ones and merge
smaller communities together. This can be achieved by
changing the match threshold or by merging and splitting
global interests. We either split the interest by repeated
searching for virtual communities within it, as described
in step four in chapter 3, or connect it with the other and
most similar interest.
Communities are detected continuously, each time when
computed interests significantly change. This can be a
period between few hours to several days. It also depends
on the users activity. Here we apply the same technique
of long term and short term communities as described on
long term and short term interests in chapter 3. We consider the past results in the actual time interval, but the
influence will fade as the time passes. This also reduces
the impact of strong short term interests like actual social
events or happenings.

5.

Comparing interests

By comparing two interests we aim to determine the relatedness between them. The interests are represented as
a set of words. Therefore to compare them we must perform a comparison of two sets of words. As basis we have
chosen to use two metrics:

i = 0

sim (set1 | set2 ) =

size(set
P 2)
j = 0

+

 size(set
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Where w eight x, y means the semantics relatedness between words x and y. We use the logarithm with base 2
to normalize the size of sets. This process is a generic
comparator of two sets of words (i.e. we also compare
articles with it).

6.

Evaluation

We conducted our experiment on data acquired from a
Slovak news portal sme.sk3 . In order to achieve more
accurate results we employed natural language processing tools (filtering, lemmatising) and keyword extraction4 .
For the LDA we used open source libraries provided on
Google Code5 .
As input we used the log of accesses of users to articles
capturing a longer period of time and the actual content
of these articles. We performed keyword extraction, created the keyword relatedness graph based on the LDA
result and identified local and global interests. During
this process we processed 60 650 articles and extracted
180 588 unique words.
We present results of articles comparison, which uses the
same core concept as our interest comparison method.
We employed the same dataset and evaluation metric as
in work [7]. Their method is similar to the exact match
metric of our solution. The manually annotated similarities of article pairs were defined as related and nonrelated.
We used our approach to determine similarity for every
pair of articles. We evaluated the success rate of correctly
classified articles pairs as related and nonrelated. The results are listed in Table 1. We slightly outperformed the
method in [7]. This is probably based on our added relatedness measure.

• exact match

Table 1: Experiment results of comparison.
Recall Precision F meas.
Selecting all re0,780
0,951
0,856
lated pairs
Selecting all unre0,999
0,993
0,995
lated pairs
Results presented
0,700
0,816
0.753
in [7] selecting all
related pairs

• relatedness match
Exact match is a comparison of words for exact match
between them. This method resembles to “bag of words”
text operations. This method was successfully applied on
news articles in [7].
Relatedness match considers weighted connection we have
introduced by creating the keywords relatedness graph.
We search for the shortest path between two words in the
keyword graph. The result value is the average of sums of
the weights from the shortest path for each pair of words
from both sets. Below is the formula for similarity of two
sets.

size(set
P 1)
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We performed recommendation evaluation as a predictor.
Recommendations come from other community members
3

SME: http://www.sme.sk/
METALL: http://peweproxy.fiit.stuba.sk/metall/
5
PLDA: http://code.google.com/p/plda/
4
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Removed
top N articles
0
10
20
30
40

Table 2: Experiment
Our Method
Precision Used subset
31,2%
19,6%
27,6%
35%
19,9%
40%
17,8%
42%
15 %
45%

results of recommendation.
Random Groups
Results from [11]
Precision Used subset Precision Used subset
27,7%
10%
25%
25%
12,4%
15,9%
16,5%
12%
20,7%
9,5%
21%
-

using collaborative filtering to find the most interesting
unseen content for the particular user. We generated recommendations based on short term interests. Our training phase was a one hour period and we tested it on the
following hour. During the experiment we observed, that
the groups have strong tendencies to recommend articles
listed in the top N list of most accessed articles during
last hour. We generated mostly same recommendations
for all users and recommended only a ∼ 20% subset of all
articles. We executed also the experiment with randomly
generated groups. The random groups led to recommendations, which were in 85% of cases identical to the top 20
list. Our approach delivered nearly same results as random groups. Therefore we repeated the experiment and
excluded the articles listed in the top N list from final recommendation. After this modification our approach used
a ∼ 40% subset of all articles and outperformed results
obtained with randomly generated groups.
We executed our experiment on the same sme.sk dataset
as described in [11]. We have chosen this way of evaluation to be able to compare with their results. In the
Table 2 we list comparison of achieved precisions for each
approach (our, random one and theirs). We also show the
percentage of used subset of articles. The rows present
amount of excluded articles from recommendations based
on the top N list.

7.

Conclusions

In this paper, we presented a new method of grouping
users based on their individual interests and its basic evaluation on data from a news portal. Our main contribution
is the novel approach to user interest deduction and the
detection of virtual communities based on these interests.
In our work we introduced latent analysis of content the
user has accessed to reveal relationships between words,
which form the base for further processing of interests.
The content analysis by LDA requires a larger amount of
input data to generate a sufficient domain model, but we
see a substantial advantage in the fact that the deducted
relatedness is based on domain data and is therefore more
suitable.
We also handle the dynamics of a news portal environment by repeating the computation of interests over time
and by pro-actively maintaining the gathered user profiles. This allows us to find long term and short term
communities, which can lead to better understanding of
user behaviour and community dynamics. By considering previous results in current iteration we introduce a
model to lower the influence of strong interests that can
be temporal and strengthen long term interests.
Acknowledgements. This work was partially supported
by the Scientific Grant Agency of Slovak Republic, grant
No. VG1/0675/11.
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Abstract

1.

Social network is a graph G = [V, E], in which each vertex from V corresponds to a person and each edge from E
describes, that two persons know each other. Social substructure of size m is defined as a clique Km in social network G with m of its vertices. In other words, in a social
substructure, everybody knows everybody. In this paper,
we study the complementary graph G, in which edges represent persons, who do not know each other. By solving
the graph coloring problem with a proper heuristic over
this graph, one can find social substructures without any
additional information. We define this strategy as the uninformed approach to substructure discovery. Thus, the
natural interpretation is assigned to the substructures by
user of the method. Our experiments were performed using a well-known tabu search algorithm for the graph coloring problem, called TabuCol [6]. Experimental results
are presented on several artificial social networks and one
instance of real data.

Social network is a graph representing relationships between people. Such graph is a couple G = [V, E], where
vertex set V represents people and edge set E contains
couples of vertices, representing that people know each
other.
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Introduction

Social substructure is a clique Km with m vertices of social network. Thus, in a social substructure, everybody
knows everybody. At this point, we should mention that
deciding, whether there is a clique of a particular size in
a graph, is an NP-complete problem. Thus, this problem
generally needs exponetial time to be optimally solved, it
is hard to approximate and practically must be solved by
sophisticated heuristics [8].
Suppose that no metadata is available and substructures
have to be searched for only according to the topology
of the graph. We will refer to this case as to the uninformed approach to substructure discovery. In this approach, a heuristic algorithm is first used to search for
social substructures and the result is interpreted by user
of the method. The most interesting motivation to use the
uninformed approach is that regarding only the topology,
one might be able to discover substructures that cannot
be intuitively found by informed approach. However, the
uninformed approach is apparently reducible to a computationally hard problem. We have chosen to transform it
to the graph coloring problem.

2.

Related work

For the graph coloring problem, there are many heuristics that can be used for the problem we study. The most
straightforward approach are the greedy heuristics, building the coloring iteratively. The most well-known greedy
algorithm for the graph coloring is the Brélaz heuristic
[2]. In this paper, we use a local search algorithm. Local
search generally begins with a random coloring and improves it with a sequence of elementary moves [5]. In a
so-called tabu search, inverse move is forbidden for several iterations. In our approach, we use the most popular
tabu search algorithm for the graph coloring, called TabuCol [6].
An alternative approach is represented by the clustering
algorithms. In clustering, groups of instances in a sample
are detected using similarity measures. When we want to
use clustering, we have to either represent the instances
by vectors, or directly define distances between them. On
the other hand, the graph-based approach, we deal with
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conf l(i, j) =

Figure 1: An example of a typical social network
topology.


1 ∃k : vi ∈ Vk ∧ vj ∈ Vk ∧ [vi , vj ] ∈ E
0
otherwise
(2)

In other words, the objective of the graph coloring problem is to find internally independent partitions, where no
couple of vertices is connected with an edge. When we
fix the number of colors c, fitness function can be defined
simply as F = |E| − J. When two connected vertices
are equally colored, we will refer to this situation as to a
collision.

4.1 Basic steps of the method
in this paper, uses only a binary information, represented
by edges. The most well-known clustering algorithms are
the k-means algorithm and the hierarchical clustering [9].

3.

Topology of social networks

Social networks are topologically specific graphs, consisting of cliques, connected by more sparse areas of the
graphs. Regarding just the topology, we will assume that
people, who know each other, have an edge between their
vertices in the social network. Detection of missing edges
is another interesting problem, however, this paper is not
aimed to deal with it. A small example of a typical social
network topology is depicted in Figure 1.
In order to simulate behavior of graph coloring heuristics on topologies we discuss, we have designed a simple
model, which can be used to generate artificial social networks. Suppose we have |V | vertices and c substructures.
We define pc as a probability that a vertex is in a substructure. To provide simplicity, we assume that pc is
equal for each substructure. Using these parameters, we
can generate a binary matrix B such that its element bv,k
denotes if vertex v is in substructure k. Then, an edge is
put between two vertices if they are in at least one common substructure. Otherwise, an edge is put between
them only with some small probability pm , in our case
0.01. We can describe this model as [|V |, c, pc , pm ].
Practically, this model generates quite typical topologies,
in compare to real data we also used in one experiment.
In our experiments we use cpc = 1 to ensure that a vertex
will be in a single substructure in average case. However, this model has one major drawback. For example,
in model [20, 5, 0.2, 0.01], probability that a vertex will not
be in any substructure is (0.8)5 ≈ 0.32, thus producing
many isolated vertices. This drawback is overcome simply by a postprocessing step, when each isolated vertex is
inserted into a randomly chosen substructure.

4.

The uninformed approach to substructure discovery

First, we formally define the graph coloring problem. Let
G = [V, E] be an undirected graph and let c be a number
of colors. The objective of the graph coloring problem is
to find a partitioning of the vertex set V into partitions
V1 , V2 , ..., Vc such that the partitions cover the whole vertex set and the number of adjacent vertices in the same
partitions is minimal:
J=

n−1
X

n
X

i=1 j=i+1

conf l(i, j) → min, where

(1)

The general idea of our approach to substructure discovery is based on construction of a complementary graph
and coloring it with as few colors as possible. Thus, our
method tackles the problem indirectly. Instead of searching for cliques, it ”breaks” the complementary graph into
independent sets. It consists of the following four steps.
1. We choose a group of candidates and extract information about contacts of each candidate. We construct topology of the network as a graph G.
2. We create a complementary graph G and store it
in a standard DIMACS format [7]. In the complementary graph, an edge means that people do not
know each other. This is needed because we do not
want to minimize but maximize dependence in the
resulting partitions.
3. We solve the graph coloring problem over the complementary graph G with c colors, where c is a parameter. By repeated resetting of this parameter,
we minimize its value. Thus, we minimize the number of substructures.
4. The coloring we find represents a partitioning of the
vertex set into c subsets. Each subset contains vertices of the same color. We assign people to each
of the vertices. Natural interpretation of the partitioning is done by user of the method.
One can easily see that steps 1, 2 and 4 are quite trivial.
However, in step 3, various graph coloring heuristics can
be chosen. In the next section, we focus on the algorithm
we have chosen.

4.2 Graph coloring heuristic
Heuristics, which can be used, vary from simple greedy
algorithms [2] to complex hybrid evolutionary algorithms
[4] and methods simulating insect behavior [3]. In our
work, we have chosen the most well-known tabu search algorithm for the graph coloring problem, very popular due
to its balanced simplicity and performance, also known as
TabuCol [6].
TabuCol works as follows. First, an entirely random coloring is generated. Then, an iterative procedure is performed. In each iteration, we have an actual coloring S,
on which a mutation is going to be performed. A conflicting vertex is a vertex, which is involved in at least one
collision. A neighborhood N (S) is then defined as a set of
all colorings obtained from S by recoloring every conflicting vertex with every other possible color. Each of the
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Table 1: Computational results of TabuCol on 3 different artificial networks
G
[|V |, c, pc , pm ]
c
succ.
st. ×106 CPU
artif 100 20
[100, 20, 0.05, 0.01]
20
10/10 < 1
<1s
artif 500 100
[500, 100, 0.01, 0.01]
100 6/10
26
3s
99
2/10
44
7s
artif 2000 400 [2000, 400, 0.0025, 0.01] 400 4/10
1072
51 s
399 1/10
1201
64 s

colorings in N (S) is evaluated by the fitness function and
the one with the highest fitness is chosen as a new actual
coloring S ∗ . This process is iteratively repeated until a
maximal number of iterations is reached or an optimal
coloring is found. If a tabu move leads to a coloring that
has a higher fitness than any coloring found so far, tabu
search also accepts it [6].
When we perform these moves, it is quite easy to get
trapped, cycling in an uninteresting region of the state
space. Suppose that vertex v had a color c1 and the search
algorithm recolored it with c2 . Thus, the move is defined
by the couple [v, c2 ]. However, the inverse move [v, c1 ]
would lead the search back to the previous state. Thus,
the tabu search forbids this move for a number of iterations defined by the tabu tenure [6].
The tabu tenure can be defined in various ways. In current
graph coloring literature, one can find mostly the dynamic
tabu tenure, using the number of conflicting vertices as a
metric for dynamic calculation [4]. Recent developments
also introduced the reactive tabu tenure, using fluctuation
of the fitness function to determine, when to reactively increment the tabu tenure to prevent cycling [1]. However,
for our purpose, we define the tabu tenure only simply as
a random integer ranging from 0 to 20.

5.

Experimental results

In this section, we present experimental results of our
method on 3 artificial social networks and one instance of
real data. The first part is aimed to present the computational results of this approach. The second part presents
the natural interpetation of the obtained colorings.

5.1 Results on artificial instances
With regard to the fact that this paper deals with entirely new instances, we wanted to keep the experimental
conditions as simple as possible. Using our model, we
generated 3 artificial social networks with 100, 500 and
2000 vertices. We tried to solve them with a very simple
version of TabuCol algorithm [6] with randomly generated tabu tenure ranging from 0 to 20. We stopped the
algorithm either when a proper coloring was found or 105
iterations were performed. An example of a result on the
network with 100 vertices and 20 substructures, grouped
to circles, is depicted in Figure 2.
Table 1 summarizes results we obtained. First two columns
contain the name of the graph and parameters of the
model, which generated the instance. The next columns
contain the number of substructures we tried to find (in
other words, the number of colors we used), the success
rate (number of successful runs out of 10), average number of colorings that were evaluated in millions, average
number of iterations that were performed in thousands
and average CPU time the algorithm used.

On the network with 100 vertices, the algorithm found 20
substructures very quickly. On the network with 500 vertices, this simple algorithm still performed quite reliably,
when searching for 100 substructures that were guaranteed to exist. On the other hand, larger instances seem
to generate very large plateaux in the state space of the
instance. Thus, a simple algorithm like this begins to suffer from lower success rate. It is also worth mentioning
that there exists even a solution with 98 substructures in
this graph, due to the probabilistic nature of the model it
is was generated with (some of the substructures can be
simply merged). However, we obtained this coloring only
with more sophisticated algorithms.
Even the largest graph was still solved by the simple algorithm, the expected 400 substructures were found on this
very large instance. The algorithm even managed to find
399 structures on one run. On one hand, this shows that
this methodology is able to find encouraging results even
on graphs with 2000 vertices, which are considered to be
huge in measures of current graph coloring algorithms.
On the other hand, it still makes sense to deal with more
sophisticated heuristics, due to the success rate issues.

5.2 Result on a real instance
Finally, Figure 3 presents result obtained on an instance,
representing real data obtained from social network Facebook1 . This graph contains 52 vertices and shows the substructures grouped to circles. All these substructures do
have their natural interpretation and are relevant according to the data, from which the graph was constructed.
First, in the lower right part of the graph, one can see
three substructures with very dense connection. These
substructures are strongly connected to each other and
practically have the same natural interpretation. Their
separation was caused by the fact that some people, who
know each other, do not have themselves in their contact
lists. This indeed can happen more probably in larger
groups of people. However, the figure shows that such
phenomenon can be detected visually during the interpretation. Moreover, such a phenomenon can point to
smaller substructures within larger, closer groups of people.
The left part of the graph consists of several smaller, more
sparsely connected substructures. These substructures
represent more loosely connected groups of people. However, they still have very similar natural interpretation.
Typically, this situation can be found in very large organizations with smaller departments. In this case, we
might say that these substructures are ”distributed”.
1

http://www.facebook.com
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Figure 2: Result obtained on artificial network
artif 100 20 with 100 vertices and 20 substructures.

The last part of the graph shows more isolated substructures. In this case, the substructures have quite different
and usually very clear natural interpretations. In fact,
these substructures are the easiest to find in the topology, simply because they are usually small and do not
depend on other substructures. This is also why also the
natural interpretation of these substructures seems to be
the easiest.

6.

Conclusion

First of all, the aim of this paper was to introduce a
methodology, how to find information in graphs generated by a modern real world application. We have shown
that such topologies can be reliably simulated by a simple
probabilistic model. Moreover, we have experimentally
tested a simple graph coloring heuristic on such instances,
to determine their nature. Although these graphs can be
solved even with a simple heuristic, we have shown that
there is still an open problem of success rate that can
be tackled by more sophisticated algorithms. Regarding
graphs with more than 2000 vertices, there still is a space
for further improvement. Particularly, it might be interesting to use directly the social network and solve the
complementary problem, instead of graph coloring. This
approach might decrease memory demands, however, it
would not improve computational results.
Moreover, we have shown that our methodology produces
results of high relevance for real data. This methodology
was able to classify people, using only topology of the
social network. This uninformed approach might be very
interesting when one wants to find substructures that cannot be identified intuitively using metadata about people
in the social network.

Figure 3: Result obtained on a sample of real data
obtained from social network Facebook.

Finally, social networks and complementary graphs can
be very interesting also as new graph coloring instances.
They might be used as an extension of current DIMACS
benchmark graphs, used in the graph coloring literature [7].
Acknowledgement. This contribution was supported
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Abstract

1.

Identification of the named entities in an unstructured,
human written text is a well established subtask of Natural Language Processing. However, marking each occurrence of a named entity in the text with a class label is usually not sufficient, as the same word often describe several different entities. A dedicated area of NLP,
Named Entity Disambiguation, has been devised to solve
this problem. In our work we present an approach to
the problem of Named Entity Disambiguation based on
the Explicit Semantic Analysis. We use a semantic similarity measure based on the similarity between context
of the entity and the documents describing the possible
meanings. We use an additional semantics provided by
Wikipedia, such as disambiguation and redirect pages or
links between the documents. Evaluation of the proposed
method shows an improvement over the traditionally used
Latent Semantic Analysis.

The constantly growing amount of human written textual
content available on the web is a source of interesting
and actual information about persons, organisations or
places. One of the problems we face when analysing or
querying in such content is the name ambiguity. Does
the word jaguar mean the sports car, the jungle animal
or something different? Which Michael Jordan does the
text refer to?
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Introduction

The proper names in news articles comprise approximately
10% of text [5] and many of them are ambiguous. In our
work we propose an approach to answer such questions by
disambiguating the named entities using explicit semantics extracted from a web-based corpora used as the background knowledge. We follow the Miller and Charles distributional hypothesis [12] stating that similar entities appear in similar contexts even across multiple documents.
This paper reports on proposed method based on Explicit
Semantic Analysis with data from Wikipedia as the source
of background knowledge. Additionally, we use Wikipedia
to disambiguate meaning of the entities by creating link
(relation) with the appropriate page. The paper is organised as follows. In the Section 2 we discuss various approaches to the named entity disambiguation and present
naive problem formalisation. The Section 3 explains the
proposed method, results of experimental evaluation are
presented in section 4. The last Section concludes and
presents future work.

2.

Related Work

The named entity disambiguation problem is a well established task in the NLP community. The task of named
entity recognition was introduced at the 6th Message Understanding Conference [8] and is defined as identification of proper names, temporal and numeric expressions
with appropriate labels. Such tasks are referred as structural disambiguation. The task has been further refined
as grouping all mentions of an entity within given document (within-document coreference, WDC) [4].
Breaking the document boundary and moving to open,
web based corpora is an natural step, mainly because of
the constantly growing amount of such data and affordable computing power. The approach proposed by [1]
used within-document coreference to find all entity references and constructed a vectorial representation of the
sentences that contain the individual entities. The vec-
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tors from the constructed set are compared with other
documents using an support vector model. The method
has been further improved by eliminating WDC [14], evaluation on 197 news articles containing 35 different John
Smiths showed precision of 90%.
The presented methods are designed rather to group together entities or their context based on similarity measure than find relations of an entity group with objects in
the real world. The approaches based on a list of reference entities, such as geographical names disambiguation
[15] or disambiguation of scientific paper authors based on
DBLP data [9] achieved precision of approximately 85%.
The remaining problem is that such approaches are domain specific. This makes the disambiguiation of an open
text such as news articles problematic.
Using the data from Wikipedia as a background knowledge for the disambiguation has been proved successful
by mapping the entities to the appropriate Wikipedia articles [3]. For each string that contains an ambiguous
entity they extract all of the articles that can be referred
with the entity. Then, an tf-idf cosine similarity measure
is computed for the ambiguous string for each retrieved
article. The documents are then further extended with
term vectors created from the documents in the same category. The evaluation of the system on various Wikipedia
articles gives precision of approximately 80%. Similar approach by [6] use different context generation method together with a secondary measure based on the Wikipedia’s
category taxonomy, improving the precision up to 88% on
selected Wikipedia articles.

2.1 Formal Definition
The majority of the presented approaches share similar
definition of the disambiguation task as a ranking problem. Given a document fragment q (query) containing
the ambiguous entity and a set of documents D, where
each d ∈ D is a document describing one of the candidate meanings for the ambiguous entity, we compute the
maximal similarity given as

sim = arg max rank(q, d)
d

where rank is a ranking function. The definition of the
ranking function varies, as varies the choice of the entity
query (q). Additional measures are combined to further
improve and refine the results.

3.

Explicit Semantic Analysis

Traditionally, the approaches such as Latent Semantic
Analysis [11] are used to cluster documents into the latent
concepts from a large, text based corpora. Such corpora
can be uncategorized, lacking any added semantics. The
advantage of such approach is inexpensive data acquisition and fairly good discovery of the hidden concepts [13].
With this method we can construct a term-concept matrix
(semantic space) where the matrix values are the tf-idf frequencies of the words extracted from given corpora. Usually, we decrease the number of dimensions using mathematical models, e.g. singular value decomposition, retaining only the ’notable’ latent concepts.

The recently proposed method in [7] represent the meaning of the text in a high dimensional semantic space of
natural concepts derived from a human generated dataset,
the Wikipedia. The evaluation of this method shows that
the classification of the text using the natural concepts
extracted from Wikipedia yield better results than the
traditional LSA method.
In our work we extend the approach that use vector representation of contexts by transforming them into a highdimensional space of Wikipedia’s concepts. According to
the formal definition explained in the Section 2.1 we use
the cosine-based similarity measure computed from the
transformed vector representations of the ambiguous document fragment and each document from the set of possible meanings. The documents which contain possible
meanings are then sorted according to the similarity with
the source document. We assume that the most suitable
meaning will yield the highest similarity score.

3.1 Semantic Space Construction
The construction of ESA based semantic space is possible
from the Wikipedia dumps available for free download.
For the processing we need full text representation of the
articles, thus the original Wikipedia dump is preferred
over it’s derivatives (e.g. dbpedia). We preprocess the
document, remove all non-textual markup, stub articles,
stopwords and meta articles, leaving only raw text. This
result is then used to create a term-document matrix,
counting the weighted inverted index for each term found
in the dataset and building weighted list of Wikipedia concepts. We use airhead-research Java package [10] along
with Apache Lucene to compute and represent the semantic space model. Additioanlly, we exclude any articles
shorter than 250 terms in order to remove any incomplete
or non-informative articles.

3.2 Extracting Possible Meanings
We use the rich semantics already present in the Wikipedia
in order to retrieve all pages with possible meaning for the
currently processed entity. Each ambiguous entity in the
Wikipedia have designated Disambiguation page, where
each meaning for the given entity does have a link to the
full article. For instance, the entity Jaguar have more
than 25 meanings defined in the disambiguation page to
date. While disambiguating the entity Jaguar, we retrieve the Wikipedia articles such as Jaguar (car), Jaguar,
Jaguar (band), etc.
Additionally, we use the link structure to obtain all additional redirects to any other possible meaning, extending
the set of documents with many additional meanings. The
link structure helps us to solve the problem, where the
same entity can be referred with various surface forms.
For instance, the firm IBM can be referred in text as
International Business Machines, IBM or even Big Blue.
The link structure and the set of internal redirects help
us find all additional meanings, even if the text uses alternative surface forms. Many of the Wikipedia links are in
the bracket format ([[Article Name SurfaceForm]]) which
allows us easy extraction of the Surface Form - Article
Name pairs and use them later in the process. Finally, we
use the redirect pages to extract the additional mappings
and to further extend the extracted list.
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3.3 Computing similarity

Table 1: Evaluation results - ESA
dataset ESA - Article ESA - Combined
devel
89,31
91,93
eval-1
87,84
90,25
eval-2
85,06
86,56

First, we transform each document (source q, and each
possible meaning d ∈ D) into a high-dimensional space
extracted from the Wikipedia and represent them as document vectors Q and Cd for the source and extracted
concepts, respectively.
At this point, we describe how the documents are transformed into the concept space. Firstly, we use common
text pruning techniques to remove any stopwords, markup
and other elements. Then, for each term in each document we look up the appropriate vector from the semantic space. The final document vector is then computed as
a running total of intermediate vectors computed while
creating the semantic space.
Each vector then holds the information about relatedness
of the document sith each of the concepts. Then, we
use the cosine similarity to compute the similarity score
between the source vector and each of the meanings. The
cosine similarity is computed as follows.

rank(q, d) =

Pn
Q · Cd
i=1 Qi × Cdi
pPn
= pPn
2
2
kQkkCd k
i=1 (Qi ) ×
i=1 (Cdi )

Finally, we sort the documents according to the score
given by ranking function, the most similar article should
be the correct meaning for disambiguated entity.

4.

Evaluation and Results

The evaluation of our proposed method requires an appropriate dataset to test the disambiguation component.
However, most of the authors of similar papers use custom evaluation corpora, compiled from various sources
and varying in size. There is common practice to use
news articles, as those contain large amount of ambiguous proper names. We compiled a development and two
test corpora. Each corpus consist of 20 randomly chosen news articles varying in topic. For each document an
human annotator checked the results of the NER component and manually disambiguated all the entities. The
results of the proposed method were then compared with
the human annotator, the precision mentioned later in
this section is thereby defined as the ”Correlation with
human annotator”.
In order to compare the results we implemented the baseline system described in [3] and compared results of the
proposed method with the baseline score. We also compared the results of LSA in comparison with our method.
During the error analysis of preliminal evaluation we discovered that correct meanings are ranked high, but fail to
rank first because of other dominant topic present in the
analysed document.
If we consider an article about the band Texas, the vectorial representation favors concepts about music, entertainment, television etc. However, if an another entity (i.e.
London) is present in the text, the representation assumes
the music-based context for this entity as well. We partially overcame this problem with construction of two separate vectors. The first vector is constructed as described
earlier, while the second contain only the text within a
sliding window around occurences of disambiguated entity
in the text. We evaluate the impact if this modification
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Table 2: LSA and Baseline
dataset LSA Baseline
devel
81,41
76,28
eval-1
81,05
85,36
eval-2
82,33
82,37
and present the results in tables 1 and 2.

5.

Conclusion and Future Work

In our paper we present an approach to automated named
entity disambiguation based on the Wikipedia data. We
use explicit semantics already defined in the Wikipedia
to retrieve all possible disambiguations for the entities.
Additionally, we leverage the semantics to create a highdimensional word model to compute the similarity between the documents based on human created concepts
defined in the Encyclopedia. Our method use an existing named entity recogniser as preprocessor, therefore no
human annotation of unknown text is necessary.
Our proposed method can be used as a part of an automatic machine aided document analysis platform such as
[2] for the purpose of knowledge gathering, personalization and user modeling. The disambiguated named entities in an unstructured text can be also used as a metadata for recommenders, to increase text search relevance
or many others.
The evaluation of our method shows slightly better results
than the traditionally used Latent Semantic Analysis as
well as the baseline system. As the future work we plan
to extend the method with an contextual classifier.
Such classifier will take into acount already disambiguated
entities in the document as opposed to individual disambiguiation of the entites. Such contextual awareness can
be of great help to resolve cases when an entity has been
successfully disambiguated earlier in the text (expressed
with different surface form) but fails to rank appropriately
later on.
Additionally, we experiment with various scenarios of the
context generation to solve the outstanding issue when
the occurrences of the same surface form in the given
document have two distinct meanings. Currently, all such
occurrences are merged into one, most probable meaning.
Our final goal is to prepare a web-based service to allow
integration of the proposed method with other projects.
Acknowledgements. This work was partially supported
by the Scientific Grant Agency of Slovak Republic, grant
No. VG1/0675/11.
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Abstract
Object recognition is a rapidly developing area of research.
In our work we concentrate on detection and recognition
of planar objects, like images and logos. a planar object is located in an image by finding a homography between the images. We describe the overall methodology
for finding this homography using local feature description and matching. We also describe the most prominent
algorithms used for locating and describing local features.
We present multiple criteria for the homography to reduce
the number of false positives and measure their impact on
hand-made ground truth datasets.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
I.4.7 [Image Processing and Computer Vision]: Feature MeasurementFeature Representation; I.5.2 [Image
Processing and Computer Vision]: Pattern RecognitionFeature Evaluation and Selection

Keywords
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1.

Introduction

Object recognition is an important, if not one of the most
important, part of computer vision in context of augmented reality with many recent developments [4] and
many potential commercial applications. The ability to
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recognize and identify objects in an image is essential in
AR applications and is also often used in commerce for
quality control, surveillance and visual identification.
In this work, we concentrate on the recognition of planar
objects — objects that can be represented using 2D images, like pictures, signs and logos. These can be used as
markers in augmented reality applications, serve as a base
for content-based image retrieval and search, or as a way
to identify road and warning signs from a live camera view
in robotic applications.

2.

Method Overview

The method for planar object recognition that we use in
this work is described in Figure 1. Our additions and
modifications to the general methodology are marked in
gray. The process is separated into two phases - training
and execution.
In training phase, a gray-scale image of a known object
is used as the input training image. Afterwards, we apply feature detection and feature description, phases common to both training and execution phase. They are
more thoroughly described in Section 3 and 4 respectively,
along with the description of the most widely used algorithms. These processes result in a series of vectors, one
for each detected feature — feature descriptors — which
are saved in a way that they can be used in the execution
phase.
The first steps of the execution phase are the same as in
training phase, but processed for a target image, in which
we want to find the planar object. The result of feature
detection and description — descriptors — are used as
an input to the phase of feature matching (Section 5).
In this process, pairs are created between the descriptors
from the training and live image according to the nearestneighbor search. Our addition of irrelevant pair removal
and it’s implications is also discussed in that section.
Once the matches are found, a homography is calculated.
Homography is a perspective mapping between the training and target image. The existence of homography specifies, whether the training image is located in target image, and also directly specifies the location and perspective transform of the training image in target image. Because of a high chance of false positives with the finding
of homography, we also discuss the criteria for rejection
of bogus homographies in Section 6.1.
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Training

Load the image of the
planar object

Feature detection

Feature description

Feature matching

Irrelevant pair removal

Execution

Acquire image from
camera

Feature detection

Feature description

Finding the homography

Criteria-based false
positive elimination

Figure 1: Method of planar object detection used.
enhanced in this work.

3.

Local Feature Detection and Description

A feature is a part of an image with some special properties that can be used to perform certain calculations,
like tracking and matching. In this work, we deal with
local features, that is features describing a part of an image, as opposed to global features, describing the image
as a whole. There are several kinds of local features, like
lines and curves (detectable by the Hough transform), but
in this work we deal with point features, like corners and
points with a lot of texture, also called keypoints.
The main property of feature detection algorithms is that
they detect key features repeatedly — the same features
should be detected even under different lightning conditions and under affine transformations, like rotation and
translation. Many algorithms also detect the same features under perspective transform. There are multiple
algorithms for feature detection, among which the most
prominent are:
• Harris Corner Detector [6] and the “Good Features
to Track” detector [11], which use the eigenvalues of
the Hessian matrix to determine, whether a point is
a corner.
• Most Stable Extremal Regions (MSER) [8], that
identifies extremal regions — regions in an image,
whose all pixels are brighter/darker than the pixels at the region boundary, with O(n) performance
based on the number of pixels.
• Features from Accelerated Segment Test (FAST) [9],
which compares the values of pixels on a small circle surrounding a point and looks for continuous
arcs that are either darker or lighter than the point
by a certain threshold, indicating a corner. As it’s
name implies, it is very fast compared to other detectors, like the Harris detector, while keeping similar repeatability.
The feature description algorithms discussed in the next
section also provide feature detection. They not only locate an interest point, but also calculate their orientation
and size. They are discussed together with the description
algorithms in the next section.

4.

Feature Description

Feature description is the process of creating a vector of
numbers, specifically describing a local feature — a fea-

Highlighted boxes represent the parts that are

ture descriptor. These can be used for matching features between different images. Ideally, the descriptors
should be invariant to scale, translation, rotation and various scene changes, like lightning, noise and blur, so that
the same local feature can be identified in different images
with varying conditions.
There are several algorithms for feature description, most
prominent of which (SIFT and SURF ) are described in
this section. There are many applications of feature description and matching, including image comparison and
image content-based search, movement tracking, optical
flow, identification of known objects in an image, panorama
stitching, camera calibration and stereo matching for 3D
reconstruction.
We use feature description to build a database of known
keypoints on the planar objects and then find them in
the target image by comparing them with the descriptors from target image. We use both SIFT and SURF,
and compare their performance. Both algorithms operate
with the Gaussian function G, the Laplacian-of-Gaussian
L (it’s second order derivate) and the convolved image,
C. They are defined in equations 1-3, where x, y are pixel
coordinates, and σ is the scale:
2
2
2
1
e−(x +y )/2σ
Gσ (x, y) = √
2
2πσ

Cσ (x, y) = Gσ (x, y) ∗ I(x, y)
Lσ (x, y) = 4Gσ (x, y) =

(1)
(2)

∂2
∂2
Gσ (x, y)+ 2 Gσ (x, y) (3)
2
∂x
∂y

4.1 Scale-Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT)
SIFT is a patented feature detection and description algorithm developed by Lowe [7]. Although it is possible to
use the algorithm with other keypoint detectors, Lowe
proposes a scale-invariant feature detection by searching multiple image scales. They are also invariant to
image translation, rotation and partially to illumination
changes.
The features are identified as scale-space extrema of the
difference-of-Gaussian (DoG) function. This function is
applied to an image pyramid created from the original
image by continuously blurring and down-scaling the original image. The DoG function D is a close approximation
to the Laplacian-of-Gaussians (k is a scaling factor between neighboring scales):
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Dσ (x, y)

=

[Gkσ (x, y) − Gσ (x, y)] ∗ I(x, y)

= Ckσ (x, y) − Cσ (x, y)

(4)
(5)

Local extrema are selected as the points, whose closest 8
neighbors, and 9 neighbors in the scale above and 9 in
scale below are all higher, or all lower than the selected
point (Figure 2). The position of keypoints is further
interpolated to sub-pixel location using Taylor expansion
of the DoG function. After that, inappropriate keypoints,
like low-contrast points or edges, are rejected.
Once the keypoints are located, or acquired using different feature detector, keypoint descriptors are calculated.
The descriptors are based on the gradient orientation of
the keypoint neighborhood. This process is illustrated in
Figure 2, right. The orientations are collected into bins
surrounding the keypoint. The figure shows 2 × 2 bins,
but 4 × 4 bins are used in the original paper and implementations. Eight orientations are saved for each bin,
so the resulting 4 × 4 × 8 = 128 element vector is called
the SIFT descriptor of the keypoint. It has been used in
many areas and applications, including panorama stitching, sparse 3D reconstruction and face recognition, and it
is de facto standard algorithm for feature description.

4.2 Speeded Up Robust Features (SURF)
SURF is also a descriptor based feature detection algorithm [1]. Like SIFT, it also provides a keypoint detection. It uses a detector based on the Hessian matrix, but
uses integral images to speed up the computation. Authors call this the Fast-Hessian“ detector. The Hessian
”
matrix of the scale-space at pixel (x, y) on scale σ is defined in equation 6. Here, L is the convolution of second
order Gaussian derivate with the image at point (x, y, σ)
in the scale-space.

H(x, y, σ) =



Lxx (x, y, σ)
Lxy (x, y, σ)

Lxy (x, y, σ)
Lyy (x, y, σ)



i≤x j≤y
X
X

I(i, j)

determinant of the Hessian can thus be calculated using
the sums from the integral image according to formula 9,
where Dxx is the box filter approximation of Lxx (see
Figure 4.2), which can be calculated from equation 8.

det(Happrox ) = Dxx Dyy − (0.9Dxy )2

(9)

The SURF detector is also scale-invariant. In contrast
with the SIFT detector, where the scale space is created
by continuously down-scaling the image, in SURF the filter size is increased while the image size remains constant.
Because SURF uses integral images and box filters, it is
very efficient to get the responses for various scales. The
set of keypoints then is the result of local nonmax suppression of det(Happrox ) in the 3 × 3 × 3 neighborhood of
the point like in SIFT (Figure 2).
The descriptor calculation is a two-part process. First,
the orientation of the keypoint is calculated from a circular region surrounding the keypoint. Then a rectangular
region oriented according to the calculated orientation is
scanned and subdivided into 4×4 regions. Horizontal and
vertical Haar wavelet responses are calculated in these regions, along with their absolute values (Figure 4.2, right).
They form the base of the descriptor, which is a vector of
4 × 4 × 4 = 64 elements.

5.

Feature Matching

Feature matching is the process in which keypoint descriptors from two or more images are compared and correspondence pairs are created. There are several methods
of matching the keypoint descriptors. The most basic
method is based on the nearest neighbor search between
two sets of keypoints. Given two images, I1 and I2 , the
n-dimensional vector space is formed by the descriptors
d(k) of the image keypoint sets K1 , K2 . Correspondence
pairs < ki , li > are formed such that:

(6)

For efficiency reasons, it is possible to approximate the Hessian using box filters, demonstrated by Figure 4.2, left.
The advantage of using these approximations is that they
can be efficiently calculated using an integral image. An
integral image IΣ (x, y) is an image where the value of
pixel p = (x, y) is the sum of values of all pixels between
p and the origin:

IΣ (x, y) =
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(7)

∀ki ∈ K1 : li = arg min|d(ki ) − d(l)|

(10)

l∈K2

5.1 Irrelevant Pair Removal
This approach has the disadvantage, that a matching will
be generated for every ki , independent of whether the features are really similar, because a nearest neighbor will always be found. Lowe [7] suggests to use a nearest neighbor
ratio in order to reject non-specific keypoint pair. The Euclidean distances d1 , d2 of two nearest neighbors is compared, and if the ratio dd21 > ε (ε = 0.8 in [7]), the matching pair is rejected. This rejects all keypoints, for which
there is no specific match in second image.

i=0 j=0

To calculate the sum S of the pixel values of the rectangle
specified by [x1 , y1 ], [x2 , y2 ] we only have to use 4 lookups, no matter what the size of the rectangle, by using
the following formula:

S(x1 , y1 , x2 , y2 ) = IΣ (A) − IΣ (B) − IΣ (C) + IΣ (D) (8)
Here, A = (x1 , y1 ), B = (x2 , y1 ), C = (x1 , y2 ), and D =
(x2 , y2 ) are the corners of the area being calculated. The

In many cases, the planar object to be searched for contains very generic features, like corners and simple curves.
This issue often comes up when searching for logos and
simple signs. These features can be found multiple times
in the target image, and can prevent the homography to
be found correctly.
We therefore also remove pairs, which share a common
source keypoint, and also pairs that share a common target keypoint. This removes matches to features, which
are too generic to be specifically matched. These often
represent generic corners and shapes, that can be found
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Figure 2: Left: SIFT keypoints are local extrema of the DoG function. The response of the DoG function
is compared to the nearest neighbors spatially and also in scale space. Right: the SIFT descriptor is
based on gradient orientation calculated from several bins surrounding the keypoint [7].

Figure 3: Left: Gaussian second order partial derivatives in y-direction and xy-direction, and their
approximations using box filter used in SURF [1]. Right: SURF descriptor consists of Haar wavelet
responses in 4 × 4 regions of the surrounding of keypoint [3].
in a log multiple times. This removal reduces the number
of pairs available for homography search, but enhances
the ability to correctly find the homography by reducing
bogus matches.

6.

Finding the Homography

The homography is the perspective projection between
two images. In our method, the existence of homography
between the training and target image means that the object (represented by the training image) exists on the target image. The homography also captures the transformation, that is the size, location and rotation of the object
in the scene.
The homography is derived from the positions of the keypoints in the training and the matching keypoints in target image. The homography is found such that the backprojection error is minimized. Usually all point pairs are
used to find the homography, however the matching often
contains outliers. There are multiple algorithms to remove outliers, like least median of squares (LMEDS) [10]
and random sample consensus (RANSAC) [5]. We use
the RANSAC algorithm, because it gives better results
when there are many outliers, which is often the case when
locating a planar object in a scene.
The disadvantage of the RANSAC algorithm is that if
there are more than 4 points given, it always finds a homography independent of whether the homography makes
sense. If the sought object is not located in the scene,
and spurious matchings are found, the homography can
be found. This situation is demonstrated in Figure 4.

Figure 4: Demonstration of finding of homography. The Fedex“ logo is used as the training im”
age, and it is warped according to the homography and overlaid over the image. Left: the homography of the logo is correctly detected. Right:
the logo is not in the scene, but the homography
is still incorrectly detected.

6.1 False Positive Elimination
In order to lower the possibility of detecting false positives, we propose the following criteria, which decrease
the possibility of detecting planar objects when they are
not in the scene:
1. the projected corners of the training image and it’s
center must lie inside the target image.
2. the polygon formed by projected corners of the training image must be convex.
The first criterion is used to reject all deformed homographies, which project the corners outside the target image.
An example of this state is demonstrated in Figure 4 in
the right image. The disadvantage of this is that objects
which lie partially outside of the target image are not de-
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The graph shows the results when proposed criteria were
enabled, because otherwise the homography was always
found, independent of whether the logo was actually in
the image. Overall, the results show that the feature descriptors provide best results when used with their own
feature detectors.

8.
Figure 5: Examples of images containing the logo
that were used in the evaluation. The resulting
logo is highlighted by an outline, which was determined using the calculated homography.

Figure 6: The evaluation of the proposed method.
Left: the backprojection error in pixels depending
whether the criteria were used or not. Right: The
number of correctly and incorrectly classified images according to method used.
tected, however otherwise partially occluded objects are
detected correctly.
The second criterion is used to reject deformed homographies, which lie inside the image, but form an incorrect
concave (butterfly shaped) hull.

7.

Experiment

In order to examine the rejection performance of the proposed solution, we evaluated an experiment, based on
a dataset with 104 images. Out of all the images in
the dataset, 81 images contained logo and 23 did not contain the logo. Examples of images used in the evaluation
are shown in Figure 5. The ground-truth homography
was created for each image with a logo by hand using
a manual keypoint matching tool.
We measured the performance by comparing the average backprojection error. This is the distance between
the matched target keypoint, and it’s corresponding training image keypoint’s projection using the ground truth.
These were measured only in the 81 images with logos.
Multiple feature detection and description algorithms were
compared — SIFT, SURF, Harris detector with SURF
descriptor and FAST detector with SURF descriptor. The
evaluation was implemented using the OpenCV library [2],
which contains implementations of the feature detection
and description algorithms used in evaluation.
The result of this measurement is depicted in Figure 6
on the first graph. When not using the proposed criteria, the average error is high because it is also calculated
when the homography is not found correctly. The graph
on the right shows the amount of images, that were correctly classified as having or not having a logo, based on
whether the homography is found. The SIFT algorithm
showed the best results, with only 4 mis-classifications.

Conclusion

Feature detection and matching are important areas of
research in context of both augmented reality and computer vision. Many areas of augmented reality, like image
registration, object detection and annotation, pose estimation and 3D reconstruction, rely on robust and fast
feature detection and matching. An overview of the most
widely used methods of feature detection and their evolution was given. We also presented the notion of feature
description and matching, with a description of selected
methods based on descriptors.
We also presented multiple additions to the generic method
of object recognition through feature detection and description, which improve the false positive rate and reduce mis-detections. The impact of our modifications
against the original method was measured using a groundtruth dataset, and resulted in increase of the quality of
the identified homography. The evaluation results show
that the homography search is a viable method for locating a known object in an image. The presented criteria
greatly lower the possibility of false positives. Although
the method does not work correctly for detecting multiple
objects in an image, it improves the detection rate when
there is actually no object on the image.
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Abstract
It has been shown that the search personalization can
greatly benefit from exploiting user’s short-term context
– his immediate needs and focus. But to achieve that,
we need to be able to tell when the context changes; we
need to be able to divide the user’s activity into segments,
where each segment captures user’s single goal and focus.
Many different approaches exist, but their major weakness is that they build inaccurate models that do not
include user’s implicit feedback. We present a method
for segmenting queries into search sessions which is based
on document metadata and incorporates implicit feedback
and as such is able to build more accurate context model.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.3.3 [Information Search and Retrieval]: Query formulation, Selection process, Search process

Keywords
personalization, search, short-term contexts, personalized
search

1.

Introduction

Search engines play a crucial role in accessing the amount
of content on the Web. Users interact with search engines
by entering few keywords, which describe their intent and
expect the machine to provide a list of relevant documents. But this model has several known disadvantages:
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• the number of keywords is usually low, typically 1-3
keywords [9];
• many of the words are ambiguous; imagine a word
“jaguar” which can refer to an animal, a car and even
has less-known meanings such as a game console or
German battle tank;
• the queries are almost never accurate [5], they are
either too generic or too specific, but almost never
exactly aligned with the specific intent the user has
in mind.
When we combine the impact of each of the described
problem, we come to a conclusion, that finding the relevant document is indeed a difficult task, both for the user
and the search engine.
To mitigate this problem, several approaches to search
personalization have been researched [2, 1], each with the
ultimate aim to help the user find the relevant content,
without trying to change how humans think, or work [11].
However, most of the personalized search methods only
concetrate on the long-term interests, completely ignoring
the short-term goals, which are at least equally important.
But to be able to use short-term goals a personalization
system must know the exact moment the user changes her
intent, so that it can start and use a new context. The
task of detecting this change is referred to as search session detection (segmentation). The term search session
was never formally defined in the literature and its meaning differs in the different works. In this work, we assume
that search session is a sequence of search related actions
with the single underlying informational intent.

2.

Related works

The most widely used approach to search session segmentation is to compare temporal distance of the queries. If
two queries were issued with a time difference larger than
a predefined threshold, it is assumed that a new session
started, and the existing session is split at that place.
This technique was first described in [3], establishing the
threshold of 25,5 minutes. Due to its simplicity both in
concept and implementation, this technique is widely used
and there are modification which differ in the cutoff size.
The temporal-based approach has the disadvantage, that
it is unable to detect sessions, which are split within a
short time. The long time between searches may not mean
that the user’s interest changed and vice versa, two consecutive queries might bear very different search intents.
Another approach uses lexical distance of the queries.
This idea compares content of two queries to detect if the
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intent has changed. Example of this approach is stated
in [8]. The main drawback of this method is that it leads
to a high amount of false positives. There are many instances where two queries are completely dissimilar (they
share no common words), yet their underlying intent is
the same. Consider a user searching for “IR” and “information retrieval” afterwards. Using the lexical distance
approach would incorrectly yield two separate sessions.
Method described in [6] combines both temporal and lexical distances. They use vector-space representation, where
each pair of following queries is placed in the space. If the
query pair fits into the space bounded by the subplane
delimited by two edge cases (i) two parallel, but dissimilar queries, (ii) the same queries, but executed long time
apart, it is considered an extension of the current session.
Although this combination can achieve better results than
each of the methods alone, it is still prone to the aforementioned problems.
As stated, related queries do not provide sufficient data to
match similar intents, but there are approaches that use
signals from the retrieved documents. In [10], authors
used vectors of titles and snippets of 50 top-ranked documents for the query. The session is split as determined
by comparing cosine similarities of two following queries.
Another approach uses document keywords. In [4], authors extracts document’s keywords using the TF.IDF
scheme and map them to ODP categories. The session
is then split when the ODP category changes. This approach however fails to account for user’s real interests.
When the user enters a query and clicks and views some
documents only to realize that the results are wrong and
the query needs to be reformulated, this approach has
already used these faulty results to decide upon session
segmentation.
Our work extends and differs from existing research in
several important ways. First, we only consider the documents that the user deemed useful. To measure the usefulness, we partially rely only on the clickthrough data
and only consider the search results that the user actually viewed, but we also use implicit feedback indicators
to weight the contribution of each of the documents. The
search sessions are segmented by comparing their metadata (both machine and human extracted), and to increase the chance of a successful match, we extend the
metadata with ConceptNet relations.

3.

Segmenting search sessions

Our method of search session segmentation operates in
the following steps:

1. For each query, find the candidate set of useful pages
– the documents that were clicked from the search
results page (SERP). We use the value of referrer
– each Web page that was followed from the SERP
would have the SERP URL address as referrer.
2. Prune all documents that were viewed (their time
on page attribute is) less than 4 seconds. The value
of this parameter was selected arbitrarily, based on
the manual analysis of the logs. We assume that
any document displayed for less than 4 seconds did
not interest the user, so it is not contributing its
features to the segmentation algorithm.
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3. If there is a query which has no document views associated with it (either there was no SERP click, or
all SERP clicks were pruned by the 4 seconds window) then its metadata are initialized to an empty
set.
4. For all other queries, their respective metadata sets
are built by unioning all metadata from all associated documents.
After the final step, each query has associated a set metadata which describes the search results that the user found
interesting. We also build a second set of enhanced metadata for each query by querying the ConceptNet [7] API
for related terms.

4.

Evaluation

To preliminary evaluate our approach to search session
segmentations, we used a small log collected on the PeWeProxy1 platform, consisting of 245 searches collected over
the period of 4 days. To obtain a baseline to compare
against, these queries were manually segmented into search
sessions by a human evaluator. To remove a possible time
bias, the segmentation user interface did not contain information about the time of query – only the text of the
query itself.
Table 1 summarizes the results obtained with various segmentation methods. Approach in the table refers to the
specific method that was used to segment the logs. In
lexical approach, we used query similarities – two following queries sharing at least one common keyword were
considered to be a part of the same session. Temporal
approach refers to time based similarity. The number in
the name indicates the cutoff used. Temporal30m means
that queries were segmented by using a 30 minutes inactivity cutoff time, temporal5m uses a 5 minute cutoff.
In metadata we compared similarity between the sets of
query metadata – for two following queries, if the intersection of their metadata sets was non-empty, the queries
were considered part of the same session. Similarly enhanced metadata compares sets of ConceptNet enhanced
metadata.
To evaluate the quality of each approach, sessions were
compared to the baseline (manually created sessions) and
precision and recall were calculated using the following
methodology:
Precision indicates the internal coherence of the session.
First, queries from automatically detected session are
linked to the manually detected sessions and precision
is calculated as the ratio of the cardinality of the best
match to the cardinality of the whole session. (e.g. the
automatic method detected a session of queries A, B, C,
D and these queries are linked to sessions 1, 1, 1, 2 in the
manually created sessions. The precision in this case is
3/4.
Recall indicates the completeness of the session. It is
calculated as the ratio of cardinality of the best match
against the manually created sessions to the cardinality
of the best-matched session. In the above example, if the
session 1 contains 7 queries, the recall is 3/7.
1

PeWeProxy, http://peweproxy.fiit.stuba.sk
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Table 1: Results of search session segmentation using various approaches
approach
avg(precision)
std
avg(recall)
std
f-score
lexical
0.985
0.078
0.499
0.410
0.662
temporal30m
0.932
0.153
0.489
0.380
0.641
temporal5m
0.974
0.101
0.346
0.373
0.510
metadata
0.992
0.055
0.276
0.312
0.432
enhanced metadata
0.932
0.167
0.272
0.284
0.421
lexical+metadata
0.969
0.108
0.540
0.411
0.694
lexical+enhanced metadata
0.887
0.190
0.563
0.396
0.689

We see that when using the classical methods, the lexical approach outperforms temporal methods, with the
widely used 30 minute cutoff yielding slightly better performance. Metadata based approach did not outperform
temporal approaches and yielded low recall. This is due
to the fact that the extracted metadata generally covers
wide area and metadata from similar pages on the same
topic do not necessarily overlap.
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We expected that enhancing the metadata would improve
performance by connecting similar words and improving
the chance for a match, yet the performance of the enhanced metadata was worse than that of the metadata
alone. This is rather surprising, but after closer inspection
of the metadata and ConceptNet connections, we believe
that this was caused by several factors: (i) queries were
generated by technical users and the majority of them
deals with specific technologies and problems, which are
not present in the ConceptNet database – the majority of
metadata was thus left unexpanded; (ii) in many cases,
the ConceptNet relations are too general and at very different conceptual levels (e.g. the term “jaguar” is linked to
term “black”) – in turn, the query metadata was enhanced
with many generic and abstract terms, leading to a false
positive matches thus reducing precision and recall.
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Abstract

1.

Plagiarism is considered as a major problem these days
especially in case of academic institutions. Very often students present someone else’s work as their own and they
are given credit for it. Therefore, we have to integrate
plagiarism checking into the submission process which includes usage of plagiarism detection software. In this paper we focus on vulnerabilities of this software from the
view of different obfuscations. We briefly introduce our
statistical approach that should quite well detect obfuscated documents in case larger portion of the document
is obfuscated. We show limits of this method and test
effectiveness of n-gram technique used for detecting obfuscated documents. By playing with various parameters
when dividing text into n-grams, we test success of n-gram
method on similarity detection. We try to find the best
parameters for the n-gram technique in order to achieve
best detection results. We present the carried experiments
and derive the conclusions.

The term plagiarism has numerous definitions, which basically means that two different people can mean something else by referring to this term. For instance, someone
considers as plagiarism only a physical document that is
a copy of someone else’s work, while another can think of
it as stealing ideas and thoughts from somebody. For this
reason, various definitions of term plagiarism exist, for instance ”theft of intellectual property” [8] or ”work of someone else is reproduced without acknowledging the source”
[5]. As we focus only on text documents in this article,
under the term plagiarism we mean creating plagiary of
author craft where by author craft we are primary interested in textual documents written in natural language.
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Recognition]: Natural Language Processing—text analyses
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Introduction

Plagiarism detection plays an important role, especially
in case of academic institutions. Using plagiarism detection systems in these institutions is crucial in order to
keep some standards. This is not an easy task due to
the amount of electronic data available on the Internet
and easy access to them. Electronic documents can be
easily copied or modified. There even exist special web
sites called paper mills from which students can obtain
pre-written papers. Therefore, plagiarism identification
is a challenging task and cannot be addressed easily. Although various plagiarism detection systems are available,
we definitely cannot say that these systems are able to
detect all the plagiarism in a given corpus of documents.
Actually, we are not even able to say how much of the
plagiarised work was detected by the used plagiarism detection software.
The questions are: Can documents that passed the checking be really considered as an original or not? How to
successfully detect plagiarism and how can be this detection attacked? In this paper we refer to our previous work
in which we proposed a statistical method for detection
of obfuscated documents. Although this method is very
easy to implement and fast to run, its ability to detect obfuscation is vulnerable to portion of obfuscated text in a
document. Therefore, in this paper we focuson effectiveness of n-gram technique used for checking documents on
plagiarism. This technique is used by many of the available plagiarism detection systems which is the reason for
its selection. From the view of our experiments, we are
only interested in natural language documents written in
Slovak language.
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This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes
related work in the field of plagiarism detection using the
n-gram technique and document obfuscation. In sections
3 we introduce four obfuscation categories and propose
basic methods that can successfully handle them. Section
4 shortly introduces out statistical approach to document
obfuscation recognition and describes n-gram technique.
Carried experiments with their results are summarized in
section 5. Section 6 concludes this paper and proposes
future work.

2.

We divided document obfuscation into the following four
categories

Related work

Articles [5, 2] give overview of an existing plagiarism detection tools, covering both source code and natural language plagiarism. These articles describe individual systems and approaches to plagiarism detection that are commonly used for detecting plagiarism and we recommend
them as a good start for introduction in this field. Article
[4] provides both the student’s and the teacher’s view on
plagiarism detection.
N-gram approach to plagiarism detection is commonly
used by many of the existing plagiarism detection tools.
In [6, 7] an ENCOPLOT system is described which uses
16-gram and encoplot diagram to identify plagiarised documents.Different approach is used in [1] where suspicios
document is split into sentences and this sentences are
split into n-grams.
Plagiarism obfuscation means to deliberately perform such
activity that would prevent plagiarism detection system
to identify plagiarised text. In [10] a system AntiPlagiatKiller is introduced that performs different obfuscations. It uses two methods: white link-character insertion
and letter substitution. Article [9] focuses on plagiarism
detection from the view of using fingerprinting method.
It proposes a new obfuscation-resistant approach called
text sifting. It describes resistance of such method to
cosmetic, scrambling and large-scale obfuscation.

3.

We do not assume obfuscations that will make the document physically unreadable for the detection system. For
instance encrypting the document or converting its text
into an image. Also we suppose that the attacker has no
access to the detection system, nor to the files created
by this system after submitting the document on checking (for instance access to the hashed values when the
detection system uses fingerprinting analyses technique).

Obfuscating plagiarism detection

Plagiarism check is usually performed on a large volume of
data. For this, various detection systems have to be used
as humans are not able to manually check every one submitted work. Plagiarised document can be hard to detect
even if significant part of the document has been copied
and consequently modified to hide this crime. Therefore,
an important part of every plagiarism detection system
is the built-in method that is used to find similarities between documents. If attacker knows details about this
method, it makes the whole system vulnerable.
Always, the intent of an attacker is to modify the document such way that it is not identified as plagiary when
compared to the original version (its source). To achieve
this, attacker has several choices of modifying the document, for instance rewriting it in his own words. For some
of the obfuscations there exists only little or even no defence, for instance paraphrasing detection is considered
as a very challenging task. Here, we mention the most
common methods that are used by attackers and discuss
them.
At this point we suppose that the persons submitting their
work are aware of it being checked by a plagiarism detection system. Therefore, we can expect some of them
to deliberately modify it in order to pass this checking.

• Cosmetic obfuscation
• Paraphrasing
• Scrambling obfuscation
• Shuffling obfuscation
We now describe individual categories in more detail and
introduce possible solutions that should help to identify
these obfuscated documents when submitted to the system.
Cosmetic obfuscation includes letter capitalization, changing formatting or adding punctuation to a plagiarised
text. This category also covers modifications like replacing digit 2 for its Roman equivalent II. These obfuscations have effect when document is checked optically by
a human eye but mostly none or only little effect when
performing check via plagiarism detection system. That
is due to preprocessing phrase in which generally the text
is transformed to its plain format and optionally diacritic,
capitalization, etc. is removed. Therefore, cosmetic obfuscation has almost none effect on comparison results.
Paraphrasing is the most common and widely used method
that is very difficult if not even impossible to identify.
More about paraphrasing strategies can be found in [1].
Paraphrasing identification is extremely difficult. In the
preprocessing phrase it should involve usage of following
strategies
• synonyms replacement - replacing syntactically different words with the same meaning with their one
equal form.
• lemmatisation - process of determining word lemma
where lemma is the canonical form of a word. Lemma
can be obtained only from dictionary and depends
also on the context of the text. For instance, words
go, gone and went have the same lemma go.
• stop words removal - stop words are commonly used
words in natural language text. For instance, in
Slovak language these words are ”a”, ”alebo”, ”na”.
These words are usually filtered out from the text
as they are considered useless.
Scrambling obfuscation includes changing word in a document by adding, deleting ore replacing letters in it. Such
modification causes match fail when comparing hashes of
originally two same strings one of which was modified
by this obfuscation. For instance, comparing words computer with computor or comuter. In the first case we
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changed the letter e to o, in the second case letter p was
deleted. Exact matching will therefore fail. Levenshtein
distance [9] is much better as it returns degree of similarity between two words - it measures how much work has
to be done to transform one word to another. Another
alternative is LCS [14] which means finding the longest
common subsequence of two strings.
Shuffling obfuscation includes white character insertion or
letter replacing with their visually equivalent form. White
characters are used instead of spaces, in which case they
can join couple of words. For instance

calculated from the position of an actual n-gram shifted
by a given offset. The parameter n is given on the input
by the user. The offset value depends on the used ngram division. For instance, if n-grams are created by
concatenating words, the offset is the number of words
skipped when building the next n-gram. If the n-gram
is created by joining letters not considering the end of
the word, the offset represents number of skipped letters.
N-gram division can quite vary among existing detection
tools as there exist various approaches of splitting the text
into n-grams, which basically include:
• overlapping n-grams - every n-gram starts on such
position, that it has some common substring with
the previous n-gram(s) also considering the position
of that substring. For instance, splitting the string
ABCDEBHAAC into n-grams with parameter n=3
and o=1 (meaning number of skipped letters) creates a set of following n-grams: ABC, BCD, CDE,
DEB, HAA, AAC

”Niektorı́ študenti podvádzajú pri pı́sanı́ svojich prác.” [In
English: ”Some students cheat when writing their thesis.”]
”Niektorı́XštudentiXpodvádzajúXpriXpı́sanı́XsvojichXprác.” [In English: ”SomeXstudentsXcheatXwhenXwritingXtheirXthesis.”]
In this example we inserted letter X in the plagiarised sentence to deceive plagiarism detection system when comparing these two sentences. Another common obfuscation
method belonging to shuffling methods is replacing letters
with their visually equal form. This usually includes finding character in other languages (Latin, Russian, etc.)
that has equal shape to the replaced one. For example
digit 1 (one) looks almost exactly the same as letter l
when Times New Roman italic font is used. For instance
”Mám rád čokoládu a mlieko.” [In English: ”I like milk and
chocolate.”] ”Mám rád čoko1ádu a m1ieko.” [In English:
”I 1ike mi1k and choco1ate.”]
In the second sentence we used letter 1 (digit) instead of
an alphabet letter l. This obfuscation forces plagiarism
detection system to generate different hash code for the
two sentences. Shuffling works only with special software,
for instance Microsoft Word or Open Office where the
attacker has possibility to use various fonts and symbols
and he can format them appropriately.

• non-overlapping n-grams - none of the n-grams created from the text share the exactly same substring
on the same position.
We implemented n-gram comparison technique into an existing plagiarism detection system called PlaDeS [3]. We
used equation (1) to measure similarity between documents A and B.

sim(A, B) =

Obfuscation detection

Obfuscated documents can be detected using statistical
approaches. In our previous research we proposed a statistical method for detecting the shuffling obfuscation.
We showed the simplicity of this method as it was based
on word length watching and letter occurrence counting. If the returned values highly differed from the statistics we reported the document to the user as suspicious.
The achieved results were quite satisfactory for us as our
method achieved precision 87.78% with recall 98.75% in
case when about 60% of the document text was obfuscated. Nevertheless, the recall rapidly drops with decreasing portion of plagiarised text. Although the success of detection depends also on the type of obfuscation
(for instance if the attacker uses letter ’a’ or letter ’x’ as
a white-link character), we cannot assume that the attacker would use the easiest way for us. Therefore, in
this article we focus on performance of n-gram technique
when shuffling obfuscation is done on a plagiarised text
of a document. Our choice was based on the fact, that
most of the existing detection system’s use this technique
as their comparison method.
N-gram comparison technique is based on splitting the
text into strings of length n starting at a given position
in the text. The position of the next n-gram is usually

T
Gram(A) Gram(B)
∗ 100,
Gram(B)

(1)

where function Gram(A) returns set of n-grams in document A (analogically for B). Document B represents in
our case the plagiarised and obfuscated document.

5.
4.
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Experiments

In this section we report on our results achieved in comparing obfuscated documents using the n-gram technique.
We tested robustness of this technique against the three
obfuscations. These obfuscations are similar to those used
to evaluate our statistical approach. An Example of these
obfuscations will be shown on the following sentence: ”Snahou je dosiahnut’ úplné a jasne definované požiadavky,
pričom tento proces je časovo náročný.” [In English: ”Aim
is to achieve complete and defined requirements but this
process is time consuming.”].
• Obfuscation 1: we replaced every letter l for number 1 in every word of a document. We did not replace the letter ’L’ or ’l’’ for the letter 1 as they are
not visually similar. The obfuscated sentence looks:
”Snahou je dosiahnut’ úp1né a jasne definované požiadavky, pričom tento proces je časovo náročný.” [In
English: ”Aim is to achieve comp1ete and defined
requirements but this process is time consuming.”].
• Obfuscation 2: We replaced every fourth space separating two words with character ’X’. We gave constraint that one of the joined words is at least of
length two. If the words were separated by a number of spaces, we replaced all of them. The obfuscated sentence looks: ”Snahou je dosiahnut’ úplnéXa
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Figure 1: Detected similarity for the non-plagiarised pairs of documents. Parameter n is the n-gram
length and the o parameter is the number of letters used as offset.
jasne definované požiadavkyXXpričom tento proces
je časovoXnáročný.” [In English: ”Aim is to achieveXcomplete and defined requirementsXbut this process is time consuming.”].

We obfuscated 20 documents with each of the three obfuscations (the total number of obfuscated documents was
60). The documents were selected randomly from the corpus of 283 student term papers. All papers were written
in Slovak language. The average number of words on one
document in the corpus was 2290. The portion of the obfuscated text in the document was 30% as we consider it
as an interesting balance between detection problem and
student’s portion of plagiarised text. Input to the comparison process were the 20 obfuscated documents together
with their original versions. Only the obfuscated text was
included in the plagiarised document. This means that in
case 30% of the document text was plagiarised (copied),
the whole content of the plagiarised document sent to the
detection system was the obfuscated text.
We focus on the following two parameters regarding ngram technique
• n-gram length - in case of word n-grams it is the
number of words forming the n-gram. In case of
letter n-gram it is the number of letters.
• n-gram overlapping factor - created n-grams can
overlap which means that they share a common substring

found similarity

• Obfuscation 3: We randomly added or deleted letter from a middle of a word. We made sure that
the word modified by this obfuscation is at least
5 characters long. The added letter was randomly
generated from the set ’a-z’. The obfuscated sentence looks: ”Snahou je dosiahnut’ úplné a jasne
definoevané požiadavky, pričom tento prces je časvo
náročný.” [In English: ”Aim is to achieveacomplete
and defined requirementsebut this process is timelconsuming.”].
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Figure 2: Detected similarity for the plagiarised
pairs of documents on which second obfuscation
was performed.
The comparison was evaluated one way - we watched what
portion of obfuscated text is found in every source document. We experimented with the value of parameters
n (n-gram length) and o (offset). We decided to set the
length of an n-gram to the value 15 as average word length
in a document written in Slovak language is 5.8 based on
our previous experiments.
The detection of obfuscation 1 depends on the number
of ’l’ characters in the document. This number was quite
small therefore the detection was quite successful with the
similarity identification of about 90%. The obfuscation 2
showed to be much more dangerous as the original detection method based on word 3-grams returned 0% for the
plagiarised couples. The offset in this case was one word.
Therefore, we tried to evaluate the similarity with letter
15-grams using the various offset. Figure 1 shows the detected similarity for the plagiarised document couples and
in figure 2 we give detected similarities for the document
couples that are not similar.
The results show, that with the growing value of n-gram
offset the found similarity drops together with the false
identification of non-plagiarised documents. This was expected as with the smaller offset we are able to detect
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more similar n-grams between the words concataneted
with random letters. In our case these were the letters
’X’. The fact that we detect more similar n-grams that
do not reflect document similarity is due to larger number of shared n-grams for parts of text that are between
two documents common. This is the reason for growing
inaccuracy.
The third obfuscation is very similar to the second one
and does not mean any additional type of problem for
the n-gram copamrison. The only difference is in position
where the letters are replaced, added or deleted. Note
that the presented n-gram technique for document comparison is able to detect similarity between obfuscated
documents only if n letters plus the given offset were unchanged between two obfuscations.

6.

Conclusion

In this paper we carried out experiments on plagiarism
detection in obfuscated documents. The used comparison
method was the n-gram technique. We did not focus on
identification of the obfuscated documents but on determining similarity between the plagiarised parts of the document and the obfuscated ones. We created 20 plagiarised
pairs for each obfuscation where the plagiary had 30% of
the text from its original source. We obfuscated this text
using the shuffling obfuscation. We experimented with
various parameters of n-gram technique and showed its
performance from the view of similarity detection. Overall, the detection based on letter division showed to be
much more effective on discovering the similarity than in
the case of using word division. While in the second case
the detected similarity was about 0% when 3-grams were
used, in the first case we managed to detect 33% similarity on average using the 15-grams divided by letters with
the offset value equal 1.
Based on the experiments results we propose to change
the similarity measure. In this article we computed the
similarity as fraction of shared n-grams between two documents to the all extracted n-grams. The new similarity
should be based on the fraction of shared letters to the all
letters between two documents. We believe that this will
enable us to increase the similarity percentage between
the two documents, one of which is obfuscated. For instance, in case of inserting random letters in the middle
of words from a document in order to obfuscate it, the
only difference in the proposed similarity measure would
be the count of additional letters in the denominator. Of
course, we assume that the inserted letters are distant at
least the length of an n-gram plus the offset from each
other.
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Abstract
In this paper we describe a novel approach for automatic
photo annotation based on visual content analysis. We
combine local and global features to ensure robustness
and generalization needed by complex queries. We place
great emphasis to work in real-time. To cope with the
huge number of extracted features, we implemented diskbased locality-sensitive hashing to index descriptors. By
searching candidates to extraction of keywords, we focus
on photos analysis in terms of probability, that the retrieved photos contain the right keywords for the target
photo. The result is that we are able to name key objects
directly in the target photo.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.3.3 [Information Storage and Retrieval]: Information Search and Retrieval; I.4.8 [Image Processing and
Computer Vision]: Scene Analysis

Keywords
automatic image annotation, image processing, local features, global features, visual content analysis

1.

Introduction

Automatic photo annotation is the process by which a
computer system automatically assigns metadata (keywords) to a target photo. With increasing popularization of digital and mobile phone cameras, there occurs a
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need of quick and exact searching, for example by general
category or focusing on a specific object (object of interest). Manual creating annotations by a user is very timeconsuming and results can be often subjective. Therefore,
automatic photo annotation is most challenging task.
Generally, approaches for automatic annotation are categorized into two scenarios [14]: learning-based methods primary focused on determining complex categories
or group of specific objects and web-based methods use
crawled web image data to obtain relevant annotations.
In learning-based methods, a statistical model is built to
learn a classifier. The methods are highly dependent on
the size and distribution of a corpus (training dataset).
The Web space provides unlimited vocabulary for webbased methods. It is a distinct advantage over learningbased methods. However, the main problem of web-based
approaches is initial query. In other words, the problem
is lack of information about the target photo. Without
providing further information such as key caption, searching similar photos for the target photo on the web is like
finding a needle in a haystack. No less important drawbacks of the approaches are performance (annotation in
real-time) and obtained annotations are often noisy.
To determine complex category, automatic annotation is
based on searching the most similar photos (photo regions) for a target photo in a corpus which contains wellannotated photos or regions. Similarity of the photos is
usually evaluated by comparing global descriptors which
are extracted from the photos. After a retrieval process, related keywords are assigned to the target photo.
A global descriptor is a single descriptor captures entire
information of a photo (e.g. color, texture and shape).
Main advantages of global descriptors are low computational complexity and the ability to capture complex information.
Automatic face recognition in a target photo is good example for automatic annotation of specific objects. One of
possibility is that a retrieval process uses a robust dictionary of visual terms (blobs) to identify people. Similarity
can be evaluated of comparing local descriptors which are
computed over local features such as edges, small patches
around points of interest. An advantage of the local features is their invariance to scale changes, rotation, illumination and viewpoint. The local descriptors are much
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more precise and discriminating than global descriptors.
By searching a specific object, this feature is welcome,
but by searching complex categories it can be an obstacle. Another obstacle is the need to store the huge number
of the extracted local descriptors, typically hundreds to
thousands per a photo, depending on the complexity of
the photo. It is desirable to ensure responses to queries
in real-time, too. The requirements are often an obstacle
for huge corpus of photos.

2.

Related work

Learning-based methods attempt to learn classifiers or use
machine learning techniques to learn joint probabilities
between photos and annotations. Typical classifiers are
Support Vector Machine (SVM) [2], Hidden Markov models [8] or Bayes point machine [1].
Co-occurance model [5] is considered the main representative on learning joint probabilities between photos and
words. Learning consists of two processes. First, a grid
segmentation algorithm is used to divide each image into
sub-images and global features of the sub-images are calculated. Second, the probability of each word for set of
segments is estimated by using a vector quantization of
the features of the sub-images. Other representatives are
Translation model [4], Cross-media relevance model [6] or
Continuous relevance model [7].
Dependence on a training dataset is considered the main
drawback of the approaches. Another problem is that the
approaches do not address the issue of indexing of the
huge number of features (large datasets).
On other hand, web-based methods use crawled web-image
data to obtain relevant annotations. A typical web-based
method is AnnoSearch [14]. With a target photo, an initial word (key caption) is provided to conduct a textbased search on a web database. Then a content-based
method is used to search visually similar photos and annotations are extracted from obtained descriptions. Other
related approaches [10, 13] modify and extend the proposed method.
The main problem of the existing approaches is performance (annotation in real-time) and lack of information
about the target photo to conduct a web search. We
propose a method which ensures robustness and generalization needed by complex queries and annotation in
real-time.

3.

Our approach

Our method (see Figure 1) consists of two phases, namely
dataset pre-processing and processing of the target photo
(query). The both phases are in principle independent.

3.1 Dataset pre-processing
Dataset pre-processing consists of
1. photo processing,
2. features extraction and
3. features indexing.
The photo processing includes photo resizing (if necessary) and dividing the photo to the fixed number of subimages (grid segmentation). The segmentation determines
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the granularity with which we are able to name identified
regions. The feature extraction is performed in 3 steps:
• Extraction of bounded local features: for each subimage the fixed number of local descriptors is computed.
• Extraction of free local features: for the full photo
the fixed number of local descriptors is computed
and the sets of the bounded and free features are
mutually disjoint.
• Extraction of global features: for each sub-image
a global descriptor is computed.
To detection and extraction the local features, we use
Scale Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT) [9]. The features are invariant to image scaling, translation and partially invariant to illumination changes and affine for 3D
projection. They are well adapted for characterizing small
details. The method consists of a detector and descriptor. The features are detected through local extreme in a
Difference-of-Gaussians function and described using histograms of gradients.
The bounded features perform partially a role of the global
features due to their uniform (balanced) extraction of the
full photo. A drawback of the SIFT is that the features
are extracted using grayscale information only. To capture complex information, we employ the global features.
To computation of the global descriptors, we use Joint
Composite Descriptor (JCD) [15]. The JCD belongs to a
group of Compact Composite Descriptors (CCD), which
combine information about color and texture in a single
histogram. They were designed with regard to dimension,
but without compromising their discriminating ability.
To index the extracted descriptors, we implemented diskbased locality-sensitive hashing (LSH). It is a method
for solving the near neighbor search in high dimensional
spaces. The basic idea is that similar features are mapped
to the same buckets with high probability (see Figure 2).
We employ the LSH scheme [3] based on p-stable distributions as follows:

h(v)(a,b) =



a·v + b
w



(1)

Each hash function h(v)(a,b) : Rd →Z maps a d dimensional feature vector v onto the set of integers. The parameter a is a d dimensional vector with entries chosen
from a p-stable distribution (Gaussian distribution), b is a
real number chosen uniformly from the range [0, w]. The
optimal value for w depends on the dataset and the feature vector. In [3] was suggested that w = 4.0 provides
good results, therefore we chose the value. Each function
g (see Figure 2) is obtained by concatenating k randomly
chosen hash functions h. Furthermore, we map the set of
computed integers to a single integer for bucket identification gi (h1 (v), ..., hk (v))→N .
To store the huge number of the extracted features, we
adopted the distributed database management system Cas-
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Figure 1: A scheme of our annotation method consists of two independent phases, namely dataset preprocessing (1) - (3) and processing of a target photo (A) - (G).

sandra, which is designed to handle very large amounts
of data1 .

3.2 Target photo annotation
Steps of photo annotation are shown in Figure 1. After
photo processing (A) and extraction of global and local
features (B), similar features are retrieved from the LSH
database (C, D). Each feature is associated with a photo,
so they are subsequently grouped according to them.
Result of the particular steps is a list of similar photos
(candidates) and their features that are grouped by similarity to sub-images of the target photo. The grouped
features (into sub-image groups) are divided into a bag of
bounded local features and a single global feature. Each
candidate has assigned similar free local features, too.
The algorithm to keyword extraction consists of the following steps (E, F, G):
1. Compute a score value SLFc for local features as
follows:
• for the free local features compute geometric
consistency using a RANSAC algorithm; inliers assign to the bag of the bounded local
features according to their coordinates (into a
corresponding sub-image group)
• for each sub-image group of the candidate compute a sub-score as a proportion of the number of the similar bounded local features and
1

Apache Cassandra: http://cassandra.apache.org/

the total number of the extracted local features
from the corresponding sub-image of the target
photo; add an extra weight for the features (objects) whose dominance or frequency is greater
• compute the SLFc as the sum of the computed
sub-scores
2. Compute a score value SGFc for global features as
follows:
• for each global feature in the sub-image groups
compute a similarity to the corresponding subimage of the target photo (to calculate the similarity is used Tanimoto coefficient
• compute the SGFc as the sum of the computed
similarities
3. For each candidate compute a final score (F Sc) using the equation (2), where dl is a damping factor
for the local features and dg is a damping factor for
global features. Furthermore, order the candidates.
F Sc = dl ∗ SLFc + dg ∗ SGFc

(2)

4. Merge all keywords assigned to the candidates and
by frequency assign the top keywords to the target
photo. From each candidate assign all its keywords
to the sub-images of the target photo, provided that
the corresponding sub-scores of the candidate are
greater than or equal to a threshold. Words with
the highest frequency are the final names for the
sub-images.
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Figure 2: Locality-sensitive hashing: similar features are mapped to the same buckets with high probability.

4.

Evaluation and conclusions

Our evaluation is conducted on Corel5K corpus which
contains 5000 photos. This corpus is used widely in automatic photo annotation area and includes a variety of
subjects, ranging from urban to nature scenes and from
artificial objects to animals. It is divided into 2 sets: a
training set of 4500 photos and a test set of 500 photos.
Each photo is associated with 1-5 keywords.
To cope with the huge number of extracted features, we
implemented disk-based locality-sensitive hashing to index descriptors. By searching similar candidates to extraction of keywords, we focus on photos analysis in terms
of probability that the retrieved photos contain the right
keywords for the target photo. For example, we prefer
photos where extracted objects of interest from the target
photo are dominant in retrieved photos or their frequency
of occurrence is greater. It is more likely that such photos
contain the right words. We also focus on identification
of less significant objects for which we are looking for correct words. Using grid segmentation, we are able to name
objects directly in the target photo.
Our approach can be effectively used to provide crucial
semantic metadata required for advanced multi-paradigm
exploration of image collections [12] or more general personalized exploratory search approaches [11], where traditional (text-based) metadata extraction approaches fail.
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Abstract
In many applications concerning adaptive presentation of
documents (be it web-based learning or open web in general), identiﬁcation of interesting fragments is useful feature for various tasks like rewriting the content or recommending to the user where to focus. We presented
a method using several implicit interest indicators with
emphasis on read wear and gaze tracking to identify such
fragments and implemented it in the widely used web
browser with use of common webcam. Also, several scenarios employing identiﬁed fragments, speciﬁcally in context of web-based learning, are presented.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
K.3.1 [Computer Uses in Education]: Collaborative
learning, Computer-assisted instruction (CAI)

Keywords
implicit feedback, gaze tracking, read wear, web-based
learning, summarization, collaboration

1. Interesting Fragments in Learning
Identiﬁcation of interesting fragments of a document can
be useful feature for various tasks: document summarization, revision, recommendation or simple visual aid showing where to focus. Apart from content-based methods,
where we consider only document itself and its contents,
we can use user feedback – either explicit, where user is
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knowingly rating the content, or implicit, where user is using the system as usual and the rating is inferred from his
actions. Traditional explicit and implicit feedback may
pose a problem in e-learning applications: explicit rating
may distract the user from his primary goal to learn and
implicit rating may be diﬃcult to infer when user opens
a document and reads its portion without providing any
traditional implicit interest indicators like clicking, moving the cursor, etc.
We proposed a method using classic implicit interest indicators while improving rating in described situation by
using read wear and gaze tracking. As users of web-based
learning system do not learn only in controlled environment in usability laboratories, we use gaze tracking from
common webcam with no holder or infra-red modiﬁcations. Identiﬁed fragments can be used in several scenarios ranging from simple visualization or similar notiﬁcation, to summarization, to adaptive guide to learning
system and to augmented communication between users.
In this paper we present this interesting fragment identiﬁcation method in general, with more details on implementation and evaluation in adaptive web-based learning
system ALEF [7] and we further discuss scenarios employing collected feedback.

2. Related Work
Extensive work has been performed in the implicit and
explicit feedback. It has been shown that users provide
explicit feedback mostly only when they are very satisﬁed
or dissatisﬁed – a problem known as J-shaped or V-shaped
rating curve [5]. Implicit means are often preferred and
many interest indicators were described and combined [1,
3], both in relation to entire documents (click count, printing, total count of copy operations, etc.) and in relation
to document’s fragments (mouse pointer movement, copy
operations, gaze, etc.).
Important concept in tracking fragments of document is
read wear [4], where document is being virtually worn
out according to time user(s) spent reading its parts, effectively tracking users scrolling it. However, there are
recognized problems with such tracking of users viewing
content — user can pursue other activities while content
is displayed, he can even leave completely. While presence
of user and his gaze correlates with mouse movement to
certain levels [2], not all users follow their eye movement
with mouse cursor. This can be enforced: text can be
made unintelligible by changes in size or colour or document can be blurred and only fragments surrounding
the mouse cursor will be revealed [8]. Such methods are
clearly invasive to users’ natural workﬂows.
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Less interrupting methods involve tracking of physical
user, often visually and with gaze tracking. Apart from
kits involving expensive custom hardware (faceLAB, EyeLink), several methods using common webcams with open
source computer vision library OpenCV exist. ITU Gaze
Tracker was successfully used by disabled people for text
input [6]. This solution however requires either original camera-installed or custom made infrared light, which
limits selection of hardware. Image of eye must ﬁll signiﬁcant portion of camera image, so the camera must be
close to the eye — authors tried two solutions: holder
made of oﬃce lamp or user biting into a piece of wood
with camera. OpenGazer was successfully used for document summarization and for recommendation of online
content [9]. OpenGazer is advantageous in common settings as no change in camera or lighting is needed and
only small adjustment of position is preferred, the camera
can be conveniently placed under the display. However,
as the eye ﬁlls signiﬁcantly smaller portion of the camera
image and no clues from infra-red reﬂection of retina is
available, lower precision can be expected.

3. Fragment Identification Based on Implicit
Feedback
We track interest indicators not only in relation to the document, but also to the application itself, where document fragments pose parts of document (e.g. text sections, pictures, exercise deﬁnitions/hints/solutions) and
applications fragments pose parts of system (e.g. recommendation box, menu). We divided interest indicators
into groups of untargeted, passively and actively targeted
and document-related indicators. By targeting we mean
whether user does this action mostly when he is working with related fragment, so cursor alone is untargeted,
text selection is targeted. By passively/actively we mean
whether user is just looking at the content or he is actively performing actions like copying or clicking a link.
We initially set weights for each of the groups and also for
each of the indicators in each group. Our main interest is
in read wear and gaze indicators, which are passively targeted indicators. Experimentally, we set weights to these
two indicators as 1:9, because if have direct information
on which content has the user looked, we give it signiﬁcantly higher weight than to information that the content
was simply displayed. We combine indicators collected
for fragments in the straightforward manner, where we
sum up weighted values of each indicator in each group
and then sum up weighted groups. Attention index is
afterwards normalized by the length of fragment.

4. Scenarios for the Use of Processed Feedback
Information about user’s workings with the document can
be used either directly (visualize important parts) or indirectly (adaptively guide the user through the workﬂow
in the system). We propose several scenarios.

4.1 Interesting Fragments
Identiﬁed interesting fragments can be directly visualized
by highlighting them in the original document. The purpose is to allow users quickly scan through documents
and aim only at important or diﬃcult fragments, or also
let them learn/review materials quickly in time restricted
conditions. Another possible feature is summarization,
where we select only deﬁned number of fragments with
highest attention index, however without considering their
content, some part of the document that is fast to skip
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through, but important to notice, can be lost. Therefore,
such summarization may be improved by considering fragment types (e.g. leave at least ﬁgures from any part of
document) or directly their content (e.g. measure stop
words, extract keywords). Other means to present the
fragment importance to the user is an adaptive scrollbar,
which can move the document according to importance of
displayed content – it should skip through unimportant
fragments (move larger portion of document per pixels
moved) and slow down on important fragments.

4.2 Adaptive Guide to Learning Application
The user can be aided with learning in the web-based system by providing him with clues about functions of system he did not yet discovered. For example, if the user is
not using recommendation, a message pointing this feature out can be displayed. This can be accomplished by
classic tracking of user actions, even on server side (tracking the requests initiated by clicks). However, by adding
gaze tracking, we can diﬀerentiate whether user has noticed such feature, but ignored it (we can ask him whether
he does not like the recommended items or he does not
want to use such feature at all), or whether he did not notice this feature in the ﬁrst place (then we can point it out
or change application design to make it more prominent).
Also, when we detect that user struggles with some part
of the system (e.g. he is scanning through the menu for
longer time), we can provide him with a box to shortly
describe his problem right there. By targeting the questions and tips more adequately to current situation, user’s
interest in answering explicit feedback questions or taking
the tips into account should increase.

4.3 Augmented Communication
Communication of users browsing the same site can be
problematic, as users may be shy about starting the contact or they may do not want to distract others while
learning. If we augment instant messaging by providing the users with collected information about actions of
their peers, we should encourage cooperation, especially
in learning application, as students see who is browsing
the same content and is possibly stuck on the same parts
of document when there is a problem or diﬃcult content.

5. Evaluation
We used OpenGazer to implement gaze tracking in a standalone desktop application which communicates with applications via local sockets in server-client model. We
collect interest indicators in an extension of Firefox web
browser UTrack , which also launches and connects to the
gaze tracking application. In order to identify web systems that can make use of collected feedback, such web
application has to provide ﬁle called utrack def.txt where
it speciﬁes both user (selectors describing document fragment and application fragments to be tracked) and application (where to send collected information) interfaces.
Upon launch of the extension, user is presented with the
screen depicted in Figure 1, which guides him through set
up of camera and calibration of gaze tracking.
In the ALEF web-based learning system, we implemented
general mechanisms for adaptive explicit questions and
tips and we created speciﬁc questions to be displayed
when the extension notiﬁes the web application of user
behaviour (e.g. gazing on an application fragment for
too long). Also, we implemented fragment importance
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Furthermore, we evaluated how willing users were to provide explicit feedback when they were asked right when we
detected they were working with widgets in ALEF as they
gazed for 10 seconds on it. When presented with question whether they were working with detected widget, in
6.96 % cases users chose not to answer. When we used
only mouse cursor position instead of gaze, we achieved
better accuracy in determining correct widgets (possibly
as a result of leaving mouse in the place of last action
and reading on), but in 12.44 % cases users chose not to
answer. As a control, such questions were also presented
randomly with enough interval between any questions and
in 33.33 % cases users decided not to answer. Tracking
user’s gaze and asking him questions about those parts
of the system he has been working with yielded to more
cooperation from the user.

6. Conclusions
Figure 1: In-application instructions how to set
up the webcam and perform the calibration.

In this paper we presented method for interesting fragment identiﬁcation including gaze tracking and its implementation with common webcams in common settings.
We discussed several scenarios for use of such feedback in
visualization, summarization, adaptive guide or adaptive
explicit feedback and augmented communication between
users. Further work may be done considering content of
fragments itself – e.g. by performing a keyword extraction.
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Abstract
Parallel performance of graphics cards in desktop computers generally outreaches performance of conventional processors. The purpose of this paper is to identify possibilities of tasks parallelization when searching and evaluating
game trees and to propose algorithms that would perform
better on SIMD processors of graphics cards than on regular desktop processors. On proposed algorithms’ basis are
created two prototypes that implement game tree search
of game Czech draughts. Performance of these prototypes
is compared in diﬀerent levels of game tree on various
compute devices. Implemented algorithm achieves approximately two to three times better performance using
graphics card against conventional quad-core processor.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
I.2.8 [Artificial intelligence]: Problem Solving, Control
Methods, and Search—graph and tree search strategies;
I.3.1 [Computer graphics]: Hardware architecture—
graphics processors, parallel processing

Keywords
Game tree search, evaluation, graphics card, GPU,
OpenCL, draughts, parallelization

1. Introduction
Searching in complete game trees by conventional means,
such are processors, is mostly impossible task due to time
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complexity. Common partial solution to this problem is
to search only up to some predeﬁned maximal depth following the rule - the more nodes we explore, the better
solution we get.
With advance in GPGPU (General-purpose computing
on graphics processing units) one of the options of exploring higher amount of nodes appears to be the use of
massive parallel performance of graphics cards. Graphics
cards achieve in some speciﬁc tasks higher performance
than conventional processors. These tasks are primarily speciﬁc by need of decomposition of main task into
higher number of smaller subtasks that can be processed
concurrently by stream processors of graphics card. The
processing speed of such decomposed subtasks is, however, farther dependent on architecture of graphics cards
consisting of several SIMD (Single instruction multiple
data) processors. The algorithms designed for SIMD processors diﬀer from other parallel algorithms mainly by
closer connection with underlying hardware and the need
of its correct understanding. It is therefore the reason to
pay higher attention to designing of the algorithm. Incorrectly designed algorithm for this architecture need not
have any performance contribution, or even can perform
worse. On the other hand well designed algorithm can
bring high performance boost.
In the following sections we have identiﬁed tasks that can
be processed concurrently when searching in game tree.
Consequently we have designed game tree search algorithms for game Czech draughts optimized for execution
on SIMD processors of graphics cards. Lastly we have
compared performance of designed algorithms when executed on graphics cards against conventional desktop processor.

2. Parallelization in game trees
The most common goal of game tree search is ﬁnding of
player’s move that maximizes his chance of winning. To
achieve this goal it is necessary to create game tree consisting of as much nodes as possible generated by legal
moves of both players. Consequently the game tree is
evaluated and it is chosen the move that leads to node
with highest price. Commonly the game tree is created
by sequential generation of game nodes (e.g. breadthﬁrst search, depth-ﬁrst search, iterative deepening depthﬁrst search). Evaluating of game nodes is also realized
sequentially, the most common algorithms involve algorithm minimax and its modiﬁcations [5].
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Figure 1: Generation of game nodes - every thread
is processing one node and generates several children nodes in deeper level of the game tree.
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Figure 3: Backwards evaluation of game tree levels - every thread is processing one node and determines its price as the maximum (minimum) of
its children nodes.
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Figure 2: Evaluation of end nodes - every thread
is processing one node and computes its price.
First step when adopting parallelization at game tree
searching is therefore choosing appropriate algorithm for
searching and identifying parts that can be executed concurrently. After analysing several sequential game tree
searching algorithms the most natural way appears to be
the use of breadth-ﬁrst search algorithm and minimax
algorithm for game nodes evaluation. When we take a
closer look at them, there are three parts at which we can
apply parallelization. The identiﬁed parts are generation
of game nodes, evaluation of end nodes and backwards
evaluation of game tree levels.

2.1 Generation of game nodes
When generating game nodes the input of the algorithm
consists always of game nodes that have the same depth
in game tree. The goal of the algorithm is to generate
new game nodes of the next deeper level of the game tree
(see Figure 1). New game nodes are created from parent
node by playing all possible moves.
Parallelization is applied on input nodes where each of
these nodes generates usually diﬀerent amount of children nodes that are in the next deeper level in game tree.
In one execution of this parallel algorithm we can process only game nodes that have the same level in game
tree. Algorithm can be by sequel executed on nodes in
deeper level of game tree while the input of the algorithm
is always composed of the output nodes from previous execution of the algorithm. Therefore by sequel execution of
this algorithm we can theoretically create complete game
tree.

2.2 Evaluation of end nodes
The next identiﬁed possible use of parallelization in game
trees is parallel evaluation of end nodes of game tree.
The input of the algorithm consists of non-evaluated end
nodes. The goal of the algorithm is to determine price for
each of these nodes (how beneﬁcial is getting into given
node for the player). The output of algorithm consists of
evaluated end nodes (see Figure 2).

2.3 Backwards evaluation of game tree levels
The last identiﬁed possible use of parallelization in game
trees is backwards evaluation of game tree after end nodes
were evaluated. The input of the algorithm consists always of game nodes in lowest not yet evaluated level in
game tree. For each node algorithm determines price as
the maximum or minimum (depending on actual game
tree level) of the prices of node’s children (algorithm minimax). The output of the algorithm consists of evaluated

input nodes (see Figure 3). By sequel execution of algorithm on nodes from deeper game tree levels up to root
node we can evaluate the whole game tree and therefore
ﬁnd the best possible move in the game for the player.

3. Parallel generation of game nodes in draughts
From identiﬁed possible uses of parallelization in game
trees described in previous section we focus on generation
of game nodes. Generation of nodes is the most time
consuming operation from the whole process of game tree
search.
For exploration of the next detailed possibilities of parallel generation of game nodes we use game tree of the
game Czech draughts1 . Czech draughts are played only
on black cells of game board of size 8x8. Each of the
players has on the game opening eight stones on his side
of the game board. Stones can move only about one cell
forward diagonally. After reaching the farthest opposite
row the stone turns into king that can move diagonally
all directions about arbitrary amount of cells. The goal
of the game is by jumping over the opponent’s stones to
eliminate all his stones on the game board.
Game tree of the draughts consist of nodes that represent
game boards. Game board in deeper level of the game
tree is created from parent board by moving with exactly
one stone in it. Branching factor of draughts’ game tree
has at the game opening value of 7, but during the game
it has tendency to increase markedly. In early game it
is caused by revealing of stones on border row and thus
allowing them to move, in the later game it is due to
higher amount of possible moves of kings. Total number
of nodes in complete draughts’ game tree is at about 1031
nodes [1].
As we implied in section 2.1 the simplest way of parallel
generation of game nodes is when we process in parallel
always only one whole level of game tree at the time that
results in generation of nodes in the next deeper level
of game tree. When processing game tree of draughts
we can go even farther and to process in parallel even
cells or stones. On the basis of how much work the single
thread will do we can recognize three diﬀerent approaches
- parallel processing of game boards, parallel processing
of cells in game boards and parallel processing of stones
in game boards.

3.1 Parallel processing of game boards
When considering this approach of generation of game
nodes every thread processes exactly one game board and
creates its children (see Figure 4). The thread in sequel
checks black cells whether the player’s stone is present on
its position. When the thread ﬁnds player’s stone on the
1

http://www.damweb.cz/pravidla/cdfull.html
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Figure 4: Parallel processing of game boards - every thread processes all player’s stones on exactly
one assigned game board.
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Figure 6: Parallel processing of stones in game
boards - every thread firstly finds cell with stone
on basis of its thread index and than processes it
(game boards can be processed also in parallel).
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Figure 5: Parallel processing of cells in game
boards - every thread processes one black cell of
game board (game boards can be processed also
in parallel), if the cell does not contain any stone
the threads ends immediately.
cell it tries to move by this stone with all possible legal
moves and thereby generates new children game boards.
Disadvantage of this approach results from SIMD architecture of graphics cards. Considering that the work items
of SIMD processor always process the cell on the same
position but on diﬀerent board at the time, often happens that if one thread ﬁnds stone on this position, other
threads that do not ﬁnd have to wait until threads which
found stones process those stones. Therefore parallel performance of graphics card is not fully utilized.
This approach can be markedly improved if threads ﬁrstly
create lists of cells with stones to process. Consequently
the threads cycle over items (stones on cells) in their lists
and process them. Eﬃciency of SIMD processors’ usage
is in this case dependent on how much diﬀer the numbers
of stones in processed game boards.

3.2 Parallel processing of cells in game boards
When considering approach of parallel processing cells in
game boards every thread has assigned one cell that the
thread processes (see Figure 5). The advantage of this
approach lies in that there is no need of complicated ﬁnding out what to process because it is implicitly deﬁned.
We can simply determine concrete processing cell from
thread number. On the other hand huge disadvantage is
ineﬃcient usage of SIMD processor, because of the most
of the threads end already on the start of their program
when they do not ﬁnd any stones on assigned cells. Such
threads can continue processing another cell only after
all work items in SIMD processors process their cells and
that can take a lot of time, especially if other work items
ﬁnd stones on assigned cells.

3.3 Parallel processing of stones in game boards
The goal of parallel processing of stones in game boards is
to eliminate ineﬃciency of previous approach when threads
try to process cells with no stones. Diﬃcult thing about
this approach is the way of determination of cells with
stones that the threads will process.

The simplest solution for this problem is to assign to
each game board the number of threads that is equal to
maximum number of stones that the player can have on
the game board (in draughts eight). Consequently every
thread has to ﬁnd on its start on the basis of its index
order of the stone in the game board that it will process
(see Figure 6).
Disadvantage of this approach is overhead needed to ﬁnd
correct cell with stone on it that the thread will process
and worse usage of SIMD processor if there is not maximum number of stones on the board (especially in the late
game). Despite of that is the usage of the SIMD processor
much better than in previous approach.

4. Prototypes of parallel game tree search
On the basis of last two identiﬁed approaches we have
created two prototypes that create game tree of draughts
with respect to legal moves of ordinary stones. Prototypes
are implemented using OpenCL framework that allows
to execute prototypes besides on graphics cards also on
conventional processors.

4.1 First prototype
First prototype uses approach of parallel processing of
cells described in section 3.2. This prototypes has been
primarily developed for graphics card ATI Radeon 4890
that is characterized by only elementary support for
OpenCL. It supports minimal number of OpenCL extensions and missing LDS (Local Data Storage) memory is
emulated by slower global memory. That lead to many
compromises (involving used data structures and overall
work with memory) needed to be able to execute prototype on this graphics card. Prototype is able to generate
nodes from maximum depth of six due to memory problems.

4.2 Second prototype
Second prototype uses approach of parallel processing of
stones described in section 3.3. This prototype has been
primarily developed for newer graphics card Nvidia
GTX460 with decent OpenCL support and language extensions. The usage of these extensions for advanced
memory addressing and atomic instructions allowed implementation of more eﬃcient algorithm but at the cost
of incompatibility with older graphics cards. Prototype is
able to generate nodes from maximum depth of eight (for
deeper levels algorithm modiﬁcation is necessary).

4.3 Performance comparison
In Table 1 can be found comparison of implemented algorithms between graphics cards ATI Radeon 4890 and
Nvidia GTX460 and quad-core processor Intel i5 750.
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Table 1: Performance comparison.
Depth
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

First Prototype [ms]
Radeon 4890 GTX460 i5 750
318,21
0,62
1,63
327,04
0,77
1,74
333,05
1,04
7,94
403,96
5,21
11,84
859,17
38,86
52,75
-

Second Prototype [ms]
GTX460
i5 750
1,07
0,89
0,69
1,03
0,68
1,41
0,99
3,53
3,89
20,63
33,2
75,32
222,46
612,16

Performance of the prototypes was measured on operating
system Ubuntu 10.10.
As we can see from comparison ﬁrst prototype running on
Radeon 4890 performs much worse than processor Intel
i5 750 although the prototype is optimized for this card.
Nvidia GTX460 with better GPGPU support performs a
little better than processor in deeper levels of game tree,
but performance gain is not very impressive.
After implementing second prototype using algorithm of
parallel processing of stones performance when running
on processor did not change a lot, but there was a decent
performance boost when running on graphics card Nvidia
GTX460. This was mainly caused by better utilization
of SIMD processors due to used algorithm and memory
optimizations.

5. Conclusion
In this paper we have identiﬁed three diﬀerent parts of
common game tree search algorithms that can be parallelized - generation of game nodes, evaluation of end nodes

and backwards evaluation of game tree levels. Since generation of game nodes is usually the most time consuming operation we have focused at ﬁnding algorithms that
would decrease this time using graphics card.
We have examined diﬀerent approaches of game nodes
generation for game Czech draughts and demonstrated
that not all of these approaches are suitable for eﬃcient
processing by graphics cards. As the best solution it has
proved to be parallel processing of stones although small
overhead is needed to ﬁnd positions of stones on the game
board at the algorithm start.
As a result of this study we have achieved approximately
two to three times higher speed of the nodes generation
using graphics card Nvidia GTX460 compared to quadcore processor Intel i5 750. This proves that graphics card
can be eﬃciently used to accelerate game tree searching.
Acknowledgement. This work was partially supported
by the Scientiﬁc Grant Agency of Slovak Republic under
grants VG1/0141/10 and VG1/0508/09.
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Abstract
In most cases photography is considered to be a medium
to save and share memories and emotions from photographed events. We have proposed an innovative method
of photo album visualization, which is used for events recall, recognition and for navigation through a photo album. Thus we can easily satisfy the needs of most photographers. Visualization described in this paper is also
intended to enhance positive user experience while browsing photo albums.

from their holidays, trips and events. In most cases, taking pictures is a process of saving memories via a camera
and therefore the visualization of photo albums should
communicate these memories to make events unforgettable [1, 2]. Thus it is important to create visualization
providing global overview of experienced events, which
helps users to
• recall memories - for those who were attending the
events,

Categories and Subject Descriptors

• recognize memories - for those who were not attending the events.

H.3.3 [Information Search and Retrieval]; H.5.2 [User
Interfaces]: Graphical user interfaces (GUI)

Keywords
User experience, Interaction design, Multimedia

1.

Introduction

Digital photography has existed for nearly 20 years (since
1991). About ten years later the first mobile phone with
an integrated camera was manufactured and nowadays
more than 90
Character of the mobile photography or a way how the
Facebook users share their photos proves that for most
people a photo gallery is a way how to present experiences
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As times go by, the recall is becoming the recognition
because users are forgetting their memories. This is the
reason why the recognition is also important for those
who were attending the events. The next aspect of presenting memories which we are focusing on is user experience. Presentation of experienced memories is mostly
about evoking similar emotions, which users feel during
the events photographing. According to this it is important to create positive user experience via interaction
model as a complement of the memories recall.
Our proposed method is based on an experiment. People were asked to tell their stories as they do when they
share their memories from various events. We have found
out that the most important part of the storytelling was
identification of the most interesting events following by
connecting these events together. Connections between
events were mostly based on chronological order. Thus
there is a need to create visualization which supports
both pinpointing most important events and visualizing
chronologically order of the events. The survey shows
that by this way it is more or less possible to reproduce
the storytelling.

2.

Related Works

During the 20 years of digital photography existence no
bigger change was made in photo album visualization.
Most of existing solutions are focused on presenting photo
albums in a manner of presenting photographs in a sequence one by one without any global events overview.
There are widely used commercial solutions like Flickr or
Windows Live Photo Gallery which provide functionality
like photo clustering into events, but there is a missing
visual connection between events.
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There are also some interesting research studies. The
most similar to our goals is the solution described in
[6]. Toyama et al. analyze many aspects of photography. They use mostly photography metadata to provide
user with exhausting information presentation. The main
application window is split to seven parts and each part
presents an aspect of a given photography and a photo
album as a whole. The emphasis lays on a map-photo
connection. However, this solution presents many views
of a photograph and photo album but we consider it too
complex for casual not computer-skilled users.
In [3], Fujita et al. created photo collection presentation mostly focused on storytelling on a map. Arrows
are drawn on the map to picture spatial information of a
photograph and direction of camera when the picture was
taken. The presentation is also supported by photograph
slideshow which shows users the chronological order of
photographs. This solution is meant to present virtual
street tours and thus it is too specific for general use.
In [1], Ames et al. bring an idea of multi-stories visualization called PhotoArcs. The visualization is based on
arcs which stand for stories of users. The arcs are placed
on a 2D plane and are covered by photos. The photos
on the plane are positioned into clusters and the clusters
are commented as a whole which slightly outlines story
events. The intersections of the arcs are identified as intersections of stories. The main contribution of the presentation is in collaboration between users. The photograph presentations are created collaboratively as a social
activity. We consider this idea very interesting, but there
is a problem that not so many usersâĂŹ stories are so
interlaced. In most cases, there is a story line belonging
to many users.

3.

Chart of Interests

The main goal of our visualization method is to provide
a user with a global overview of a photo album, show
him/her what and when happened, what were the most
important events, reproduce storytelling etc. For this purpose we have proposed a Chart of Interests as an abstract
of a photo album (see Figure 1). The Chart of Interests
is a waveform placed in a chart where the x-ax stands for
a time and the y-ax stands for an interest of events in the
concrete time point.
The method is based on the idea the more pictures the
user takes the more interesting the event is. The interest
function in a given time is computed as a density of taking pictures during a time period. This is naturally true
because when there is no interesting event people take no
pictures or not more than one-two pictures in a long time
period. On the other hand, when there is a really interesting event there is a need to document every second of
the event.
The problem can rise because there are plenty types of
photographers. In general, there exist three types of photographers taking three types of photography:

• personal photography - photography which is the
widest spread and which we are mostly focused on.
The photographers try to do a snapshot with a purpose not to create the perfect picture but to save
the memories. This use-case is the most suitable for

our visualization because of the character of taking
pictures.
• art photography - photographers try to take few perfect art photos of the event. However, also these
photographers take more photos when photographing important events to be sure to create technically
perfect photo in the right moment. Thus it is better
to create visualization from the collection of all, not
just from the best photos, to catch the right course
of survived events.
• documentary photography - the character of the documentary photography is somewhere between the
art and personal photography. It is widely used in
journalism and thus it is also suitable in some cases
for our visualization method.
We expect than we can more or less cover all types of photography but the visualization is proposed to fully support
personal photography and its character.

3.1 Visualized Properties of a Photo Album in the
Chart of Interests
The Chart of Interests is a graphical overview of a photo
album where the user can see a photo album context. This
visualization method utilizes following features:
• identification of events across a photo album
• chronological order of events
• identification of most important events of time periods in a photo album
• photo album placement in a time context
• storytelling
• navigation element which can be used as a supplement to single photo browsing (see Figure 2), photo
album on a map presentation, events commenting
etc.
Thanks to the waveform of the chart the user gets to know
the character of the events, the user can see whether the
event was short and very exciting, or quite long and exciting at the beginning and then a bit boring etc. This
approach supports the storytelling and helps the user easily navigate through the photo album. When there is no
time to see all photographs from a photo album the user
can go just trough the most interesting events or trough
the events which he consider interesting according to a
title or a photo representative of an event.
The most interesting events are visible according to local extremes of the waveform. These extremes have no
meaning without additional graphical notation. Thus it
is important to somehow identify these extremes in a way
that it is clear which extreme belongs to which event. We
have decided to circle the events in the chart to bring the
user similar feeling as in the real world. It is natural for
users to circle such information. People do this quite often. They draw circles around information on a paper to
stress and highlight information. According to the area
of the circle, the user can intuitively identify which event
is more important than another.
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Figure 1: The Chart of Interests as an abstract of photo album.
Other way how to stress the event importance is via position of the event title. It is natural to place the title
of the more important event in a higher position within
the chart. The higher position in a chart is mostly considered as a higher value what should be the synonym to
the higher importance of an event. This multiple stressing of single information eases the interaction process and
enhances positive user experience.
Simplification principle is also used in the time depiction.
We are not using classical time depiction on the x-ax in
a meaner of single unit time segmentation followed by
number labelling. We have decided to use more pleasant
way to bring the visualization also closer to users who
are not such familiar with charts. To keep chart simplicity the chart is visually divided into 8 time segments at
most which are labelled by well known calendar labels e.g.
February or Day 1 etc.
For each event we pick a photo representative which enhance the recall of memories and help users recognize the
story of an event. The photo representative also personalizes the chart. For this purpose we also use a color of
the chart. We analyse the photographs from the photo
album and according to photograph color scheme we pick
a representative color of the chart. This personalization
helps user recall the character of the photo album. The
assumption is that the summer photo albums will have
summer colors, night photo albums will consist of dark
colors etc.
The storytelling is supported by many aspects. The first
aspect is photo album clustering into events followed by
chronological order of the events. Thanks to event titles
and photo representatives which are placed in the time
context we have a basic plot of the photo album. The
next aspect which supports storytelling is the waveform
itself. The waveform shows the progress of the story. The
most important part of storytelling itself is written text
[4]. This we can achieve by allowing authors write initial
comments and also allowing the users who browse the
photo album to write replies to the initial comments. This
way the users create a narration. It is a bit different
than classical single photography commenting because the
comments are closer to the photo album as a whole and
thus it creates a more meaningful story.
Other important usage of the visualization is the use case
of browsing single photos. We can easily visually place a
photograph in a time and photo album context, and so
let the user know when the photography was taken (see

Figure 2). Thanks to this the user can see the overall
photo album context in every moment.

3.2 Creating the Chart of Interests
To preserve the simplicity we had to deal with creating
of the chart. To make the visualization usable it was necessary to automate the process as much as possible. We
had to make a compromise between the precision of the
visualization and the simplicity. Almost all components of
the chart are created fully automatically from photograph
metadata. The exceptions are events and event titles. We
have implemented a heuristic that estimates the number
of events and cluster photographs into events. We are
aware of the fact we cannot exactly estimate the events
so we allow user to adjust the resulting events. Thanks to
the semi-automation the chart is created in 5-10 minutes
which we consider as an acceptable time.

3.3 Algorithmic background of the Chart of Interests
Single photograph in the chart is represented as a Gaussian function. We assume that the Gaussian function is a
synonym to the development of the interest of an event,
because the interest of an event slowly begins, than rises
to the maximum and slowly drops. Final waveform of
the chart is computed as a sum of the Gaussian functions of each photograph. According to the number of
photographs we adjust the parameters of the Gaussian
function.
The waveform is than normalized via logarithmic function
to drop the maximal values and to raise the minimal values of the chart. There is a bigger difference between zero
and one photograph in a given time and e.g. 100 and 101
photographs in a given time when we consider the interest
of the event. There is still one photograph difference but
the meaning of the one photograph is different.
To preserve simplicity we have to make a waveform smoothing, because the resulting waveform from the previous
steps is too detailed. It is enough to present user with
only the approximate outline of the interest of events and
also our method is not so accurate to be so detailed. For
the smoothing purpose we use Fast Fourier Transform.
Photographs from a photo album are clustered by the algorithm described in [5]. It is running threshold algorithm
where the number of clusters are heuristically estimate.
When we know which photograph belongs to which cluster we have to make visual correction of clusters which
overlap too much. The big overlap is a problem when
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Figure 2: Single photograph browsing.
the chart is used for navigation and also causes a visual
disturbance.
As a last step we use a custom force based layout to layout the event titles and photo representative of events.
We have to avoid overlaps, because the titles would be
unreadable. We use ad-hoc layout algorithm to place the
elements on the chart. This way we assign each element
an original position. In the force based algorithm the elements are repulsed between each other and attracted to
the original position. There is also a repulsion priority in
the y-direction, because the titles are much wider than
higher and we want to preserve the x-position of the element.

4.

Conclusions and Discussion

In this paper we have described our photo album visualization proposal which we believe that can bring a user
a global overview of a photo album. We think that this
method is an inevitable result of character of contemporary photography. Our proposal is based on an experiment and we tried to include many necessary aspects of
sharing events and memories. On the top of all we are not
focused only on memories recall but also on photo album
browsing. We expect that the visualization method can
also shorten the process of concrete photograph look up.
We are aware that we are not covering all aspects of photo
album visualization, but we have made further proposals
to complement The Chart of Interests. We cannot implement all visualization aspects in the chart because it is
necessary to preserve the simplicity. The simplicity is a
trade-off between user experience and functionality. The
Chart of Interests is proposed in a way that it can be
easily supplement with a map, when the visualized events
are placed on the map, the events can be commented as
a whole etc.
We have implemented The Chart of Interests and showed
it to very few people. Current results show that this visualization method can be valuable contribution in memories recall and recognition. The most interesting parts
of visualization appear to be the event identification and
navigation via event circle depiction. The next very useful
part seems to be placement of events in time context and
identification of most interesting events. We expect that
the depiction of interest in the chart can be hardly under-

stood for some not computer-skilled users but we think
that this functionality can be easily explained. Further
usability tests and comparison to the existing methods
will show us the real state of our goal achievement.
As a future work we plan to utilize the function of interests. When we can identify the most interesting events
we can make a photo album compression, because we can
estimate the number of photographs which should be presented from given parts of a photo album. Connected to
event identification and basic photography rating we can
shorten the time needed to go through the photo album
when there is not so much time to see all photographs. It
can also be very interesting to look for similar events or
photo albums according to waveform of interest. Looking
for similar photo albums can be a tool useful e.g. in recommending systems, it can help better socialize among
users etc.
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Abstract
Mobile Ad hoc Network (MANET), a collection of nodes
that form a multi-hop wireless network, is emerging as
an important technology in the present and near future.
MANETs are being used in a variety of applications from
emergency rescue to sensor networks. With the expansion of real-time applications for this type of networks,
the need for quality of service (QoS) support has become
essential. This paper deals with current QoS models for
MANETs. We will propose a modiﬁcation of Stateless
Wireless Ad hoc Networks model (SWAN) in order to improve QoS performance and will provide our simulation
results..

Categories and Subject Descriptors
C.2.1 [Computer-Comunication Networks]: Network
Architecture and Design

Keywords
MANET, QoS Model, Service diﬀerentiation

1. Introduction
One of many QoS deﬁnition is the view to QoS as the ability of the network to provide diﬀerent services to various
types of network traﬃc. It means that the goal of QoS
is to achieve a more deterministic network behaviour so
that data carried by the network can be better delivered
and the resources can be better utilized. In wired networks, there are many approaches, techniques and protocols used to achieve this goal. Also, there exist QoS
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models which are complex frameworks widely used to
satisfy required QoS level for chosen application. Typically, QoS is measured or represented by set of qualitative network performance metrics such as bandwidth,
one-way network delay, delay variance (jitter) and packet
loss. There are applications sensible to one or two metrics with requirements to minimum or maximum level of
the metric. Unlike wired networks, MANETs have speciﬁc characteristics which make QoS provisioning more
diﬃcult, e.g. dynamic network topology and bandwidth
constraint in wireless medium. Due to special attributes
of MANET network, we can deﬁne some other QoS metrics, e.g. service coverage area or power consumption [10].
In order to satisfy QoS requirements, there is a need
to have a complex framework or QoS model which can
provide basic architecture of QoS provisioning. There
should be the cooperation among routing, queuing, packet
scheduling, admission control, signalling and traﬃc engineering. There has been proposed several QoS models
for MANETs. Next section covers most used ones and
discusses their advantages and disadvantages. Proposed
extension of SWAN model is in section 3, following with
our simulation results and the comparison with SWAN
model in section 4. Finally, section 5 contains conclusion
and description of some open issues in this area and our
future work.

2. Related Work
In wired networks there are two QoS models widely used,
IntServ (Integrated Services) providing hard QoS but with
low scalability, and DiﬀServ (Diﬀerentiated Services) used
in the Internet environment. Unfortunately, both are not
suitable for MANETs due to their speciﬁc characteristics. When QoS model for MANETs was designed, these
speciﬁc features of mobile ad hoc networks had to have
been considered. Especially, features like dynamic network topology, bandwidth constraint and limited power
of nodes which make MANETs really speciﬁc. And due
to them, it is not possible to use conventional QoS models from wired networks. The design also needed to take
under consideration the fact that a lot of MANETs are
connected to the Internet. This section describes most
used QoS models designed for mobile ad hoc networks.

2.1 Flexible QoS Model for MANETs
Flexible QoS Model for MANETs (FQMM) was the ﬁrst
QoS model designed for MANETs. It combines the advantages of IntServ and Diﬀserv models and provides a
hybrid scheme of per-ﬂow provisioning as in IntServ and
per-class provisioning as in DiﬀServ [12]. FQMM operates at the IP layer with the cooperation with MediumAccess layer. It is divided into data forwarding and con-
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trol plane. The main purpose of data forwarding plane
is to classify incoming packets going through traﬃc conditioner and packet scheduler. The control plane handles preparation for data forwarding operation with speciﬁc protocols and algorithms cooperation. This model
deﬁnes three categories of nodes: ingress, interior and
egress node. This nodes diﬀerentiation is borrowed from
DiﬀServ model from wired networks. Ingress node is a
source node sending data to destination. Interior nodes
are nodes forwarding data to other nodes according to
some routing decisions. And lastly, egress node is actually the destination node. Interior nodes forward data
packets by certain PHB (Per Hop Behaviour) according
to the Diﬀserv ﬁeld in the packet header. We can look
at MANET as one DiﬀServ domain bounded with the
ingress and egress nodes [3]. It is important to note that
due to the mobility of nodes in MANETs, the nodes can
have diﬀerent roles as they move. FQMM can provide per
ﬂow QoS provisioning for high-priority ﬂows. The question is how many high-priority ﬂow sessions can coexist
at the same time in the network. Another open issue is
the scheduling performed by intermediate nodes.

2.2 Integrated Mobile Ad hoc QoS framework
The Integrated Mobile Ad hoc QoS framework (iMAQ) is
another QoS model or framework for MANETs [8]. The
main idea of this model is based on a cross-layer communication approach involving network and application
layer by means of so called middleware service layer. As
nodes are mobile, the network can become partitioned
which leads to missing data. Predictive location-based
QoS routing protocol with middleware layer cooperation
can predict network partitioning and provide necessary
information to the application layer. Thus the main role
of middleware layer is to replicate data among diﬀerent
network groups in order to provide better data accessibility before network partitioning occurs. The disadvantage
of this QoS model is its high overhead and lack of resource
reservation [7].

2.3 INSIGNIA Model
INSIGNIA model represents the ﬁrst signalling framework
designed for MANETs. It is based on in-band signalling
approach. That means that control information is carried in data packets along the same communication path
in contrast to out-of-band signalling approach where control data are carried separately in control packets sometimes even along diﬀerent path than data packets. In
wired networks, Resource reSerVation Protocol (RSVP)
is used as a standard for resource reservation and management. RSVP is an example of out-of-band signalling.
For MANETs in general, this kind of signalling is not very
suitable because it consumes network bandwidth. Thus,
it is a better idea to use in-band signalling which consumes less bandwidth and if control overhead is simple
the information can be carried in each packet. INSIGINA
signalling framework uses the options part of IP packets
within all control information is carried. For each active ﬂow in the network there is a soft state stored in
all related hosts. The soft state is periodically refreshed
every time when packets from the particular ﬂow arrive
at the hosts or are forwarded by the host to their destination. INSIGNIA, with admission control cooperation,
reserves network resources, mainly available bandwidth,
to the particular ﬂow if the resource requirement coming from the source node can be satisﬁed. In order to
keep INSIGNIA very simple and to not conserve much

bandwidth, there are no error messages and thus no negative notiﬁcation among network nodes. For example,
if the resource requirement request cannot be satisﬁed,
no error message is sent to source node. Due to the dynamic topology of MANETs, INSIGINA needs to respond
fast to the topology changes. It is done by periodical informing the source node with the status of the data ﬂow.
The destination node gathers statistical information such
as throughput and loss rate and sends the report to the
source node. With this kind of feedback, the source node
can adapt the transmission of data packet belonging to
the particular ﬂow. Due to these attributes of INSIGNIA,
it can provide assured adaptive QoS provisioning to realtime ﬂows based on the source node’s requirements and
resource availability in the MANETs [5]. On the other
hand, the research shows that INSIGNIA has problems
with scalability since state information about data ﬂows
is stored in network nodes.

2.4 Design of an Efficient QoS Architecture Model
Unlike the previous model, Design of an Eﬃcient QoS Architecture (DEQA) model is very scalable and stabile [9].
It consists of three parts. The ﬁrst one is routing protocol that search several parallel communication paths.
Data packet are fragmented in source node and sent along
these paths independently to the destination where they
are assembled again. The goal of such a routing approach
is stability increase. The next part of a model is admission control with deﬁnition of two thresholds, minimum
and maximum. If the incoming QoS requirement is under the maximum limit, it is denied. On the other hand,
if the requirement is below the minimum, it is allowed.
But in case the QoS requirement is between minimum
and maximum, the probe packet has to be sent along the
communication path to the destination in order to get information about available network resources. Then, based
on this information, the request is either allowed or denied. The last part of a model is congestion control which
is important after admission control part allows the data
ﬂow request. After that congestion control block periodically monitors whether communication links begin to be
congested. If so, Explicit Congestion Notiﬁcation (ECN)
technique is used with the goal to decrease transmission
rate of the network traﬃc that do not require QoS provisioning. Some authors discuss that this behaviour is the
biggest disadvantages of the model because there can be
a strong unbalance between best-eﬀort traﬃc and traﬃc
requiring some level of QoS.

2.5 Cross Layer Interactions and Service Mapping
QoS Model
The main idea of Cross Layer Interactions and Service
Mapping (CLIASM) model is to build a shared database
with data from all protocols of the network model with
information about QoS [9]. Thus, it is another example
of cross-layer QoS model. The goal is that each layer has
the same information about the network itself, network
performance parameters and available resources. There
are four groups of such data corresponding to the layers
of network model: application, transport, network, and
link layer data. The nodes along communication path are
not involved in QoS provisioning. The whole overhead is
managed by source node including state information handling. This can lead sometimes to unwanted interactions
and stability issues with the overall performance decrease.
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Figure 1: SWAN model [14]

2.6 Stateless Wireless Ad hoc Network QoS Model
The last QoS model described in this paper is called Stateless Wireless Ad hoc Network (SWAN) model. It is a
distributed network QoS with stateless approach using
rate control for UDP and TCP best-eﬀort traﬃc based
on AIMD (Additive Increase Multiplicative Decrease) [1].
Like DEQA model, it also uses ECN (Explicit Congestion
Notiﬁcation) to regulate real-time traﬃc in order to react
dynamically to topology changes. Figure 1 describes the
architecture of SWAN model.
The two main functional block of SWAN model are Classiﬁer and Traﬃc Shaper which both operate between IP
and MAC layer. The role of Classiﬁer is to distinguish
real-time traﬃc that should not go through Shaper. The
traﬃc shaper in this model is represented by simple Leaky
bucket shaper which is used to shape best-eﬀort traﬃc
based on the information from Rate Controller in order to delay best-eﬀort packets and thus provide more
bandwidth to real-time traﬃc. Admission Controller is
a block located at source node. Its function is to send
a probe request toward the destinaton node to estimate
resources availability. Based on this information, Admission Control module decides whether admit or reject the
request. The advantage of SWAN is that all nodes regulate best-eﬀort traﬃc independently and each source node
uses admission control for real-time sessions. When a new
real-time ﬂow is allowed by admission control block, all
packets, belonging to the particular ﬂow, are marked as a
real-time packets. Due to this marking, classiﬁer bypasses
shaper and packets remain unregulated [6]. The fact that
SWAN is a stateless model and thus it does not require
maintaining information at network nodes makes it very
scalable and robust QoS model solution for MANETs.
The lack of reservation and signalization mechanism means
that this QoS model is not suitable for hard QoS provisioning but it was not the design goal of this model.

3. An Extension of SWAN QoS Model
As stated above, SWAN model is suitable for dynamic
MANET topologies. It provides soft QoS in a scalable
and robust manner by means of distributed network approach with traﬃc rate control. We consider the ability of
the model to diﬀerentiate only between two types of trafﬁc as a drawback. Typically, there is a need to provide
service diﬀerentiation in a more precise way than only
real-time traﬃc and best-eﬀort traﬃc. In many scenarios, real-time traﬃc needs to be diﬀerentiated according
to various parameters, e.g. priority. Therefore, this paper
proposes an extension to SWAN model with a scheduling
module and rate control improvement. The architecture
of our proposal is illustrated in the Figure 2.
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Figure 2: Proposed Extension of SWAN model.
The scheduling module has been added to the former
SWAN model, between Classiﬁer and MAC. Then, the
functionality of SWAN model has been modiﬁed in the
following manner. If Admission Controller admits the request, Classiﬁer diﬀerentiates packets according to their
marking to ﬁve classes: Platinum, Gold, Silver, Bronze,
and Best-eﬀort. Then, packets are queued in respective
queues and wait for the transmission. There is a special
queue for best-eﬀort traﬃc which can be shaped by trafﬁc shaper, based on the information from rate controller,
in a similar way like in the former SWAN model. The
scheduling algorithm is a combination of Strict Queuing,
Weighted Fair Queuing and Probability called Probabilistic Priority Queuing proposed in [13]. Each queue has a
parameter p which is a probability with which the particular queue is served. The basic algorithm is as follows:
1. 1. If queue i is not empty, and if all other queues
with higher priority than queue i are empty, transmit one packet from queue i with probability 1.
2. 2. If at least one higher priority queue is not empty,
generate a random number between 0 and 1.
3. 3. If random number from step 2 is higher or equal
than p, transmit one packet from queue i, else go to
step 4.
4. 4. i = the next queue and continue with step 1. Next
section presents discussion and simulation results of
proposed SWAN extension.

4. Simulation and Evaluation
We simulated several scenarios using network simulator
ns-2 to validate our proposed solution and compare its
performance with the former SWAN model. Ns-2 was chosen due to its extensive support for MANETs and SWAN
model support. We used SWAN implementation for ns-2
from [11] and Probabilistic Priority Scheduling [13]. We
deﬁned following simulation parameters:
• Simulation area: 500 x 500 m
• Number of nodes: 20
• Nodes mobility: Random Waypoint Model - RWM
• Node velocity: 0 - 5 m/s
• Routing protocols: AODV, DSDV
• MAC protocol: IEEE 802.11
• Simulation time 120 s
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use of Random Early Detection (RED) technique in each
queue to increase more network performance and to avoid
congestion in the network.
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Figure 3: One-way delay comparison.
Source nodes generated ﬁve types of ﬂows with ﬁxed packet
size. In our proposed extension model, we classiﬁed these
ﬂows from Platinum to best-eﬀort traﬃc, and in SWAN
model, we classiﬁed them only to two groups, real-time
and best-eﬀort. Figure 3 shows simulation results in order to compare network performance of both models.
The simulation results show that our proposal increase
the ability of SWAN to provide service diﬀerentiation in
a more precise way. It is capable to diﬀerentiate between ﬁve data ﬂows and provide them diﬀerent QoS
level. Based on various simulation experiments with different scenarios, we argue that our SWAN modiﬁcation
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5. Conclusions
This paper deals with QoS models in MANETs. It describes most used ones and presents their advantages and
disadvantages. We focus on SWAN model because due
to its simplicity, robustness and scalability, it can provide
soft QoS in MANET networks. We propose an extension
of SWAN model in order to increase level of service diﬀerentiation and by adding probabilistic scheduling approach
also end-to-end delay. Simulation experiments show that
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terms of one-way end-to-end delay. In addition, it is compatible with diﬀerent routing approaches, proactive and
reactive. Our next idea for future work is to analyze the
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Abstract
In this paper we present a method for creating messagingbased integration solutions. Input of this method consists
of an abstract specification of control and data dependencies between components, specification of non-functional
requirements, design goals, and target platform properties. The method produces a solution that meets specified requirements, tailored for the given platform (if such
a solution exists). The output is in the form of a design as
well as executable code. The evaluation has been carried
out using a method prototype implementation, solving a
set of integration problems taken from the literature as
well as from real-life software projects.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
D.2.2 [Software Engineering]: Design Tools and Techniques—Computer-aided software engineering (CASE);
I.2.2 [Artificial Intelligence]: Automatic Programming
—Program transformation

Keywords
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1.

Introduction

Application integration, aiming to enable cooperation of
independently developed applications in an organization,
is a significant issue in enterprise computing [2]. One of
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suitable approaches to creating integration solutions (i.e.
software systems that connect individual applications) is
messaging. Its main idea is that components of an integration solution communicate by passing messages, mostly
in asynchronous way, using a kind of messaging middleware [2].
There are tools that enable developers to create such
messaging-based integration solutions - for example, Progress Sonic ESB, Apache Camel, or Mule ESB1 . These
tools free developers from writing low-level code in traditional programming languages, replacing it by parameterizing pre-existing components (mostly adapters, business and integration services) and connecting them via
appropriate channels.
However, despite existence of these powerful tools, development of integration solutions is still an expensive undertaking requiring highly-skilled software developers. Moreover, even though the tools use similar building blocks,
rooted in enterprise integration patterns [2], there is no
standard for describing messaging-based integration solutions yet. The result is that solutions are not portable
among these tools (platforms).
Recently there have been several attempts in the academic community to cope with the problems mentioned
above, for example [5, 6]. Their common trait is that they
are based on model-driven development: a developer creates a platform-independent design model of an integration solution, chooses a target platform and the tool then
transforms this model to executable code for the chosen
platform. This solves the problem of portability among
integration platforms, and partially makes the integration solution creation more efficient by raising the level of
abstraction from the programming or configuration language of a particular tool to more abstract design-level
language of the method.
Even so, some issues remain. In general, these works do
not take into account non-functional requirements posed
on an integration solution, like throughput, availability,
message processing latency, and so on. A developer has
to design such a solution “manually”, reflecting the knowledge of details of selected integration platform in the platform-independent models. Those, then, become - at least
partially - dependent on a chosen platform, and have to
be revised after a platform is changed.
1

ESB is an acronym for Enterprise Service Bus, a kind of
messaging-based integration tool or platform [1].
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Therefore we have created a method that aims to produce a design of an integration solution, based on specification of control and data dependencies between its components, non-functional requirements, design goals, and
target platform properties and then translates this design
into executable code. The method builds on our previous works in this area, e.g. [3]; however, in comparison
to them, it is much more advanced in the direction of
practical usability. In this paper we shortly describe the
method and its evaluation, carried out by using a prototype implementation to solve a set integration problems
taken from the literature as well as from real-life software
projects.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 briefly characterizes our method for semi-automated
creation of integration solutions. Section 3 is devoted to
the evaluation of the method. Section 4 contains the conclusion and some ideas on future work.

2.

A method for designing integration solutions

Input of our method consists of the following main parts:
1. Description of control and data dependencies between integration solution components.
2. Specification of non-functional requirements.
3. Design goals.
4. Description of the target environment.

both checks are successful, goods are shipped to the customer and an invoice is generated. Otherwise, the order
is rejected.
Due to historical reasons, information about stock levels
is kept in two separate systems: widgets inventory and
gadgets inventory. So each purchase order is split to order
lines and the availability of product in each order line is
checked against appropriate system. Orders containing
invalid order lines are rejected.
Please note that connections between components denote
control dependencies only. Data dependencies are shown
using activities’ input and output pins labeled by related
input and output process variables.
Non-functional requirements can be specified in various
areas, for example:
1. Throughput of the solution: a developer can specify how many messages per time unit the solution
must be able to process. The method then finds a
deployment of services into containers/threads such
that this throughput would be achieved, knowing
performance characteristics of individual services in
particular containers.
2. Availability of the solution: in the current version
of the method the developer can specify additional
constraints on deployment of selected components,
i.e. that a component has to be deployed on at least
two distinct hosts (leading to increased availability).

Control dependencies constrain possible sequencing of integration solution components invocations. At this level
of abstraction, these components are usually (1) services
that either provide access to participating applications
or transform data, and (2) instructions for receiving and
sending messages from/to appropriate messaging channels. Our method works with the following control flow
constructs: sequence, decision, fork (optionally with a
join), for-each2 , and wait-for3 .

3. Message ordering: sometimes the original order of
messages has to be preserved, even in the presence
of multithreading and/or alternative message flows.

Data dependencies describe the flow of data among individual components. In messaging-based integration solutions, each component consumes one or more messages at
its input side, and then produces zero or more messages
at its output side. Each of these messages can contain one
or more data elements that we call process variables. Our
method expects to get an abstract specification of data
dependencies in the form of process variables consumed
and produced by each solution component. Then it finds
the optimal positioning of these variables into physical
messages that flow within the solution.

Design goals deal with the question of what we want to
optimize. Examples are number of solution components,
number of messages and/or bytes transferred through messaging middleware or in all channels, number of message
format transformations, host load, or number of threads.

An example of control and data flow specification is shown
in Figure 1, using a UML activity diagram. It describes
our first case study, an order processing scenario of the fictitious retailer “Widgets and Gadgets ’R Us” taken from [2].
This integration solution has to process customers’ orders:
for each incoming order it ensures that the customer’s
credit standing as well as product inventory is checked. If
2
Executes a defined sequence of component invocations,
once for each part of a given process variable.
3
An arbitrary control dependency between two components.

4. Monitoring: messages flowing within an integration
solution are generally not visible from the outside.
Yet sometimes we need to monitor them at specified
points, by using e.g. Publish/Subscribe Channels or
the Wire Tap integration pattern.

The target environment is described with respect to integration services and communication channels it provides,
properties of services (like throughput, deployment constraints, input/output characteristics, or use of system
resources), and so on.
The method itself works by translating the integration
problem into constraint satisfaction problem (CSP), solving the CSP and interpreting its solution as an integration solution design. From this design concrete executable
code is more-or-less directly generated.
The transformation of an integration problem into CSP
is the core of our method. The CSP is constructed so
that each component and each channel in the solution is
described by a vector of CSP variables and their values.
But how do we know, in advance, what components and
channels will the solution contain? Fortunately, it seems
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Figure 1: An example of control and data flow specification.
that we can safely assume that the basic structure of the
solution corresponds to the structure of the control flow
graph, with several additions4 . These are namely: (1)
between each two elements of the abstract control flow
specification there can be inserted one or more places for
integration services, and (2) if there are places of the solution that have the need of some data that is not possible
to provide using existing channels, the method creates
new places for channels.
So, when constructing the CSP, our method first creates an integration solution structure using the above
mentioned idea, and then formulates a CSP for it. The
CSP formulation consists of variables creation and constraints imposing. Variables corresponding to components
reflect mainly the concrete implementation of a given control flow construct, integration service type that will be
used, deployment of a component (e.g. number of threads
for individual containers) and its throughput. Variables
corresponding to channels reflect mainly the data transported within messages in that channel, their positions in
the message (e.g. header, body, attachment), their format (e.g. XML, CSV, fixed-length records, etc.), type
of channel (in-memory, messaging middleware point-topoint, publish/subscribe, etc.), state of messages with respect to monitoring, ordering, or checkpointing. Besides
these, there are variables created for evaluating individual design goals, e.g. the cost of using a component or a
channel, CPU load of a given host, and so on.
As an example, by applying the above algorithm to the
control flow graph shown in Figure 1 we get a CSP, part
of which is shown in Figure 2. The CSP is visualized as
a graph whose nodes correspond to integration solution
4
A rationale for this assumption is that the basic way of
implementing a control dependency in messaging-based
solutions is via sending messages through a channel that
connects the respective components, as can be seen e.g.
from the patterns published in [2].

components (or potential components) and edges correspond to channels connecting them5 . Components are of
various types, indicated by different shapes whose meaning is explained in Figure 2. Question marks denote vectors of CSP variables.
The final step in CSP formulation is imposing constraints
over CSP variables. In our case constraints reflect either general properties of the domain of messaging-based
integration solutions (e.g. “if a component executes in
more threads, message flow at its output is not ordered”),
properties of concrete integration platform (e.g. “publish/subscribe channel can be used as an input for a component running in one container only”), or properties of
components specific to given integration problem (e.g.
“service S1 has to be deployed in at least two containers” or “service S2 in a process P expects to have variable
v1 at input and variables v2 and v3 at output”).
The CSP can be created either for the solution as a whole,
or, for performance reasons, the problem can be divided
horizontally (to individual integration processes or process groups) and/or vertically (solving design aspects in
related groups). Although the optimal solution found for
partitioned problem is not guaranteed to be the optimal
with respect to the original (unpartitioned) problem, our
experiments have shown the difference is not significant.
The method can be easily extended by adding new design
aspects, materializing in new types of non-functional requirements and/or components’ attributes, CSP variables
and constraints.

3.

Evaluation

In order to evaluate our method we have created a set of
integration scenarios. Two of them are taken from [2], the
5

For simplicity we do not show potential channels (i.e.
places where channels can be possibly created) here.
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Figure 2: Graphical representation of a CSP constructed for the sample integration problem.
other three from a major integration project undertaken
at Comenius University in Bratislava [4]:
1. Widgets and gadgets order processing scenario (described above) [2].
2. Loan broker [2].
3. Transfer of data from academic information system
and human records system to university’s central
database of persons.
4. Canteen menu web presentation.
5. Transfer of data about thesis and dissertations from
academic information system to external plagiarism
detection system.
We have tried to answer the following questions:
Q1. Is the method usable, i.e.
a. Is it universal enough, i.e. can it be applied to a
sufficiently wide set of problems?
b. Is it able to create integration solutions in reasonable time?
c. Does it create solutions that meet specified functional and non-functional requirements?
Q2. Is the method an improvement over existing
approaches?

3.1 Results in the area of the method applicability
We have answered Q1a by creating input data for our
method for the above mentioned five integration scenarios (besides others). We have found that the expressiveness of our control and data flow description language
is largely sufficient; only minor additions, like optional
variable presence and conditional fork branch execution,
would be desirable. These are generally of a technical
nature and will be implemented in the near future. Concerning the expressive power of the non-functional specification language, we have found it adequate, with the
following points to improve:
1. We have found we need the ability to distinguish
between hard limits (e.g. message sizes, number of
iterations in for-each cycles, and so on) and usual
(average) values.
2. We need the ability to specify multiple usage profiles, for example a profile corresponding to continuous processing of change events versus a profile for
one-time processing of nightly full synchronization
data set.
3. As for message ordering, it seems that although
present specification constructs are useful, there are
situations that require the notion of global message
ordering, i.e. ordering dealing with more than one
integration process.
4. It would be useful to be able to constrain or optimize
the message processing latency.
The first two issues are of simple technical nature. The
last two ones are more intricate and remain to be solved
in the future.
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P#
1
2
3
4
5

Processes
1
1
23
1
1

Table 1: Results of the method performance evaluation.
Components Connections Variables Containers Best solution (sec)
19 (25)
20 (26)
6
5
0.3
23 (47)
29 (53)
13
3
21.9
125 (142)
129 (146)
85
6
30.4
8 (9)
7 (8)
7
1
0.8
9 (9)
8 (8)
9
1
0.9

3.2 Results in the area of the method performance
Concerning the method’s performance (question Q1b) we
have conducted a set of experiments. Their results are
summarized in Table 1.
Meaning of individual columns is the following: P# denotes the integration problem number. Processes column
indicates the number of integration processes in the problem. Components shows the number of components (i.e.
services, input/output directives, and control flow constructs elements) in the integration problem and solution, respectively. Connections denotes the number of
connections (i.e. channels), again both in the integration
problem and solution. Variables is the number of process
variables present in the solution. Containers is the number of service containers the solution components can be
deployed in. Finally, the Best solution column denotes
the CPU time, measured in seconds, that was needed to
find the optimal solution for a given integration problem,
and the All solutions column gives the CPU time needed
to conclude that no better solution exists. The Timeout
value here means that the computation did not finish in
allotted time of 600 seconds.
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All solutions (sec)
0.3
Timeout
30.5
0.8
0.9

lutions being created. There are situations where this
method would not find a solution as efficient or elegant as
a developer would create “by hand”.

4.

Conclusions

In this paper we have presented a method for semi-automatic construction of messaging-based integration solutions. Using five application scenarios we have shown
that it is able to construct integration solutions that have
specified functional and non-functional properties.
In the future we would like to enhance the usability of
the method by providing a textual, programmer-friendly,
domain-specific language for describing integration solutions’ abstract designs. Besides executable code we plan
to generate detailed design documentation as well. We
would like to evaluate the method in more depth using
quantitative comparison with the traditional development
approach, as well as by applying it to additional scenarios taken from several real projects. We plan to use experiences we will gain in the further development of the
method.

These results indicate that the method is performing well
enough to be practically used. Moreover, we have verified,
both by code inspection and by performance testing, that
the generated solutions have met stated functional and
non-functional requirements (question Q1c).
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Abstract
Volumetric visualization has many practical applications,
particularly in medical imaging. Usability of volumetric visualization algorithms depends on available means
to select areas of interest in volumetric data that are to
be visualized. A simple and sufficient method is a onedimensional transfer function that assigns colours to intensity values of the data. A drawback of this method is
that it produces visual artefacts in specific cases. In this
paper we propose a volumetric visualization method that
overcomes this drawback by using filtration with volumetric ray casting algorithm. Our method enables users to
use simple transfer functions with significant visual artefacts reduction.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
I.4.10 [Image Representation]: Volumetric

Keywords
volumetric visualization, medical imaging, maximum intensity projection, low pass filter, classification

1.

Introduction

Algorithms for volumetric data visualization are used in
various fields, including medical imaging. Their goal is
to produce two-dimensional projection of volumetric data
that can be displayed on screen. CT (computed tomography) and MRI (magnetic resonance imaging) scanners
produce volumetric data that need to be visualized in order to interpret them. The most basic visualization tech∗Master degree study programme in field Information
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nique is called multiplanar reconstruction. This method
displays two-dimensional cross-section slices of the data.
Even though multiplanar reconstruction is the most common visualization method in medical imaging, volumetric
visualization is essential for displaying volumetric data
within their original context; therefore, many algorithms
for volumetric visualization have been developed [2, 1, 9,
3].
Volumetric visualization algorithms could be categorized
into two groups – photorealistic and non-photorealistic.
Photorealistic algorithms simulate passage of light through
the grid of volumetric data set and their goal is to produce renderings approximating physical appearance of the
visualized objects. Non-photorealistic algorithms use various mathematical methods to extract relevant information from the data set and present it to the user in form
of two-dimensional projections of three-dimensional data.
Non-photorealistic rendering methods are usually better
suited for diagnostic procedures such as angiography, while
photorealistic algorithms may be used in virtual endoscopy
for instance.

2.

Related work

There are several ways how to visualize volumetric data.
One of the simplest methods is to extract an iso-surface
(surface composed of voxels of intensities equal to socalled iso-value) and display it. This could be achieved
by the marching cubes algorithm [7], which produces a
geometric approximation of the iso-surface.
Another possibility is to use an algorithm called volume
ray casting. This method does not use polygonal meshes
for visualization. It rather calculates colour of every pixel
of the final image individually. For every pixel, a ray is
casted from the position of the virtual camera through
the pixel position. Two intersections of the ray with a
volumetric data bounding box are calculated. The algorithm then samples values from the data set along the
line segment between the two intersections in even intervals. Trilinear interpolation is usually used to calculate
values between positions of individual voxels. The sampled values are then transformed to colours by a transfer
function. The colours are used to calculate final colour of
the current pixel.
Alpha blending could be used to accumulate all of the
colours assigned to sampled values. The surface normal vectors could be calculated in every sampling position using a gradient method. The normal vectors could
be used to apply lighting to every sampled value. This
would result in a photorealistic rendering of the data set.
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This method is called direct volume rendering, since pixel
colours of the final image are calculated directly from
colours assigned by a transfer function to individual voxels. Even though this method produces high quality renderings, it is quite difficult to design a proper transfer
function for it. Another drawback is the high computational complexity of the algorithm.
Rendering methods which are fast enough and process all
data along each ray usually involve extraction of a certain
statistical property of the sampled values. For instance,
the mean value, standard deviation or the maximum value
could be used to visualize MRI or CT scans. Projections
of these properties produce images similar to common xray images. Disadvantage of these methods is that values
representing relevant information may not sufficiently affect the selected statistical property. Relevant information would be occluded in that case.
The projection of maximum intensity along optical rays
(MIP - maximum intensity projection) [9] is widespread
method for volumetric visualization. MIP rendered images are intuitive and easy to interpret for radiology technicians or doctors; however, MIP is not always applicable
and several improvements have been proposed. One of the
most commonly used improvements is depth weighing, or
the application of a fog effect. It has been proposed in [4].
Using a first local maximum instead of the global maximum along each ray, proposed in [8], is another possible
enhancement. This method was further developed in [6].
Artefact removing algorithm with focus on removing bed
and linen artefacts from medical CT scans was introduced
in [5].
Visualization methods based on other principles have been
developed as well. For instance, a method incorporating
a statistical transfer function space has been proposed
in [3]. It overcomes the problem of classification of materials with overlapping intensity distributions.

3.

Ray casting with filtration

Transfer functions are essential even for the simplest volumetric visualization methods. Many approaches how to
transform voxel intensity values to colours exist. One of
the simplest and easiest to use is a one-dimensional transfer function. It is a piecewise linear function, cubic spline
or a similar function that maps intensity values to opacities and optionally to colours. The design of such function
is rather intuitive and fast. It could be used to enhance
final renderings or event to classify different materials.
The drawback of using a one-dimensional transfer function for volumetric data classification is that it is likely to
create visual artefacts in some situations. For instance,
intensity gradients on boundaries between certain tissues
or materials usually contain values present in other materials. The one-dimensional transfer function would therefore generate visual artefacts on objects boundaries by
classifying them as different objects.
Figure 1 shows a CT scan of a human brain with an
aneurysm. The one-dimensional transfer function was
used to remove bones (brightest areas) from the scan and
enhance the aneurysm. Even though most of the bone
was removed (image on the right), boundaries between
the bone and the surrounding tissue remain bright; therefore, the aneurysm would still be occluded by the bone in
MIP rendered image.

Figure 1: CT scan of a brain aneurysm without classification (left) and with classification by
a one-dimensional transfer function (right). The
transfer function is shown for both images (xaxis represents sampled intensity, y-axis represents output opacity).

Our proposed method overcomes disadvantages of the usage of the one-dimensional transfer function with the MIP
rendering method. Our method uses a ray casting algorithm to visualize the data set. Values are sampled from
the data set in even intervals along each ray. The history
of last n sampled values is stored in an array. The stored
values are used to calculate the output values, which are
transformed by the transfer function. The maximum of
the transformed output values is then projected into a
final image. As every output value is calculated as an
arithmetic mean of the stored values, a low-pass filtration is applied to the data sampled along each ray. Since
only input values (intensity values sampled from the data
set) are used to calculate the output value, used filter is
a discrete-time finite impulse response (FIR) filter.
Calculating the arithmetic mean of the sampled values
implies that filter coefficients are uniform. It is possible
to use non-uniform coefficients to create different types of
low-pass filters. For instance, coefficients calculated as a
Gaussian function would result in a Weierstrass transform
of the input data, since the FIR filter acts as a convolution
of the input with the function defined by its coefficients;
however, various speed optimizations are possible when
using uniform coefficients. As a matter of fact, the characteristics of the low-pass filter with uniform coefficients
are suitable for the medical MRI or CT data.
Figure 2 shows the effect of the low-pass filtration of the
sampled values along a ray intersecting a MRI scan of a
human head. It is shown that narrow peaks were suppressed in the filtered output. Such peaks are typical for
artefacts on the boundaries of objects created by a onedimensional transfer function; therefore, these artefacts
would be suppressed by the low-pass filtration.

4.

Implementation

Since the proposed algorithm uses ray casting and the
value of every ray is calculated independently, the algorithm could be parallelized. We have implemented the algorithm as a GLSL vertex/fragment shader pair. Massive
parallelism of the GPU enables the algorithm to visualize
high resolution data sets in real-time.
The client application was implemented in C++ using
OpenGL library. The vertex shader applies OpenGL transformations to position and orientation of the virtual cam-
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Figure 2: Sampled values along one ray without
filtration (top) and filtered with a low-pass filter
(bottom).

era, while the fragment shader implements the ray casting
algorithm. A single ray is casted for every fragment and
the final ray colour is used for respective fragment. Casting several rays for every fragment and averaging final ray
colours would result in antialiased image; however, this is
usually not necessary in medical volumetric data.
The host application communicates with GLSL shaders
via textures. The volumetric data are stored in a threedimensional texture, while discrete values of the transfer
function are stored in a one-dimensional texture.

5.

Results

We have tested the algorithm on the NVIDIA GeForce
GTX 260 graphics card. The test data sets were medical CT and MRI scans of human bodies at resolutions of
2563 and 5123 voxels. We were able to interact with the
visualizations interactively, even though the frame rates
were lower at high screen resolutions.
We focused on the visualization of individual tissues or
organs within these test data sets. A one-dimensional
transfer function was used to suppress tissues or materials occluding our area of interest. We have compared
images produced by our method with images produced
by commonly used methods of volumetric visualization.
Figure 3 shows the comparison between a MIP rendering (top left), a projection of arithmetic mean value (top
right), a projection of standard deviation (bottom left)
and our proposed method (bottom right) using the same
transfer function. The goal was to display internal organs
present in the abdominal CT scan. The quality of the MIP
rendering is low due to the extensive visual artefacts on
the boundaries of classified organs created by the transfer
function. The projections of the arithmetic mean and the
standard deviation show internal organs better than MIP,
but the images are fuzzy and lack detail, as the statistical
properties do not define objects boundaries well enough.

Figure 3: Comparison between common rendering methods and our proposed method (bottom
right) using the same transfer function. Transfer
function is shown for every image (x-axis represents sampled intensity, y-axis represents output
opacity.

The image produced by our method clearly shows internal
organs in higher detail without visual artefacts.
Even though our method uses blurring of input data (lowpass filtration of sampled values along optical rays), the
final images are not blurred, since blurring occurs only in
the view direction. Only narrow intervals of high values
are suppressed by the filtration. These peaks are usually
consistent with visual artefacts.
Figure 4 shows the ability of our method to visualize
boundaries of objects. A proper transfer function was
used to enhance boundaries of colon in a high resolution
CT scan. The image rendered using MIP is spoiled by visual artefacts of skin and surrounding tissue. Our method
was able to visualize the boundaries of the colon in high
detail.

6.

Conclusions

We have proposed a non-photorealistic volumetric visualization algorithm. It is an enhancement of the MIP
rendering algorithm; however, it can be used with other
methods of volumetric visualizaion as well. The goal of
our research was to find a method to suppress visual
artefacts which are likely to occur when one-dimensional
transfer function is used for volumetric data classification.
This goal has been achieved with our proposed visualization method.
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Abstract
This paper introduces the design of a novel data clustering
algorithm based on the inspiration by the process of nestsite selection of honey bee colonies also known as swarming. Using the analogy between n-dimensional data space
and country-side where the data points represent flowers,
we can understand clusters as regions with great amount
of food. Using the swarming analogy, the algorithm than
creates the majority of abstract bee hives in areas with
sufficient food resources, while the areas with food shortage become less populated, thanks to natural selection
and resources race between the colonies. Interpreting the
hives distribution we can than determine positions of respective clusters.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
I.2.8 [Artificial Intelligence]: Problem Solving, Control
Methods and Search—heuristic methods; I.5.3 [Pattern
Recognition]: Clustering—algorithms

Keywords
Data mining, clustering, swarm intelligence, swarming,
bee hive, nest-site selection

1.

Introduction

Data mining and knowledge discovery is a vivid field of
study that receives more and more attention especially
with the advent of large informations systems, web and
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big data. One of popular data mining techniques is clustering, which is an unsupervised learning technique for
grouping data points into groups of similar items, or more
formally, into groups with low intra-variance and high
extra-variance.
During the last years, nature inspired algorithms have
become increasingly popular and were used to solve many
different algorithmic problems. One class of the nature
algorithms, the swarm intelligence, that is characterized
by its self-organization and high parallelization, appears
to be especially suitable for solving various tasks of data
mining.
In this paper we propose a novel data clustering algorithm
inspired by the process of nest-site selection of honey bees
in nature. In order to identify clusters, the algorithm uses
the similarity between areas with high data density and
country-side regions with rich food reserves to distribute
abstract bee hives in data space and the nature selection
and resources competition to gain self-repairability and
lower the computational complexity.
The rest of the paper is organised as follows. Section 2
briefly reviews different clustering methods inspired by
swarm intelligence with focus on honey bee algorithms.
In section 3 we describe the process of nest-site selection
of honey bees in nature. We present the design of our
new nest-site selection clustering algorithm in section 4.
Finally, section 5 concludes the paper and gives information about our further work on the algorithm.

2.

Swarm intelligence in clustering

Many clustering methods have been developed and they
can be broadly classified into 7 categories [2]: hierarchical, partitioning relocation clustering, density-based partitioning, grid-based methods, constraint-based clustering, neural networks and evolutionary methods. With the
advent of swarm intelligence, we can also add the category
of nature inspired algorithms.
Swarm clustering uses the inspiration by collective intelligence of social insects (but there are also some non-insect
swarm algorithms, e.g. PSO [1]) to solve the NP-hard
problem of finding clusters in large data. Some of the
swarm inspired clustering methods use analogy with ants
and their sorting behaviour [4], other use foraging or mating behaviour of bees [8, 3]. A detailed survey of honey
bee algorithms in general can be found in [5].
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Some of the bees inspired algorithms use the analogy of
bees foraging behaviour. The algorithm proposed in [8]
exploits the search capability of bees to overcome the local optimum problem of the general k-means algorithm.
The honey-bee mating optimization algorithm [3] combines simulated annealing with the mating flight of a bee
queen to find the best partitioning of a data-set. Flower
pollination by artificial bees [6] is an extension of AntClass
algorithm and uses the idea, that each species of plants
has better growth in special region and agglomeration of
these species in such places is observable. Using the pollination by bees, the algorithm copies the data to various
places and then uses natural selection to select best agglomerations of the data.

3.

virgin queens the reproduction phase of the annual cycle
ends.
The swarming process of honey bees can be summarized
in following points:
1. Old queen with a part of the workers leaves the old
colony in a swarm.
2. The swarm sends scouts to find candidate positions
for a new hive and rate them.
3. Scouting bees dance for respective candidate positions and superior places get more support, while
inferior places loose support.
4. Superior places are more popular and are evaluated
more thoroughly in an iterative fashion.

Nest site selection of bees in nature

The life of a honey bee colony in cold regions takes place
in annual cycles. According to [9] shortly after the winter
solstice the colony begins to preare for the next year and
starts to rear brood. At the late spring the colony starts
to reproduce in that it produces drones and rears several
new queens. Just before the first new queens are mature,
the old queen leaves the hive with about half of the worker
bees in a process called swarming. After a short flight, the
swarm sits down on a tree branch and sends out scouting
bees, whose job is to find suitable places for a new hive.
Each scouting bee flies alone and tries to find suitable
place for hive establishment and if it finds such a place,
it evaluates it briefly and returns back to the swarm. In
selecting the right place scouting bees consider many different factors like its distance from the parent hive, which
should be not too long, nor too short, proportions of the
hive candidate and its temperature stability, etc. After
his return, the scout informs the rest of the swarm about
the position and estimated quality of the candidate hive
position using a waggle dance, which is similar to the
dance the bees use to communicate the locality of food
sources when foraging [7]. Typically scouts find more than
one candidate position and the dance serves to convince
the other bees, that the promoted place is the best one,
whereby the scouts dance for a candidate position more
intense, if they think it is of a higher quality, and less,
if it is not so good. Step by step the bees propagating
worse places let them self get convinced and they abandon inferior candidate positions and start to dance for the
better ones. At the same time, the more bees dance for
some place, the more bees go to evaluate it themselves,
which in turn lets them rate it more accurately and discover potential defects which may not be known at first
(e.g. the place becomes infested by ants or if fills up with
water after a rain). Usually the swarm eventually settles
on a single candidate position and it will start a new hive
there.
For a week or so following the departure of the old queen
with a portion of the worker bees the rest of the colony is
queenless, after that the first new virgin queen emerges [9].
If the colony is strong enough, the remaining workers will
force the queen to leave in an afterswarm, otherwise they
will let the queen kill all remaining queens that are still in
their cells. Depending on the strength of the colony, it can
support multiple swarmings till there is only one queen in
the hive. In case that there are multiple queens and there
are not enough worker bees to do more swarmings, workers will let the remaining queens fight each other until just
one survives. After the mating flight of all the surviving
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5. Inferior places are abandoned and the swarm eventually settles on a single candidate position, where
it sets up a new hive.
6. If the originating colony is strong enough, it may
support subsequent swarmings.

4.

Bee nest-site selection clustering model

By the examination of the life-cycle and reproduction of a
honey bee colony, it is possible to draw a parallel between
the nest-site selection of bees and searching for clusters
in data. We can say that bees search for a candidate
hive positions in a 3-dimensional space, country-side, in
which they try to find the best positions, by which they
consider quality measures like distance from the parent
and other hives and the amount of food sources. They
try to find a place with minimal competition and maximal
food resources.
We can understand the features (attributes, columns) of a
dataset as individual axis of a n-dimensional data space,
where each single element (feature vector) represents a
point in this space, whose position is determined by the
values of its features. For the sake of simplicity we will further consider only continuous numerical attributes. Elements of the dataset in n-dimensional space have a certain
distribution structure that corresponds to the character
and properties of the events that produced it. Therefore
finding clusters in such data means for us the disclosure
of this often hidden or non-obvious structure. In data
space we will call clusters those regions, that show relatively high data density and that are separated from other
clusters by a region with relatively low data density.
In nature meadows and orchards could be considered to
be places with relatively large amount of food resources
having high density of flowers, while places like desert or
sea would represent regions with little or no food at all.
Using the parallel with data distribution, if we take data
elements as food resources, e.g. flowers, we can consider
meadows and orchards to be clusters with high flower density separated from other such clusters by regions with
shortage on flowers. Since bees will tend to build hives
in regions with sufficient food reserves, we could say that
the majority of hives would be situated in places with
higher density of flowers, i.e. in clusters. On this basis
we can say, that while not knowing the structure of clusters in advance and having a certain distribution of bee
hives, we can infer the respective clusters from the positions and density of hives, where each cluster will be
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denoted by a region with above average density of hives.
Therefore by designing an algorithm that can create and
insert new abstract bee hives in the data space we will
create a clustering algorithm.
In order to be able to define our clustering algorithm we
introduce following terms:
Hive area The area defined by the hive position and the
radius in which all the flowers (data points) contribute to the vitality of the hive. As the hive position, i.e. the center of the hive area, we will use
only existing elements of the data set, not an arbitrary point in the space. The radius should be
rather smaller because we want the clusters to be
regions with high density of hives, that means not a
single hive for a single cluster.
Hive vitality The fitness of a hive determined by the
number of flowers in its area and the position of
other hives and their areas (flowers that fall into
multiple hive areas contribute to the vitality of each
hive by a fraction).
Swarming area The area defined by the swarming radius with center in the parent hive that represents
the region which is searched by scouting bees for
candidate hive positions.
The proposed algorithm, as stated in Algorithm 1, consists of 4 main phases: protohives initialization, swarming, natural selection and cluster evaluation. We will discuss each of the phases in more depth.
Algorithm 1 Bee nest-site selection clustering – skeleton.
1: U ← initialize protohives{protohives initialization}
2: repeat
3:
for all hive in U do {swarming}
4:
K ← find candidate positions for a new hive
5:
while number of candidate positions > 1 do
6:
r ← rate candidate positions and choose the
worst
7:
Remove(K, r)
8:
end while
9:
Insert(U, K)
10:
end for
11:
if natural selection condition then {natural selection}
12:
R ← choose hives to be eliminated by natural
selection
13:
Remove(U, R)
14:
end if
15: until terminal condition
16: evaluate clusters from the hives distribution{cluster
evaluation}

4.1 Protohives initialization
In the initialization phase of the algorithm we need to
insert several hives in the data space from which we will
start swarming in the next phase. There are several possible solutions to the initial hive distribution, e.g. trivial
or systematic, each having its pros and cons. Trivial distribution is undemanding to computing resources but can
lead to relatively slow start of the algorithm, different
heuristics can lead to more optimal initial distribution,

but are usually much more resources intensive and can be
relatively tricky to design.
Depending on the data distribution, initial hive distribution and the swarming radius, we can get into state,
where some data points or even clusters are not reachable
by swarming because they are separated from other clusters by distance greater than the swarming radius. This
problem can be eliminated either by more complex initialization, in that we would insert at least a single hive in
each such unreachable region, or more simply, by a mechanism we call honey bee drift, which we introduce in the
swarming phase.

4.2 Swarming
At the beginning of each swarming phase an abstract bee
swarm flies out of each hive and sends scouting bees to
search for candidate hive positions. In our algorithm we
do not need to model individual scouts or the abstract
swarm itself, instead we will just pseudo-randomly pick
up k data points in the swarming area (with center in the
parent hive), where k is constant or is determined by the
vitality of parent hive. Candidate positions are picked
up pseudo-randomly depending on the distance from parent hive and/or the number of hive areas intersecting the
swarming area.
The candidate selection and the value of k allow us to
tune the algorithm to perform an exhaustive or rather a
faster greedy search. Using bigger values of k will let us
compare more candidate positions at the cost of slower
computation and the risk of getting stuck in very dense
data areas, whereby lower k values lead to faster but shallow search. Since flowers, that belong to multiple hive areas contribute to the vitality of each of the hives only by
a fraction, we can use this information to spread the hives
more evenly in that we will prefer for candidate positions
those flowers, that belong to minimum hive areas. We
can understand it as resource competition between hives.
Selected candidate positions are evaluated in iterative fashion. We first rate each of the positions simply by the number of flowers in its area or by the hypothetical vitality
of the possible hive using small radius that is only a fraction of the full hive area radius. We choose and discard
the worst rated candidate position. Than we rate each
of the rest candidates again using a slightly bigger radius and discard the worst one. We perform this iterative
selection until we get a single candidate position which
then becomes the new hive. The process is illustrated in
Figure 1.
The swarming radius should be greater than the hive area
radius but can not be unlimited, because it would defeat
the locality of candidate position selection and would result in concentration of almost all the hives in fewer small
areas with very high data density, which in turn would
make the algorithm ignore less distinct clusters. However,
limited swarming radius can lead to unreachable regions
in data especially if we combine it with naive initial protohives distribution. In order to overcome this limitation,
we propose the honey bee drift mechanism. The drift
can occur on every single swarming with certain (low)
probability and it means that the scouts will not choose
candidate positions in the swarming radius, but they will
choose candidate position in the whole data space instead,
whereby they will focus on dataset elements that are not
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Figure 1: Iterative selection of best candidate position with increasing evaluation radius.

members of any hive area. This will allow us to create
hives in otherwise unreachable areas and will not dramatically affect the locality of usual swarming.

knowledge of the number of clusters, allows for arbitrary
shaped clusters and provides means to overcome locally
optimal solutions.

4.3 Natural selection

In future research we plan to investigate the model further
and build a prototype, that will implement the algorithm.
Subsequently we will evaluate the model performance on
various data-sets and compare it with other swarm clustering algorithms as well as with other well-known reference algorithms.

The phase of natural selection serves as a regulation of
needed computing resources and as a self-repair mechanism, otherwise if we would have swarming without natural selection, the number of hives and computation costs
would grow geometrically. The goal of natural selection
is to reach equilibrium, when the number and position of
hives will be more or less stable, which will also be the
terminal condition. In order to achieve a stable state we
need to balance the production of new hives via swarming
with their destruction by natural selection.
In this phase we can use different systematic or stochastic approaches. One of them is to simply remove all the
hives, that have lower than some given minimum vitality,
which means that we will remove hives in areas with very
low data density or hives in overcrowded regions due to
resources competition.
We can also arbitrarily destroy a group of vital hives and
let the algorithm model repair itself. If the region with
destroyed hives had high data density, the algorithm will
spawn new hives quickly in this area because of no or
only minimal resources competition and sufficient food
resources, otherwise the region did not belong to some
cluster, so we do not need to build hives there.

4.4 Cluster evaluation
The algorithm will build more or less coherent groups of
hives in the data space denoting the positions and borders
of data clusters. Clear clusters with higher data density
will have more hives and sharper contours, less distinctive
clusters will have less hives with greater mutual distance
and regions without clusters will have only scattered hives
with very low vitality. From the final hive distribution we
can infer the resulting clusters from the superposition of
hives in respective groups or by taking the marginal hives
of individual groups as the surface of cluster body in ndimensional space.

5.

Conclusion and future research

This paper has presented a new clustering method based
on the nest-site selection process of honey bee. The algorithm consists of 4 main phases: the protohives initialization, swarming, natural selection and the cluster
evaluation. The proposed model does not require a priori
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Abstract
We propose novel approach for navigation in the Semantic
Web, which visualizes its repositories in two-dimensional
graph of resources and their properties. Our view-based
navigation helps users more easily understand and learn
browsed information space. This decreases users’ effort
to find relevant results in similar and related resources in
fast-growing web repositories. Although graphs naturally
visualize relations between resources, their size can make
them unreadable and abstruse for conventional users. We
avoid these problems by combination of layouting algorithm, supporting tools, next actions recommendation and
hierarchy of adaptive views on results, where recommendation of next actions and adaptability to the user’s interests are based on analysis of users’ actions, their time
and order.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.3 [Information Storage and Retrieval]: Information Search and Retrieval; H.5 [Information interfaces
and presentation]: User Interfaces

Keywords
Semantic Web, adaptive views, hierarchical results clustering, graph visualization, navigation

1.

Introduction

Increasing amount of information in web repositories affects the number of identified results for users’ queries,
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which can decrease the relevance of these results. Users
can increase the success rate of their query for conventional search engines (like Google or Bing), when they
can exactly describe required result with keywords. This
problem is quite successfully solved with a keyword-based
query expansion [13] and with approaches based on exploratory search [5]. But it will often happen that a user
has found required result already and he wants to find
similar and/or related results, now. One type of this service is provided by Google (Google Similar), but results
offered by this service are only displayed in list view without any information, why they are evaluated as similar
(e.g. why the second result for a similar image to cotton
bolls photo is a photo with a dog). In our approach we
address this problem via view-based search within the Semantic Web using navigation in a two dimensional graph
of objects from ontological repository and their properties.
Our graph navigation approach is based on bachelor work
of Adrian Rakovský [7], where the concept of web browsing based on graph visualization was proposed. The main
benefit of this approach is that users can see dependencies
between the resource (original result) and new results visualized in graph. On the other hand, we identified quite
large deficit in our work: Visualized graph can quickly
grow to enormous size, so it becomes unclear and unusable for common users. To avoid this we extend this
approach via result clustering, facet marking, adaptability to user’s interests, next action recommendation and
abstract zoom. The first three extensions aim to reduce
the number of nodes displayed in the graph and the last
two help users to orientate in the graph and understand
the graph.
Next problem is that user search activities – lookup, learn
and investigate [5], are not performed all at the same time,
but users often perform them in succession during search
sessions. Obviously, when a user begins a search session,
he does not know information space, where he is searching
very well. So he should be able to redefine his query,
while he learns about identified results. When user has
already found wanted result and learned basic information
about it, he obviously wants to know more about related
resources, so he need support for navigation in them. We
address this problem via navigation based on a hierarchy
of adaptive views integrated in a faceted browser that
helps users search, navigate and explore related results.
These views display information adaptively with respect
to user interests and the type of provided content.
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Figure 1: The hierarchical cluster view integrated in Factic. First-level clusters contain four most
prominent second-level clusters, which display four representatives with the highest membership degree.
Buttons on the right provide functionality of navigation in users actions history and zoom.

2.

Related Work

The most of current tools, that enhance user navigation
and browsing in the legacy Web by application of its metadata (where can be useful the Semantic Web), use for user
navigation facets, table or graph view. Each of these concepts has specific advantages and disadvantages that can
be utilized or suppressed in varying degrees by concrete
implementation.
mSpace is classical representative of faceted browsers,
which obtains facets for navigation from pre-calculated
multidimensional model of multimedia ontology [8]. This
style of browsing in information space is easily understandable and usable by users. Disadvantage is that users
are confronted with all facets and identified results without any adaptation to users’ interests and behaviors. This
problem is being solved by Factic, which is concept of the
Semantic Web faceted browser with adaptively generated
user interface [11]. It also provides visualization of selected resource (result) in a graph, where users can see
semantic connection to other elements from database (ontological repository). The graph visualizes RDF triples by
three nodes (subject, predicate, object) connected with
oriented edges [10], so users can see related resources and
type of relation between them. This visualization can help
users to navigate among similar and related resources, but
this graph will become unclear at a short time. Authors of
this concept chose uniform graph layout based on springs
physics algorithm. This algorithm visualize changes in a
graph and gives symmetric graph layout, which is very
important graph property for users [12].
Visualization with a graph is used by RKBExplorer, too.
The graph is used for visualization of relations among information in repositories of partners of project ReSIST [4].
The graph visualizes with notes only resources of same
type. These nodes are connected with curved oriented
edges that represent relations among them. Problem is
that these edges do not inform user about type of relation, only that any relation exists. This problem is partly
solved by GOLEM, which visualize hierarchical relations
from gene ontology [9]. This graph layout is very clear

and readable, but it is usable only for the domain specific
visualization. The problem with displaying of the type
of a relationship in graph is completely solved in IsaViz
with predicates’ labels over edges. This tool is primarily focused on browsing and editing of RDF models, so
its user interface is mostly oriented to specialists in the
sphere of ontologies not for conventional users. It displays
complete graph at once, instead of gradual expanding of
graph. This can make graph unreadable for large RDF
models or models with height density of relations among
resources.

3.

Navigation Approach

We improve information discovery in the Semantic Web
for end users via adaptive views organized into a hierarchy, which respects all phases of users’ navigation on
the Web – from support of desired result identification
by hierarchical clusters view of faceted browser results,
to browsing of similar and related resources (results) by
graph views on resources and their relations.

3.1 Search Results Browsing
Users starts their navigation in information space with
finding of desired results by creating of initial search query.
After exploring of obtained results they obviously refine
their initial queries to obtain more suitable results. Users
performs query modifications several times, while they finally find desired result. To decrease their effort to result
exploration, we do not presents results (in our case results, photos, of faceted browser Factic) only in simple
list or matrix view, but we display results in hierarchical
clusters (see Figure 1). This view displays the first-level
results clusters and their the most significant sub-clusters
with thumbnails of results. By double clicking on cluster,
its sub-clusters with results from next level are shown.

3.2 Resource Exploration
Details view about the result is invoked by double-clicking
on its thumbnail in clusters view. This view is automatically adapted to type of results, so users see details
about the result in view to which they are habituated from
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Figure 2: Visualization of the object attributes graph showing fewer nodes improving readability (left)
and the RDF graph showing attributes of objects with the values of the original object’s attributes, also
allowing users to change the context (right).
other, frequently used applications. For example in case
of photo, main part of view contains photo and the rest
of view contains table of photo’s properties and download
links in available resolutions and file-types.

3.3 Navigation in Related and Similar Resources
After detail exploration of desired result, users obviously
continue with navigation in related resources. In case
of classical web pages, they provides this by clicking on
links on the page. In case of the Semantic Web, where
resources are not classical web pages, users are commonly
navigated through links to resources that are properties
of initial resource (found result). This type of navigation
hides history information (from where and how users have
come here) and requires from users to pass though details
view about uninteresting resources (e.g. when users want
to see photos from same author, they have to open details
about author and then identify list of photos in the view).
We support navigation in related results by view-based
navigation in graph visualization of related results and
their properties based on the concept of web browsing
based on graph visualization [7]. Navigation in related
and similar resources based on graph visualization helps
users to understand relations among resources. The second benefit is history persistence, when all visited nodes
stay displayed in graph, so users can return directly to
previously visited resources. But this concept of navigation has two main problems. The first problem is that
graph becomes unclear after short usage. To avoid this
problem we propose several extensions that decrease number of displayed nodes in the graph and help users to
orientate in graph more easily based on result clustering,
facet marking, next action recommendation and adaptability to user’s interests.
The second problem is that graph structure defined in this
concept is not well readable for conventional users that are
not habitual to reading across three nodes (the first node
contains information about subject, the second node informs about type of property and finally the third node

contains value of the property) and they prefer straight
readability (type of the property and its value should be
in one place). We avoid this problem with semantic zoom
with four levels: literal attributes graph view, object attributes graph view, restricted RDF graph view and full
RDF graph view. These levels represent views on graph.
Transitions between them are natural, easily understandable for users and give better preview about related resources to users.

3.3.1

Literal and Object Attributes Graph Views

Literal attributes graph view is the first view of navigation. This view is firstly displayed to users after items
detail view, when users make decision that they want to
start navigation from the selected result. This view contains only literal attributes of results. When users zoom
in to the graph, the view is changed to object attributes
graph. Unexpanded literal attributes are removed from
view and nodes that represent object attributes of results
are displayed during this change.
At the beginning of navigation, literal and object attributes
graphs consist of the node with initial result (selected by
the user) and several nodes around it, that represent its
attributes. After expansion of attributes nodes, new results with same attributes are displayed. New results are
automatically clustered by their type (e.g. photo, pdf).
After that, users can take out one or more results from
cluster or brows results in the cluster in hierarchical cluster view.
In these views are nodes with results represented by results’ thumbnails. Nodes with attributes integrate types
of properties and values of these properties. It means that
in visualization of attribute node is displayed label of the
property on the top, and the labels of property’s values
are displayed bellow it (see Figure 2). Nodes representing
clusters are shown as logarithmically sized ovals depending on the number of results in the cluster. They contain
information about type of clustered results, their count
and optional thumbnail collection (if possible).
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3.3.2 RDF Graph View
Object graph view has good readability for conventional
users, but it does not allow users to change context of
the navigation to objects that are values of properties,
because they are joined with property in one node (e.g.
change concept of navigation from photos to authors).
This problem is solved via the next level with restricted
RDF graph view. Transaction from object attributes
graph view to restricted RDF graph view invokes dividing of attribute nodes to two nodes: the node with type
of property and object node, which represents its value
(see Figure 2).
With next application of zoom in, view is changed to full
RDF graph. This view is obtained from restricted RDF
graph view by disabling adaptation to users’ interests and
by enrichment with nodes hidden by adaptation. Graph
displayed in this view can be large with a lot of nodes.
Therefore it is intended for domain specialists, who want
to achieve overview about data in the repository.

3.3.3 Users Interaction with Graph
We proposed users interaction with graph in such a way
that users can perform all their actions right in the graph
by a mouse, without necessary to use a keyboard or tool
buttons in the tool-bar:
• Node expansion and roll up – nodes connected to
expanded (rolled up) node are added (removed) to
graph by double-clicking on the node or by zoom
in (zoom out) through rotation of the mouse scroll
wheel;
• The result extraction from the cluster – by results
cluster node expansion, results in the cluster are displayed in hierarchical cluster view. By double-click
on the result, this result is extracted from cluster;
• Node hiding – by clicking on the red cross in the
right upper corner of the node, the node with its
connections is hidden from view (Figure 3);
• Lock node – the node’s position can be locked by
clicking on the lock in the right lower corner of the
node (Figure 3), that preserves its movement by layouting algorithm;
• Facet marking – by facet (the node’s attribute) marking, users can specify if newly added results by node
expansion have to or may not have marked properties. Facet marking is possible by three-state checkbox in the left lower corner of the node (Figure 3).

3.3.4

Next Action Recommendation

We propose next action recommendation in the graph
navigation as supporting tool, which helps users to orientate in the graph. The recommendation is based on
a comparison of user’s activities in current session and
activities of users in other already finished sessions. We
utilize activity flow graphs for this comparison.
Activity flow graphs are built apart for each session,
whereby we collect four base activities: node expansion,
roll up, facet marking and node hiding. One node of this
graph contains normalized action sequence, so that all action sequences that generate equivalent graph visualization have same representation. If a situation where new

Figure 3: Control elements of the node: node hiding (right upper corner), node lock (right lower
corner) and facet marking (left lower corner).
They are shown on the mouse hover.

actions sequence has same representation as previous one
occurs, previous one action sequence is set as active node
(active action sequence).
Edges in activity flow graph represent transition between
action sequences by application of one action. Edges’
weights are set to 1 by default. When last action sequence in active node of activity flow graph has leaded to
display details about result, all edges’ weights in path to
root of activity flow graph are changed to 2.
With substitution of action sequence with search query
we obtain query flow graphs [1]. In recommendation from
query flow graphs, their restriction to sub-graphs and establishing of their distances is turned out as advisable
[2], [3]. We utilize this in our action flow graphs, where
we compare graphs only by paths from active nodes to
their roots. Based on this, we count weights of possible
next actions and after that we select top most weighted
actions.

4.

Evaluation

We have performed usability evaluation of our prototype
with ten volunteers with different computer skills. Each
volunteer had received a brief instruction about the basic
functionality of our prototype. After that, two specific
navigation goals were given to them and we observed their
actions and asked them to explain their actions. The first
task was aimed to teach users how to work with the tool
and contains few subtasks with the intention of navigate
user to goal. The second task was more abstract and its
goal was evaluate usability of our tool for real-world users.
After completion of these goals, they obtain short questionnaire with few questions aimed to usability, graphical
user interface, provided functionality and quality of created clusters of results. Expected answers to these questions were values from 1 to 5, similarly to school classification.
After experiments we compare number of logged user actions and time they need to solve tasks with reference
values (see Table 1) that was obtained by simulation of
the most probable scenario of tasks’ solutions. On an
average, participants performed about 78% more actions
than reference value during solving of the first task. This
difference was caused by users’ exploration of tool’s features. We obtained better results during second task. To
find solution of the second task participants needed on
an average only about 22.5% actions more than reference
value. Solving of both tasks took them one time more
time than we measured out. We consider these results as
really good, because we selected group of people that do
not know our dataset and they had to explore and learn
it during solving of tasks.
By answers and users behaviour analysis we determine,
that users do not have any problems with interaction with
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Table 1: Evaluation of measured values during experiment.
1st task
2nd task
Actions
Time
Actions
Time
Minimal value
18
109 s
5
49 s
Maximal value
43
306 s
27
197 s
Average value
28.3
174 s
14.7
125 s
Standard deviation
7.9
64.04 s
6.4
59.41 s
Reference value
16
84 s
12
60 s
Difference
+76.88% +107.14% +22.5% +108.33%

We evaluated our approach via several experiments with
real-world users, during that we collected information
about participants’ interaction with our implemented prototype and information about their opinions and expectations on the provided tool. On the basis of the evaluation’s results we are able to pronounce, that our proposed
method is natural and simply understandable for users.
Acknowledgements. This work was partially supported
by the Scientific Grant Agency of Slovak Republic, grant
No. VG1/0675/11.
Figure 4: Analysis of processing time of clustering
by dependence from the number of results.
implemented tool (classification 2.2 ± 0.63) and that navigation in graph visualization was natural for them (classification 1.6 ± 0.84). We notice only small issue that
users naturally filtered out nodes with distance from their
actual center of interest more than two edges. This observation we can utilize in graph visualization by automatic
hiding of outlying nodes, what can increase efficiency of
user navigation.
Participants responded, that results clusters was correct
(classification 1.2 ± 0.42), but they noticed, that some
results had wrong classification to clusters, but this was
caused by errors in dataset and by unbalanced description
of photos in dataset by their details.
We have noticed problem with response time of clustering. The response time was good for the number of results
less than 200, but response time grew rapidly with number of results. We determine problem with response time
of used database (we use Seasame) and determining of
the number of top clusters by analysis of processing time
of clustering (Figure 4). We can solve problem with the
number of top clusters by replacing of currently used algorithm based on algorithm from dynamic SVD clustering
[6] by straight calculation from the number of restricted
properties.

5.

Conclusions

We propose a novel approach to navigation in the Semantic Web based on adaptive views that helps users in all
phases of navigation in the Semantic Web, from identifying of initial result to navigation in related and similar resources. Navigation starts with hierarchical cluster
view, which helps users to identify wanted result in set
of faceted browser’s results. After selection of the result,
adaptive view with detailed information about it is displayed. Users usually want to know more about related
and similar resources to the result. We support this by
navigation in graph visualization.
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Abstract
Ever since first digital images appeared, computer scientists all over the world have been trying to computationally estimate their similarity. So far, no solution as
good as human brain was found. This paper presents another technique that tackles with this issue, using singular value decomposition – a matrix factorization method
which extracts main features of the data. In addition to
technique description, paper also offers some experimental results obtained using this method. These experiments
show that presented technique produces satisfying results,
which means it may be used to solve the image similarity
puzzle.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
I.4.9 [Image Processing and Computer Vision]: Applications

Keywords
MapReduce, Hadoop, OpenCV, image similarity, singular
value decomposition, SVD

1.

Introduction

Increasing availability of cheap computers and digital cameras has resulted in production of incredibly large amounts
of digital images. High popularity of internet and web services like Flickr, Google Picasa, DeviantArt or even Face∗Bachelor degree study programme in field Informatics.
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book made nearly all of these digital images available to
anybody.
Over many years we have learned that achieving progress
without the loss of what we already know is done by organizing our knowledge, or any kind of information for that
matter. This applies to images as well. Because there are
large amounts of information available, we have to use
computers to accelerate process of its organization. But
when it comes to images, man still outperforms machines
for most of the tasks.
Content-based image retrieval is a discipline which aims
to help us analyze visual content of digital images. Identification of people, places or objects is not only important
in process of organizing images. It can also help us in
many other ways, for example to block sexually explicit
content, find criminals on surveillance footage etc.
Image content analysis is computationally intensive task.
Processing even medium-sized datasets is certainly not a
job for only one computer. This is where distributed parallel computing comes in. In 2004 Google presented [2]
MapReduce programming model which simplifies the development of distributed applications. It provides a simple way to parallelize computation and handles all repetitive tasks like equal data distribution and failure recovery.
In this paper we focus on the image similarity problem
in medium-sized and large datasets. We also describe
the matching method based on singular value decomposition. Experimental results, presented in last section, were
obtained using open-source MapReduce implementation
Apache Hadoop [4].

2.

Image similarity

A very important part of content-based image retrieval is
determining the similarity between two images. Human
brain can perform such task in virtually no time, but the
same does not apply for computers. A lot of scientists
or even whole companies are trying to come up with an
ultimate solution to this problem. This section presents
a method based on singular value decomposition, which
can be used to solve the issue.

2.1 Singular value decomposition
In linear algebra, singular value decomposition is a matrix
factorization method [3]. It decomposes matrix A into
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3.

three matrices – U , S and V :

Implementation

(1)

The actual application used to obtain results presented in
this paper consists of two main parts.

VVT =I

(2)

UUT = I

(3)

The first part performs image pre-processing and calculation of singular value decomposition for each image in the
input dataset. Results are then stored in multiple output
files. Since this part is the one that is computationally expensive, it was implemented as a MapReduce (Hadoop)
application. Thanks to this, it can be easily parallelized
and scaled.

A = U SV

T

so that

where two identity matrices I may have different order. S
is a diagonal matrix consisting of singular values of matrix
A. Columns of U and V are called left and right singular
vectors of matrix A.
Singular value decomposition has many practical applications [3]. First example is finding the rank of the matrix.
This rank is equal to the number of singular values greater
than zero. In case of errors or noise in original matrix,
singular value decomposition can be used as numerically
reliable estimate of the rank of the matrix. Next application is computation of generalized inverse of a matrix,
which is closely related to the linear least squares problem. Another example is approximation of original matrix
A as matrix A0 with lower rank:
A0 =

k
X

ui si viT

(4)

i=1

where ui , vi are i-th columns (singular vectors) of matrices U , V and si is i-th diagonal value (singular value)
of matrix S. The value of k represents rank of matrix
A0 . This approximation does have multiple practical applications in image processing, for example lossy image
compression and noise reduction [1].

2.2

3.1 Image pre-processing
OpenCV library [5] (version 2.1) handles all image processing operations in the application. Before the actual
computation of singular value decomposition, following
pre-processing is done with input images:
• scaling to a size of 512×512 pixels,

Matching algorithm description

Another application of singular value decomposition was
proposed by Zeng, J. et al. [6] – matching method used to
determine similarity of images. Slightly modified version
of this method is described in the following paragraph.
Let A and B be the two images. We are interested in
finding out the degree of similarity between them. First
of all, we compute singular value decomposition of both
images using formula 1. In the next step, we transform
each matrix S as follows:
 
1
1 
T
0

S = Sk  
= s1 s2 ... sk
(5)
...
1
where k represents the number of rows and columns of the
matrix S (hence the number of singular values) we want
0
to use. After this transformation, we have two vectors SA
0
and SB . Now, the similarity of the images A and B can
be measured as the angle between these vectors:
S0 · S0
similarity = cos(Φ) = 0A B0
|SA | · |SB |

The second part is responsible for finding similar images.
It takes a query image as input, then does the same preprocessing as the first part of the application and finally,
calculates singular value decomposition – thus producing
query vector. In case that query image was already processed by the first part of application, it can be obtained
from its output. After that, the application calculates the
angles between the query vector and the vectors of all images in dataset. Sorted angles and respective images are
output of the second part of the application. As execution
takes only few seconds, it is not necessary to parallelize
this part, although it would be very easy.

(6)

0
0
0
0
where SA
· SB
is dot product and |SA
| and |SB
| are the
lengths of corresponding vectors. Since similarity is expressed as cosine of the angle, its value belongs to interval
0similarity1. Values close to 1 tell us that the size of the
angle is almost 0Âř which means that both vectors have
approximately same direction – they are very similar and
so are the respective images. On the other hand, smaller
values of similarity suggest that the angle between the
vectors is bigger which means the vectors and the images
are less similar.

• getting rid of noise and of small unimportant objects, textures or other details – currently 9×9 median blur,
• reducing the number of colours, default is 27,
• converting image to greyscale,
• optional edge detection.
Multiple combinations of parameters of these pre-processing operations were tested out, as can be seen in experimental results section.

3.2 Hadoop
Part of the application is implemented using Apache
Hadoop MapReduce framework. Next paragraphs describe some related features.
Hadoop was designed to be able to process large amounts
of data. To make this process as effective as possible,
Hadoop and mainly Hadoop distributed file system are
adapted to operate on smaller amounts of bigger files [4].
On the other hand, image processing is all about big number of small files. Since this situation is very common,
Hadoop provides SequenceFile file format to tackle with
this issue [4]. Sequence-files consist of key-value pairs.
This file format is also MapReduce-ready, because the
key-value pairs are used directly as input for map operations. Moreover, Hadoop can split sequence-files as necessary and equally distribute input data to all machines
in the cluster. Presented application uses original image
filenames as keys and image data as values.
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Figure 1: Query image.

Figure 2: Results obtained with edge detection.

Figure 3: Results obtained without edge detection.

In the actual implementation, map operations are responsible for image processing and calculation of singular value
decomposition. One map operation processes exactly one
input image. Reduce operation is currently just an identity function (its output is equal to input). Nevertheless,
it can be used later to post-process map results.

4.

Experimental results

This section presents some experimental results obtained
by running described image matching method on sample
dataset with roughly 2000 images (2 gigabytes). They
consist of three categories: nature, urban and transportation.

4.1 Edge detection
Singular value decomposition captures most significant
features of the data [3]. Using this information, two options present themselves. Firstly, we can do edge detection and calculate singular value decomposition of its result. This means we would get the most significant features of lines or edges in the image. Another option is
calculating singular value decomposition of the original
image (no edge detection). This way we would get the
most significant features of whole areas of the image. Both

methods were tried out (on transportation dataset, which
consists of cars, trains, planes, etc.) and results are shown
on figures 2 and 3. Figure 1 contains the query image.
Despite the fact that multiple experiments were realized,
we were not able to objectively decide whether the edge
detection improves the results or not. Section 6 discusses
future work and proposes an evaluation method to solve
this problem. This method is based on evolutionary algorithms.

4.2 Whole dataset
Tests executed on transportation subset produced satisfying results, so the next thing which needed to be done was
using the whole dataset. Sample results are shown on figure 5 and respective query image on figure 4. The results
might not appear to be as good as desired. However, all
the images share one common and very important feature
– they all do have simple background and one dominant
foreground object. This suggests that the singular value
decomposition has done exactly what it was supposed to
do. Since the method is not aware of the content of any
image, there is no way it could have assigned higher similarity to the images containing planes.
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Figure 4: Query image for whole dataset.

Figure 5: Results obtained using whole dataset for query image on figure 4.

5.

Conclusions

In this paper we presented an implementation of a solution to the image similarity problem. It uses singular value decomposition and was inspired by the work
of Zeng, J. et al. [6]. The implementation uses Apache
Hadoop MapReduce framework, which makes it possible
to easily experiment with medium-sized and even large
datasets of images.

Section 3.1 describes image pre-processing operations with
variable input parameters. Each combination of these parameters could create different input images and therefore
different similarities would be calculated âĂŞ as presented
in section 4.1. The problem of finding the best combinations could be solved using evolutionary algorithm. Its
fitness function would be based on evaluating the similarity of prepared groups of images which are known to be
similar. This solution is already being implemented.

Singular value decomposition is supposed to extract most
significant features of a matrix [3]. Experimental results
presented in this paper suggest that the same applies for
images and that it is possible to exploit this feature in the
field of content-based image recognition.

Acknowledgements. This work was partially supported
by the Slovak Research and Development Agency under
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Experiments also revealed that when using the method on
a more heterogeneous dataset, results may not always be
as good as desired (figure 5). Combined with the fact that
search time is O(n) (calculation of angle between query
image and each image in the dataset), we would propose
to use this method as complementary to other methods.
For example it could be possible to first get the subset
of images using search based on tags and then tweak the
results using the implemented method.

6.

Future work

In the near future, we would like to test this solution
on medium-sized and large datasets, as has been suggested throughout the entire paper. Since the application
is already implemented using Apache Hadoop MapReduce
framework, it should be fairly easy to scale it and realize
these experiments.
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Abstract
Word alignment in texts translated to different languages
is used in various applications such as cross-language information retrieval. To search for equivalent words in text
translations various statistical methods, methods based
on position of words in phrases and methods based on
bilingual dictionaries are used. However it is very difficult
to use these methods in languages with big morphological
complexity such as Slovak language. We propose method
for word alignment for Slovak language with potential to
be language independent. Proposed method uses bilingual dictionary for search for equivalent words and Levenshtein distance is used to compare different shapes of
inflected words.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.3.3 [Information Search and Retrieval]: Information filtering; I.7.5 [Document and Text Processing]:
Document analysis

Keywords
Word-mapping, keywords, annotation

1.

Introduction and Related Work

Word alignment is necessary in various applications where
we are working with texts in different languages and the
vector representation of texts is not satisfactory. Such applications are for example cross-language information retrieval, text summarization or automatic text annotation.
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In these applications we need to know the exact mapping
between equivalent words in text and its translation.
Most of methods used for search for equivalent words in
text translations use various statistical approaches [4], but
also methods based on positions of words in the text [2]
and methods based on dictionaries are used as well. However these methods have problems when text in language
with big morphological complexity is processed. One of
the main problems in processing of these texts is the presence of inflected words, where the word with the same
meaning can be present in various shapes [7]. To transform these words to their base form, various methods for
word stemming such as Porter algorithm [9] are used.
Stemming reduces words to their stem (base form), that
is the same for all morphologically related words. For
languages with little morphological complexity, these algorithms are rather simple, but their usage do not improve
significantly results of methods for information retrieval.
Stemming of words in morphologically complex languages
improves significantly the quality of results of methods for
information retrieval [8], but the complexity of stemming
algorithms for these languages is also greatly increased.
In languages such as Slovak, stemming can be performed
only manually or automatically with low quality.
We propose a method for mapping equivalent words between text and its translation using bilingual dictionary
and Levenshtein distance to compare different shapes of
words. Such method can be used not only to identify
equivalent words in text translations, but may be also
used to automatically associate every word in dictionary
with all its shapes. Such list of words could be used
as an alternative of methods for word-stemming in languages where it is difficult to create algorithm for wordstemming.

2.

Method for Word-Mapping

We propose a method for connecting equivalent words in
Slovak text and its translation to English, with potential
to be language independent. In the design of the method,
we focused on the fact that Slovak is flexive language, thus
the same words can have a lot of different shapes. To cover
all possible shapes of words in Slovak, we would need a
dictionary of all possible shapes of words, that occur in
Slovak language. Such dictionary would be huge, would
be difficult to work with and even harder to create. We
used therefore much smaller dictionary, in which every
word is contained as a single shape and for connection of
different shapes of words we used method similar to the
method used in Slovak morphology analyzer in [5]. We
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used Levenshtein distance [6] to compare different shapes
of words. Our hypothesis is that we can work with words
on level of strings of character with sufficient accuracy.
Levenshtein distance is a minimal number of Levenshtein
edit operations necessary to convert one string of characters to another. In this conversion three operations are
allowed: insertion of character, removal of character and
replacement of character by another one. We adjusted
the cost of individual Levenshtein operations depending
on the position of character in the word, where operation
took place. We take into account the fact that if the letter is changed in the root of word, thus the beginning of
the word, the meaning of the word changes significantly.
Therefore we increased the cost of operation at the beginning of word against the rest of the word. We also take
into account the fact that difference in the shape of word
is just difference in the words suffix. Therefore we let the
cost of Levenshtein operations linearly decrease for last
characters of the word.
The first step in process of mapping words between the
text and its translation is the removal of stop-words in
both texts. Stop-words, are all words that do not assume
significance. Such words are for example conjunctions or
articles.
The mapping of equivalent words is done according to
Algorithm 1. In the process of word-mapping we assume
that equivalent sentences are in the same order in both
original and the translated text. With this assumption we
browse through sentences in the text and we associate the
word with its equivalent in the second sentence. For every
sentence in the text we pass through all of its words. For
each word from translated text, we find its translations
using bilingual dictionary. For all translations of that
word we calculate Levenshtein distance to words in the
sentence in original text. If we find such translation of
the word, that have Levenshtein distance to the word in
the original sentence smaller than defined threshold, we
declare these words equivalent translations, thus mapped
words.
The result of processing of the text is a list of words
and for each of these words, equivalent words are associated. For every word in the list, multiple mappings can
be found. This is due the fact that in the text the same
word can be present in multiple shapes or multiple translations of this words can be contained in the dictionary.
Proposed algorithm passes sequentially by phrases in the
text an by words in sentences. It is thus easily parallelizable due to its data independence.

3.

Evaluation

We experimented with the aim to verify the success rate
of proposed method for mapping equivalent words between Slovak text and its translation into English. As
a test sample we used part of the textbook with the subject of software engineering. After the step of stop-words
removal, the test sample consisted of 1 928 words. We
implemented proposed method along with two enhancements. These enhancements were implemented to increase the total number of mapped words. In the first
improvement we assume that in most cases, if two words
are adjacent in one sentence, they will be adjacent in the
translated sentence as well. Therefore the enhancement

Algorithm 1 Find mapping for words in parallel texts
1: origSentences = splitToSentences(originalText)
2: translSentences = splitToSentences(translatedText)
3: for i = 0 to |origSentences| do
4:
for all origWord in origSentences[i] do
5:
for all translWord in translSentences[i] do
6:
translations = findTranslations(translWord)
7:
for all transl in translations do
8:
if (levenshteinDistance(transl,origWord) <
threshold) then
9:
declareMappings(origWord,translWord)
10:
end if
11:
end for
12:
end for
13:
end for
14: end for

passes the mapped pairs of words and if both mappings
have unmapped neighboring words, they are linked and
declared as mappings. Second improvement resolves the
different shapes of words (even in non-flexive languages
such as English). We preprocessed every entry in the
dictionary used in mapping process, so that all English
words in this dictionary are stemmed using Porter algorithm. Then in process of word-mapping, we use preprocessed dictionary to search for translations of stemmed
words. Using these advancements we have created four
functions:
1. basic function,
2. function that takes into account positions of words
in the text,
3. function with stemmed dictionary and
4. function that applies both enhancements.
The results of experiments on these functions are summarized in the Table 1. We recorded the number of correctly mapped words, the number of incorrectly mapped
words and the number of assignments, where the correct
words were mapped, but to the same word other, incorrect words were mapped too. The last column of Table 1
shows the ratio of all mapped words to all words in the
test sample. We see that the ratio of correctly mapped
words to all mapped words in the basic function is more
than 90 %. However, the number of all mapped words
is not even half of the number of all words in the sample. Similar result was achieved using function enhanced
by preprocessed dictionary (second enhancement). The
number of correctly mapped words is still more than 90 %
of all mapped words, but portion of mapped words to total number of words in the sample increased slightly. Both
functions that take into account the position of unmapped
words in a sentence (function with first enhancement and
with both enhancements) reached the ratio of mapped
words to all words more than 80 %, but the number of errors in created mappings is disproportionately increased.
Function that works with both improvements is able to
find the largest number of mappings, but it produces
many errors. The best ratio between number of found
mappings and number of errors is achieved when basic
function with stemmed dictionary is used.
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Table 1: Results of method for word-mapping and its enhancements.
Function
Correct Incorrect More Mapped/All
Basic
810
51
14
45.38 %
1st enhancement
901
538
195
84.85 %
2nd enhancement
993
60
21
63.59 %
Both enhancements
1040
405
178
96.08 %

4.

Word-Mapping Usage Scenario

Currently, methods for keyword extraction do not achieve
satisfactory results when texts in languages with big morphological complexity such as Slovak are processed. However keyword extraction in English texts provide much
better results. We increased the quality of keywords extracted from Slovak text using method for keyword extraction on text translated via Google Translate into English. Similar approach is used in [3] to compare services
for keyword extraction on various types of texts. Slovak and Czech texts automatically translated to English
achieved comparable, if not even better results as texts in
English. With the help of the method described in this
article, we found Slovak equivalents of keywords extracted
from text automatically translated into English.
We used this method as a support method for creation
of annotations [1] for keywords in Slovak text. Created
annotations provide definitions or additional information
for these keywords. We evaluated our method within an
educational framework ALEF [10], where created annotations are presented to students in form of list of links to
related web pages and in form of definitions of keywords
occurred in the learning objects presented by ALEF. Annotations associated with keywords were presented along
with other types of annotations such as comments, highlights and tags created by students.
Other possible application of proposed method is to associate every word in a dictionary with all its shapes. Such
list of words could be used as an alternative to methods for word-stemming in languages where it is difficult
to create efficient algorithm to convert words to its base
form. To perform this step, function with stemmed dictionary or function with no enhancements are the most
suitable. In this task the quality of extracted mappings
is the priority. Higher number of found mappings can be
achieved by increasing the amount of processed text used
as a training sample.

5.

Conclusions

We proposed the method for search for mapping of equivalent words in text and its translation into English. We
verified this method on the sample in Slovak language,
but it is proposed in a way that it can be used for different languages with similar structure. For the proposed
method, we developed two improvements that increase
the ratio of mapped words to the total number of words
in the processed text. The trade-off between the quality
and number of found mappings is possible to control by
choice from enhancements proposed along with method
for word-alignment and by setting the threshold used in
comparison of words using Levenshtein distance.
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Abstract
Semantic web has to overcome several challenges ranging
from web resource annotation to domain modelling. Acquiring general or domain knowledge ontologies is done
by automated approaches with only limited sucess or is
left to costly human experts. Games with a Purpose offer an opportunity to employ broader crowd of laics into
these tasks by transforming tasks to the appealing fun.
We build upon our previous research of the Little Search
Game, a search query formulation game for acquiring
lightweight network of unnamed term relationships. We
analyze these relationships for types and argue for suitability of this network to provide non-taxonomic relationships, so much needed in existing knowledge bases.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.3.1 [Information Storage and Retrieval]: Content
Analysis and Indexing; K.8.m [Personal Computing]:
Games

Keywords
Games with a purpose, semantics, web, lightweight, human computation, web search

1.

Introduction and Related Work

The semantic web and its principles promise enhancements of our web experience in many ways. Philosophically, it offers automated processing of the web content
on the conceptual level, which corresponds to the way of
humans. Rich metadata enables more meaningful web
search results to be retrieved. Semantically connected
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resources and concepts are employed in visualization of
the domain helping to better understand it and aid during learning tasks [5]. Sophisticated reasoning over facts
on the web can be used for information aggregation out
of resources, which would normally be too heterogeneous
for such task to be done automatically. Many approaches
such as recommenders [3] or user modeling systems [1]
also benefits from the structured semantics.
Provisions of the semantic web are evident but still, the
domain ontologies and resource metadata lack scale and
quality. Manual ontology engineering deliver high quality
models, but it requires costly human effort. Automated
approaches (e.g. natural language processing methods [2],
particularly latent semantic analysis [4]) can reach sufficient scale easily and already brought some valuable results, however, the produced metadata need additional
human validation. The crowdsourcing techniques are also
capable of providing quantity and are especially useful
for resource annotations (bookmarking portal Delicious).
However, they have only limited capability in acquisition
of complex semantic structures.
Many approaches focus on acquisition of more lightweight
semantic structures, which in return for sacrificing some
of the ontology’s formal strength offer easier creation,
while retaining usability for some problems (text similarity, content recommenders). These structures include
taxonomies, crowdsourced folksonomies and other “looserelationship” networks. Their entities usually do not hold
any attributes and underlie under no constraints. However, these lightweight structures can be possibly promoted to ontologies, since they reflect hidden but still
valid semantics.
Labeling those relationships means determining their type
(e.g., hierarchical, compositional, interactional or some
domain-specific type). While discovery of hierarchical relationship seems to provide high quality results even for
automated approaches, exploring and consequently naming the non-taxonomic relationships is more challenging.
Weichselbraun et al. use a finite set of possible relationship types within the domain and then matches them
against set of unnamed relationships and text corpus of
the domain [8]. Naturally, the input set of unnamed relationships determines, what we can expect as an output of
the naming process (e.g., if the input set implicitly comprises only hierarchical relationships, we cannot expect
other than “is-a” labels being assigned). In this paper, we
argue that our approach of acquiring unnamed relationships (Little Search Game) has no such relationship type
bounds and is suitable for enriching existing ontologies,
especially with non-taxonomic relationships.
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2.

Little Search Game

The analysis of promotion of lightweight semantics to
richer structures is subject of this paper. In our previous research works [7], we introduced the Little Search
Game (LSG), a human computation game for acquisition
of a general term relationship network. In the game, players disclose relationships by formulating negative search
queries (e.g. “sea –blue –fish –ocean”). We have validated the semantic soundness of the relationships within
the network [7] and shown that the game can discover
relationships that remain hidden to automated corpora
mining methods[7]. The game belongs to the realm of
games with a purpose, which are computer games that
align solving of a human intelligence task, such as ontology building, into appealing game rules [6].
The hidden relationships, concept-based method of creation and overall “human origin” are the main arguments
to use the Little Search Game’s term network to enrich existing ontologies (especially those created with automated
approaches, as they may utilize the hidden relationships).
Our intents are mainly to introduce more non-taxonomic
ontology relationships that are problematic to obtain. In
that course we need to overcome two obstacles: promotion
of the network terms to concepts and naming the network
relationships. In this paper, we discuss the second issue.
We have conducted experiments to disclose how many
of the relationships are present in the major knowledge
base of Wikipedia using Wikipedia Miner tool and what
kind of relationships are mostly present in the network,
by evaluating them manually and also comparing them to
the facts in the knowledge base of ConceptNet.

3.

Experiments

We examined the term relationship network (LSG network) yet acquired to determine its potential for further
upgrades to an ontology. In the first experiment (analogous to the “hidden relationship experiment” described
in [7]) we questioned which of the LSG relationships can
be considered hidden according to the human-created
knowledge base - the Wikipedia. The second experiment
was focused to determine the types of the relationships in
our term network by comparing them to known relationships in the knowledge base of ConceptNet.
Our original “hidden relationship detection” experiment
was done by comparing term (web) co-occurrence ratios
of the LSG network relationships and a reference “noise”
set, which consisted of random, nonsense term pairs. The
co-occurrence of terms in each relationship (pair) was acquired via the search engine result set cardinalities for
individual terms and their intersections. Relationships
of the LSG network were considered hidden, if their cooccurrence ratios were equal or below the ratios of the
non-sense pairs (i.e., they were undetectable by statistical analysis) [7].
The experiment described below was a modification of
this approach. We just switched the co-occurrence ratio
metric for the Wikipedia Miner concept relatedness. The
Wikipedia Miner tool1 computes semantic distance between the pairs of terms according to the linkage between
so-named concepts in Wikipedia. By that, we examined
how many of the LSG relationships are reflected in the
1

http://wikipedia-miner.sourceforge.net/
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Figure 1: Upper: Relationships of the LSG network distributed by Wikipedia Miner relatedness.
Lower: Non-sense relationships of the reference
sets distributed by Wikipedia Miner relatedness.

Wikipedia (as the major knowledge base), since it is relevant to ask, how many new relationships the Little Search
Game can offer to enrich the existing knowledge bases.
We used 400 LSG network relationships available at the
time of the experiment. As reference sets, we used three
sample sets of 200 nonsense relationships, comprising
terms of three differently large corpora of most frequent
words of the English language (800, 5 000 and 50 000 excluding stop words). Three sets were used due to expectation that different generality of terms render different
noise levels (highest noise for smallest set). The Wikipedia
Miner was queried for all term pairs of LSG network and
reference sets (the relatedness is expressed by percentage). The evaluated relationships were grouped by 10%
intervals. During the process, some of the relationships
became unresolvable, because not all terms were present
in the Wikipedia as concepts (Figure 1).
In the Figure 1 we can see a large portion (almost one
quarter) of LSG network relationships having relatedness
of their terms at near zero level. Second large portion
(roughly another quarter) is being distributed in the 0%50% relatedness interval, in which noise levels for smallest and middle reference sets are notable. This renders
these relationships hidden, which means that it is relevant to do effort to incorporate them in the knowledge
base such as Wikipedia’s system of concepts. Unfortunately, experiment results may be biased in several ways.
Wikipedia Miner was able to assign concepts to all given
terms from LSG network, however it was unable to do so
in case of some terms from reference set (especially for
largest set, where terms were too specific to be contained
within Wikipedia). The second issue may be wrong disambiguation of the terms in Wikipedia Miner (it works
with the most frequent meanings) and thus pushing some
of the LSG network relationships to zero relatedness.
In the second experiment we conducted, we queried the
ConceptNet 2 (existing general knowledge base of common
2

http://csc.media.mit.edu/conceptnet
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tionships retained 93% soundness). The ConceptNet comprises only 164 (41%) out of 400 relationships we worked
with. We consider it as strong argument for putting effort
to enriching such knowledge bases.

MotivatedByGoal
HasSubevent
ObstructedBy
HasPrerequisite
DefinedAs
ReceivesAction
LocatedNear
CausesDesire
MadeOf
CapableOf
CreatedBy
Causes
Desires
SymbolOf
IsA
UsedFor
PartOf
AtLocation
HasA
HasProperty
Miscellaous

The distribution of relationship types in the manually and
ConceptNet annotated set differs (as shown on the Figure
2). First, high amount of the ConceptNet evaluated relationships is taxonomic (IsA). On the other hand, various
dependencies (Desires, Causes...) almost absent in the
ConceptNet. Generally, the ConceptNet relies roughly on
6 types of relationships, while the manually annotated set
appears to be richer in types (for which we also argue to
put effort to naming of the LSG relationships).

4.

Conclusions

We analyzed the possibilities of enriching existing knowledge bases with triplets based on the unnamed term relationships produced by the Little Search Game, which
we developed in our previous research. By examining
Wikipedia and the ontology of ConceptNet, we have shown
that current knowledge bases comprise only limited amount of all potential relationships and also that Little
Search Game can provide more of them (of many different types), though they are not named yet.

0

10

ConceptNet assigned

20

30

40

Manually assigned

Figure 2: Relative distribution of relationship
types in the manually evaluated set and ConceptNet.

facts) for types of relationships of the LSG network to
show how many of them are really represented in such
knowledge base and of what types they are. Additionally,
we conducted a manual (two judge agreement) evaluation
of all the relationships in the LSG network and assigned
each of them the overall semantic soundness and one of
the relationship types. This allowed us to discover more
about the character of the LSG network.
We worked with 400 relationships created by Little Search
Game, the relationships were sorted according to their
strength based on how many votes they received during
gameplay. Two independent judges manually evaluated
each relationship in the LSG network. Both judges evaluated the soundness with one of the three values (sound,
maybe sound and not sound), which after merging of both
evaluation yielded five possible values. Judges also assigned one of the 23 relationship types (e.g., IsA, HasA,
UsedFor, CapableOf) to each LSG relationship with possibility to assign a default unknown option, which was also
imposed if the judges had not reached the agreement. The
automatic retrieval of relationship types was done and all
relationships were acquired.
The manual evaluation has shown that from 400 examined relationships 80% was semantically sound 8% rather
controversial and 12% not sound (which is less than in the
previous experiment [7], however, the “strongest” 100 rela-
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Abstract
Adaptive educational systems tailor learning material to
user goals, needs and characteristics. While supporting
more effective learning, they require semantic descriptions
enabling adaptation engines to make at least basic reasoning. However, creating such descriptions manually is
extremely demanding task. The situation is even more
complicated when considering adaptation in social collaborative environment with content generated dynamically
by learners on daily basis. In this paper we present a
method for automated domain model creation based on
processing of resources authored by teachers and social
annotations created by learners.
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I.2.6 [Learning]: Knowledge acquisition, Concept learning; I.2.7 [Natural Language Processing]: Text analysis; K.3.1 [Computer Uses in Education]: Collaborative learning, Computer-assisted instruction (CAI)

Keywords
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1.

Introduction

Massive spread of Web 2.0 technologies changed the face
of web-based learning since they improved user experience
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resulting in more interaction, communication and collaboration during learning. A learner is no longer a passive
consumer of information. He is not isolated by reading
static pages, now he benefits from learning and collaboration in a social learning environment. Even more, he
himself contributes to the content by various forms of annotations: he tags, rates, comments and gives a feedback.
The paradigm shift affects adaptive learning as well. In
adaptive learning, the learning experience differs among
different learners. Delivered learning material is tailored
according to user goals, needs and characteristics [2] resulting into more efficient learning. The magic behind
adaptivity is domain and user modelling enabling to track
user knowledge of individual domain concepts and to apply predefined adaptation rules. Adaptive learning system needs semantic descriptions of learning resources varying from conceptual maps (typically consisting of concept hierarchies) to complex domain ontologies [7].
The inconvenience with adaptive learning systems is caused by the complexity of semantic description creation.
The vast number of concepts and relationships makes it
almost impossible to create an adaptive course metadata
during reasonable period of time manually. The ability to
provide learning resources with necessary descriptions is
reduced even more when considering adaptive learning in
dynamic environments with user generated content being
created on daily basis.
One of the current challenges in adaptive learning is extending adaptation beyond static content created by a
teacher towards content generated by students. The obvious question arises: To what extent are we able to assign user generated content appropriate descriptions automatically? In order to make it feasible we proposed
an adaptive learning framework based on lightweight domain modelling, which considers pitfalls of collaborative
social learning [14]. Besides lightweight domain modelling, the framework also addresses problems with socialbased user modelling and personalization [1]. We believe
that lightweight domain modelling, although slightly simplifying domain resources’ semantic descriptions, will result into real adaptive collaborative social learning environment offering more attractive and efficient learning.
In this paper we present a method for domain model automated creation by leveraging both teacher authored content and social annotations. The rest of the paper is structured as follows. In section 2 we discuss related work.
Section 3 gives an overview of the proposed method for
automated domain model creation and describes its steps.
In section 4 we sum up and conclude our work.
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I. resource
preprocessing

II. relevant domain
terms identification

III.
relationship discovery

IV. domain
model finalization

is domain model finalization, where a teacher (optionally)
modifies a created course according to his needs.

3.1 Resource Preprocessing

Figure 1: A scheme of the method for automated
domain model creation.

2.

Related Work

The number of approaches related to automated semantic acquisition for adaptive web-based learning systems
is small. The only relevant evidence of (semi-)automatic
domain model generation we are aware of is presented by
in [5], where relationships between domain entities are
acquired based on the comparison of their domain attributes. There are aslo attempts to create other models
of adaptive systems – a goal model by generating course
prerequisites [12] or an adaptation model by approximating adaptation rules [8].
There are many approaches to term extraction known as
automatic term recognition (ATR) algorithms [9]. Although they are domain independent, those yielding best
results are supported with background corpora, which are
targeted on resources in English. Concept relationship
discovery is a task from ontology learning field [4]. The
relations being created typically have taxonomic character (is-a). Considering text mining, related approaches
mainly utilize natural language processing (NLP) techniques. Relations are induced based on linguistic analysis
[6]. Better results achieve approaches relying on preceding text annotation [3], i.e., they need a human assistant.
Our approach novelty lies in unsupervised automatic processing of both learning objects (created by teachers) and
social annotations (created by learners). To our best
knowledge, we are not aware of similar approaches in the
field of adaptive social learning.

3.

Automated Domain Model Parts Creation

In this step we create a vector representation of resources
contained within a course. According to the originator
of resource, we differentiate between learning objects authored by a teacher and social annotations (as a common
term for all student generated content). Learning objects
preprocessing consists of text analysis, formatting analysis and vector representation composition [13]. In the
fist step we perform lexical analysis, identify lexical units,
remove stop words and retrieve word’s lemmas. We compute lemmas weights (we employ tf-idf measure) in order
to compose a vector representation. If available, the obtained tf-idf weights are consequentially modified according to formatting rules in a source learning object [10].
In addition to learning objects, we preprocess annotations
created by students by applying the following steps:
1. annotation content processing – a particular content
processing technique differs among annotation type
being processed,
2. annotation filtering – we filter non-descriptive and
low rated (user rating, popularity) annotations,
3. learning object vector representation adjustment –
we extend a vector representation of each learning
object based on its associated social annotations.

3.2 Relevant Domain Term Identification
The goal of relevant domain terms identification is to select domain terms, which are relevant as domain descriptors. This part consists of the following steps:
1. relevant domain term selection,
2. relevant domain term weight normalisation,
3. relevant domain term to learning object relationship
creation.

A lightweight domain model’s metadata layer consists of
relevant domain terms (RDTs) interconnected by various
forms of relationships, associated to resources (explanations, user-generated content) [14]. The goal of the proposed method is automated creation of a domain model,
i.e., identifying relevant domain terms for underlying resources and creating relationships between them. The
method builds on the research conducted on “static” adaptive course automated domain model creation [13].It consists of the following steps (see Figure 1): I. resource preprocessing, II. relevant domain term identification, III. relationship discovery, and IV. domain model finalization.

In the first step, we select top-k% associated terms, referred to as relevant domain terms, for each learning object. In the second step we recompute and normalise
weights of each RDT for each learning object it is associated with. Finally, we create weighted has-rdt relationships between learning objects and RDTs. We created
a bipartite graph consisting of two node types (learning
objects, RDTs) and one edge type (has-rdt relationship),
which is utilized in the next step of the method. Additionally, we create has-rdt relationships also between
annotations and relevant domain terms.

In the first step, a resource representation for further processing is prepared. The learning objects are analyzed and
extended vector representation is composed. In the second step we select the most relevant terms in each learning object representation and create resource-term associations. Relationship discovery step is crucial for the
whole method. We perform graph, linguistic and statistical analysis to discover two types of relationships: relatedness and is-a relationships. The fourth step of the method

In this step we discover relationships between relevant
domain terms. We consider two relationship types: relatedness relationship and is-a relationship. Relatedness
relationship represents a basic, unspecified, level of relatedness between RDTs. In order to discover relatedness relationships, we utilize several knowledge discovery
techniques based mainly on existing graph analysis [13].
In our current work, we extend relationship discovery
with creating hierarchical is-a relationships. In order to

3.3 Relationship Discovery
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identify is-a relationship, we apply two independent techniques, each resulting into own relationship set:
• lexico-syntactical patterns identification,
• resource-RDT (has-rdt) relationship processing.
In the first technique we perform syntactical analysis of
preprocessed resources. We aim at lexico-syntactical patterns identification [6]. We currently assemble such patterns for Slovak language. As the state-of-the-art methods’ precision of pattern matching is not optimal, we also
consider existing relatedness relationship between RDTs
– based on the assumption that two RDTs are more likely
to have is-a relationship, if there already exist relatedness
relationship in between.
The second technique is based on resource-concept relationships. We employ set theoretical principle often used
when constructing taxonomies [13]. It builds on an assumption that “in an ideal situation, Entity A is a supersumed by Entity B if the set of entities classified under
B is a subset of the entities under A”. For each RDT we
find a set of subsumed RDTs (i.e., hyponyms) by traversing all has-rdt relationships. In contrast to approaches to
taxonomy composition, where concept graph has to form
a component, when creating relationships between RDTs
for adaptive web-based domain model such a restriction
does not exist. Discovered is-a relationships are rather
an enrichment of a domain model, which are aimed to
improve adaptivity of a system; they are not mandatory
to basic adaptive web-based system functionality.
In order to further improve the precision of both techniques, we also consider common learning objects booklike structure. The basic idea lies in the assumption that
if concepts are related via is-a relationship, they are more
likely to be assigned to resources arranged in hierarchical
way (e.g., chapter and subchapter). This way we finetune both sets of relationship candidates. When creating
is-a relationships, each relationship candidate is assigned
a reliability weight indicating a certainty level of correctly
identified relationship type. It is derived from has-rdt relationships and it also considers a relevancy of a particular
technique. When fine-tuning relationship candidates, we
automatically filter out only relationship candidates with
reliability weight not exceeding a defined threshold.
The last step of the method is domain model finalization.
A teacher can verify appropriateness of the generated domain model. He eventually modifies generated RDTs and
relationships. Although the step is optional, the method
probably will never produce a “perfect” output. Knowledge discovered by the method can be supplemented with
the teacher’s real-world experiences and skills.

4.

Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper we tackled the potential bottleneck of adaptive social web-based learning – complex domain modelling emphasized by frequent content changes typical for
dynamic social learning environments. We advocated lightweigt domain modelling, which represents potential benefit for social learning: social learning benefits from lightweight domain modelling as it facilitates user generated
content processing; lightweight domain modelling profits
from social learning as social annotations can be automatically used as domain resource descriptions.
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We proposed a hybrid method for automated domain model creation based on heterogeneous sources (content provided by a teacher and social annotation coming from
learners) processing. The novelty of the model lies in unsupervised automatic processing of both resources types.
Currently, we work on multi-layered evaluation of the proposed method. First results yielded 70.6 % precision of
generated is-a relationship constituting a promising basis for further experiments and potential enhancements of
the method.
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Abstract
This paper deals with similarity and plagiarism with a
focus on the Slovak texts. It presents and analyzes standard methods and tools used to detect plagiarism in order to use the conclusions of its own solutions. It explains the principle of dictionary method for data compression known as the Lempel-Ziv, which idea of creating the dictionary is used as the basis for our method
proposal to detect plagiarism in texts. Self-designed dictionary method was implemented in the application. In
conclusion, achievements are presented, which were compared with results of analyzed tools on a sample of the
Slovak texts.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
I.1.2 [Symbolic and algebraic manipulation]: Algorithms—Analysis of algorithms; I.2.7 [Artifical intelligence]: Natural Language Processing—Text analysis

Keywords
Similarity, plagiarism, Slovak texts, Lempel-Ziv, dictionary method

1. Introduction
Now, the problem of plagiarism and copying with easy
availability of texts related to the development of information technology and the Internet is gaining more and
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more respect. Especially in the sphere of education, students often resort to plagiarism, which can be unmotivated and may be resulting in degradation of the education. Whether the plagiarism is conscious or unconscious,
it is necessary to ﬁght against both.
One of the major problems of plagiarism is determining
what plagiarism is and what is not. The most common
signs of plagiarism are for example [3]: missing or incorrect references, amount of similarity between texts, long
sequences of common text, common spelling mistakes, incoherent text, and others. Standardly, these factors are
used as bases for evaluation of similarity of texts, from
which we can determine the likelihood that it is a plagiarism or not. The more the plagiarist inserted into the text
his own creative work the more diﬃcult is the detection.
We can gradually divide levels of plagiarism into: copy
the text or its parts, relocation and modiﬁcation parts of
the text, replacing words by their synonyms and taking
someone’s idea as it was your own.
There have been developed several methods to detect plagiarism with varying success. Each may be appropriate
for diﬀerent levels of plagiarism. Research and development in this area is important and also adaptation of
methods to speciﬁcation of the languages - in our case,
Slovak. The aim of this paper is to describe the own
method proposal to detect plagiarism in texts and its implementation followed by evaluation results. The main
idea of method proposal was to use and adapt the principle of the Lempel-Ziv’s method [6], i.e. compression of
similar texts (containing the same sequence of text) is
more eﬀective than compression diﬀerent texts. From the
character of a method proposal follows that it is suitable
for syntax domain of plagiarism detection, speciﬁcally the
level coping, relocation and modiﬁcation parts of plagiarized text.

2. Related work
This section describes existing methods and tools for the
plagiarism detection in texts. However, before specifying methods, it is necessary to mention the text’s preprocessing, which is used to adapt a text for purpose to increase the eﬀectiveness of the method. For each language
and each method is appropriate diﬀerent pre-processing
or its combination [1]. Some basic types of text’s preprocessing are: Punctuation and/or Diacritical marks removal, Stop-word removal, Lemmatization or Stemming,
Synonymy recognition and others.
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2.1 Methods for plagiarism detection
Below, there are listed methods for plagiarism detection.
Their detailed description is in [3, 4]. The methods are:
• N-grams
• Longest Common Subsequence (LSC)
• Term Frequency (TF)
• Inverse Document Frequency (IDF)
• Greedy String Tilling (GST)

2.2 Tools for plagiarism detection
There are many tools to detect plagiarism in texts. Some
of them also allow the search of similar texts on the Internet. We chose a few mostly free tools, in which we
focus on quality and presentation of results, speed of processing, intuitiveness, the method used and other features
that would help us with proposal our own tool. Also, the
results of the analyzed tools were important to compare
and evaluate our one. For each tool, a basic description
is given with the results of our test on the same sample
texts.
WCopyFind1 is developed on the platform .NET of University in Virginia and it is freely available with source
code. Its advantage is simplicity and speed. It supports
text ﬁle formats, HTML and DOC. It allows to the user
a lot of pre-processing and detection settings, but it does
not use sophisticated methods, e.g. lemmatization. The
implemented algorithm is based on matching common
substrings and the number of common words. The tool
extracts from each document parts of the text, in which
it is looking at least word match of speciﬁed length. This
tool allows you to move documents into a group, in which
they are not compared to each other. It prints both the
mutual similarities and also oﬀers the option to view side
by side. In the test, after appropriate parameters setting,
the tool detected 19 of 27 plagiarisms (only 16 in default
settings). In another extreme case of settings, a tool included to results also those, which were not plagiarism at
all. Test revealed minor deﬁciencies WCopyFind in ﬁnding plagiarism in texts of diﬀerent sizes, when setting the
parameters had to be compromise. It also had problems
with the Slovak language. Despite the result, it was also
good in regard to speed, when the process took only 7
seconds.
PlaDeS [2] was created by students at our faculty led by
Dr. Daniela Chudá. It is also free application built on the
platform .NET. It is very clear with an intuitive user interface. PlaDeS supports DOC and PDF formats and allows
you to insert entire ZIP archives. The great advantage is
the support of Slovak language (lemmatization). The latest version has implemented method of N-grams. Printing the results in diﬀerent ways is excellent (list, tree and
groups). The selected pair of documents can be viewed
side by side. In the test, while signiﬁcantly reducing the
marginal similarity on 10% except 1, all possible pairs of
plagiarism were revealed. On the other hand, quality results were achieved on the expense of time, when analysis
took the order of minutes for the test sample documents.
Visual information by the time course analysis was positive.
1

http://www.plagiarism.phys.virginia.edu/Wsoftware.html
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JPlag2 is client - server application that is implemented
in Java. It is designed mainly for comparing program’s
source codes, but also allows the detection of plagiarism in
texts. However, it only supports text ﬁle formats (TXT).
The tool algorithm uses tokenization and subsequent comparison with GST method (Greedy String Tiling). Analysis takes place on the server side. Results are returned
in the form of HTML pages. View in groups of similar
documents is very clear. Detailed view side by side we
consider to be the best from the tested tools. JPlag had
problems with Slovak, which was also reﬂected in the view
of results. In the test, the tool detected 74% plagiarism
in default settings (96% after their modiﬁcation). Total
time 20 seconds was also positive.

3. Proposal own method
The main idea is to use method of Lempel-Ziv. LempelZiv method is now mostly used on data compression. Experimentally this method was used on comparison of DNA
and also text [5]. Principle of the method is the fact that
for the same sequence of text the compression becomes
more eﬃcient. From Lempel-Ziv method, we decided to
use and adapt the principle of creating a dictionary from
which we obtain the parameters for evaluating similarity.
The main goal of this proposal is to create a new method
that oﬀers a new approach to previously used methods on
plagiarism detection in texts.

3.1 Description of creating a dictionary of LempelZiv method
Creating a dictionary is part of the encoding process of
Lempel-Ziv method [6]. The dictionary you can imagine
as a table where the row contains index (codeword) and
the corresponding character string. Dictionary fulﬁls the
following preﬁx condition: if some string of characters is
saved in the dictionary, so its all preﬁxes are saved there.
In Table 1 and Table 2, an example of method is given for
the input string I = abbacbabcbaccbaaccb and alphabet A
= {a, b, c}.
Encoding steps:
1. Initialize the dictionary to contain all characters an
alphabet {a, b, c}
2. Find the longest string S in the dictionary that
matches the current input
3. Emit the dictionary index for S to output and remove S from the input
4. Add S followed by the next symbol in the input to
the dictionary
5. If it is something on the input then go to step 2 (else
ﬁnish).

3.2 Method proposal
Basis of own method are built on description contained
in section 3.1. However, there were several key changes:
• whole words are inserted to the dictionary (not just
characters)
2

https://www.ipd.uni-karlsruhe.de/jplag
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Table 1: Input string of example and the corresponding encoded output.
Input string
a b b a c ba b cb ac cba acc b
Output string 0 1 1 0 2 5
1 7
6
10
11 1

Index
0
1
2
3
4
5
6

Table 2: Dictionary of compression method example.
Appropriate string of characters (S) Index Appropriate string of characters (S)
a
7
cb
b
8
bab
c
9
bc
ab
10
cba
bb
11
acc
ba
12
cbaa
ac
13
accb

• the ﬁrst initialization of the dictionary is not required (the dictionary is initialized by new words
continuously, as the input text comes)
• we monitor the count of phrases (called compression) in the dictionary, which is the most important
parameter for our method
• we do not deal with encoding of output string
Generally, our own method is based on the creation of
the dictionary from the input text, which is divided into
words. If the word from an input is not in the dictionary,
it is added to dictionary. If this word is in the dictionary,
to this word is added the next word from input. This
will create a phrase. If the phrase is in the dictionary, to
this phrase is added the next word from input in similar
way. If the phrase is not in the dictionary, it is added to
dictionary and the parameter count of the compressions
is incremented. The process is repeated until the end of
the input. The whole input text is processed this way.
We have developed two approaches to comparison and
acquisition the similarity of two texts:
1. Comparison the second text with a dictionary of ﬁrst
text (dictionary - text)
2. Comparison dictionaries of both texts (dictionary dictionary)
In the first approach, at the beginning the dictionary is
created from the ﬁrst text. Then this dictionary is used to
”compress” the second text, but it is not modiﬁed. More
speciﬁcally, the words and phrases of the second text are
compared against the dictionary of the ﬁrst text. The
phrase is made up from word only when this word is in
the dictionary. And next word from the input is added to
the phrase only when this phrase is in the dictionary. All
possible phrases that are found and also are in dictionary,
they are counted (this number represents parameter ct2 d1
in Formula (1)). For the ﬁrst approach, metrics SM1 (Formula (1)) and SM2 (Formula (2)) have been developed to
detect the similarity. It is better when the longer text is
processed ﬁrst.

SM 1 = (

ct2 d1
) ∗ 100[%]
c1

(1)

− ct2 d1 - count of compressions of the second text in
regard to dictionary from the ﬁrst text
− c1 - count of compressions in the dictionary from
the ﬁrst text
The disadvantage metric SM1 is insensitive to diﬀerences
in the length of compared text and assigning a greater
similarity to longer texts. Modifying the previous formula
for the ratio of words of texts and approximate function
(denominator of the Formula (2)) based on the amount
of words positively inﬂuences to these adverse impacts.
Metric SM2 is the result:

SM 2 =

SM 1 ∗ (w1 /w2 )
[%]
(10(1.8976+0.0421∗log10 (w1 +w2 )) )/100

(2)

− w1 (w2 ) - amount of words of ﬁrst (second) text
In the second approach, one dictionary is created for the
ﬁrst text and other dictionary is created for the second
text. Then both dictionaries are compared to each other.
We are matching and counting exact common phrases
(not single words). The resulting number represents parameter sc in the Formula (3), which is a metric for this
second approach.

SM 3 =

sc
∗ 100[%]
min{c1 , c2 }

(3)

− sc - amount of common compressions in dictionaries
from the ﬁrst and second text
− c1 (c2 ) - amount of compressions in the dictionary
from the ﬁrst (second) text

4. Application and experimental results
The application has been implemented in order to verify
the own method and comparison its results with other
tools on a sample of the Slovak texts. These texts are
from student’s essays, thesis and technical texts from the
Internet. They have from 504 to 8642 words. Together
there are 25 texts, respectively 27 unique all possible pairs
of plagiarism. They have diﬀerent similarity and diﬀerent
levels of plagiarism. Basic requirements for the application were: loading and processing N input text ﬁles, choice
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Figure 1: Comparing the results of tools and our application with metric SM3 on sample texts.
any metrics of both approaches on comparison texts, and
presentation of results as a percentage similarity of pairs
of texts. It also allows diﬀerent types of pre-processing
and their combinations. For our method, removing stop
words proved to be the best. In the graph (see Figure 1),
the results of own method are given for metric SM3 also
using removal stop words. SM3 metric gives more accurate results of similarity than SM2. However, SM2 detects
more similarities in the texts, but it also has a higher
threshold of similarity. Overall, we consider the metric
SM3 for the best on the basis of the achievements. Estimate of similarity was calculated on the basis of amount
of words in common parts of texts.
Evaluation own method (metric SM3):
• analysis and evaluation process is fast (0.6 sec. for
the sample texts - it is the best time from all tested
tools) and method may be implemented as part of
pre-processing
• resistance to displacement parts of the text
• in test method detected all 27/27 plagiarism pairs
• results of own method approximately reﬂect the results of the analysis tools and they are visibly better
than the tool WCopyFind
• worse detection similarity of short texts (in less than
500 words)
• method would fail (identify zero similarity) in short
text, which contained no word repetition
• method is also suitable for other languages

5. Conclusions and future work
In this paper, new method has been described with the
metrics on detection of similarity in pairs of texts. It is
based on the principle of compression method LempelZiv. The idea is creating dictionary from text, comparison and acquisition of parameters from created dictionary.

Comparison of the results indicated a great competitiveness of our method against the existing tools. We plan to
use more additional parameters from the dictionary, what
can bring even better results. Also, next improvements of
method are not excluded.
Furthermore, we want to use the dictionary to get the
characteristic phrases of the text for searching its similar
texts on the Internet. Also, we want to assign texts to
groups and create a user interface appropriate to presentation the results of similarity that the user himself can
decide what is and what is not plagiarism.
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Abstract
In this paper we present a method for event reminding.
Our method is designed for scheduling leaving time from
one location to catch the event at different location. We
use a mobile device to track user activities and discover
patterns in her activities by analyzing locations where she
spends time, time when she is travelling, type of transportation she uses and weather conditions. These observed contexts are used to remind the user when to leave,
when to wake up, etc. Our idea is to help organise activities of the user and adapt to the behavioural patterns
which we discover. We present in this paper the solution which discovers patterns and models the user using
records made by mobile device in energy efficient manner.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
I.5.1
[Models]:
Statistical,
Structural;
H.3.4 [Systems and Software]: User profiles and alert
services

Keywords
user behavior, pattern discovery, context, monitoring, location, time, planning, reminder, mobile device

1.

Introduction

Nowadays almost everyone uses mobile device to communicate with others and organize their lives. Mobile devices are always with us and even cheaper alternatives
are capable of monitoring us. We could be always located
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by our provider using telestrial GSM antennas and signal strength or GPS modules. This triangulation could
be also used locally by every peer with simple, but programmable mobile phone. Moreover, we could use these
locations for our own benefit. Monitoring contexts [8] get
us through advanced analysis to adaptation what eventually leads to comfort. More advanced mobile device we
use, more adaptation we can provide. We present here
a method for reminding upcoming events such as meetings, lectures or work start, school start. Our idea is to
help a user to decide when to leave and never miss any
event. We adapt currently simple alarm clock to the user
needs. We remind meeting earlier if it is snowing outside
but do not bother the user when she is already on her
way. To illustrate situation, imagine scenario where Petra sleeps in the morning and her alarm clock is set to
7:00 am 1 hour before her lecture starts. But it started
snowing during night and there is a traffic collapse on her
usual route. With today alarm clock she is woken up but
she is late because of the traffic jam though. To avoid
such an unpleasant happening we propose the method to
adapt alarm clock and we wake up Petra earlier according
to current situation. In this case Petra’s alarm clock is
set to 6:40 am and she is at her destination on time.
This is about past, current and future contexts [12] which
have to be considered. Petra does not know what would
happen next morning. Even system does not know this. It
relies on the current situation and known contexts. Alarm
clock has to be adapted as soon as it is aware of future context. In mentioned or similar scenarios we need to know
details about current situation and we should have knowledge about how to solve such situation. Details about
situation are monitored as contexts. We focus on
• current location (current context),
• destination (where is the user heading - past/future
context),
• time (current context),
• time to transport (past/future context),
• type of transportation (past/future context) and also
• weather (future context).
These are contexts which we monitor in long term to successfully adapt our reminder when it is needed. The location is monitored permanently and stored with timestamp. We analyze these logs to discover patterns of user
behavior and how she solved past situations, how long did
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it take from one place to another relatively to conditions
like weather and type of transportation. The location and
the time is the only input which we need to analyze and
predict user behavior. Other information is either downloaded (weather from the web using time) or calculated
(type of transportation using movement patterns).
Our method does not need exact locations. We do not
need GPS attributes to adapt. We neither need internet
connection but in this case we use only analyses based
on user behavior. Weather as a condition or analyses
based on other users are not considered in this case. For
online users we also use power of crowd to discover patterns especially when our user is new or current location
is unknown for her. Side product of such collaborative
information gathering is a map of transport times.

2.

Related work

The term context in is often misinterpret. We understand
context as synonym of situation or condition [12]. The
context of the user could be simple as her actual time or
location but also more complex such as accompanies or
even her emotions.
Ciglan et al. in [6] introduced work where event was understood as happening relevant for masses. Event in this
work is meant to be for example New Year, Valentine’s
Day or Christmas. They used Wikipeadia page views
statistics to find out what is happening in the selected
period of time. They analyzed topics and connections to
these events. Similarly to our work they analyzed behavior of users. In our work we do almost the same but with
individuals separately. Our work focuses on the simplest
events which are not relevant for masses but for individuals. Furthermore, we need to find behavioral patterns
using periodicity in records to discover repeating events.
For example the ritual of working from 8:00 am to 16:00
on weekdays is considered to be event relevant for our
user.
We do analysis of the individual to discover events which
are connected to the need of transportation. Similarly
to work on task recommendation [13] we are monitoring
user using mobile devices. Task in mentioned work is
defined to be upcoming activity for analyzed user. They
are trying to interact with user to e.g. change phone ring
to loud mode if user is outside and make it silent when
he is watching movie. We focus only on one type of task
- transportation from one location to another. We are
specialized on transportation which we have to predict if
it is needed.
Prediction is based on human rituals as it was mentioned
by Bamis [4]. They suggest to use many different sensor
data like room temperature to determine e.g. whether
user is sleeping or not. We simplified user rituals to locations she visits. Even with this simple attitude we are
able to determine locations where user stays. Further analyzes of the locations then reveals location where user
lives, where she works or where she eats. We decided to
simplify this monitoring to locations because they are satisfying for our method and mostly because of the practical
reason. We want to track user everywhere so we can work
with sensor data only using her mobile devices. Naturally,
we want to cover as many types of devices as it is possible.
Sensor data introduced by Bamis [4] are very useful but
not easily conducted by common user.
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Other option is to ask user to interact with the system.
User is able to provide information about current contexts. The music recommender system presented in work
by Baltrunas [3] uses complex ratings where the user is
able to choose contexts to say when the music is appropriate for others. In work by Hsu [10] they even use
an enhanced remote controller for your TV to set your
current context (mood). Alternatively in work made by
Cebrian [5] they present possibilities to use statistics to replace such interaction. Recommendations are then made
by the mass of users using simple context of time.
We are constrained by internet connection which we assumed is not usual for our users. We have to analyze users
as individuals and offline. We understand the intention
of Mei [11] where power of crowd helps individually. In
this work authors present how to suggest queries to individuals using queries popular by crowd. They use short
term context to suggest in information retrieval process.
They assumed users are interested in the same agenda in
the same time. They connected these contexts to improve
searching the web. However in our solution we have to
work with contexts offline. We also designed solution for
sharing contexts but we have to ensure that majority of
the users without internet connection would be satisfied.
Since we work with locations we considered side product
of our solution. We are able to create a map with times
needed to transport from one point to another. Clarke [7]
mentioned a game where mobile devices where used to
track players who were searching for secrets on the map.
They playground was set in the city. Players were moving from one point to another with an intention to beat
others. The game emerged to a map with shortest paths
was created. In our case we work mainly with locations
and time. Every user using our method creates a map of
her transportation times. If we were able to gather this
information we would be able to reveal a map with times
needed to transport from one point to another. Besides
we can use other external conditions such as weather context to calculate time needed (related to these conditions).
Contexts and adapting
Our method for event reminding is based on behavior patterns and discovered contexts. We can discover and use
several contexts such as location, time or weather. Our
method works with mobile devices which is always on and
monitoring, i.e. ready for discovering several contexts.
Firstly, we show how to get contexts and how our method
monitors users. Secondly we describe how to discover behavior patterns in relation to these contexts. Some of
these contexts are not interesting for pattern discovery
but at least location and time as contexts coexist in behavior pattern which we are mainly interested in.

2.1 Location
Nowadays most of mobile devices provide functionality to
locate themselves using GPS module. GPS module is in
fact very precise and location obtained is easily translated
to exact place. This technology has many disadvantages
though. GPS excessively consumes battery and initialization often lasts too much. There is also problem inside
buildings and covered places. Actually not every device
is equipped with GPS and users rarely let it activated
permanently. For this reason we decided to use antennas
instead of GPS. The idea is in monitoring which telestrial
GSM antennas are connected. We are able to locate user
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using her mobile phone and these antennas. This technology is not so precise and location needs to be translated
into GPS coordinates to match exact place but these little drawbacks are good price for low battery consumption
and better availability for our users.
Technology provides simple identification of the antenna
which has the best connection quality and lets us know
the distinct position of the user. Actually we do not
need to translate this data to the exact GPS coordinates.
Therefore we do not need to distribute and then actualize
database with these translations at every user instance.
Identification itself is enough to differentiate locations and
calculate distance in time. Distance in time is exactly
what we need if we want to adaptively remind events.
Every event which should be reminded happens at one
of the locations. Our reminder learns day by day. Every event that passed is recorded. We know where user
was and where he spent some time from these records.
By monitoring user and learning his rituals we discover
events. The event is a pair of location and time. After
longer observing we are able to schedule events automatically. When event is going to be reminded its location
becomes a destination. Current location and destination
of following event are then used as attributes to calculate
time distance.
In our work we discover event locations by monitoring
and then predicting when these destinations are relevant.
These locations are those where user spends some amount
of time. These are not places where she just gets through
nor locations which are random. For example home location is not considered to be event location. User spends
lot of time here but she has no obligation to be at home
so she does not arrive periodically. This pattern is recognized as home location and it is filtered out (it is not
recognized as event). Figure 1 presents locations passed
by one user. These locations were recorded in 5 minutes
intervals. 5 minutes interval caused that one longer trip
on the left side has only few intersections between ways
there and back. Actually we could shorten this interval
but there is no need since we want to focus on locations
which are visited more times.

2.2 Time
Every location, even those which user passed only once
for a short time, is recorded. Locations are stored with
a timestamp. Time is another important context which
we analyze. We are not aggregating events by periods during a day like researchers do in other similar projects [5].
We work with these timestamps which are then used to
discover mentioned locations and time needed to transport between locations. We are searching for periodicity
and rituals. Our method for event reminding uses recursive analyses of the records. The algorithm for repeating
event discovery follows this sequence:
1. Nearby locations are merged (e.g. user has more
locations in the same building)
2. Locations below threshold are removed (threshold
for period is set to 15 minutes)
3. Interval is set to length of recording
4. Locations and timestamps are grouped by intervals

Figure 1: User movement during the period of
2 months. Each point represents location. Size
of the point represents how many times it was
visited. Two clusters on bottom right represent
home and work. The long path is one trip to
the far location and the way back.

Figure 2: Histogram for short sequence (around
8:00 AM) and one location (Work).

5. Histograms for every location over timestamp are
calculated
6. Histogram for every location is evaluated and score
for intervals and locations is given
7. Set interval size to the one which lead us to better
score or end
8. Jump back to step 4
Steps 1 through 4 are done for filtering unnecessary records
and simplifying the analyses. We are filtering locations
which were passed but those are not relevant for further
knowledge discovery. The following cycle is then used
to search for the best interval. Iterations approximate
the correct result. The most important step is evaluation of histogram (step 6). Total number of locations
and timestamps are put in the ratio with all discovered
maximums (Fig. 2) and score is calculated. This partial
evaluation approximates the best result. Result for every
location is then used as discovered ritual. We can observe
that user was always at work at 8:15 am. This is the time
she has to be at work and it is considered to be start of
the event.
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When we know how to predict following events we also
need information about how long does it take to reach
the destination. This is done by retrieving current location and searching the shortest path to the predicted
destination. As you can see on previous picture, our user
has to be at work between 7:40 am and 8:15 am. Since
we predicted work as following event we have to reserve
time needed for transportation when we want to remind.
This is also how our method adapts to the present location. To manage the problem of searching for shortest
path between single points we use Dijkstra’s algorithm.
Another fact we considered is time needed to prepare before user leaves. This is more complex problem which we
currently solve only by comparing time she usually leaves
and time she set on alarm clock. This is considered to
be the maximal time needed to prepare before she leaves.
It means that we use the same time for events which are
happening in the morning and event which are happening later during day. Actually we should only remind in
cases that our reminder discovered that user is very late
on leaving. In this case we do not need to know the time
she needs to prepare herself. Our reminder just warn that
it is the time to leave (it will not bother the user if she is
already on her way).

2.3 Conditions of transportation
Besides location and time there are even more contexts
which should consider. We want to discuss type of transportation used and also weather. Both contexts are not
easily retrieved. We have to analyze time needed to transport from one point to another to decide whether user
went by walk, took a bus or drove a car. Actually this is
necessary only if user changes her rituals and she alternates her type of transportation. In other cases, there is
almost no chance to predict such thing and the only way
is to ask user.
Other interesting condition is weather, which definitely
affects the time needed to transport from one place to another. Snowing, raining or similar conditions slow down
traffic or even cause jams what means that such information would help user to estimate time needed to transport.
Users with internet connection have such an option. During estimating of time needed to transport are information
about current location used to download current weather.
This context is then used for better estimation.
Every context brings another dimension to our records.
Not only type of transportation or weather conditions but
also part of a day affects how long it takes to transport.
Actually part of a day is considered to be one of the most
useful contexts [9]. We use part of a day as other aspect
that affects time needed to transport. To create suitable
representation we work with records which are combinations of
(location) × (weather) × (transportation) × (time). (1)
It means that we use combinations of contexts which are
associated with record. Time between locations is then remembered for more combinations. This leads to complex
structure which could cause serious performance problem.
Since we work with individual users only, our data is not
so complex rather simple. Calculation itself is then simple so far. We also mentioned the map of transportation
times. This map could be collaboratively generated by
recording more users and maintaining the same database.
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Mentioned complexity problem would be an issue in this
case.

3.

Evaluation

In our work we want to experimentally evaluate two hypotheses. Both experiments we did were prepared with
data we obtained by monitoring one user for 2 months.
Our monitoring software was installed on Windows Mobile 6. Device was recording the location every 5 minutes.
The location was recorded only if it was changed since
last observation. We recorded information about GSM
antenna and time. Our intention was to use this data to
discover rituals and then observe hypotheses we placed.

3.1 Discovering rituals
First hypothesis is our presumption that periodical rituals are repeating in common time frames. It means that
people are repeating their manners daily, weekly, monthly
(etc.). Our method for discovering rituals is used to search
for intervals of any length. We want to compare length
of intervals discovered by our method and length of intervals which we presumed. In our experiment we discovered more unknown rituals. More of them were intensive
enough to be discussed here. We noticed that discovering of rituals which are repeating in shorter intervals is
more accurate. It is consequence of the number of repeats. In the table 1 we placed discovered rituals and
their attributes.
As we can observe, weekdays are discovered as weekly
rituals. It is because of free weekends and little differences
between Mondays, Fridays and rest of the week. There
are also few workdays when our user was not at work
(business trip, holiday or illness). We also observed that
leaving work earlier on Friday becomes also a ritual. In
this experiment we observed that our method is able to
discover rituals. Lengths of intervals are almost as we
expect (mostly a week). We could claim that there is
no need to search for intervals which are very rare basis.
Methods which use heuristics on these common intervals
would be as successful as method we proposed or even
better.

3.2 Contexts affecting rituals
In this experiment we want to show that context we mentioned before affects rituals. Especially we want to observe time needed to transport from one location to another and how it is affected by weather and time. Our
hypothesis is that e.g. rain affects traffic what should affect time needed to transport from one place to another.
Part of day also affects traffic. In the morning there are
lots of cars on the roads. We used our data to show that
these contexts affects time needed to transport.
In the following table (Tab. 2) we show how long it takes
to move from home location to work location. We work
with the same data as in the previous experiment. We
used timestamps to retrieve weather conditions. We use
scale 1 to 3 (good) to rate weather condition like light rain,
rain, strong rain, fog (http://www.wunderground.com).
Our observation is that both time and weather context
affect duration of transportation.

4.

Conclusions and future work

To sum up we presented method for adaptive event reminding. Main idea is in reminding when to leave one
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Table 1: Rituals discovered by our method (ID 1 to 5 are grouped).
ID Length of period Number of occurrences Identification of ritual (user)
1-5
∼7 days
6 or 7 (each)
Going to work (Mon-Fri)
6
∼7 days
6
Going home (Fridays)
7
∼30 days
2
Regular visit

Table 2: Duration of transport is affected by different conditions.
time / weather
1
2
3
7:30 - 8:00
21 min. 23 min. 15 min.
8:00 - 8:30
10 min. 9 min. 11 min.
13:00 - 13:30
9 min. 10 min. 8 min.

location and prevent our user of missing other events. We
considered many contexts which affects our daily rituals
and designed this method to learn and adapt. We use
records which are made by monitoring our users to discover, model and predict their behavior. Our solution
is for mobile devices which are nowadays almost always
with us and ready to operate to help us. Our application
uses telestrial antennas to monitor locations which user
passes. Further analyses are then applied to discover upcoming events. We also use these records to predict time
needed to move from one point to another. It means that
we incrementally build a map which tells us how long it
takes to transport while contexts such as weather, type of
transportation, and part of day are considered.
We have developed simple application which monitors
user through her mobile device. Our intention was to
propose an idea and evaluate analyses which were made
using this data. Our aim is to move these analyses, prediction model to mobile devices as an application which
works as we designed. In this case we would evaluate our
solution in real life with real users. We would potentially
discover other drawbacks.
In the future we plan to consider even more contexts (e.g.
cultural or demographic information [2]). We mentioned
how we use contexts now and how simple is it to add other
contexts which also affect time needed to transport from
one location to another. We want to analyze different context and enhance our model to accept also more contexts.
This is associated with the representation of the map of
transportation times which is currently not ready to work
with amount of users. We want to provide service or even
integrate into existing solution [1] to help manage user
profile in the field of context aware recommending.
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